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F 0 R E W 0 R D 
High1y industria1ized countries have gained vast experience in 
manufacturing water reactor fue1. Manufacturing is fo11owed by 
a stringent system of qua1ity assurance and qua1ity contro1. The 
Seminar on Practica1 Experience in the App1ication of Qua1ity 
Contro1 in Water-Reactor Fue1 Fabrication provided a forum for an 
exchange of information on methods and systems of qua1ity assurance 
and qua1ity contro1 for reactor fue1. In addition, many deve1oping 
countries which have started or irrtend to set up a nuc1ear fue1 in-
dustry are interested in the app1ication of qua1ity assurance and 
qua1ity contro1. 
This meeting has been preceded by two different series of con-
ferences: the IAEA meetings 1976 in Os1o, 1978 in Prague and 1979 
in Buenos Aires, and the Kar1sruhe meetings on Characterization and 
Qua1ity Contro1 of Nuc1ear Fue1 he1d in 1978 and 1981. 
Qua1ity contro1 and qua1ity assurance has many different facets. 
Un1ike the pure1y technica1 aspects, covered by the Kar1sruhe con-
ference series, the IAEA meetings a1ways re1ate to a wider fie1d of 
topics. They inc1ude governmenta1 regu1ations and codes for practi-
ca1 qua1ity assurance. 
This vo1ume contains the papers presented at the seminar and a 
record of the discussions, 
I wish to thank the IAEA for having arranged this meeting and the 
government of the Federa1 Repuc1ic of Germany for hosting it. The 
generaus financia1 support granted by the Kernforschungszentrum 
Kar1sruhe to the conference and to pub1ication of the proceedings 
is gratefu11y acknow1edged. 
D. Vo11ath 
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ECONOMIC CONSEQUENCES OF QA AND QC IN FUEL AND FUEL ASSEMBLY PRODUCTION 
ABSTRACT 
A. A. Strasser 
The S. M. Stoller Cerparation 
1250 Broadway 
New York, N.Y. 10001 
The planning of quality control and quality assurance programs for fuel fabrication 
must balance the cost of the programs, their effectiveness, and the economic 
consequences of failure to meet the product specifications. The cost of fuel 
failures can be very high in comparison to the cost of quality control, and this 
provides considerable economic justification for increasing the level of quality 
control if its effectiveness in reducing failure potential can be demonstrated. 
Typical costs and examples are discussed. 
1. Conseguences of Failures in the Quality Control System 
The detailed planning of the quality control (QC) and quality assurance (QA) 
programs for an industrial product must balance the cost of the quality programs, 
their effectiveness, and the consequences of failure to meet the product specifica-
tions. The intent of the QC and QA programs for fuel and fuel assembly production is 
to provide a high level of assurance that these products will meet their specifica-
tions and in turn perform reliably at their design conditions. The intent isthat 
this be achieved at an economically competitive cost, both in the fuels industry and 
the power generation industry. 
Same design features have a minor effect on performance, and for this reason the 
extent of related quality control, i.e. cost, can be relatively low. Other design 
features, such as the pellet hydrogen content, are critical to reliable performance, 
and for these a higher cost of quality control can be justified. 
The QC plan selected for each design parameter is based on a number of consider-
ations: 
The relationship of fuel performance statistics to the design parameters 
Desired confidence level for meeting the specification 
Statistics of the fabrication process in meeting the specification 
Subjective engineering judgement 
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A failure of the production QC plan occurs when an off-specification design 
feature passes the plan and is accepted as part of the final product. A failure of 
the design QC plan occurs when the specification itself is inadequate. This paper 
discusses the economic consequences of QC failures in fabrication process control, 
process inspection, and final inspection. The economic consequences of design QC 
failures, however, are similar. 
Three different limit levels are used in the design and fabrication of fuel. 
The process control limits, the tightest level, are held by the fabricator below the 
second level, the the specification 1 imits. These in turn are below the fai lure 
threshold, the third level. A well known example of the relationship of these limits 
related to the maisture content of uo2 is shown in Figure 1. The margin between 
these three limits is in recognition that variations and uncertainties exist in 
design procedures, materials properties, fabrication processes and predictions of 
performance requirements. If the failure threshold, or the relationship of the 
specification parameter to the failure threshold are uncertain, the margin between 
the two should be sufficiently large to take the uncertainty into account. 
Similarly, if the fabrication process produces a highly variable product, the margin 
between the process limit and the specification limit should be large to reduce the 
risk of accepting a deviate product. The costs associated with the maintenance of 
large margins is usually high, which provides an incentive to improve our knowledge 
of failure thresholds and to narrow the variability in fabrication processes. 
The current state-of-the-art of fuel QC is sufficiently mature to shift the 
emphasis in today•s QC programs toward controlling the extremes of the product 
quality distribution, and to reduce the small number of failures that do occur to an 
even lower level. The major concern, therefore, is to eliminate the extreme 11 tails 11 
of the distribution, as shown in Figure 1. This type of graph should be viewed as 
applicable to all parameters critical to fuel performance, not just maisture content. 
The two approaches to eliminate the extremes are an increase in the quality control 
level to reject all components in this category, and/or to improve process control, 
as was done in this case by improving drying procedures. In most cases, increasing 
QC alone is not economical. 
The consequences of QC failures can range from essentially nil, to the failure 
of the fuel assembly and release of radioactivity. If a product feature falls 
outside the specification limit but below the failure threshold, the consequences may 
be negligible. If several product features are off-specification but below the 
failure threshold, the evaluation of their potential effect on performance is more 
complex, because the interaction of effects may not be immediately obvious, and must 
be taken into account. 
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An off-specification product that exceeds the failure threshold is likely to 
result in economic lasses. The failure of a fuel assembly to meet performance 
requirements will result in a variety of economic penalties and will be borne by a 
variety of organizations, and even individuals. Figure 2 presents a chart of how the 
financial losses are transmitted and eventually paid for. 
The costs of fuel failures are compensated directly by the fuel vendor and the 
utility. The division of responsibilities for payment depends partly on the 
contractual relationship between the two organizations. In the majority of the cases 
the greater financial burden falls on the utility. The publicly-owned utility must 
recover these costs either from the customers it serves, in the form of increased 
rates for e~ectricity consumption, or from its owners, the stockholders, in the form 
of decreased pro fit distri but i ons. A state-owned ut i 1 ity recovers its i ncreased 
costs through increased government taxation or also directly via increased rates 
charged to the consumers of the electricity. 
The vendor has less options for cost recovery. The costs related to the fuel 
failures will increase his general overhead. The vendor then has the choice of 
recovering the costs by decreasing profits to Stockholders or increasing the price of 
the fuel fabrication to future customers, an action that will make his fuel less 
competitive. 
2. Fuel Failures and Their Cost Components 
A definition of fuel 11 fai lure 11 is important to a discussion of its economic 
consequences. Generally, a failure is thought of as a clad breach that releases 
fission products to the coolant. While this is one failure mechanism, and certainly 
the most costly one, there are others that can have significant economic impact. In 
the many years that the S.M. Stoller Corp. has assisted uti lities in negotiating 
fuels contracts, we have developed a number of definitions to suit specific 
situations. A typical definition is given in Table 1. 
The costs of fuel failures are reflected primarily in the loss of electrical 
power as discussed later. Additional costs are represented by a large number of 
services required for the investigation and correction of the problern and the 
subsequent disposal of the fuel. 
Fuel failures can be divided into three generic categories, each having a 
somewhat different set of cost components, as outlined below. The potentially 
highest cost components are indicated with an asterisk. 
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a. Repairable failure, no fission product release 
Examples: 
Cast components: 
Differential fuel rod growth 
Spacer darnage (moderate) 
Failed hold down spring 
Pool examination 
Hot cell examination (optional) 
Engineering evaluation 
Reports to regulatory agencies 
Fuel repairs and reconstitution in the 
pool 
Radioactive waste disposal 
*Added outage time (lost power) 
Development of engineering remedy 
by vendor 
b. Non-repairable failure, no fission product release 
Examples: 
Cost components: 
Fuel rod bowing (potential power derate) 
BWR channel corrosion, bulgtng, bowing 
Power peaking due to improper quantity of u235 
or burnable absorber 
Same as Item 11 a11 p 1 us 
*Operation at derated power (lost power) 





Fuel rod end plug weld failures 
Clad oxidation, corrosion 
Same as Items 11 a, 11 11 b, 11 plus 
*Plant shutdown (lost power) 
*Underburned u235 (lost energy) 
Increased plant maintenance cost 
Increased personnel exposure 
Cost of new reload calculation 
Non-optimal reloading 
Decrease in plant maneuverability 
Fuel storage, shipment, and reprocessing penalties 
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The fuel failure cost components are discussed below. Typical figures repre-
sentative of their costs in the USA are given. 
Pool Examination 
Assernblies with leaking fuel rods are identified by sipping. The procedures 
developed are quite rapid; a complete PWR core can be sipped in three days. 
Determination of the failure cause requires, at a minimum, visual examination of 
the fuel assembly. In most cases this is done in the spent fuel pool with a periscope 
or TV camera. Visual examinations identify significant dimensional changes, the clad 
surface condition, clad failures, fretting, cracking, corrosion and other observable 
anomalies. 
Several types of non-destructive, quantitative measurements are made relatively 
routinely; these include fuel rod bowing, spacing, and growth. An oxide thickness 
measurement method has also been used successfully for Zircaloy cladding. Ultrasonic 
inspection to identify the rods with clad breach are becoming routine as well. Less 
frequent measurements made primarily for research and development objectives include 
clad profilometry, eddy current and in some instances fission gas release measure-
ment. 
The costs for poolside examinations vary depending on the number of assernblies 
and fuel rods examined, the number of shifts worked (size of the crew), the degree to 
which the examination tools are automated~ and potential delays in the examination 
while the crew is on site due to other reactor Operations. 
The personnel doing the work are usually the vendor 1 s orthat of a subcontractor 
specializing in examinations. The utility may do some of the examinations, but at a 
minimum they must supply personnel to help move the fuel, set up the equipment in the 
pool, and provide a health physicist. Other utility engineering staff often 
participate, and these arealso part of the fuel failure cost. 
Typical pool examination costs are summarized in Table 2. The majority of the 
examinations are in the range of $200,000-$700,000. 
Hot Cell Examination 
The pool examination is insufficient in some instances to provide the 
information needed to determine the cause of failure. The destructive examination in 
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a hot cell permits detailed examinations typical of non-radioactive laboratories 
such as metallography, chemical analyses, x-ray diffraction, and mechanical and 
physical property testing. The important fission gas release measurements are 
generally made in a hot cell, although some have been made in a pool. The puncture in 
a pool requires mechanical resealing, not acceptable to every utility. 
The visual examination can be made with considerably greater clarity and 
resolution in a hot cell than in the pool, and the flexibility for disassembly and 
maneuvering of parts is also greater. Some of the non-destructive examinations done 
in the pool are also repeated in the hot cell where they can be made with greater 
accuracy. 
The cost range of typical hot cell examinations involving fuel is $300,000-
$500,000. Their cost can be higher, but unlikely to be lower, unless shipping and 
examination are restricted to non-fueled components. 
Engineering Evaluation 
The cause of the failures is usually evaluated by the vendor and independently 
by the utility or its consultants. Sensitive commercial issues are in question: was 
the cause a failure in the vendor•s fabrication or design QC system? or was it due to 
utility operating methods incompatible with the fuel performance limits? 
The data from the pool and hot cell examinations must be reduced, evaluated, and 
interpreted. In many cases the rod or assembly power history must be calculated to 
determine the conditions the fuel was exposed to. The vendor will search his QC 
records looking for unusual occurrences that may have been recorded during 
fabrication. The typical cost of such an evaluation is in the range of 
$30,000-$100,000. 
Reports to Regulatory Agencies 
Fuel fai lures and proposed remedial actions are reported to the regulatory 
agencies. Depending on the severity of the case, additional meetings, analyses, and 
tests may be required. The cost of such interchanges can range between 
$10,000-$100,000. 
Cost of New Reload Calculation 
Non-Optimal Reload 
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Decrease in Plant Maneuverability 
A new reload calculation and license are required for the cycle subsequent to 
the one the failures occurred in, if a significant number of fuel rods are replaced 
or several failed assernblies are discharged. The cost can range from 
$50,000-$200,000 depending on the complexity of the job. 
The compatibility of the desired fuel cycles with the now, hybrid reload will 
probably not be optimal. In order to meet cycle energy and shutdown window require-
ments, a greater than optimum amount of u235 and number of assernblies will probably 
have to be used. The cost of a non-optimal reload wi n depend on the degree of 
mismatch, and can range from very small to large amounts. Unit costs in terms of 
fabrication and u235 lasses are given in connection with the discussion of 
11 Underburned u235 u. 
Previously burned, or fresh fuel assernblies will be used to replace failed ones. 
While they will be chosen so as to limit their impact on thermal margins, their 
presence may reduce plant operating flexibility in some cases. Again, the costs may 
range from small to large and will depend on the nature of the specific case. 
Underburned u235 
The discharge of fuel prior to reaching its goal burnup represents a loss in 
energy (energy generated per unit weight of u3o8). This represents one of the 
largest cost components in the economics of fuel failures. The actual amount of the 
loss will depend on the burnup of the fuel at the time of its premature discharge. A 
fuel failure near the end of its life will cost significantly less than one in its 
first cycle. QC failures tend to occur early in life. 
The loss in u235 value and fabrication cost due to failure of one PWR and one BWR 
assembly as a function of burnup are given in Figure 3. The u235 is paid for by the 
uti lity, and the fabrication cost, burnup pro-rated, by the vendor. Assuming an 
assembly average burnup of 10,000 MWD/MTU, the loss of an entire assembly is 
$150,000 (BWR) and $420,000 (PWR). Assuming only a fraction of the rods failed, and 
the assernblies can be reconstituted, the loss will be less. If 10% of the rods failed 
in 10 assemblies, the cost will be approximately the same as one assembly. 
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Fuel Repair and Reconstitution 
The fuel assernblies that can be repaired, are disassembled and reconstituted 
with new or repaired components in the spent fuel pool. The process often requires 
the design, fabrication, and testing of specialized tools and inspection gages; other 
costs include those for the new components, the labor of the repair process itself at 
the site, and the re-inspection of the assembly. The repair process may necessitate 
an extension to the outage, which will result in a power generation revenue lass, 
discussed subsequently. Exclusive of the power lass, the repair cost is estimated to 
be in the $100,000-$300,000 range. 
Radioactive Waste Processing and Disposal 
Fuel failures will increase the concentration of radioactive isotopes in the 
coolant, and consequently contaminate areas that the coolant contacts. The most 
notable concentration of radioactive species will occur in the demineralizers which 
wi 11 produce resin and resin-related wastes contaminated with fission products. 
Additional radioactive wastes will be generated during storage in the spent fuel pool 
water during handling and during decontamination of the tools used for handling and 
inspection. The additional wastes will have to be processed, to convert the dilute 
wastes to a more concentrated form for disposal. 
The additional waste processing and disposal cost will depend on the amount of 
radioactive species released from the fuel. A significant activity level can 
increase the costs by $100,000 or more. 
Increased Plant Maintenance 
Increased Personnel Exposure 
The increased level of radioactivity in various parts of the plantsystemwill 
increase the cost of maintenance. Increased complexity of the work, langer time 
required for the same Operation, and additional decontamination work are some of the 
causes for the increase. The potential increase of noble gas activity in the 
containment may delay or limit access, increasing the reactor down time. 
The rate of personnel exposure will increase in high radiation areas; in extreme 
cases, additional personnel will be required to complete the work, as some workers 
reach their exposure limits. Since radioactivity from corrosion products are usually 
much higher than from fission products, the overall effect- except for extreme cases 
- is small. Nevertheless, the cost estimate is difficult to make, particularly as it 
relates to the monetary evaluation of added personnel exposure. 
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Fuel Storage and Shipment 
Reprocessing 
The storage and shipment of severely failed fuel may require a special container 
to minimize contamination of the pool, the containment building, and the shipping 
cask. In addition, the costs of decontaminating the pool and shipping cask have to 
be considered. The added storage cost for one failed assembly, including special 
containers, is $10,000-$20,000 and the shipping cost is $60,000-$70,000. If the 
reprocessor accepts failed fuel, a surcharge will probably be applied. The total 
cost of this category is probably araund $100,000. 
Plant Derate or Shutdown 
As the plant•s Technical Specification coolant activity or the plant•s internal 
activity limits are approached, the reactor power must be reduced or derated to stay 
within specifications. The plant may be shut down if the coolant activ1ties reach 
very high levels. Derates can also occur if the power peaking factors reach 
technical specification limits, or fuel rod bow exceeds regulatory limits. 
All of these events, whether they are a derate, shutdown, or an extended outage, 
result in a loss of plant capacity factor, or power, potentially the most costly 
aspect of fuel failures. The powerthat would have been generated by the plant has to 
be replaced from another source. 
Replacement cost of the lost nuclear power made up from an oil or coal fired 
plant will vary from one geographic area to another. A recent survey of replacement 
power costs of US utilities made by the S. M. Stoller Corporation, showed that the 
net increase in power cost, i.e. gross replacement power cost minus the value of 
* unused nuclear fuel, is 20-40 mils/Kwh for coal and 40-60 mils/Kwh for oi 1. The 
cost of replacing nuclear power will also depend on the size of the plant, and its 
normally achieved capacity factor. Figure 4 shows the daily cost of make up power if 
it is obtained from a coal fired plant, and Figure 5 if it is from an oil fired plant. 
In each case the costs are given as a function of plant size and net replacement cost 
at 70% capacity factor. The sensitivity to a capacity factor range of 60-80% is 
shown for the median coal and oil replacement costs. For a 1000 MWe plant at 70% 
capacity factor the cost can range from $250,000 to $1,000,000 per day. At these 
rates a few days of shutdown could equal and exceed all other fuel failure related 
costs. The replacement power costs are to the utility•s account and are passed on as 
shown in Figure 2. 
*1 mill/Kwh = 0.1~/Kwh 
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3. Relationship of Fabrication QC to Fuel Performance 
Determination of the adequate QC level to assure good fuel performance is the 
key to a good QC plan. The majority of the fuel QC practices are standard and 
accepted by the industry. Three examples of controversial situations are discussed 
next which present mpre difficult decisions. These deal with cases that represent 
the "tail" of the distributions for Zircaloy irradiation growth, pellet chips in fuel 
rod gaps, and Zircaloy corrosion. How can infrequent deviations to these specifica-
tions be controlled? and what is the justifiable cost of control? 
Irradiation Growth 
During the past years several instances of unusual irradiation induced Zircaloy 
growth were noted in PWRs irradiated up to and beyend their design limits. Similarly 
in BWRs, there were indications that rods in the upper bound of the Zircaloy growth 
rate distribution reached the limit of the space allotted by the hold down spring 
between the fuel rod shoulder and the upper tie plate at high exposures. The hold 
down springs were observed to be "solid", a good indication for growth. These 
instances could have resulted in interference bowing. Photographs of the growth 
distribution are shown in Figure 6. 
There is a need to determine the growth rate distribution of Zircaloy clad, and 
reject high growth rate lots. Alternately, a large margin must be allowed in the 
"shoulder gap" to take into. account the variabi lity in properties. An important 
variable that determines the growth rate is the crystallographic texture. Texture 
analyses are used for process qual ification but not made routinely for qual ity 
control. Texture analyses cost $500-$1,000 each, and since there may be up to 200 
lots in a reload, the cost of this QC step would be very expensive: 
$100,000-$200,000. One sample per lot may not be adequate, given the unique behavior 
of one tube shown in Figure 6. 
Improved process quality control to reduce variability in properties may be an 
alternative, less costly way to resolve the problem. Since irradiation growth also 
depends on the microstructure produced in the clad tube by a combination of the final 
reduction and heat treating steps, the temperature gradients in the heat treating 
furnace could cause variability in subsequent growth rates. Tubes, or portions of 
tubes, in cooler than nominal temperature zones would grow at higher rates than those 
at nominal or higher temperatures. Process control could be improved by determining 
the temperature profi le in the furnace, improving temperature homogeneity and 
monitaring it to assure that it is maintained. This approach is considerably less 
costly than the additional inspection. 
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Pellet Chips in Fuel Rads 
Pelletchips can locate in the fuel-clad gap of the fuel rod during fabrication, 
shipping and handling. Excessive amounts will accelerate pellet-clad mechanical 
interactions (PCis), potentially leading to clad failure. An extreme case of this 
type of PCI failure is shown in Figure 7, a stainless steel clad PWR fuel rod. The 
fuel-clad gap in uo2-stainless steel rods is smaller than in Zircaloy rods, 
increasing the difficulty of loading pellets in lang tubes. The loading operation 
lead to chipping, in this case, and the subsequent operation resulted in PCI 
failures. The chips were a major, though not the only, cause of the PCI. Similar 
occurrences have been suspected in Zircaloy clad rods, though not shown as clearly as 
in this figure. 
Radiography of the fuel rods is a sensitive method by which chips can be 
detected in the gap, or missing pieces can be detected in pellets. Gamma scanning is 
a less sensitive, but less costly, detection method. A full length radiographic 
inspection of a group of 20 rods takes about three manhours and $250 in materials, a 
total cost of no more than $400. For a reload of about 10,000 rods the cost would be 
$200,000. This would include radiography of the welds as well. Is the cost of the 
complete radiography of fuel rods justified or should it be limited to the welded 
ends? 
Alternative to additional QC is again improved process control, that is, the 
control of chipping during fabrication. Basic to such control is the manufacture of 
pellets with good mechanical integrity, good pellet grinding procedures, good pellet 
loading and fuel rod handling practice. 
The relevance of inspection for chips has often been questioned. Since the 
pellets crack and form chips in the reactor during irradiation, in spite of the care 
taken during fabrication, is such inspection meaningful? 
Nodular Cerrasion 
Nodular corrosion of Zircaloy in BWRs has contributed to the premature removal 
of Zircaloy 4 channels as well as heavy crud formation and subsequent failure of 
Zircaloy 2 cladding. The quality of the Zircaloy has a significant effect on the 
rate of nodular corrosion, although water chemistry also plays a significant role 
particularly in the case of the cladding. 
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The Zircaloy characteristics responsible for good or poor resistance to nodular 
corrosion are not clearly understood; for this reason, it is difficult to establish 
effective quality control to separate good lots of tubing from bad ones. The 400°C 
ASTM autoclave test used for many years to identify poor corrosion resistance lots is 
too insensitive for nodular corrosion. In-reactor nodular corrosion occurs at normal 
clad surface temperatures of 360°C; however, ex-reactor autoclave tests must be made 
at >400°C to reproduce nodular corrosion. An accelerated autoclave test at 500°C has 
been used as quality control to detect lots with unusually poor, as well as unusually 
good, corrosion resistance. The reproducibility of the test from laboratory to 
laboratory is in need of improvement. The correlation of ex-reactor test results 
with in-reactor performance is claimed tobe reasonable, but knowledge in this area 
is limited. 
An ASTM committee, of which SMSC is a member, is attempting to evaluate the high 
temperature autoclave test and improve its reproducibility. Variables being 
investigated in a round robin test of 11 Standard 11 process samples are: temperature, 
pressure, time, sample area to autoclave volume ratio, refreshed vs. static environ-
ment, and the effect of oxygen. If this test were to give reliable results, its cost 
would be low. The equipment is about $50,000 and the capacity of the autoclave is 
sufficient for 10-20 lots. The inspection cost per reload of 100-200 lots would be 
about $40,000. 
As in the other cases discussed, appropriate process control could reduce or 
eliminate the need for autoclave testing .. Quenching the clad tube from the ß or a+ß 
phase during the final fabrication steps homogenizes the structure sufficiently to 
provide consistently good resistance to nodular corrosion. Such processes are under 
development and evaluation, and some are affered commercially. 
In-reactor confirmation of the benefits of clad selection via autoclave testing 
and the improvement of clad corrosion resistance by process control are shown in 
Figure 8. The picture represents a BWR assembly that has been irradiated for 2 
cycles in Ringhals 1. The effect of water chemistry is eliminated by testing the 
clads in the same assembly. The corner rods with nodular corrosion represent 
standard process cladding. Considerable improvement in nodular corrosion resistance 
is shown by the clads in the center of the assembly, which were made by special 
proprietary processes. The processes themselves were evaluated and screened 
successfully by the high temperature autoclave test. 
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4. Comparison of Fuel Failure and QC Costs 
The costs of fuel failures are compared to QC costs in Table 3. 
The total QC costs for fabricated fuel are in the 20-30% range. Typical reloads 
for an 1100 MWe PWR and BWR have 24,000 and 36,000 Kg U respectively. At $200/Kg U 
fabrication cost, the total costs per reload are $4.8x106 and $7x106. An average 25% 
for QC corresponds to $1.2x106 and $1.75x106 for the total QC costs of a PWR and BWR 
reload. The examples of QC discussed previously are $100,000-$200,000 for texture 
measurements, $200,000 for radiography, and $40,000 for corrosion testing. 
In comparison, the range of fuel failure costs that may accrue are about $2-
6x1o6 dollars, a significantly higher range than the total QC costs and even higher 
than the special QC cases discussed. The leverage favoring the benefit of QC is 
considerable. 
The cost of the QC examples can be eas ily justified economically, if their 
effectiveness in reducing failure potential can be demonstrated. The examples also 
indicate that process control may be used to decrease process variability and the 
fraction of marginal or poor product resulting from the process. Economic justifica-
tion of this approach can often be made more readily than the increased QC level. 
Even though additional QC is justified by fuel failure costs, ineffective QC will 
raise fabrication costs to levels that are not competitive. 
The development of a QC program that recognizes the economic consequences of 
fai lure and yet can successfully compete in the industri al environment, i s a 
difficult task. An economically justified, well integrated, QC program must be based 
on an optimal combination of process control and inspection lev~l, effectiveness of 
the inspection process in eliminating off specification product, recognition of the 
relationship between each product parameter and fuel performance, and evaluation of 
the cost of failure to meet performance requirements. 
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TABLE 1 
TYPICAL DEFINITION FOR FUEL MECHANICAL FAlLURE 
One or more Fuel Assernblies shall be deemed to have Mechanically Failed when: 
a. The rate of fission product activity release to the reactor coolant exceeds a 
mutually agreed upon value. 
b. A condition exists which is generally accepted in the nuclear industry as 
evidence of Mechanical Failure, such as fission product leakage as determined by 
sipping. 
c. A visible Fuel Rod cladding penetration is detected utilizing such instruments 
as periscopes, video cameras, boroscopes, ndt equipment, etc.; or 
d. A Fuel Assembly (including all necessary fittings) exhibits any significant 
departure from des i gn confi gurat i ons or from norma 1 operat i ng cond i t i ons, 
including gross physical distortion of the Fuel Rads or physical distortion or 
failure of the Fuel Assembly control rod guide tubes, nozzles or spacer girds to 
an extent which renders the Fuel Assembly unsuitable for its intended purpose; 
or 
e. Any conditions exist which by mutual agreement would be expected to result in a 
Mechanical Failure before the next scheduled refueling shutdown based on 
experience of other Seller-suppl ied Fuel Assembl ies of a similar type operated 
under similar conditions. 
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TABLE 2 
TYPICAL FUEL EXAMINATION COSTS IN THE SPENT FUEL POOL 
(Exclusive of Equipment Costs) 
Normal Examinations 
Sipping (1/3 to whole core) 
Visual examination (25%-40% of peripheral rods) 
Ultrasonic for failfed ro~js (15-60 assys.) 
Rod bow, spacing, g~owth 
Utility manpower 
Less Frequent Examinations (for 20-30 rods) 
Profilometry, eddy current, length 
Fission gas release 
Gamma scanning 
Total range: $200,000 - $1,200,000 
$100,000 - $200,000 
50,000 - 100,000 
150,000 - 200,000 
100,000 - 150,000 
20,000 - 50,000 
$420,000 - $700,000 
$ 50,000 - $150,000 
100,000 - 200,000 
100,000 - 150,000 
$250,000 - $500,000 
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TABLE 3 
COMPARISON OF FUEL FAlLURE AND QUALITY CONTROL COSTS 
Fuel Failure Costs 
Pool examination 
Hot cell examination 
Engineering evaluation 
Reports to regulatory agencies 
New reload calculation 
Non-optimal reload 
Decreased plant flexibility 
Unburned u235 - lost power 
Fuel repair and reconstitution 
Radioactive waste processing and disposal 
Increased plant maintenance and increased 
personnel exposure 
Fuel storage, shipment, reprocessing 
Plant derate or shutdown - lost power for 3 days 
QC Costs 
Zircaloy growth - texture analyses 
Pellet chips in fuel rods - radiography 
Zircaloy nodular corrosion - high temperature 
autoclave test 
Total fuel QC costs for one 1100 MWe reload (25% 
of fab cost) 
$200,000 - $1,200,000 
300,000 - 500,000 
30,000 - 100,000 
10,000 - 100,000 
50,000 - 200,000 
? ? 
? ? 
200,000 - 600,000 
100,000 - 300,000 
100,000 - ? 
high high 
100,000 - ? 
750,000 - $3,000,000 
$1,840,000 - $6,100,000+ 
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DISGUSSION 
R.S. RUSTAGI: a) How do you fix the fuel warranty cost? Is it 
decided at the time of placing the purchase order? How much is the 
cost? How is it decided that the failure occurred due to fabrication 
parameters going out of control? 
b) In view of the current understanding that fuel failure costs are 
QC costs, can you please indicate what is the optimum fuel failure 
rate? 
A. STRASSER: a) The warranties and the remedies are part of 
the fuel contracts and are negotiated at the same time as the re~ 
mainder of the contract. 
The cost remedy to the vendor, if the fuel fails, is usually the 
fraction of the fabrication cost equivalent of the unused, warranted 
burnup, as shown in Fig, 3. 
The cause of the failure is decided by an Engineering Evaluation, 
as described on page 6, This is often a difficult task, and a clear 
cause cannot ~lsways be established, or the cause may be due to 
several factors. The remedy, if any, is then negotiated between the 
utility and the vendor. · 
b) The most economical failure rate is, of course zero. The economi-
cally acceptable nurober of failures must be determined on a plant by 
plant basis and will depend on the plant's internal activity limits, 
and regulatory activity limits: the status of the fuel supply, the 
fuel cyc1e design, the plant system design (such as cleanup capacity), 
the leak tightness of the plant systems, limitation to the plant stor-
age system and the back end of the fuel cycle, and other factors not 
the least of which is the plant mangagement's operating philosophy. 
K. BALARAMA MOORTHY: a) In order to minimize P.C.I., is there 
any thinking in the u.s.A, to use lubricated fuel tubing? If so, give 
details please. 
b) Are there any trends in the u.s.A. to use any zirconium base alloys 
other than Zry2, to overcome nodular corrosion etc. 
A. STRASSR~.: a) Zircaloy cladding coated on the ID with graphite 
has been developed by several vendors. It was originally thought 
the graphite would act as a lubricant between pellets and clad. Work 
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during the past years has. shown that graphite does not act 
as a lubricant, but can reduce stress corrsosion accelerated PCI 
by acting as a fission product barrier or absorber, 
b) Low level developrnent efforts on other Zr alloys do exist, and 
in fact Zr-Nb alloys with ~ 2% Nb nave shown better resistance to 
nodular corrosion than zircaloy. However, then alloys have sorne 
disadvantages such as greater difficulty in obtaining satisfactory 
welds, The success of the new heat treating processes in reducing 
Zircaloy 2 nodular corrosion has also reduced the incentive to change 
alloys. The overwhelrning reason for not introducing a new alloy for 
large scale use is the high cost and difficulty to get it licensed. 
For these reasons I would expect that in the U.S.A, we will continue 
to use Zircaloy 2. 
H. BAiRIOT: In evaluating the cost of failed fuel, the cost of 
fuel assernbly repair and of underburned U235 were added, Is this not 
too pessimistic taking into account that rnost failed assernblies in-
corporate only one failed fuel rod and that the withdrawal of that rod 
does usually not change the total energy produced by an assernbly? 
A. STRASSER: It is true that one failed rod alone will not 
represent a significant loss, but rather "if a significant nurnber of 
fuel rods are replaced or several failed assernblies are discharged". 
Our data base of identified LWR fuel failures indicates that rnost 
failed fuel assernblies have rnore than one failed rod. 
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ABSTRACT 
TECHNOLOGY AND PERFORMANCE OF WATER REACTOR FUEL 
(REVIEW OF IAEA ACTIVITIES) 
I.L. Rybalchenko 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
P.O. Box 100 
A-1400 Vienna 
Nuclear power proved to be a reliable and economically advantageaus 
source of energy. Many countries are developing nuclear power 
programmes. Development of nuclear fuel cycle technology is an important 
part of each programme. The paper reviewes briefly some aspects of 
nuclear fuel cycle developments in the world with emphasis on water 
reactor fuel technology and performance and Quality Assurance and Quality 
Control programmes. Strict QA and QC procedures have contributed 
significantly to the high reliability of nuclear fuel. As more R & D 
work is being done on improvements in fuel utilization and as more 
manufacturers are entering the fuel suppliers group, additional efforts 
are needed in standardization of fuel fabrication technology, fuel itself 
and Quality Control programmes. All this could be achieved through 
extensive cooperation on a multinational basis. 
The IAEA plays an important role in international exchange of 
information and cooperation. The paper gives a review of IAEA activities 
and future programmes in this area. 
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1. Some aspects of nuclear fuel cycle developments in the world 
Nuclear power cannot be developed without proper development of the 
whole nuclear fuel cycle tecnnology and especially without reliable and 
effective technology of fuel fabrication. There is no common approach in 
the world to reactor type and nuclear fuel cycle strategy. In different 
countries different nuclear fuel cycle strategies were established 
because of various reasons but basically two types of nuclear power 
programmes were developed in a large commercial scale: 
Nuclear power programme based on natural uranium fuel with 
thermal neutron gas-cooled or water-cooled and graphite or 
heavy water moderated reactors; 
Nuclear power programme based on slightly enriched uranium fuel 
with thermal neutron water-water or water-graphite reactors. 
Other programmes (such as fast breeder, high temperature etc.) are 
on a small demonstration scale and will not contribute significanly to 
nuclear power development at least during this century. 
Both basic programmes and their slight modifications are well 
established now and many countries have a long, positive experience of 
their operation (more than 2666 reactor years). Some countries have 
nuclear share of electricity production up to 40%, (see Tables· 1, 2). 
At the end of 1983, 313 power reactors were operational and 207 reactors 
were under construction. The total capacity of these plants is 380 GW(el) 
[1,2]. Most of these reactors are water-cooled reactors (PWR, BWR and 
LWGR). 
The present IAEA forecasts for nuclear power development are 291 GWt 
by 1985, 376-420 GWt by 1990 and 580-850 GWt by the year 2000 which is 
much lower than previous forecasts by the IAEA and other organizations, 
(see Table 3). 
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For a relatively short period of development (about 40 years) 
nuclear industry has experienced both booms and depressions. During the 
past 20-30 years jn a number of countries adequate nuclear fuel cycle 
technology was developed to meet requirements of the growing nuclear 
power programmes. This technology proved tobe reliable, safe and 
economically feasible for many countries. In recent years, as the 
expectations of nuclear power growth have not materialized, projected 
demands for nuclear raw materials and fuel have decreased which led to 
their overproduction in some countries and a significant fall of the 
uranium market price, (see Fig. 1) [3]. 
In 1983 although the condition of the uranium industry continued to 
deteriorate in some countries, there has been some stabilization as the 
level of overproduction was reduced, requirements grew and uranium spot 
market price increased somewhat. Major cutbacks in exploration and 
production have occurred in several countries, perhaps below levels 
adequate to assure future supplies. A few projects related to new low 
cost deposits continued to be developed, especially in Canada and 
Australia. There is a continuing concern about long-term adequacy and 
economics of uranium, (see Fig. 2, 3) [4]. A number of developing 
countries continue to be interested in nuclear power development 
programmes which can be gauged by the large number of Member States' 
requests for technical assistance from the IAEA. 
Uncertainties in the back-end of nuclear fuel cycle, have led to 
delays in reprocessing of spent fuel and, consequently, to an 
unexpectedly large accumulation of spent fuel assernblies and shortages of 
spent fuel capacities. 
It is expected that steady growth of nuclear power in general will 
improve the situation of nuclear industry in many countries and the 
demand for nuclear materials and fuel cycle services will be stabilized. 
The major part of the world's operatingpower reactors (about 90%) 
are water-cooled and have uranium dioxide as a fuel. Eleven countries 
were fabricating nuclear fuel for commercial use for quite a long time. 
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A nurnber of additional states are developing rnanufacturing technology and 
conducting various R & D projects. The rnanufacturing processes ernployed 
are quite sirnilar for rnost plants, although special requirernents exist 
between the various types of fuel. 
Practically all fuel assernblies of the existing power reactor types 
consist of uo2 fuel rods in zirconiurn alloy cladding. The geornetry of 
rods and fuel assernblies varies but physical and rnechanical features are 
sornewhat sirnilar and different rnanufacturers rnay have a different 
organizational and technical approach to QA and QC procedures. As an 
example, a list of nuclear fabrication facilities is given in 
Table 4. Besides that, a number of developing countries are entering the 
suppliers group and are constructing their own nuclear fuel fabrication 
facilities (Brazil, Argentina, India) [5,6]. 
Experience with fuel fabrication shows very few fuel failures and 
continued irnprovement in fuel reliability. Problems of hydridization, 
uo2 densification, fretting, and pellet-clad interaction have been 
studied in detail. Irnprovernents have been made by changes to 
specifications, and improved Quality Control and fabrication techniques. 
Strict QA and QC procedures have contributed significantly to the 
high reliability of today's fuel. Experience obtained over the past 
years, whereby, the present satisfactory stage of reliability of the fuel 
behaviour in operating conditions, has been reached. We can see how the 
efforts of utilities, industry and research to develop rernedies against 
initial defects, have been largely successful. Average failure rates of 
the order of 0.01% failed rods per reactor year can be achieved for 
prevailing current mode of operation and current discharge burnups. R & 
D work is being done on irnprovements in fuel utilization (extended 
burnup), load following mode of operations, use of plutoniurn in thermal 
reactors, and the possibility of reconstruction of failed fuel. The 
trends to improve the fuel utilization in water-cooled reactors could be 
achieved by two parallel ways - change in the fuel rnanagernent strategies 
and improvernent of rnechanical and rnetallurgical properties of the fuel. 
R & D efforts are being focused on such problerns as - fission 
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gas release, water corrosion of Zirconium cladding, dimensional 
stability, pellet cladding interaction, increased use of burnable 
poisons. Most of these problems are not new, but prior to licensing, it 
is necessary to check the behaviour of the· fuel by experiments under 
expected conditions. Computermodels and codes in fuel behaviour 
analysis proved to be useful for the development of the new designs. 
The implementation of the improv ents do not present unsurmountable 
difficulties but due to the nature of the work, i.e.: length of 
irradiation time, necessity to check carefully the safety aspects, delays 
to change the industrial procurements, the full benefit of improvements 
in fuel utilization is not expected before the next decade. 
Innovations in fuel technology would require additional or new QA 
and QC measures which should also be proved to guarantee higher safety 
standards for fuel operation, 
A significant experience has also been gained in the back-end of 
nuclear fuel cycle (storage, transport and reprocessing). At present, a 
larger portion of irradiated nuclear fuel is being stored in water pools 
at reactors. A smaller part of spent fuel is in storage pools at 
reprocessing plants or in away-from-reactor storage sites. Only some of 
the spent fuel has been reprocessed, Even with full operation of 
reprocessing plants a large portion of spent fuel will not be reprocessed 
for some time and will have to be stored. For example, through 1990 no 
more than 6.500 MTU of oxide fuel can be reprocessed in Europe and an 
inventory of some 10.800 MTU of unreprocessed fuel will accumulate by 
that time. The, expansion of on-site storage and reprocessing 
capacities, as well as, the provision of centralized storage facilities 
should prevent spent fuel storage problems in the near future. But at 
the same time, long-term storage of irradiated nuclear fuel requires 
reliable behaviour of fuel (especially, fuel cladding integrity) even 
after its discharge from the reactor. Although the environment at 
storage is less hostile than in the reactor circuit, the residence time 
in storage is significantly langer. It requires additional R & D work to 
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prove the reliability and safety of storage during extended period of 
time. 
Steady growth of nuclear power in the world would much depend on 
reliable operation of nuclear fuels and continuation of international 
cooperation in this field would contribute to it significantly. 
2. International cooperation in the area of nuclear fuel 
Multinational cooperation in the nuclear field is being carried out 
successfully through the International Atomic Energy Agency. The 
activities in the field of nuclear fuel cycle are becoming more important 
as it is the only organization capable to collect and evaluate 
information and to provide support to Member States in the field of 
nuclear materials and fuel cycle technology on a large scale. 
The main objectives and strategies of the Agency's activities in the 
area of Nuclear Fuel Cycle are to promote the exchange of information 
between Member States on technical, environmental and economic aspects of 
nuclear fuel cycle technology, to provide assistance to Member States in 
the planning, implementation and operation of nuclear fuel cycle 
facilities and to assist in the development of advanced nuclear fuel 
cycle technology. In particular, this activity is focused on such 
subjects as: uranium resources and geology, technology of ore processing 
and production of nuclear fuel and reactor materials; spent fuel 
management, operational data, status, prospects and economics of nuclear 
fuel cycle facilities throughout the world. 
The described objectives are worked out by collecting, reviewing and 
disseminating information, organizing various meetings, coordination of 
research and development programmes in Member States; publication of 
technical reports, manuals, etc. and providing assistance to Member 
States in development of their nuclear programmes. 
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Many years ago the Agency had already shown great interest in fuel 
element technology. During the initial years, attention was paid more to 
the properties of materials for physicists' and designers' use, and only 
later, emphasis was shifted to the fabrication processes and performance 
of nuclear fuel at reactors. In 1960 the IAEA organized an International 
Symposium on "Fuel Element Fabrication with Special Emphasis on Cladding 
Materials" and in 1962 a monograph was published on "Fabrication of Fuel 
Elements". After an Expert Panel on 11Quality Assurance and Control in 
the Manufacture of Metal Clad U02 Reactor Fuels", convened in Vienna, 
November 1974, the Agency has enhanced its interest in the field of fuel 
elements for water power reactors. 
In 1976 the Agency established an "International Warking Group on 
Water Reactor Fuel Performance and Technology". The main function of the 
IWGFPT is to provide advice and assistance to the IAEA regarding the 
Agency programme in the above-mentioned field. This programme includes 
the arrangement of Meetings (where representatives of producers and 
suppliers, utilities' operators and Governmental Agencies have open 
discussions) and the preparation of guidebooks and reviews. A list of 
most interesting IAEA publications in this area is given in Table 6. 
At present the IAEA is coordinating research activities on such 
programmes as fuel performance computer modelling, interaction of water 
coolant with fuel cladding and methodologies of post-irradiation 
examination of reactor fuel. 
In the framework of the Technical Cooperation the Agency provides 
assistance to countries which wish to set up nuclear fuel fabrication 
facilities. This assistance is in the form of contracts which are 
provided to developing countries, experts' advice on their programmes and 
help in the start-up of their facilities, fellowships for iheir 
engineers, and, purchase of scientific and industrial equipment. 
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In the area of nuclear fuel during recent years, assistance was 
provided to such countries as Indonesia, Egypt, Republic of Korea, 
Romania, Mexico, etc. Quality Assurance and Quality Control is one of 
the most important subjects in the technical assistance programmes. 
At present, the IAEA is supporting the work of the Garnmittee on 
Assurances of Supply of nuclear materials, fuels and fuel cycle 
services. The assured supply of reactor fuel is very important for many 
developing countries. Despite the fact that a number of countries are 
developing their own production capacities, many countries still would be 
dependent on suppliers. In order to assure the supply the countries. may 
be interested in diversifying their sources of supply. In this situation 
standardization of fuel fabrication technology, fuel itself and Quality 
Control programmes are needed to a large extent. All this could be 
achieved through extensive cooperation and on a multinational basis. 
3. Conclusions 
Nuclear power has been proved to be a reliable and an economically 
advantageaus source of energy in the world. Many countries are 
developing extensive nuclear power programmes. Development of nuclear 
fuel and its supply plays an important role in the effective operation of 
nuclear reactors. 
Existing experience of water reactor fuel technology and performance 
is quite positive. Significant efforts are being done to make 
improvements in fuel manufacture, better uranium utilization at reactors 
and to higher safety standards of fuel performance. All this requires 
very effective programmes on Quality Assurance and Quality Control during 
fuel fabrication and reactor operation. 
The IAEA plays an important role in international exchange of 
information and cooperation in this area. The IAEA will continue its 
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programmes in the nuclear fuel cycle area with emphasis on improvements 
of fuel technology and performance and higher safety standards. Among 
them is the subject of Quality Control of nuclear fuel. Importance of 
this subject will be increased because more countries are entering the 
suppliers group and more standardization is needed to assure the 
diversified supply of nuclear fuel. 
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TABLE 1 
Leading Countries in ~uclear Share of 
Total Electricity Produced During 1982/83 










Germany, Fed. Rep. 17.4 
United Kingdom 15.2 
German Dem. Rep. 12.5 
United States 12.1 
Canada 10.5 

















Nuc1ear Power P1ants in Deve1o2ing Countries 
(as of 31 December 1982) 
OEeratin~ Und er Construction 
Country No. of c~t;~ty No. of c~t;~ty Units Units 
Develo?ing Countries 
Exclud1ng CPE-Europe 
Argentina 1 335 2 1292 
Brazil 1 626 2 2490 
Cuba 1 408 
India 4 809 4 880 
Korea, Rep. of 2 1193 7 6227 
Mexico 2 1308 
Pakistan 1 125 
Philippines 1 620 
Taiwan 4 3110 2 1814 
Yugoslavia 1 632 
Tota 1 excluding 
CPE-Europe 14 6830 21 15039 
~eveloping Countries 
ln CPE-Europe 
Bulgaria 4 1632 2 1906 
Czechos1ovakia 2 762 6 2520 
Hungary 1 408 3 1224 
Romania 2 1320 
Total in CPE-Europe 7 2802 13 6970 
Total 21 9632 34 22009 
Source: IAEA Power Reactor Information System (PRIS) 
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Schedu1ed ExEansions of Nuc1ear Power CaEacitl TABLE 3 
UE to 1990 
GW(e) in oEeration at End of Year 
Country Grouping 1982 1985 1990(1) 
Indus tria lized 
Countries 163.5 269.3 337.6-381.3 
Developing 
Countries 
a) In CPE-Europe(3) 2.8 7. 1 10.3-17.1 
b) Others.(4) 6.7 15.0 18.7-22.1 
c) Total of DC's 9.5 22.1 29.0-39.2 
World Total 173.0 291.4 367-420 
Source: IAEA Power Reactor Information System (PRIS). 
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TABLE 4 
Commeccial Fuel Manufactucing Plants 
--
Country Plant Capacity fuel types fabcicated 
t/yc 
Belgium fBFC 410 PWR & BWR 
Canada CGE 600 HWR 
W Canada 500 HWR -
C-E Canada 230 HWR 
F.R. Germany RBU 850 FWR, mm & HWR 
France FBFC 370 FWR 
Great Bdtain BNFL 100 m .. m & FWR 
Italy Agip Nucleare 200 BWR & FWR 
India DAE 135 HWR & BWR 
Japan JNF 480 BWR 
MNF 460 FWR 
NFI 50 B'tffi & FWR 
Sweden ASEA-A'fOM 330 BWR & PWR 
USSR State Comnittee 700 FWR & BWR 
USA 8 & w 375 FWR 
.. C-E 265 FWR 
rnc 600 B~ffi & FWR 
GE 1 100 8WR 
w 800 PWR -
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Table 5 
List of recent IAEA publications on reactor fuel 
Title 
Proceedings Series 
Fabrication of Water Reactor Fuel 
Elements (Prague) 
Nuclear Power Experience - Vol. 3 
Nuclear Fuel Cycle (Vienna) 
Technical Report Series 
Guidebook on Quality Control of 
Water Reactor Fuel 
Technical Documents (unpriced) 
IAEA Specialists' Meeting on "Effect 
of Water Chemistry on Fuel Cladding 
Behaviour in Power Reactors" (Leningrad) 
IAEA Specialists' Meeting on "Water 
Reactor Fuel Safety and Fission 
Product Release in Off-Normal and 
Accident Conditions" (Joint IAEA/ 
OECD-NEA, Risoe) 
IAEA-CEC Joint Specialists' Meeting 
on "Power Ramping and Power Cycling 
Behaviour of Water Reactor Fuel" 
(Petten) 
IAEA Specialist' Meeting on 
"Water Reactor Fuel Element 
Performance Computer Modelling" 
(Preston) 
IAEA Specialists' Meeting on 
"Examination of Fuel Assembly 
for Water Gooled Power Reactors" 
(Tokyo) 
IAEA Specialists' Meeting on 
"Influence of Power Reactor 
Water Chemistry on Fuel 
C1adding Reliability"(San Miniato) 











IAEA Specialists' Meeting on 
"High Burnup in Power Water 
Reactor Fuel" (Mol) 
IAEA Specialists' Meeting on 
"Pellet Cladding Interaction in 
Water Reactors" (Risoe) 
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IAEA/OECD-NEA Joint Specialists' 
Meeting on "Safety Aspects of Fuel 
Behaviour in Off-Normal and Accident 
Conditions" (Helsinki) 
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ANNUAL REACTOR URANIUM REOUIREMENTS AND 
URANIUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY • 1984·1995 
Figure 2 
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• Basedon existing and commltted production centres supported by known resources (RAR and EAR•I) 
recoverable at cöst ot S 130 I kg U or less. 




URANIUM PRODUCTION CAPABILITY FROM KNOWN RESOUR9ES (< S 130 I kg U) 
1985.2025 
Rc:~ctor Rcquircments 
~ Lower Growth 
... ~ Higher Growth 
(see Annex 4 lor details of strategies) 
Production Capability 
Basedon p/anned and prospective 
production cen tres 
Based on e)(isting and committed 
production centres 
supported by known resources 
(RAR and EAR•I) recoverable 
at costs of $ 130 I kg U or less 




K.R. KUMMERER: You mentioned an average failure rate of 0,01% 
for the fuel pius. This figure is impressively low. One single failed 
pin, however, means that the whole subassembly has to be removed. Thus, 
the effective failure rate for the subassemblies is much higher 
(eog. by a factor ~ 100). 
I. RYBALCHENKO: It may be so, but there are no published 
statistics from utilities. 
R. HOLZER: To my knowledge unscheduled plant shutdown has never 
occurred in the Ferl.Rep. of Germany due to fuel failures. With the 
current very low fuel failure rates (~ 2 x lo-5 ;rods,year) replacement 
of defective fuel assernblies by appropriate adjustment of the fuel 
management scheme is easy without prolonged outage time of the plants, 
H, BAIRIOT: The statistics on plant outage do not show any more 
"fuel failure" as cause of the outage, because the occurrences of gross 
fuel failure necessitating plant shutdown result from a primary cause 
(e.g. baffle jetting, moving parts in the primary circuit), The statis-
tics take indeed into atcount only the primary cause of plant outage, 
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THE ROLE OF THE GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORITY IN LWR FUEL 
FABRICATION QA ACTIVITIES IN BRAZIL 
R. POLLIS 
CNEN - Comissäo Nacional de Energia Nuclear 
Rua General Severiano, 90 
Rio de Janeiro - RJ 
BRAZIL 
The paper deals with the position of CNEN, the Brazilian nuclear 
regulatory body, concerning QA in the manufacture of LWR fuel elements. As 
QA regulation, CNEN has adopted the IAEA's Code of Practice No.SO-C-QA. A 
new regulation based on this code, but somewhat modified to fit Brazilian 
specific conditlons has been developed. The activities conducted by CNEN 
on the fuel manufacturer are discussed. These acti vi ties include review and 
assessment of the QA Programme for compliance with regulatory requirements, 
and inspections/audits to verify the correct implementation of the measures 
described in the QA Programme. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
To meet the expected future energy demand and, on the other hand, 
considering a need to reduce as much as possible the dependence on oil 
imports, the Brazilian Government has decided to complement the domestic 
energy resources by means of nuclear origin power. 
To achieve this aim, a Nuclear Power Programme was established, 
consisting ~n installing a set of nuclear power plants as well as in developing 
an associated nuclear industry. PWR-type nuclear power plants have been 
selected as the most adequate for the purposes of this programme. This 
decision was based on the experience of the world's existing nuclear power 
plants, taking into consideration aspects such as economics (capital costs and 
generating costs), safety, operating performance, and reliability. 
The feasibility of the Nuclear Power Programme required the 
installation of a complete nuclear fuel cycle, including and enrichment plant. 
To save time, the Brazilian Government has decided to purchase technology from 
a highly experienced country in the nuclear field. 
In 27 June 1975, an agreementwas signed between Brazil and the 
Federal Republic of Germany, covering the following subjects: 
- prospecting, extraction and processing of uranium ores and production 
of uranium compounds; 
- design and construction of nuclear power plants and other nuclear 
facilities; 
uranium enrichment services; 
- fuel element manufacturing and spent fuel reprocessing. 
From the Brazilian side, a state-owned company (NUCLEBRAS) was 
assigned to conduct the programme. An extensive effort has since then been 
carried out to promote the improvement of the domestic basic industry so that 
equipment and components meeting the high quality standards of nuclear industry 
could be manufactured. 
NUCLEBRAS has installed in Resende, State of Rio de Janeiro, an 
industrial complex (CIR) which will produce the fuel to be consumed by the 
nuclear power reactors. This complex comprises three units, namely, a UF6 
conversion plant, a uranium enrichment plant, and a fuel manufacturing plant. 
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2. LWR FUEL FABRICATION PLANT 
NUCLEBRAS fuel fabrication plant (FEC) was planned to produce 
fuel assernblies for light water reactors,and started its activities in 
October 1982. At first, only PWR-type fuel assernblies will be produced. 
The implantation of this plant has been planned to be performed 
Ln three separate steps. The first step consists of manufacturing fuel rods 
with purchased fuel pellets and zircaloy parts, manufacturing fuel element 
structural components and finally assembling the fuel elements. The second 
step consists in the production of fuel pellets from purchased U02 powder. The 
third step consists in the conversion of enriched UF6 into uo2 powder. 
FEC was designed to have a nominal capacity of 400 ton uo2/year, 
which is equivalent to a production of about 800 fuel assemblies/year. FEC's 
present capacity is 100 ton uo2/year. 
In order to meet the plant licensing requirements, NUCLEBRAS has 
developed and implemented a Quality Assurance System so that the fuel elements 
to be produced will provide a safe and reliable performance in service. A 
"Quality Assurance Programme for fabrication of nuclear fuel elements and 
associated core components"was written by NUCLEBRAS to describe its QA system, 
defining all actions and measures to be established. To manage this QA System, 
NUCLEBRAS ought to develop an appropriate organizational structure. 
A set of QA procedures, instructions, and guidelines applicable 
to specific groups, departments and work areas, has been prepared by 
NUCLEBRAS. These documents specify or detail how activities affecting product 
quality are to be carried out in order to meet the commitments set out in the 
Quality Assurance Programme. 
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3. REGULATORY POSITION 
3.1 -General Philosophy 
Safety is one of the aspects related to the Nuclear Power Programme 
which the Brazilian Government is most concerned with. In this respect, it is 
a governmental policy not to save any efforts to preserve the health and the 
safety of the public, to safeguard facilities and materials, and to maintain 
environmental conditions. The governmental organization responsible for 
establishing and enforcing nuclear safety requirements is the national nuclear 
energy commission (CNEN). Among the safety requirements applicable to items 
important to safety of nuclear facilities, are QA requirements. 
Regarding specifically to QA, CNEN performs the following: 
-Establishment of QA regulations fornuclear facilities; 
-Review and assessment of submitted QA Programmes; 
- Conduct of inspections and audits over approved QA Programmes to verify 
compliance with QA regulations. 
3.2 - QA Regulatory Requirements 
Owing to the lack of national regulations, ~n 1979, CNEN decided 
to adopt the IAEA Code of Practice No.SO-C-QA "Quality Assurance for Safety in 
Nuclear Power Plants" as QA mandatory regulation. This document sets forth the 
basic QA principles and requirements which are to be adhered to in order to 
establish and implement an adequate QA system. 
The principles and requirements of this Code are grouped in 13 
sections covering different subj ect areas, usually referre.d to as the "13 
criteria". 
The adoption of the Agency's Code No. 50-C-QA as an interim 
regulationwas very convenient to CNEN, since this document,based on the 
experience in QA methods and practices of many different countries, incorporates 
all internationally accepted QA basic principles and requirements. 
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However, considering that nowadays enough experience has been 
acquired in this subject, besides a need to prevent misinterpretations caused 
by translation problems, CNEN decided to develop and issue its own QA 
regulation, written in Portuguese, and applicable to all QA activities under 
its jurisdiction, i.e., nuclear field. 
In May 1983, a working group was assigned to prepare this new 
regulation. In August 1983, a draft versionwas ready. This version is now 
under a process of review for final approval and issuing by CNEN's Department 
of Standards and Specifications. This document was based an the Code of 
Practice No.SO-C-QA, and in its preparation consideration was taken of 
particular local conditions influencing QA practices, such as: 
(a) The lack of previous industrial experience in manufacturing nuclear 
power plant components, in addition to the reluctance of some 
manufacturers in accepting purchaser enforcement of their QA measures, 
required more stringent QA requirements along with an adequate 
indoctrination of manufacturers'management and personnet on the 
purposes of the Code. 
(b) The QA concept, as practised in Brazil, due to historical reasons, is 
a hybrid combination of the American (also IAEA) "system-related" 
approach, which places the emphasis on the achievement of quality 
through an adequate QA system based on prescribed QA requirements, 
and the German "product-related" approach, which places the emphasis 
on the achievement of quality through an increased control of the 
product quality, based on redundant verification activities performed 
respectively by the supplier, the purchaser, and an independent 
inspection organization,CNEN has been establishing measures to 
harmonize the individual features of both approaches, so that it can 
be prevented, in the areas where they overlap, a multiplicity of QA 
activities and documents, which could increase unnecessarily quality 
costs, without a corresponding significant improvement in the 
achieved quality. 
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. The maj or modifications have been made in the first two chapters, 
namely "Introduction" and "Quality Assurance Programme". Some minor changes 
have also been made so that the regulation could be more specific and 
enforcing. 
3.3 -Additional QA Guidance 
The IAEA 1 s Code of Practice states only the general principles and 
rules which are to be adhered to. Therefore, it gives rise to numberless ways 
to interpret and implement its requirements. To aid all organizations involved 
Ln a nuclear power plant .project to perform their activities in a correct way, 
more detailed guidance is required. 
In the lack of national standards, the IAEA 1 s Safety Guides of the 
series 50-SG-QA (1 through 11) represent a precious help. They provide 
acceptable methods for es tablishing and implementing specific measure.s required 
by the Code. These guides are non-mandatory documents. Therefore, compliance 
whith them is not required. Nevertheless, CNEN fully recomends their use. 
ABNT, a Brazilian technical standard association, has been making 
intensive efforts to fill the gap of lacking national standards in this area. 
Among the ABNT 1 s 22 committees, one is assigned to nuclear energy subjects, 
(CB-20). 
CB-20 is made-up of 7 subcommittees, two of which are: 
SC-05 - Nuclear Fuel Cycle; 
SC-06 - Quality Assurance. 
The two above subcommittees have working groups engaged in 
developing standards on some selected topics. Subcommittee SC-06,inparticular, 
has undertaken the task of preparing a serLes of standards covering the same 
subj ects of the IAEA 1 s Safety Guides 50-SG-QA 1 to 11, taking into consideration, 
as ithas been discussed above for the development of CNEN 1 s QA regulation, the 
specific local conditions influencing QA practices. Most of the standards have 
already been prepared and some of them have already been issued. This work 
is scheduled to be completed by June 1984. 
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4. QA PROGRAMME REVIEW AND ASSESSMENT 
Since fuel elements are nuclear reactor safety-related items, the 
fuel supplier (NUCLEBRAS) was required to submit to CNEN for review and 
approval, a QA programme for nuclear fuel element fabrication. 
The purpese of the review and assessment process is to ascertain 
whether: 
(a) all applicable requirements of regulations have been considered in 
the QA programme; 
(b) the commitments undertaken ~n the QA programme are consistent with 
these requirements; 
(c) the duties and responsibilities of persans and organizations assigned 
to QA functions are described in sufficient detail to permit CNEN to 
determine if they have the required authority and organizational 
freedom to effectively perform their activities. 
The bases for approval of a QA programme are the Agency's Code 
of Practice No.SO-C-QA and the CNEN's Standard No.NE-1.09- "Standard Model 
for Fuel Element Manufacturing Plant Safety Analysis Report". 
As a result of the rev~ew and assessment process, some m~nor 
improvements in the NUCLEBRAS' QA Programme have been required. After these 
conditions have been satisfied, the QA Programme was approved by CNEN. 
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5. QA PROGRAMME INSPECTIONS AND AUDITS 
Once the QA Programme has been approved, CNEN ought to verify 
whether the QA system has been implemented as described in the QA programme. 
Such an objective has been achieved through a process of inspections and 
audits of the manufacturer quality-related activities, which has started 
even before the License for Operation was granted, that is, in the phase of 
commissioning, These preliminary verifications were intended to ascertain 
that NUCLEBRAS was adequately prepared to start production of fuel elements 
meeting the prescribed quality requirements. 
Due both to the large variety of a fuel manufacturer quality-
related activities and documents and the limitation of resources, mainly 
manpower, available to CNEN, athorough coverage of all elements of the QA 
programme during such inspectionslaudits is, obvious1y, impracticable. 
Therefore, CNEN has decided for a random selection of the points to be 
verified. 
To ensure a uniform interpretation of the regu1atory objectives, 
inspections and audits are conducted in accordance with CNEN procedure 
No. PF-01 - 11Conduct of Inspections I Audits 11 • 
This procedure incorporates requirements and practices cantairred 
Ln the IAEA Safety Guides No.50-SG-G4- 11 Inspection and Enforcement by the 
Regulatory Body for Nuclear Power Plants 11 , and No. 50-SG-QA-10- 11Quali ty 
Assurance Auditing for Nuclear Power Plants 11 • 
The technique used in the inspections I audi ts consists in verifying 
whether the inspectedlaudited organization has converted its own commitments 
(as stated in the QA programme) into actual measures and procedures and 
how these measures and procedures are being imp1emented. This is accomplished 
by searching both documentary and physical evidences of their implementation. 
Thus, a number of QA documents have been examined for completeness and 
conformance, and work areas have been inspected to verify if quality-related 
activities have been properly conducted and contro11ed. CNEN's inspectors 
ought to convincethemselves that there are no conditions which could 
jeopardize product quality. 
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Local inspections have been conducted :i:n the two laboratories 
which have been ,installed for the FEC 's first implantation step, namely the 
material testing laboratory and the metrological laboratory (a chemical 
laboratory is foreseen for the next steps). 
The purpese of these local inspections has been to verify aspects 
such as: 
~ status of measuring and testing equipment calibration; 
- availability of procedures, standards, specifications andother technical 
documents. 
- good housekeeping conditions, such as cleaning, lighting, space, safety, 
access control, temperature and maisture control, equipment conditions, 
available services (gas, compressed air, AC/DC electrical supply,etc.). 
Such conditions may affect the quality of work performed in the 
laboratories. 
Special emphasis was placed into verifying whether reference 
standard equipment had been certified by INMETRO, the national metrological 
certification body. 
Checklists are prepared in advance to serve as a help to the 
inspectors' memory, but they arenot intended to limit their performance. 
Results of all regulatory inspections/audits are documented to 
provide for further enforcement actions, if needed. Thus, aftereachinspection/ 
audit, a report has been prepared. 
CNEN's inspection/audit reports contain the following information: 
(a) purpese and scope of the inspection/audit; 
(b) list of participants; 
(c) list of documents usedas bases for the inspection/audit; 
(d) summary of results; 
(e) description of documents examined, work areas inspected, etc.; 
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(f) detailed description of findings; 
(g) requirements for corrective actions; 
(h) checklist used-. 
CNEN forwards a copy of the inspection/audit report to the 
management of the inspected/audited organization. In case any conditions 
adverse to quality have been reported, CNEN requires a written response 
describing and scheduling the intended corrective actions to identify causes, 
correct deficiencies and prevent repetition. Such a response is then 
assessed by CNEN for adequacy. Follow-up actions are taken during further 
inspections/audits, to verify implementation as scheduled of these corrective 
actions. 
Most of the CNEN's requirements to NUCLEBRAS for corrective 
actions have been caused by minor administrative problems or lack of procedures. 
These kind of deviations are relatively easy to correct and whenever 
NUCLEBRAS has been urged, prompt corrective actions have been taken. 
Besides CNEN's direct inspections/audits of its QA Programme, the 
fuel supplier QA activities are also controlled by CNEN through the fuel 
purchaser, i.e., the nuclear power plant owner. This other way of control 
consists in determining if the plant owner fulfils its responsibility of 
imposing upon its main contractors (one of which is the fuel vendor), the 
requirements contained in its own QA Programme which, as part of the plant 
licensing process, has previously been reviewed and approved by CNEN for 
consistency with regulatory requirements. The plant owner activities and 
documents concerning fuel procurement, in particular audits and surveillance 
of the fuel manufacturer, have been verified, including witness by CNEN of QA 
auditing activities. 
Notwithstanding CNEN's inspections/audits, the plant owner, as the 
responsible organization for a nuclear power plant project, retains the 
responsibility to assure that the purchased fuel elements are in compliance 
with contractual requirements. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
Nuclear fuel claddings are the first barrier to the release of 
the radioactive isotopes produced into the core of a nuclear reactor. 
Extended nuclear power station outages caused by fuel failures imply very 
high operating costs. To ensure a safe and effective operation of a nuclear 
power plant, one essential condition is that the QA principles and rules be 
successfully implemented in the fabrication of nuclear fuel elements. 
CNEN, as a regulatory body, is responsible for verifying proper 
adherence to QA regulations. The QA system of the Brazilian fuel vendor 
(NUCLEBRAS) has been assessed through inspections and audits conducted in 
its fuel fabrication plant (FEC). Since this plant is quite recent, 
obviously not enough time has been ellapsed to get fuel performance 
information. However such a handicap can be suitably compensated by: 
- use of a well proved technology; 
- implantation of a well structured and managed 
qualified equipment, procedures and personnel; 
- conduct of a close regulatory control. 
QA system, based on 
The combination of the above actions correctly implemented, 
permited CNEN to conclude that NUCLEBRAS Fuel Element Fabrication Plant ~s 




QUALITY ASSURANCE AND QUALITY CONTROL REQUIREMENTS 
IN NUCLEAR FUEL PROCUREMENT IN FINLAND 
M. OJANEN 
Finnish Centre for Radiation 
and Nuclear Safety 
P.o. Box 268 
SF-00101 Helsinki 10 
Finland 
IAEA-SR-102/3 
The paper gives a description of the general procedures and requirements set by 
the Finnish safety authorities for nuclear fuel procurement and it also discusses 
the different organizations involved. The contents of separate guides for the super-
vision of fuel design and manufacture as well as nuclear fuel quality assurance 
are discussed in more detail. Finally the operating experience of fuel in Finnish 
nuclear power plants is briefly described. 
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1 Introduction 
The share of nuclear power of the electricity produced in Finland has been about 
40 % during 1983. The two operating nuclear power plants include four units, two 
BWR:s with the capacity of 660 MW(e) designed and constructed by Ab Asea-Atom and 
two PWR:s (type VVER) with the capacity of 440 MW(e) designed by the Soviet V/0 
Atomenergoexport (AEE). The first unit, a VVER-440, was loaded in 1976 and the 
fourth, a BWR-660, in 1979. The PWR-units (VVER:s) are owned and opereted by Imat-
ran Voima Power Company (IVO) and the BWR-units by Irrdustrial Power Company (TVO). 
The need for a fifth unit has been discussed quite intensively in connection with 
the future Finnish energy policy, but no firm decision has so far been taken. 
The front end of the fuel cycle for both power plants, that is for both power com-
panies, is covered totally by foreign services. For the VVER-440 reactors the Sov-
jet AEE has made a principle agreement with the power company to supply fuel for the 
whole lifetime of the plant. There is also a principle agreement for returning the 
spent fuel back to the Soviet Union. For the two B\?R-units the fuel is presently 
supplied by two separate fuel manufacturers on the basis of a reload agreement. The 
back end of the fuel cycle after long term storage is still open for the BWR:s. 
2 Safety Control of Nuclear Facilities and Materials 
The Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety (STUK), which is under the ad-
ministrative control of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, is the national 
authority responsible for the supervision of radiation protection and nuclear safety 
in Finland. Partially its activities cover areas where the highest supervisory 
power lies within the Ministry of Trade and Industry. It was established in 1958 
to organize the supervision of medical and industrial uses of radiation in accordan-
ce with the Radiation Protection Act. At the end of the 1960's, the Centre's field 
of activities was broadened to cover the supervision of siting, construction and 
operation of nuclear power plants in accordance with the Atomic Energy Act. The 
Centre was reorganized in 1975, and its nume and administrative structure were chan-
ged in order to reflect more accurately its new scope of activities. 
The permanent staff of the Centre numbers over 200, almost half of them being 
university graduates or specialists in their own fields. Over a third of the staff 
are engaged in research and development. The supervision of nuclear power, includ-
ing both technical control of reactor safety and surveillance of the environment 
as well as the international safeguards control tasks, accounts for roughly half 
of the work of the Centre. TI1e research carried out by the Centre is closely con-
nected with its supervisory activities. 
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The Centre is divided into three main departments, an administrative unit and a 
separate medical research group. The major part of the supervisory and regulatory 
activities concerning nuclear energy is the responsibility of the Department of 
Nuclear Safety. The Department has a staff of about 50 nuclear experts. 
The Department of Inspection inspects the working conditions as regards radiation 
and keeps files of persons exposed to radiation and of individual doses. 
The Research Department carries out environmental monitaring around nuclear power 
plants. It also takes part in the offsite emergency planning, especially as regards 
the risk evaluations in the environment. 
3 Regulations and Licensing 
The legal framework for nuclear energy in Finland consists mainly of the Atomic 
Energy Act, passed in 1957 and the Radiation Protection Act of the same year. Both 
have been subsequently amended several times. Preparations for a new Nuclear Energy 
Act are in the final stage and for a new Radiation Protection Act under way. Seve-
ral other areas of legislation, notably legislation on nuclear liability, pressure 
vessels, transportation of dangeraus materials, building, regional planning and 
mining, contain provisions which apply to nuclear activities. 
According to the Atomic Energy Act, a special permit is required for the production, 
possession, transport, use, import and export of materials suitable for the genera-
tion of atomic energy, as well as for trade and other transfer of such materials. 
The permit is also needed for the construction, possession and operation of a faci-
lity intended for the generation of atomic energy, and for the construction, posses-
sion and Operation of a nuclear reactor. These permits are issued, according to 
the Atomic Energy Act, by the ~tlnistry of Trade and Industry. TI1e present prac-
tice, however, has been to take the major permits for the consideration of the Go-
vernment. 
According to the Radiation Protection Act, a special permit is required for the 
manufacture, use, transport, import and export, possession and trade of radioactive 
materials as well as for the use of equipment and installations producing radia-
tion. These permits are issued, depending on the nature of the activity by the 
Ministry of Trade and Industry, the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety 
or the National Board of Health. 
When STUK is evaluating the license application for the import, transport, handling, 
storage, use and potential export of nuclear fuel, it will give special attention 
to the following aspects: 
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Based on the information supplied by the license applicant and STUK's own 
inspections, STUK has gained assurance of the safety of the nuclear fuel and 
of its compatibility with the reactor. 
The license applicant has shown its competence and preparedness to supervise 
and to carry out safely the transport, storage, handing and use of the nuclear 
fuel. 
Based on the information supplied by the license applicant and STUK's own 
inspections, STUK has gained assurance of the sufficiency of the applicants 
competence and preparedness to arrange the safeguards control and security 
measures in an acceptable manner. 
The license applicant has presented an acceptable plan for: 
the final and safe disposal of sperrt fuel or 
the disposal of sperrt fuel outside Finnish territory or 
th~ interim storage of sperrt fuel and for the final and safe disposal 
of wastes from reprocessed fuel to be returned to Finland. 
All the activities in question can be realized without violating the obliga-
tions of the international agreements signed by Finland. 
The issued permits will normally contain conditions to ensure the achieveruent of 
the sufficent safety level and the fulfillment of the obligations of international 
agreements. After the permits have been granted STUK will carry out continuous 
safety control of the licensee's activities and special attention is also paid to 
the applied quality assurance systems. 
The general information concerning the safety of nuclear fuel is presented in the 
safety analysis report of the plant. This report also includes the analyses dealing 
with disturbance and accident situations at the plant unit. Otherwise the fuel 
information is presented in the pre-inspection documents of each delivery batch. 
These documents are submitted to STUK for approval not later than one year before 
the commencement of manufacture. The pre-inspection documents of fuel include the 
following items: 
Design and manufacturing quality assurance 
Design bases 
Behaviour analyses and experimental studies 
Operating experience 
Material specifications 
Description of manufacture 
Quality control programme 
Drawings 
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STUK gives regulations, rules and measures regarding supervising the safety of the 
nuclear power plants and nuclear fuel. At present there are about 50 such safety-
guides (YVL Guides) completed. Most of these quides have been translated into Eng-
lish. The pre-inspection of fuel is discussed in more detail in the Guide YVL 6.3 
"Supervision of Fuel Design and Manufacture". The general fuel licensing proce-
dures are described in the Gttide YVL 6.1 "Licensing of Nuclear Fuel and other Nuc-
lear Materials". 
4 Quality Assurance Requirements 
4.1 General Requirements 
The licensee has the main responsibility for the execution of the quality assurance 
measures concerning fuel. The general principles for the quality assurance activi-
ties concerning nuclear fuel have to be defined in the quality assurance programme 
of the licensee. This quality assurance programme is submitted separetely to STUK 
for approval. The programme shall fulfil the requirements given in the Guide YVL 
6.7 "Nuclear Fuel Quality Assurance". The principles of the programme have tobe 
visible in the quality assurance programmes of other involved organizations. 
Before the final order the licensee has to inspect and accept the quality assurance 
programmes of the fuel designer and manufacturer and also those of the most impor-
tant subcontractors. By conducting inspections during manufacture the licensee 
must also ensure that these programmes are followed in practice. 
The Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nttclear Safety will perform audits based on 
the licensee's, designer's and manufacturer's quality assurance manuals concerning 
the implementation of quality assurance. If the designer or manufacturer is not 
known beforehand by the licensee, the first audit should be made before the commen-
cement of manufacture, otherwise the audits are carried out on an annual basis. 
It is the licensee's responsibility to take care of the timing of these audits in 
such a way that enough time is reserved for corrective actions. 
4.2 Fuel Procurement 
The nuclear fuel procurement documents (including uranium supplies, conversion, 
enrichment and transport) must be written so that the national licensing procedures 
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and the obligations of international agreements are taken into account. These docu-
ments must also include or give as reference the relevant technical requirements, 
standards and other guides. Also the requirements concerning article identifica-
tion, recieving inspections, archive samples, packing, handling, transport and stor-
age must be presented. 
The acceptance conditions and procedures for products and services must also be 
defined in the procurement documents. The acceptance of an article is based on 
the inspection of the design documents as well as on the manufacturing control and 
recieving inspections. The treatment of deviations should also be defined in the 
procedures. 
The representatives of the licensee and the safety authority must have access to 
the fuel factory and must be able to inspect documentation concerning the relevant 
fuel batch and its manufacturing methods. The manufacturer must reserve possibility 
to perform retests with archive sample materials. 
Furthermore the procurement documents should define the manufacturing control re-
sults, that will be delivered to the licensee. The designer's and manufacturer's 
operating experiences with the corresponding fuel type should also be available. 
4.3 Fuel Design 
4. 3.1 Design Requ:l.rements 
·The criteria for the design of the fuel assembly and fuel rods must be defined in 
the design documents. The design basis consideration should include normal operat-
ing conditions, off-normal disturbances and anticipated accident conditions. The 
designer must show with acceptable methods the fulfilment of these criteria. 
The fuel design must consider the combatibility of fuel with the reactor and other 
relevant equipment at the plant. These considerations should include the structure 
of the reactor core, the thermal hydraulic and physical properties of the reactor, 
coolant chemistry of the primary circuit and storage pools, and fuel handling, 
transportation and storage systems. 
The design evaluation should be based on calculational analysis, experimental in-
vestigations and operational experiences and the evaluation should include all de-
sign conditions. In addition to the normal design organization the evaluation 
should also be carried out by independent experts. 
In case changes are introduced into the already accepted design, these changes must 
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be evaluated with the same procedure as the corresponding item in the original de-
sign. 
The design documents should be stored for eventual inspections for the whole opera-
tional age of the fuel. 
4.3.2 Design Evaluation by the Licensee 
The licensee has the responsibility to evaluate the design information including 
drawings, design calculations, experiments and operating experiences. The evalua-
tion must include additional independent calculational analyses and estimation of 
relevant operating experiences gathered by the licensee. 
The introduction of major changes into the accepted fuel design gives reason to 
check the design information and it is possible that additional analyses have to 
be performed. Also the compatibility with the reactor may have to be checked. 
When the fuel manufacturer and/or designer is not known beforehand by the licensee 
the design evaluation is carried out in its entirety. If, however, the fuel type 
is the same as that already used by the licensee, the evaluation may primarily con-
centrate on estimating the effects of manufacturing differences. 
In general, if the fuel type is new or only limited operational experience is avai-
lable, the design evaluation will include manufacturing and irradiation of lead 
test assemblies. 
The evaluation of the fuel design will continue all the time during the Operation 
of the fuel type, and the design requirements can be changed when new reloads are 
ordered if operating experiences give reason for that. Operating experiences are 
gathered according to an accepted fuel behaviour surveillance programme which in-
cludes the control of operating parameters and different kinds of pool side inspec-
tions. 
4.4 Fuel Manufacturing 
The fuel manufacturing control is aimed to ensure that the products meet the requi-
rements set for them. 
The licensee must evaluate the fuel manufacturing and quality control methods and 
specifications and follow the manufacture in a planned maimer. The manufacturer 
must have documented instructions for all manufacturing and quality control steps. 
The instructions for quality control tests must give requirements for performing 
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the tests, for acceptable test methods and equipment, for the extent of the tests 
and for acceptable test results. 
The manufacturing and quality control methods must be accepted for use according 
to written instructions. Those manufacturing and control methods which, because 
of their complexity, sensitivity or other reasons require periodical qualification 
or special skills from the personnel, must be separately defined. The validity 
of the qualifications for man~facturing and control methods and for personnel must 
be documented. 
The fuel rod assernblies and channels and all their parts must be marked so that 
their identification is possible at all stages of the manufacture and that all com-
ponents of the final product can be traced to the origin material. 
The control of products and activities which do not fulfil the given requirements 
is of major importance and must be carried out according to special instructions. 
These instructions should include methods for identifying deviating products and 
activities, for separating the deviating or otherwise affected products, finding 
out reasons for the deviation and informing the involved organizations. Deviating 
products must be evaluated and rejected, accepted or repaired according to written 
instructions. All deviations accepted by the manufacturer must be documented and 
presented also to the licensee for acceptance. 
The licensee will inspect the QC documentation during and after the manufacturing 
campaign especially to check that all planned QC measures have been taken and all 
deviating results reported. 
The Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety will carry out its independent 
1nanufacturing inspections. In the case of the first fuel delivery from the manufac~ 
turer of the assemblies, the inspection of manufacturing and QC methods is perfor-
med before the actual manufacturing campaign starts. With subsequent deliveries 
these inspections are performed on an annual basis. After the manufacturing of 
each delivery lot, the Centre will also inspect the manufacturing QC documentation, 
including the deviation reports. 
5 Practical Experiences 
Up to the present day, the experience of fuel procurement in Finland is based on 
three fuel suppliers. The fuel to the Loviisa power stations is supplied by the 
main contractor of the plant, Atomenergoexport. The Olkiluoto plants, have up to 
now acquired fuel from Asea-Atom. However, also Kraftwerk Union AG from FRG is 
presently being qualified as a supplier. At the time when the first agreements 
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on fuel supplies for the Loviisa and Olkiluoto plants were made, the detailed proce-
dures in fuel procurement were not established as regulatory guides. 
5.1 QA/QC Arrangements 
It has not so far been possible for AEE to arrange an opportunity for the Finnish 
organizations to visit the fuel factory in order to carry out the inspections desc-
ribed earlier. Therefore IVO has been obliged to take interim substituting measu-
res. The USSR Chamber of Commerce and Industry (TPP) is being used as the licen-
see's agent in fuel manufacturing control. TPP has the right to inspect all the 
specified documentation in the factory and also to request extra QC-tests to a limi-
ted extent. TPP transmits to IVO the normal QC results as well as the results of 
any extra tests by TPP. TPP also performs quality assurance audits planned by IVO 
to the fuel factory and reports the results of these audits to rvo. 
As a substituting measure IVO also takes one assembly from every fuel manufacturing 
lot for destructive QC-examinations, which are partly performed by IVO and partly 
by the Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT). The QC _results obtained by AEE, 
TPP, IVO and VTT are compared statistically. 
The above described way of fuel procurement is, however, not considered totally 
satisfactory by the Finnish Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety and therefore 
also the fuel permits have been issued with a limited time of validity. 
With both Asea-Atom and Kraftwerk Union as fuel suppliers to TVO's Bvm reactors 
the quality assurance audits and manufacturing control by TVO and the Centre have 
been regular. 
Also TVO has taken advantage of outside organizations in performing the practical 
work by using VTT as a consultant during control visits to the manufacturers and 
their subcontractors. 
5.2 Fuel behaviour 
Fuel behaviour in both Loviisa and Olkiluoto plants has been satisfactory. Up to 
the autumn 1983, altogether five failed fuel assernblies have been found in Loviisa 
and one in Olkiluoto. 
It was already seen in the design evaluation of the Loviisa fuel that the space 
for axial growth between the fuel rod upper end plug shoulder arid the upper tie 
plate is too small. This observation was also confirmed by later pool side inspec-
tions of spent fuel. The closure of the elongation space has not, however, accord-
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ing to the present understanding caused any fuel rod failures. A change in the 
bundle design has now been accepted and the problern is expected to be removed from 
subsequent reloads. 
The fuel assembly design of the Olkiluoto plants uses screws in fixing the channel 
and core cell leaf springs into the upper end plate and in fixing the channel to 
the transition piece. Originally these screws were fabricated of Incaloy 800 mate-
rial. On the basis of experience gained from elsewhere, the fuel designer wanted 
to change the material into Inconel X-750, which has high tensile strenght. Expe-
rience showed, however, that Inconel X-750 was prone to stress corrosion (SCC) in 
BWR conditions. Different fabrication methods have been used in the Inconel X-750 
screws to improve their SCC behaviour but in spite of that screw failures have been 
found in practically all fabrication types. Only four of these screw failures have 
been found in Olkiluoto but in other plants using Asea-Atom fuel the failures have 
been more numerous. Therefore the screw material has now been changed back to In-
caloy 800 with some structural design modifications, because all the previous ex-
perience of Asea-Atom with that material was satisfactory. 
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DISGUSSION 
S,V, RAGHAVAN: What is the frequency of the destructive testing carried 
out on a batch of fuel assernblies by the licensee, and what action is taken 
if found defective, 
M, OJANEN: The average batch size which corresponds to one reload of 
both Loviisia units is about 250 assemblies, The destructive test frequency 
is one assembly per batch, If non-c.onforrnances are found, the lic.ensee will 
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EXPERIENCE WITH QUALITY ASSURANCE 
IN FUEL DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING 
R. Holzer, F. Nilsan 
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft 
Erlangen, Germany 
ABSTRACT 
The Quality Assurance/Quality Control activities for nuclear fuel design and 
manufacturing described here are coordinated under a common "Quality Assurance 
System For Fuel Assernblies And Associated Core Components" which regulates the 
QA-functions of the development, design and manufacturing of fuel assernblies in-
dependent of the organizational assignment of the contributing technical groups. 
Same essential characteristics of the system are shown, using examples from design 
control, procurement, manufacturing and qualification of special processes. The 
experience is very good, it allowed a flexible and well controlled implementation 
of design and manufacturing innovations and contributed to the overall good fuel 
behavior. 
1 . INTRODUCTION 
The importance of Quality Assurance/Quality Control activities in design and 
manufacturing of nuclear fuel as well as the necessity of a feedback of the quality 
related information obtained during the operation of the products respectively in 
connection with post-irradiation-inspection and performance evaluation is generally 
recognized. 
In the performance of these tasks, which are part of a quality loop,normally 
various organizations and different groups within these organizations are involved, 
and their interaction must be carefully coordinated under an appropriate Quality 
Assurance System (QAS). To illustrate some essential characteristics of such a 
system, the following paper describes examples of the main functions and typical 
activities taken from the Quality Assurance System for Fuel Assernblies and 
Associated Core Components as applied in our organization, the Kraftwerk Union AG 
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(KWU) and in its affiliated ruel Manufacturing Companies. The emphasis is put on 
Quality Assurance (QA) rather than on Quality Control (QS). As explained in general 
publications, (e.g. /1/)QA is the more comprehensive term and relates to the system. 
Following a definition of the German standard, DIN 55350, QA means "all organiza-
tional and technical tasks directed towards the assurance of the quality of both 
the design and its implementation".QA includes all planned and systematic activities 
necessary to guarantee, with adequate confidence, that a system, component or 
assembly will satisfactorily perform its intended function. 
In that sense QA includes QC as "quality assurance actions which provide a 
means to control and measure the characteristics of an item, process or facility in 
accordance with established requirements." /1/ Examples for the QC-philosophy and 
methods applied under our QA-System are described in other contributions to this 
seminar. /2 to 5/. 
2. REQUIREMENTS ON QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR DESIGN 
AND MANUFACTURING OF NUCLEAR FUEL 
The basic Requirements of the Quality Assurance Rules and Regulations which 
are applied for nuclear Power Plants and Nuclear Facilities have to be followed also 
for the design and manufacturing of nuclear fuel assemblies. Same of these well-
known QA-Standards are shown in Fig. 1. 
RBU 
" O.uality assurance for safety in nuclear power plants 
( 50 - C - O.A 1 IAEA l 
" O.uality assurance criteria for nuclear power plants 
( 10 CFR 50 , App. B 1 USA l 
" O.uality assurance program requirements for nuclear facilities 
( ANSI N 45.2 ; USA l 
KWU 
• O.uality assuranc.e program requirements for nuclear power plants 
( ANSI I ASME NO.A - 1 - 1979 1 USA l 
• General requirements for quality assurance 
( KTA 1401 ; FRG l 
Basic Requirements on O.uality Assurance for 
nuclear power plants and nuclear facilities 
Fig.1 
The basis of every QA system, required by all rules and regulations, is a 
written Quality Assurance Program. (QAP) 
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The Quality Assurance Program is a general document which defines the 
principles and objectives of the necessary QA-System, specific to the products to 
be designed and manufactured and specific to the organization. The program has to 
be authorized by the company management and declared to be binding. 
3. EXAMPLES AND TYPICAL QA-FUNCTIONS AND ACTIVITIES UNDER OUR 
QA-SYSTEM FOR FUEL ASSEMBLIES AND CORE COMPONENTS 
3.1 General 
Under the overall responsibility of KWU, fuel assernblies for water reactors 
in a broad variety of types and configurations (PWR, BWR, HWR) have been develop-
ped, designed, manufactured and supplied to nuclear power plants. This was done in 
a broad but closely controlled cooperation between different organizational units, 
following the principles of our Quality Assurance System. The technical divisions 
for fuel technology as well as for fuel design and engineering belang to the KWU 
"Fuel Cycle Group." The first one is experimentally oriented, and its tasks include 
the development of manufacturing techniques, whereas the second prepares the 
manufacturing documents, (e.g. drawings, specifications etc.) partially with input 
from other engineering departments within the company. The direct fabrication work 
is done in our case by affiliated companies: nuclear fuel and fuel assernblies are 
made by Reaktor-Brennelement Union GmbH (RBU) respectively for mixed oxide fuels 
by ALKEM GmbH; the required Zircaloy tubes are produced by Nuklearrohr GmbH (NRG). 
A joint Quality Assurance Program (QAP) has been developped and it is binding 
for all these organizations.It was originally established in 1975 on the basis of 
our own QA concept, on the German licensing practice and also under consideration 
of already existing rules. In its present form the QAP satisfies the basic require-
ments of nationalandinternational rules such as KTA 1401 (Germany),10 CFR 
50 App.B (USA),IAEA Code of Practice 50-C-QA, ANSI-N 45.2 etc. It has been success-
fully used for the supply of fuel assernblies to many different countries, and the 
deliveries were not limited to reactors of our own design, they included also re-
load fuel for water reactors of foreign design, the so called third party reactors. 
The philosophy and general form of our Quality Assurance System for Fuel 
Assernblies and Core Components could also be used in international cooperation, 
independent oforganizational structures which aredifferent from our own ones. 
A good example is our cooperation with NUCLEBRAS in Brazil,where the know-how is 
transferred, local organizations are increasingly involved and the fuel manufactur-




9. Control of special processes 1. OA-program, 
OA-system, 
OA-manual 
10. Tests examination and inspections 
2. Organization 
3. Design control 
4. Procurement control 
5. Preparation and review of 
manufacturing, lest and 
examination documents 
6. Document control 
7. Control of purchased parts 
and materials 
8. ldentification and control of 
materials, parts and components 
11. Procedure qualification tests 
12. Control of manufacturing 
and lest equipment 
13. Handling, storage and shipping 
14. Test and manufacturing status 
15. Nonconforming materials, parts 
or components 
16. Corrective actions 
17. Documentation 
18. Audits 
18. points of the quality assurance program for fuel assernblies and Fig. 2 
associated core components 
Fig. 2 shows the structure of the QAP for fuel ass~mblies. It is not the pur-
pose of this presentation to go through all of the 18 points of the QA-program, but 
rather to explain certain selected topics. 
3.2 QA-procedures; QA-manual 
The QA-program is more detailed than the QA-rules and regulations and must be 
specific to the organization and products to be manufactured, but it is not com-
prehensive enough to implement all the details of the QA-system. 
Many additional supplementary documents are necessary to prescribe the adequate 
QA measures and procedures for design control, procurement control, inspection, 
control of special processes, control of non-conforming items and other main 
functions. Therefore the Quality Assurance Program for fuel assernblies and associat-
ed core components is supported by written procedures and instructions such as 
- QA-procedures (system related) 
Procedures and instructions for engineering 
- Procedures and instructions for manufacturing 
- Procedures and instructions for inspection 
- Manufacturing and inspection sequence plans 
- etc. 
These procedures, instructions and plans define and regulate in detail the in-
dividual activities which have to be followed by the persons which are directly in-
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volved in the execution of quality assurance measures, independent of their organi-
zational assignment to design, manufacturing or even development departments (e.g. 
to assure the validity of experimental design input data). The necessary ~~~~~~~-~! 
interfaces between the individual companies and organizational units is a very im-
portant part in the QA-procedures. The procedures and documents for QA which are 
applied by our fuel design and manufacturing organizations are described in a QA-
Manual tagether with a general summary of the overall QA-system. 
The Quality Assurance Manual for uo2 fuel assernblies and associated core com-
ponents is a common handbook of KWU and RBU. Corresponding quality assurance 
manuals exist in relation to ALKEM for mixed oxide fuel and to NRG for fuel clad-
ding tubes. Finally,separate quality assurance manuals exist also for subsuppliers 
of important semi-finished material or of components for fuel assemblies. 
3.3 Design control 
Important areas of design control are the control of design interfaces between 
the fuel design and engineering organization which gives input to,respectively 
receives feedback from many other units interacting with the fuel assembly organi-
zation,as well as the relations between design and manufacturing organizations 









.....--- • r 
Manu facturing and 
• \nspection doc:uments 
Interface areas in fuel assembly design 
KWU 
Fig.3 
The interface control between the individual design units is very important 
to assure that verified input data and verified dimensions (compatibility) are used 
in fuel design and that the responsibilities for overlapping requirements between 
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the fuel design and other engineering departments are clearly established and 
assigned. Another important area is the appropriate consideration of the feedback 
resulting from experiments and operating experience. 
Fig. 4 shows activities and interaction in design control with respect to 
design verification and design review. 
RBU KWU 
Design review by 
e reactor physics analyses e stress analyses 
e thermohydraulic analyses e malfunction analyses 
l 
~ Verified Input data I Document review I 
ngi- Computations - Fuel design -Drawings, item lists~ Engineering 
eer- Data sheets - and _ lnterf.ace control - departments g Drawings engineering drawmgs Manufacturers epart- - division - Specifications-!!!h._ Technical reports- -Technical reports-• t Verification (review and confirmation) of particular 
design criteria 
; ; ; 
lnvestigations, Review of design Plant tests and 
experimenls and characteristics, experiments 
tests on prototypes investigations and durlng 
and models in fuel tests on prototypes commissioning 
assembly laboratory (components) by the and trial operation 
and nuclear physics principal 
Iabaratori es manufacturers 
Design review and design verification Fig.4 
3.4 Procurement control 
The technical requirements for the product quality and for important manufact-
uring and inspection processes are defined by the design and engineering department 
in specifications and drawings. 
These documents are the technical basis for the procurement of materials, 
parts and structural components from suppliers. Fig. 5 (next page) which is largely 
self explaining shows the supplier qualification by the design and manufacturing 
groups for products with special quality requirements (such as semi-finished pro-
ducts of Zry e.g. cladding tubes; structural components such as top and bottom 
pieces etc.) The fabrication is supervised by the purchasing organization. This 
can include inspections and audits at the suppliers as well as examinations of 
the products before delivery or upon receipt. The feedback of these quality relat-
ed data is used for a continuous evaluation of the suppliers. 
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3.5 Inspection program 
RBU 
Selection of manufacturer (pre-selection) 
• General qualification 
• Review of the ClA-System I audit ) 
e Survey of manufacturing equipment 
e Survey of test equipment 
Selection and ordering 
• Produtt related qualiflcation 
KWU 
e Review of the manufacturing and test documents 
I Trial manufacturing 
e Supervision of trial manufacturing 
• Analysis of the results obtained 
Supplier evaluatlon 
Release for manufacturing 
Establishment of manufacturer's qualification 
for products with special quality requirements 
Fig.5 
The heart of the QA-program in 
this area is the manufacturing and 
examination sequence plan (FPP) which 
defines all the inspections required, 
the points in the process when in-
spections are to be made, the methods 
to be used, the scope or frequency of 
inspections and their documentation. 
Those FPPs exist for fuel assernblies 
respectively for major fuel assembly 
components such as fuel rods, spacers 
etc. With respect to the inspections 
they are supported by detailed in-
structions such as shop traveller, in-
spection instructions and examination 
procedures. 
For the inspection of simple 
parts, for example end plugs, an In-
spection Plan (PPL) is sufficient and 
used instead of the more comprehen-
sive sequence plan. Both the FPPs and PPLs including the procedures for inspection 
and manufacturing have to be reviewed by the design and engineering organization 
units. 
3.6 Qualification of special processes 
Processes which may have an essential influence on the final performance of 
the product are defined as special processes. For example certain welding, heat 
treatment or cleaning procedures but also important tests can belang to this 
category. Before use of any special process in production, the process itself has 
to be qualified by a procedure qualification test. 
Fig. 6 explains the course of a procedure qualification test. The qualificat-
ion program has to be commonly established by the organizational units which are 
responsible for manufacturing, inspection, design and engineering. The procedure 
qualification has to be documented by a qualification report. The qualified process 





Planning - • Sampies IKWU/RBU) • Special tes ts and examinations 
• Process parameters to be considered 
Procedure qualification test 
Execution - • Production of samples IRBU) • Measurements 
• Tests and examinations 
Evaluation • Resul ts of samples 
IRBU) r- • Measuring and test results • O.ualification report 
Release r-
• Assessment of the procedure qualification tes t 
IKWU/RBU) • Definition of the procedure and parameters 
• Release of the procedure 
Course of a procedure qualification test Fig.6 
3.7 Control of non-conformities 
The handling of products which deviate from design specifications respectively 
drawings or which have not been manufactured according to the required process 
specifications is specially addressed in the QA system. Any non-conforming items 
must be identified and segregated. A notification which contains all necessary in-
formation about the deviation has to be written by the QC-department of manufact-
uring. This notification must be reviewed by a "technical adviser" in the design 
department. Based on a thorough investigation of the foreseeable consequences of a 
deviation a decision has to be made about the eventual applicability of the product 
in the responsible design group in agreement with other engineering departments 
(e.g. material department) and the manufacturing organization. This can be 
- reject 
- use as is (if necessary with special provisions) 
rework or repair with reinspection 
In cases, where it is not easily evident that the use of a deviating item does 
not adversly affect the product quality, independent experts or consultants acting 
for licensing authorities may be involved in the decision sequence. 
3.8 Audits 
Periodic as well as unscheduled (surprise) audits are performed by qualified 
QA personal (Auditors) in the manufacturing plants as well as in the design, 
engineering, or laboratory organizations. In case of any non compliance,corrective 
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actions are initiated to improve product quality as well as the effectiveness 
of the QA system. 
4. SPECIFIC ASPECTS AND EXPERIENCE 
By means of the binding application of a joint Quality Assurance Program in all 
organizational units contributing to the nuclear fuel assernblies and through all 
stages of the work - from the development, technology, design and engineering 
activities to the procurement of materials and manufacturing - a uniform basis of 
all QA actions is established.The interfaces are closely controlled, so that the 
influence of changes in one area on the subsequent steps become clearly evident. 
The system enabels a quite flexible reaction on new design requirements. In 
this context the gradual introduction of design improvements such as low parasitic 
structure respectively Zircaloy spacers with optimized reload fuel into existing 
PWRs may be mentioned or the implementation of proven favorable design character-
istics, for example reconstitutable assemblies, into third party plants based on 
the successful behavior in other reactors. Fortunately no compatibility problems 
were encountered in the supply of reload fuel due to effective design control in 
the fields of physics, thermohydraulic and mechanical design. 
The quality assurance circuit for nuclear fuel technology and engineering is 
closed by formalizing also the feedback from operational fuel behavior and post 
irradiation examination into design. For this purpose we have a special product 
assurance group in engineering. Their work contributed to the successful remedy of 
some earlier fuel failure modes (e.g. hydriding or fretting). To avoid fretting, 
we measure 100 % of all our PWR spacer meshes on an automatic equipment which 
records also the contact forces between fuel rods and spacer springs, so that a 
means for immediate correction is provided if required. 
In the manufacturing area a point of particular emphasis in our QA-system is 
the control of special processes. Quality must be planned and produced within the 
processes and should be only verified and documented by subsequent testing. Sort-
ing out of non-conforming items is not the primary aim of QC-tests. 
This can be illustrated by the welding processes between fuel rod clad and 
end plugs. The allowable range of geometrical and process parameters is determined 
during the procedure qualification tests and carefully controlled later on. 
Originally the welding was done by a TIG method and subsequently controlled by 
x-ray testing. Due to successful process control, resistance welding with alternate 
control methods was implemented. In both cases the weld quality is excellent and a 
subsequent He-leak test shows essentially zero indications. 
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In summary, the statement can be made that QA has contributed to the current 
very satisfactory performance of our LWR fuel which is characterized by an overall 
integrity of about 99.997% per cycle. 
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DISGUSSION 
A, STRASSER: Have you developed a good non-destructive test 
for your Zircaloy end plug resistance welds? 
R, HOLZER: Quality is controlled by process qualification and 
control of the manufacturing procedure, 
R,S, RUSTAGI: In verification of design criteria, what are the 
specific tests clone to simulate off-normal operating conditions or 
malfunctioning of fuel during reactor commissioning? 
R. HOLZER: The tests are not specifically oriented towards 
experiencing off-normal conditions or malfunctioning, Their main aim 
is to verify the predictions of design models and methods in the allow-
able operating range of the plant and fuel, 
K, BALARAMA MOORTHY: Are there any plans to adopt newer or novel 
welding methods such as Laser, or EBW for closure welds of fuel elements 
in your production plants? 
R, HOLZER: Such methods are under consideration for development, 
but not used in current manufacturing. 
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FRAGEMA has set up a complete surveillance system totally independant 
of the one performed by manufacturers. 
This paper exposes that system and the specific responsabilities of 
each party - subcontractors, manufacturers, FRAGEMA, customers. 
The FRAGEMA involvment is presented throughout the fabrications 
starting with the subcontractors until the final release and shipment. 
The data collection systcm which also allows feedbacks between design, 
manufacturing and reactor operation is briefly described. 
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I. POSITION PARTICULIERE DE FRAGEMA 
FRAGEMA occupe, parmi les fournisseurs de combustible nucleaire une place 
particuliere en ce qui concerne les fabrications. 
Les societes FRAMATOME et COGEMA ont pour vocation 1~ fourniture de 
materiels et de services parfaiterneut complementaires : Chaudieres 
nucleaires et cycle du combustible. 
Parmi ces fournitures, la fabrication des elements combustibles constitue 
le carrefour ou le cycle du combustible interfere directement avec les 
performances des chaudieres. 
Reconnaissant ce fait, FRAMATOME et COGEMA ont convenu de s'associer pour 
unir leurs capacites et leurs competences, afin de creer une filiale ou ils 
sont associes a parts egales. 
Cette filiale, FRAGEMA, a ete mise en place le 1er Juillet 1981. Cette 
societe, constituee autour de l'ancienne Division Combustible de FRAMATOME, 
conserve avec cette derniere, des liens tels, que le developpement des 
elements combustibles puisse &tre effectue avec toutes les garanties 
souhaitables quant a leur bonne integration dans les chaudieres. FRAGEMA 
continue egalerneut a s'appuyer sur les moyens experirnentaux considerables 
du CEA (Commissariat a l'Energie Atomique) qui ont dejä ete largement mis a 
contribution pour le developpement de !'Assemblage Combustible Avance(AFA). 
Dans ce contexte, FRAGEMA, Societe d' in9enif~rie, sous·-traite la fabrication 
de combustible a deux contractants. Le premier, historiquernent parlant, 
FBFC (Franco Belge de Fabrication de Combustible) avec ses deux usines de 
ROMANS (FRANCE) et de DESSEL (BELGIQUE) a une capacite totale de 1100 T par 
an d'uranium contenu. Le second, CFC (COGEMA-FRAMATOME) filiale, comme son 
nom l'indique de COGEMA et FRAMATOME, a 6te creee en m~mc temps que 
FRAGEMA. Dimensionnee dans un premier temps pour 500 T par an ~·uranium 
contenu, cette usine situee sur le site de PIERRELATTE vient d'~tre 
operationnelle. C'est pourquoi dans ce systeme relationnel, pour s'assurer 
de la conformite des produits livres, FRAGEMA a ete amenee a elaborer un 
systeme complet de surveillance des fabrications totalerneut independant de 
celui realise par ses contractants. 
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II. DOMAINES D'INTERVENTION DE FRAGEMA 
2.1. Sous-traitants 
Sont ainsi appel~s les fournisseurs des fabricants d'~l~ments combustibles. 
2.1.1. Responsabilit~s 
Directement responsable de ses fournisseurs, le contractant doit ~valuer 
leur aptitude a satisfaire les diff~rentes exigences applicables et 
notamment celles d'Assurance de la Qualit~ ; c'est-a-dire plus pr~cis~ment: 
prononcer l'agr~ment du fournisseur, 
prononcer la qualification du proc~ssus de fabrication et/ou du 
produit command~, lorsque celui-ci entre dans son domaine de 
responsabilite, 
passer des commandes aux fournisseurs dument agr~~s et 
qualifies, 
s'assurer du bon d~roulement des op~rations relatives aux 
commandes, 
s'assurer de la conformit~ des produits et mat~riels livr~s par 
rapport au dossier technique r~f~renc~ dans les commandes. 
Dans ce sch~ma, FRAGEMA doit pour sa part elaborer les programmes de 
qualification et prononcer la qualification des produits et lignes de 
fabrication dans son domaine de responsabilit~ (selon les produits 
concernes) . 
Par ailleurs, les contractants adressent a FRAGEMA copie des commandes 
pass~es a leurs sous-traitants. FRAGEMA verifie que celles-ci sont 
conformes au dossier technique d'application a la date de la passation. 
2.1.2. Enquete Qualite 
Pendant la r~alisation de la commande et selon l'importance et l'etendue de 
la fourniture, le contractant effectue des enquetes p~riodiques. Ces 
enquetes ont pour but de s'assurer du respect des exigences de la commande 
et, le cas echeant, de faire mettre en place les actions correctives par le 
fournisseur. 
FRAGEMA est associ~ a ces enquetes en tant qu'observateur. 
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2.1.3. Reception 
Apres realisation de la commande, le contractant receptionne les produits 
et s'assure de leur conformite aux exigences du dossier technique. 
Lors de ces recettes, les representants de FRAGEMA, les representants 
mandates de ses clients sont formellement convoques. 
FRAGEMA assure lors de ces recettes une surveillance definie comme suit 
Chaque sous-traitant sera visite au moins une fois par an, 
La frequence d'intervention depend de la categorie(1) du 







·----------------·-------------·-------------· . . . .
Normal 50 % 30 % 
Reduit 30 % 15 % 
Renforce 100 % 50 % 
Les premieres interventions sont effectuees sur la base d'une surveillance 
normale ; les passages d'un niveau de surveillance a un autre etant alors 
precises comme suit : 
Normal ___..., Renforce 
Renforce ...........,.Normal 
Normal , .- Reduit 
Reduit ~ Normal 
(1) Voir paragraphe III.2 
non conformite de m~me nature lors de 
2 interventions consecutives 
pas de non-conformite lors de 
2 interventions consecutives 
pas de non-conformite lors de 
3 interventions consecutives 




Au-delä de l'aspect conception pour lequel FRAGEMA est le seul 
maitre-d'oeuvre, FRAGEMA a la responsabilite, vis-a-vis de ses clients, de 
l'Assurance de la Qualite de la fourniture d'elements combustibles. A cet 
effet, FRAGEMA impose la mise en oeuvre, chez le contractant et ses 
sous-traitants, 
contractants de 
d'un Programme d'Assurance de Qualite et demande aux 
rediger et transmettre pour approbation un Manuel 
d'Assurance de Qualite decrivant l'organisation mise en place. 
Independamment de la surveillance des operations de qualification, 
fabrication, contröle, recette, qui seront presentes en detail 
ulterieurement, FRAGEMA se reserve le droit d'enqueter periodiquement chez 
les contractants afin de s'assurer que les dispositions prevues par le 
Programme d'Assurance Qualite soient strictement respectees. 
2.3. Client.s 
Le systeme relationnel mis en place entre clients - FRAGEMA - fabricants -
sous-traitants est tr~s complet et les prerogatives de chaque partenaire 
sont clairement detinies. Ainsi FRAGEMA est le seul interlocuteur habilite 
de ses clients, et toutes relations avec les autres partenaires doivent 
passer par cette plaque tournante qu'est FRAGEMA. Les relations 
contractuelles Client-FRAGEMA sont cependant susceptibles de varier de 
cantrat a cont.rat.-
Ce paragraphe presente successivement les elements techniques du suivi des 
fabrications tels qu'execut&s par FRAGEMA a savoir 
Qual i f ica tions, 
Points de surveillance et d'arr~t, 
Enqu0te d'atelier/enqu~te operation, 
Systöme de gestiondes informations, 
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3.1. oualifications 
FRAGEMA a defini dans ses exigences les procedes qui reclament une 
attention particuliere. Il s'agit des procedes qui influencent largement 
les proprietes ou caracteristiques 
peuvent plus etre verifies sur 
d'execution sont alors formellement 
d'un materiau ou composant, ou qui ne 
les produits finis. Les conditions 
qualifiees par FRAGEMA lorsqu'il s'agit 
d'un procede global ou les contractants pour les procedes particuliers. 
3.1.1. Qualification des modes operatoires de fabrication et de controle 
On peut distinguer trois grandes categories en ce qui concerne ces 
qualifications. Elles concernent : le controle non destructif, les procedes 
de liaison et les traitements thermiques. 
Pour les deux premieres categories, FRAGEMA et ses contractants elaborent 
un dossier regroupant les exigences requises pour la qualification 
concernee, ressuage ou soudage par exemple et il appartient alors au 
contractant de gerer le personnel qualifie et de reprononcer les 
qualifications ä echeance. FRAGEMA exerce une surveillance lors de ces 
requalifications qui peut etre normale (50%), reduite (20%), ou renforcee 
(100%) suivant les resultats precedents. 
En ce qui concerne les traitements thermiques, les fours doivent etre 
instrumentes et les parametres enregistres ä chaque traitement. La 
tracabilite doit egalement etre sans ambiguite. 
La duree de validite des qualifications est definie pour chaque cas par le 
dossier technique FRAGEMA et est generalement de l'ordre de deux ans. 
3.1.2. Qualification des lignes de produits 
Le systeme de surveillance mis en place par FRAGEMA est directement fonde 
sur la necessite d'une qualification des moyens de fabrication des produits 
concernes. La qualification est prononcee par FRAGEMA, suivant les criteres 
d'un programme de qualification, etabli d'un commun accord avec les 
contractants. 
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3.1.3. Qualification pour les composants de categorie I realises par 
le fabricant de combustible 
Avant que la realisation de la preserie de qualification ne debute, FRAGEMA 
s'assure des moyens de fabrication, de contröle et d'etalonnage, et que les 
gammes de fabrication et de contröle sont discutees avec les fabricants. 
Lors de la realisation de la preserie, FRAGEMA delegue un representant pour 
suivre les principales etapes de la realisation. 
La qualification n'est accordee que si la preserie est conforme au dossier 
technique et aux exigences des programmes de qualification. 
3.2. Points de surveillance et d'arret 
Il est de la responsabilite de FRAGEMA de definir a ses fabricants les 
exigences qu'elle a concernant les contröles des produits et ceux qui 
doivent etre soumis a surveillance par FRAGEMA. 
Dans ce schema, le fabricant doit elaborer les gammes de contröle et les 
faire approuver par FRAGEMA, certifier la conformite des produits et 
documenter les resultats. 
3.2.1. Contröles fabricants 
Avant d'expliciter la 
differents types des 
sortes : 
surveillance FRAGEMA, il faut presenter les 
contröles fabricants. Ces contröles sont de deux 
- Contröle direct du produit 
Cette categorie de contröle doit etre prevue a certaines etapes 
de la fabrication. La documentation doit expliciter la methode 
(mesure, examen visuel, contröle non destructif) et les criteres 
d'acceptation. 
- Contröle des operations 
Cette categorie de contröle consiste a verifier, a intervalles 
prealablement definis, que les operations de fabrication 
s'effectuent de fa90n satisfaisante. 
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Ces contröles portent notamment sur la verification 
- des parametres de fabrication prealablement qualifies, 
- des conditions de fabrication. 
et de fa~on plus generale sur les facteurs qui ne peuvent etre 
verifies a posteriori. 
3.2.2. Surveillance de FRAGEMA 
La surveillance exercee par FRAGEMA n'a en aucun cas pour effet de diminuer 
la responsabilite du fabricant qui doit mettre en oeuvre tous controles, 
epreuves, essais ou autres actions qui lui paraissent necessaires pour 
obtenir l'assurance que le produit dont il a lacharge est conforme au 
dossier technique, mais consiste en une verification organisee a toutes les 
etapes essentielles de la fabrication des produits. Par ailleurs, la 
fabrication ne pourra se poursuivre qu'apres accord formel de FRAGEMA en ce 
qui concerne les produits soumis a point d'arret. Ces produits -les 
pastilles U02, les crayons combustibles, les assemblages combustibles et 
les grappes terminees- ne doivent etre presentes qu'apres contröle final 
par le fabricant. 
A chaque point d'arret ou de surveillance FRAGEMA exerce un contröle des 
produits presentes en appliquant un plan de surveillance prealablement 
defini. A titre d'exemple, les schemas suivants ont ete retenus : 
. Pour les pastilles U02 : contröles volants journaliers suivant NFX 06-022 
avec les NQA definis dans le dossier technique FRAGEMA . 
. Pour les soudures de crayons combustibles, application de la NFX 06-022, 
NQA 0,1 a la relecture de cliches radiographiques. 
Pour le contröle visuel des assemblages, application d'un plan CSP-1 de 
Dodge avec un AOQL de 0.4 
De fa~on generale, lors d'une presentation d'un produit a un point de 
surveillance, le fabricant doit presenter un dossier justifiant la 





a ses contractants, a elabore un Systeme precis 
exigences en matiere de non-conformite des materiaux, 
pieces ou composants. 
Ce schema inclut les notions importantes suivantes 
non-conformite ecart detecte entre la valeur reelle d'une 
caracteristique et la valeur prescrite par une exigence (plan, 
specification ... ), 
incident tout evenement susceptible d'affecter la qualite d'un 
produit y compris tous les ecarts aux exigences techniques autres 
que les non-conformites, 
reparation action documentee qui a pour objet de redresser une 
non-conformite, 
anomalie : non-conformite qui ne peut etre eliminee par reparation, 
tri, etc ... et qui est donc persistante. 
Chacun de ces points fait l'objet d'investigations et d'un traitement par 
le contractant dans le cadre de ses competences et par FRAGEMA pour les cas 
autres que les non-conformites telles que definies ci-dessus. 
3.3. Enguete d'atelier - Enquete operation 
L'objectif de ces enquetes effectuees par FRAGEMA dans les usines de 
fabrication, est de s'assurer, que les exigences du dossier technique 
relatives aux conditions de fabrication et de contröle sont respectees et 
ce, par une observation sur place, au cours d'operation de ces conditions 
de fabrication et de contröle. 
Ce type d'enquete est realise annuellement par site de fabrication pour 




- assemblages (squelette, tube-guide), 
- grappes annexes, 
- embouts superieurs et inferieurs, 
- manutention (stockage, mise en conteneur). 
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3.4. Systeme de gestion des informations 
Au-dela de la fabrication, l'objectif d'un systeme de gestiondes 
informations est de permettre unerechercherapide sur l'identification, la 
localisation et l'histoire de tout composant ou ensemble. 
Le systeme de tra~abilite defini par FRAGEMA, mis en place par les 
contractants, doit permettre de retrouver tout au long de la vie du produit 
l'origine de toute matiere, piece et composant. 
L'ordinateur central base a LYON (IBM 4331) permet de gerer les quelques 
800 000 informations de tra~abilite appelees par le dossier technique pour 
la fabrication d'un coeur de combustible. FRAGEMA utilise avec les usines, 
une ligne de transmission de donnees qui est une extension du systeme 
informatique. 
Les differents fichiers contiennent les informations produites lors des 
controles de fabrication. Ces informations classees suivant des criteres 
prealablement definis, subissent un traitement systematique permettant de 
s'assurer que le produit final, assemblages et grappes, est conforme. 
Un "dossier d'identification" -par assemblage ou grappe- cle d'entree de 
toutes les informations de tra~abilite, est par ailleurs remis au client 
lors de la livraison des elements. Ce dossier contient egalement la 
reference des anomalies acceptees pour les composants de cet assemblage ou 
grappe. 
IV. NIVEAUX DE OUALITE 
L'estimation de la qualite, effectuee par FRAGEMA, a pour but de situer le 
niveau de qualite du produit dans le cadre des specifications et tolerances 
pour un certain nombre de caracteristiques. Cette estimation est effectuee 
pour les produits suivants pastilles U02, poudre d'U02, crayons, 
squelettes, grilles, assemblages combustibles. 
L'ensemble des donnees fournies, dans le cadre de la tra~abilite et de 
l'estimation de la qualite, constitue la base du systeme d'analyse de la 
qualite de FRAGEMA. 
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Pour ce faire, FRAGEMA edite periodiquement des etats de Qualite. Ces 
documents sont le resultatdes traitements de l'information ; ils donnent 
une synthese de la qualite en se degageant de la multitude des informations 
pour ne garder que celles qui representent les pivots de la qualite. 
L'interet de l'analyse est de donner a l'information taute sa puissance et 
d'avoir ainsi une technique d'aide a la decision dans le cadre d'une 
connaissance du produit a tous les stades de son elaboration. La portee de 
l'analyse de la qualite est notamment a remarquer dans les domaines 
suivants : 
Suivi de fabrication 
Le produit est suivi aux divers stades de la fabrication et 
FRAGEMA peut ainsi la piloter en imposant des mesures 
preventives sur la base de l'exploitation statistique de 
resultats de contröle (calcul de variance, tendance, etc ... ) . 
L'Assurance Qualite joue alors efficacement son röle en 
promouvant des mesures preventives plutöt qu'en imposant des 
actions correctives. 
SY.n.these de la qualite 
La constitution des etats de qualite oü sont enregistres les 
identificateurs et les resultats de mesures pour toutes les 
caracteristiques contrOlees, constitue la preuve de la 
conformite. 
Pour conforter les differents resultats obtenus par les contractants, 
FRAGEMA procede regulierement ä des series de contre-essais. Cette 
surveillance par cont.re- essais porte principal ement su:r les t-.ests 
destructifs appeles par le dossier technique FRAGEMA et ce pour les 
produits de categorie I. 
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V. RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE ENTRE EXPLOITATION CONCEPTION ET DE FABRICATION 
Exploitation des resultats d'irradiation 
A l'aide de l'analyse de correlation, les resultats d'irradiation sont 
interpretes de facon ä deceler les raisons des comportements particuliers 
du combustible et eventuellement determiner l'origine d'un incident. La 
banque de donnees de fabrication peut permettre d'identifier les processus 
de fabrication, ou les caracteristiques des produits responsables de ce 
comportement, et conduire ainsi ä une evolution du Dossier Technique dans 
le domaine de la conception ou de la fabrication. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
Les divers aspects du suivi des fabrications exposes dans ce document, 
soulignent l'importance de l'organisation mise en place par FRAGEMA. Elle 
est un element fondamental de l'Assurance Qualite et l'automatisation de 
l'acquisition des donnees est un moyen efficace pour garantir la conformite 
des produits fabriques. 
Ce systeme est bien le centre des donnees, indispensable, sans lequel il 
serait impossible de tirer une conclusion de la multitude des informations 
disponibles. Il represente en outre un facteur d'economie par le niveau de 
securite qu'il apporte aux decisions. 
Le suivi des fabrications de combustible, exerce de maniere continue par un 
concepteur, permet d'integrer les differentes contraintes de conception et 




TPEBOBAHIDI K TEruiOBtmEJI~ 3JIEMEHTAM PEAKWPA 
BB3P-IOOO VI OBbEM KOHTPOJifl IIH1 MX ITPOJr13BO,II;CTBE 
PemeTHHKOB ~. r. t roJIOBHMH VI. c.' BH6HJIB1UBMJIM IO~.K.' 
CoKOJIOB ~.~., CyxaHOB r.VI. 
BceCOID3Hhln Ha~HO-MCCJieAOBaTeJibCKMU HHCTHTyT 
HeopraHH~eCKHX MaTepHanOB 
MocKBa, CCCP, I984. 
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AI-IHOTALU1H 
B ~oKn~e orrHChlBaeTcR poRb so~o-so~RHhlX peaKTopoB 
(BB3P) B rrporpaMMe pasBHTHR aToMHo~ sHepreTHKH CoseTcKoro 
Co~sa. ITpHBe~eflhl ocHOBHhTe ycROBHR sKcnnyaTaQHH H xapaKTepHc-
THKH TBBROB BBGP-1000. 
0nHCaHhl Tpe6osaHH.A:, BhJ,IJ,BHraeMble R KOHCTpyKqHH TBsna B 
qenOM H K ee COCTaBHbJM tiaCTRM. 
flpMBe,D.eHbi OCiiO:BHhTe napaMeTphi, KOTOphl8 H806XO,!J.HMO KOH-
TpORYlpOBaTb IIpH TlpOH3BO~CTB8 Tß3ROB C TOtil\H 3p8HHR o6ecneqe-
HM.fl pa6oTocnoco6HoCTH sJreMeHTOB B ycROBM.A:X sKCIIRJaTaqMH A3C 
c peaKTüpaMYL BB3P-IOOO. 
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B nporpaMMe pasBHTHR aToMHoiii sHepreTlfKH CoaeTmwro CoiOsa BO,IJ.O-
-BO,II.RHhlM peaKTOpaM (BB3P) OTBO,IJ.HTCH 3Ha~T8~bHaR pü~bo 
Ha rrpoT~eHHM MHOrMx ~eT ycrremHo sKc~yaTHpyroTcH peaKTop~ 
BB3P-440 Ha HoaoaopoHelKmwiii, Ko~bCKoiii, ApMB:HcRofi M ,IJ.pyrHx A3C. 
ilyyqeHbi 11 B HaCTOffiltee apeMR ycnemHo sRcmryaTHpyroTc.ff 5-iii OJIOK 
HBASC (1980 r.) 11 I-iii o~oR IOYA3C (1982 r.) c peaRTopaMM BB3P-IOOO. 
B onn*aiii~Me ro,IJ.~ ~aHHpyeTCH aaecTH B CTpoiii e~e pfl,IJ. o~o~oB c peaR-
TopaMH S,IJ.MHMqHoiii MO~OCTbiO, paaHoiii I ~H.KBT. (Tao~. I) LI , 2]" 
CTa6MRbHaB:, xoporno oTpa6oTaHHaB: TexHo~orHB: npoHsBO,IJ.CTBa TBB~OB 
111 TBC, npaBHJihHo BhiOpaHHble KOHCTpyKTMBHhie perneHH.ff o6ecneqJ~IaaiOT Bhi-
coRyro H~e~HOCTb aKTMBfTh~ soH peaRTopoa ,IJ.eiiicTay~x A3C. Ha nepaoM 
sTane paspa6oTRM TBBJIOB ~R peaKTopoa THna BB3P-IOOO pern~ach rJiaB-
HaR 3a,IJ.aqa - C03,IJ.aHMe H~e~HOM ROHCTpyRQHH TBßJia. ilpH 3TOM 9 6CT6CT-
B8HHO, OT,IJ.8~bHbi6, H8MOO~ee BruKHbie Tp800BB.HM.F.I, rrpe,IJ,o.F.IB~H8Mbl8 I< HC-
XO,IJ.HbiM napaMeTpaM TBSJIB., o6ecrr8t.Il1BaJIHCb BB8,IJ.8Hl18M OOJI68 CTpororo 
ROHTpOJIR RaR T8XHOTIOPßq6CROPO rrpOQSCCa, TaK H POTOBOiii rrpO,IJ.yRQHH. 
C~ecTaeHHOe aospacTaHHe MacrnTaooa rrpoHSBO,IJ,CTBa rroTpe6oa~o Ha c~e­
,IJ.Yro~eM STarre C O,IJ.HOiii CTOpOHhl COB8pill8HHO TIO HHOMy ITO,IJ.OiiiTH K opraHM-
saqMH C8pHMHOPO ITOTOqHQPO ITpOH3BO,IJ.CTBa TBS~OB l1 T8~0BNA6~flro~X 
coopoK, c ,IJ.Pyroiii - np,OBSCTH OOJibillOM OOoSM pa6oT B Harrpaa~eHHM ,IJ.~b­
Heiiirnero COB6pill6HCTBOBaHHB: KOMnTI8KCHO« CHCTSMN yrrpaBJISHHR KaqeCTBOM 
ITpO,IJ.y~HM. 
Yc~oBH.F.I .sRcnJIYaTaQHI4 -* x~paitTepttcn·KM' T!I~~OR ·BB3P-IOGO :nf)e,II.-
c~&~Jiekw a Ta6JI.2,3. 
TpeOOBaHH.F.I, BNABHraeMbie R KOHCTpyR~H TBß~a B Q9JIOM l1 K ee 
COCTaBHb~ qacT.F.IM1 paspaOaThlBaiDTCfl Ha OCHOBS aH~Hsa ycJIOBHM 3KC~ya­
T~H l1 H3Jl!8HHfl ITpOQSCCOB,. OIIp8,IJ.6~fll011(HX paOOTOCIIOCOOHOCTb TB3~0B 
C yqeTOM 3ROHOMMqec~HX aCIT6KTOBo qaCTb Tp800BaHHiii ycTaHaB~HBaeTCfl 
MCXO,IJ.H l13 H6RTpOHHO-~H3Ht.I8CKHX H rH,IJ.pO,IJ.HHaMMqeCRHX XapaKT6pHCTHK 
aKTHBHOR 30Hhl (TaOJI. 4 l1 5). 
ilpH OIIp6,IJ,eJI8HMH HOMHH8~bHbiX 3Hat.IeHMtt TeX H~H HHb~ HCXO,IJ,Hb~ 
IIapaMeTpOB TB3Jia H ,IJ,OnyCTHMbiX OT~OHSHH~ OT 3THX 3HaqeHHtt paccMaTpM-
BaiOTCH llp8,IJ.8JibHbi6 3KC~yaTaQHOHHbi8 pSmMMHo ilpH 3TOM Bhl0Hp88TCR ,IJ,O-
CTaTOt.IHbliii sarrac MSJK,IJ.y rtp8,IJ.8~bHbiM 3KCllJIY8.T8QHOHHbiM ypoBH8M l1 ypoBHSM 
OTKasa. B~oop rrapaMeTpoa, ROHTpOJIHpyeMh~ rrpH rrpoHsBO,IJ,CTBe TBsJioa,H 
YCT8HOB~8Hl18 nTIBROB KOHTpOJIR OC~qeCTBJifliDTCfl Ha OCHOBaHMH aHaJIH3a 
B~HHHHH CaMHX IIapaMeTpOB H BS~Ht.IHHN HX OTK~OHSHßR OT HOMHHaJibHbiX 
3HSt.I8fiHiii Ha Te ~aKTOphl, KOTOphle Ortp8A9~B:IDT H600XO,IJ,HMOCTb Bh~Sp~HBaTb 
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napaMeTphi B TpeoyeMhiX npe,IJ.eJiax" 
ilpH ycTaHORIT9HMH TIJiaHOB KOHTpüJIH M ypOBHR ,IJ.9~9KTHOCTM rOTOBO~ 
TipO,IJ.yKqHM RCXO,IJ.Hb19 rrapaMeTp~ TB3JIOB, H3 ycJIOBHH H~9~0CTH KOH-
C'l'pyKqHH, ITpHH.ffTO ITO,IJ.p83,IJ.9JI.ffTb Ha TpH rpyrntbi. 
I rpynna - HaH6oJiee BruKHhle napaMeTphi TBaJioB HJIM KpMTJfqecKvre, 
T.e. Te, KOTOp~e pemaro~MM oopa30M CKa3~BaroTC.ff Ha paOOTOCITOCOOHOCTM 
TBsJioB. HecooJiro,.lJ;eHMe Tpe6osamdl no sTMM napaMeTpaM MoryT OhiTb npM-
qMHO~ npe~eBpeMSHHOrO BhlXO,IJ.a TB3JIOB 11:3 CTpOB, a ITpM asapH~HhlX 
CMTyB.qM.RX B~3bJBaTb TaKl19 IIO Bp8)K,IJ.9Hßfl, KOTOphiS BbiXO,JJ;flT sa KpHTepH11, 
IIO KOTOphiM oqeHMBaeTCfl oesonaCHOCTb aKT.HBHO~ 30Hbi: MaKCHMMbHRFI 
TeMnepaTypa Ha o6oJioliKe He 6oJiee I200 °C, oTcyTcTBMe IIJiaBJI9Hl1B 
T011JI11Ba, B9Jll1\.ßiHa OKHCJ19ffiUI OOOJIO'lJIDi He :ahßlie _ 18.~% nepBQH8'lJ4)IbHO~ 
TOJI~HEI CTSHKH , npH 3aJII1BK9 XOJIO,rt;HO~ BO,IJ.O~ OOOJIOLJKH H8 ,lJ,OJIJK-
Hbi paspymaTbCB[ 3]. 
I\ I rpyrrne napaMeTpoe TBBJIOB OTHOCJITc.a: 
- CO,IJ.ep~aHHe BO,IJ.opo,IJ.a, BJiar.H, ~Topa, XJiopa, yrJiepo,IJ.a. asoTa 
B TOUJIMBHhlX TaOJI8TKax; 
- CT8XMOM8Tpi1H TOITJIHBa; 
- IIJIOTHOCTb TOnJIHBa; 
- ,IJ.HaM9Tp TOITJIHBHhlX TaOJISTOK I1 reoMeTpi1fl OOOJIOlJ9K TBSJia; 
- ,IJ.e~eKThl B o6oJioqKe M roTOBOM TBsJie; 
- repM9TßlJHOCTb TB3JIOB; 
- KaqeCTBO CBapHbiX illBOB; 
- T8XHOJIOrHlJ9CK.He ra3hl B TOITJIMBe; 
- opMeHTaqMR rM,n;pß,IJ.OB B o6oJIO'lJKax; 
- MI1KpOCTpyKTypa TOII~Ba; 
- ,IJ.aBJI8H.H8 reJIMR B POTOBOM TB3Jie; 
- sarp.asHeHHOCTb ~TopoM BHJTpeHHe~ rroBepXHOCTl1 o6oJiot~eK; 
- CITJIOIDHOCTb TOITJIHBHoro CTOJI6a • 
.IftnR napaMeTpoe I-tt rpyrrmi Heooxo,rt;HM JIMoo crrJiomHo:Vt KOHTpOJib, 
JIMOO CTaTMCTßqeCK.HH C MHHI1MaJibHhlM ypOBH9M ,IJ.8~9KTHOCTH. 
MB aeToMaTMlJeCKM peryJIHpyeMh~ TexHoJiorHqecKMX pe~MOB eeJIM-
qßHhi OT,IJ.9JibHhlX napaMeTpOB 3TOH rpyiTIThl (MMKpOCTP,YKTypa, ITJIOTHOCTb 
TOITJIMBa, CT9XMOMeTpl1H M ,IJ.p.) MOJKHO o6ecrreq11Tb B Tpe6yeMh!X rrpe,IJ.eJiaX 
T9XHOJIOrHeH I1pOM3BO,D;CTBa. 
J\o 2-~ rpynrre I1CXO,IJ.Hh!X rrapaMeTpOB TB3JIOB OTHOCHTCH TaKH8 rrapa-
M9Tphl, OTKJIOH8HMH OT KOTOpb~ MOPyT ITpl1B9CTM K H9KOTOpOMy JXJ,IJ.ill9HHro 
TeXHHKO-sKoHoMHqecKMX noKasaTeJiett A3C HJIH OTKJioHeHHJI BTMX xapaKTe-
pMCTHK OT TpeOOBaHHH HOpMaTMBHO-T8XHHqecKO~ ,D;OKyM8HTaql1.H MOJKHO 
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ÄÜCTaTOtlHO ysepeHHO OQ9HMTb paCtl9THhlMß HCCR6ÄOBaH~RMM. 
Ko 2-~ rpynne OTHOCHTCH: 
- CBO~CTBa 11 CTpywrypa MaTepMaJia Oc50JIOtl9K t BKJI!OtiM aHI130TpO-
IT11!0 CBO~CTB, KOpp03HOHHylO CTO~KOCTb; 
- ÄOCITeKaeMOCTb TOITJIMBa; 
- OBaJibHOCTb o60JIOti9K; 
- o6or~eHHe TOITJIHaa; 
- CJMMapHbiH c5opHbiH 3KBHBaJI8HT; 
- Bb1CIY!'a Ta6JI9TOK; 
- BH9UIHH~ BHÄ Tac5JI8TOK; 
- Macca TOITJII1B8 B TB3JI9; 
- sarpR3H9HHOCTb Ha~HOH ITOB9pXHOCTI1 TBBJIOB ~TopoM~ 
~R 2-ß rpylliThi IlpMM9HffiOTCR CTaTMCTWI9CKH6 BI1.TI,hl KOHTpOJIR. 
~R aBTOM8TI1tl9CKI1 peryJIHpyeMb~ T9XHOJIOI'Mti8CKMX pe~MOB ~ffiOI'M8 
rrapaMeTphi aTo~ rpyrriThi MOJKHo oc5ecnetiMTb a Tpec5yeMbiX rrpeÄeJiax TexHo-
JIOI'Heß ITpOH3BOÄCTBa. 
K 3-~ rpyrrne OTHOCRTCfl BCe OCTaJihHhl8 rrapaM9TpM. 
ITapaMeTphl aTOH rpyrriThl JIMc5o ooecnet~Msa!OTCH TeXHoJiorMe~, JIHc5o 
CTaTI1CTMti8CI(HMI1 ITJI8.HaMM KOHTpOJifl. 
Heo6XOÄI1MOCTb T~ST9JihHOI'O KOHTpOJIH rrapaMeTpOB TBBJia, OTHOCR-
~XCR I< I-~ rpynne MOJKHO npoMJIJI!OCTpMpoaaTb HeCKOJibKI1MM rrp11MepaMH. 
0ÄHO~ 113 npMtiHH Bb~OÄa TBBJIOB 113 CTpOH MOJK9T c5b1Tb JIOKaJibHOe 
rM,n.pMposaHMe BHJTpeHHe}i rrosepXHOCTM oc5oJIOtiei< c OhlCTpbiM pa3BMTHeM 
CKB03HhrX Tp811.\MH. OTO IlpOMCXOÄMT B pesyJibTaTe B03Äe~CTBMfl OCTaTOti-
HO~ Ii copc5HpyeMOH BJiai'M M BOÄOPOÄa,B TOM tiHCJie B B~e yrJieBOÄOpO-
,ll,OB, HaXoÄ~XCR B TOITJIMBe lii BO BHyTp8HH8M Oc5'h9M8 TBBJia. IlOBTOMy' 
KOHTpOJib TaKMX rrpMMece~ KaK BJiara, BO,ll,OpO,lJ,, flBJIReTCfl He06XO,ll,MMbiM • 
IIpMMeHerrne TOTIJIMBHhlX Tac5JieToK, TIJIOTHOCThlO He MeHee 10,4 r/cM3 
11 KOHTpOJib 3TOro rrapa.MeTpa, II03BOJII1JIH CHH31!1Tb OOJI\98 co,n.epJKaHMe BJia-
Pl1 B TOITJIMBHOM cep,n,et~Ht·me ,IJ.O 0, 0003-0, 0004 MaC %, tiTO p83KO JM8Hb-
illMJIO BepoRTHOCTb paspymeimR TBBJIOB H3-3a JIOKaJibHOI'O I'H,n,plilpOBaHHH. 
~ssecTHo, tiTo rrosHmeHHoe coÄepJKaHHe ~Topa 11 xnopa no,n. o6oJiotl-
Koß TB3JIS, MOlKST 6b1Tb rrpMqMHO~ ITOBpe~eHHR 3a~THOä OKHCHOä ITJI8HKH 
Ha BHyTpeHHe~ ITOBepXHOCTM OOOJIOtlKM. ilpH fiOTepe 3~THYX CBO~CTB 
OKMCHO~ TIJI9HKH p93KO B03pacTaeT B9püflTHOCTb H JIOKBJibHOI'O I'H,IJ.plipOBa-
HHfl 11 Küpp03HH TIO,IJ. HanpHM9HH9M Oc50JIOtl9K TB3JI* 
AonycK Ha ÄMaMeTp Tac5JieToK BMecTe c ,n.onycKOM Ha BHyTpeHHHft 
,IJ.HSM9Tp oc50JIOtiKI1 rapaHTI1pyeT Ha HStlaJihHOß CT~HH 3KCITJiyaTaQHH (cae-
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~ee TOnHßBO) 3SAa~ BeRHQHHy ~ßaM9TpanbHOrO 3a3opa Me~ TOnRH-
BOY H o6ono~KOA H, COOTB6TCTB6HHO, ero T6nHOITpOBO~HOCTb. 
llpH yaenMqeHHH 3Toro aaaopa yxy~maeTcR TennocoeM c TOnRHBHoro 
C6PA6~HHKa9 qTQ npHBO~HT K l10BHID6HHID TeMnepaTypM B QeHTpe TODnHBHO-
ro CTOR6a, yae~H~HBaeTCR KORHqeCTBO Tenna, aKKyMy~HpOBaHHOrO TOnRH-
BOM.. 3TO 06CTORT6RbCTBO RMR9TCR OC069HHO npHHQHIUiMbHbiM ~R OQ6HKH 
aaapHH THna LOCA • ~HRHHe aToro THna aaapHH aa noaeAeHHe TB3ROB 
B KOHC6pBS.THBHIDC npe~ßORO»t6HH.RX npoBO~HTC.A: ~.A: 11 CB6JKero TOIIRHBS.11 • 
HDHTPORh reoMeTpHqecKHX pasMepos nepeqßcneHHHX KounoHeHTOB 
l103BORR9T B~epJKHBS.Tb OßTHMaRbHyiD B6~ßqßHy 3a30pa, o6ecneqßBaD~ro 
H606XO~Ht~ TSnROßPOBO~HOCTb H T6XHOROrßqHQCTh npH c6opKe. 
HMHqHe pa3pNBOB TOnnHBHOro CTOR6a 6onee qeM 3-5 MM B9~9T K 
saMeTHOMy acnnecKy saeproa~eneHHH a TB3nax, qTo aneqeT sa co6o:A 
ysenHqeHHe cpe~Heä TeMnepaTypY o6ono~H H TOnRHBa. KpoMe Toro a 
nepeXOAHOM pe~Me B M6CTaX pa3pNBa ßPH 3aKRHHHBaHHH Ta6neTOK ypo-
B6Hh HartpRJKeHH:Pi Bhmle. 
3anonHeHHe TB3ROB renHSM C HCXO~HNM npOTHBO~aaneHHeM AO 
20-25 Kr/cMf ß03BORR6T He TORbKO npe~OTBpaTHTb CM.fi:TH6 o6onoqKH 9 HO 
H ynyqmHTh TepMoMexaHHqecKHe xapaKTepHCTHKH TB3na, oco6eHHo a nepe-
xo,n.m~X peJKHMSX SKCnHyaTaQHH ( { J. 
K0HTp0Rb cnnomHOCTH TOßRHBHOro CTOROa H Ha.Rßqß6 HCXO~HOro ,n.aa-
JI6HH.A: BO MHOrOM BmmeT Ha pa60TOCIIOCOOHOCTb TB3ROB 
AHanorßqHNe paccy~eHHR Mo~o 6Nno 6N c,n.enaTh H ~R acex 
OCTSJibHNX n:apaMeTpOB TBSROBQ 
Be3ycJioaao H oqeaH~Ho, qTo ooecn:eqeHHe acex Tpe6oaaHHä K Taany 
)J.OJI)i(HO npe~e BCero rapaHTHpOBSTbCR T9XHOROrHe:Pi H3rOTOBJI6HHR,CTS-
OHRhHOCTbiD TexHonorHqecKoro npoqecca, on:THMSRbHOCThro paspa6oTaHHYX 
TSXHOROrHqeCKHX peJKHMOBo Xopomo OTpa6oTaHH8R H CTS6HJihHSR T9XHORO-
rHa C BMCOKO~ CT6ll6HbiD aBTOM8TH3SQHH H M9XSHH3aqHH llpOQSCCOB ll03BO-
R.A:6T 006Cll9qßBaTb np0~9HHN:Pi BHIIyCK npo~K~HH BNCOKOrO KaqecTBa, 
a BH9,JJ.p9HH6 B IIpOH3BO,D.CTBO SBTOMSTßqeCKH perynHpyeMNX TSXHO~OrHqec­
KHX pe~MOB ~aeT B03MOJKHOCTh CHH3HTb 06o9M KOHTpORhHHX onepaQHä, 
qTo, KOHeqao, IIpHB6,JJ.6T K JM9HhmeHH~ C909CTOHMOCTH H3rOTOB~9HHR TB3-
ROB, llOCKO~bKY KOHTpOJihHHe onepaQHH COCTSBJIHIDT C~9CTBeHHy~ ,JJ.OR~ B 
o6~e~ ce6eCTOHMOCTH npOH3BO,JJ.CTBS TB3JIOBo 
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TaoJIMQa I. AeAcTayro~e, cTpo~ecn M nnaHHpyeMMe AO I990 r .. 
AOC c peaKTOpaMM BBSP 
NONO HaHMeHo:eaHHe l.JMCJIO Moi!m~CTh IlpMMeqaHHe nrr OJIOKOa 
I. HoaoaopoHe:IKCKM I 2IO 0IlbiTHO npOMbDWI. 
2,455 raT 2 365 
3 440 OepM~lil:dt 
4 440 
5 IOOO CepMR~ 
2. KoJihCKM x4 440 3anOJIJlpbe XOJIO,IJ; 
I,7600 raT Hhle ceaepHble yCJIOaH.ff 
3. ÜKTeMoep.HHCKM x2 405 BbiCOTa IIOO M 
0,8I0 raT 30I-ta ceRcMHqec-
KMX ycJIOaHit 
4. PoaeHCKM x2 440 
3,88 raT x3 IOOO 
5. IOJKHo-YKpa:MHCKa.H x4 !000 
4,0 raT 
5. KaJIHHHHCKM x4 IOOO 
4,0 raT 
'7o 3anopomcKaa: x4 IOOO 
8. XMeJihHHD;KM x4 IOOO 
9. PocTOBCKM x4 IOOO 
10o Ba.JiatW aCKa.fi x4 IOOO 
I I. KpwcKM x2 IOOO 
12. l\yitoEmJeacKM x3 1000 
13. BanmHpcKa.a: x3 IOOO 
l1Toro 40,9 raT 
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Ta6mu~a 2 .. YcROBMH sKcnnyaT~M H xapaKTepncTMKM 
TB3JIOB peaKTopa BB3P-1000 (5-~ MoK HBA3C) 
HaHNeHoBaHMe napaMeTpa PasMepHOCTh 'fun TBsJia 
B-1000 ----
I. MaKCMManb~e y~eRbHHe aarpysKM 
Ha TB3JI BT/CM 525 
2. AaBJieHHe TennoHocnTeJIH B aKTHBHOH 
so He Kr/ctl- 160 
3. MaKCHMaJihHaH cKopocTh TennoHOCHTeJIH M/CeK 6 
4. TeMnepaTypa TenJioHocnTeJIH Ha 
BXO,IJ.6/BhiXO,JJ.6 oc 290/322 
5. MaKCHMaJihHaH TeMnepaTypa o6oJioqKn 
TB3JI8 ( HapyxtHe~ no BepXHOCTM) oc 350 
6. AasJieHne reJIHH no,11. oooJioqKoü TBsJia Kr/cy2 20-25 
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TaoRHQa 3. HaHooRee B~HHe Hcxo~HHe xapaKTepHcTHKH 
TBsRa BB3P-IOOO 
HaHMeHOBSHHe napaMeTpa PasMepaocTb 3aaqeHHe 
no TY 
ilnOTHOCTb TOnRHBa r/cM3 !0,4-10,8 
Co~ep~aHHe snarH Mac.% 0,0007 
0THomeHHe B~COT~ TOnHMBHO~ TaoReT-
KH K ,IJ,HaMeTpy 1,2~-ol,5 
CocTas BHYTPHTBBRbHO~ cpe,IJ,Y: o6oeM.% 
- co,IJ,ep~aHHe renHR 95 
- co,IJ,ep~aHHe npHMece~ 5 
~aBReHHe reRHR no,IJ, oooRoqKo~ Kr/ctl- 20-25 
BeRHt.m:Ha ~HaMeTpMbHoro 3a30pa 













Ta6JIH~a 4. 06IqHe Tpe6o BaHHH K KOHTPOJIIO 
: ~aiCTOpH, onpe,n;eJUlOO~e _ Tpe60BB.HHH 
KoHrrpoJIHpyeMble napaueTplbl 
1 K KOH'l'POJIIO 
~3HKa aKTHBHO~ 30HH 
06or~HHe TODHHBa 
llpHMeCH B TOnnHBe, CyMMapHNß 6opR@i SKBHBaJieHT 
ßec TOnHHBa B TBSJie 
~Ha TODHHBHOro CTOJI6a 
CYlfMapHIDi H e.n,HHHmme sasopli Mell.ey' Ta6JieTxmm 
):tHa.MeTp TOI11IHBHO:A T OOJieTRH 
iHyTpeHHH:A ,IJ;Ha.MeTp 060JIOqKH 
BesonaCHOCTb (aBapHä~e peEMMH) CyMMap~ H e~HH~e sasopH ae~ Ta6JieTKaMH 
ilnOTHOCTb TODHHBHO:A Ta6JieTKH 
~ocneKaeMOCTb TODHHBa 
Hapy21HIDi ,IJ;Ha.Me'l'p TBSJia 
KoHCTpyKQHH TBC ÄJißHa TB3JI8 
H TenJiorH,IJ;paBJIHKa Bec TOBXHBa B TBSJie 
PaspHBH B TOnHHBHOM CTOJI6e 
ßo3MO~OCTb 3KCnJiyaTaqHH ,n;e®6KTHOPO Co,n;epxaHHe npHuecea B TOnJIHBe (yrJiepo,n;, asoT H ,n;p.) 












Ta6~HQa 5. Pa6oTocnoco6HoCTb TEGna H Tpe6osaHHH K KOHTpo~n 
~~ KoHTpO~MpyeMHA napaMeTp 
nn 
I. 06~ee co~ep~aHHe so~opo~a s TO~HBe 
2. CoAep71tB.HHe BJiarM s To~Mse H no~ 
060JIOtiKOit 
3. CoAep~aHHe ~Topa H xnopa B TOnnHae 
4. Ko~Mti6CTBO H COCTaB T6XHOJIOrMtleCKHX 
rasos s To~se 
5. 3arpH3HeHHOCTh sayTpeHHe~ nosepxaocTH 
o6o~otleK ~TOpOM 
6. CTeXHOMeTpMH TOnJIHBa 
? o .rte<fleRru B o6o~oqRax 
8. Co~ep~aHHe asoTa H yr~epo~a s Ton~Hae 
9 .. MexaHHt~ecRHe cso~CTBa H aHH30Tporrnn 






Co~ep~aHHe so~opo~a, opHeHTaqHH r~­
pH~OB H TeKC~a 000JIOti6R 
MHRpOCTpyK~a H BHemHH~ BH~ TOO~Ba 
ille~OXOBaTOCTb OOBepXHOCTH Ta6~6TKH H 
060JIOtiRH 
reoMeTpHH TOnJIHBHNX TaO~eTOK H 060-
JIOqeK 
CnJiomaocTh TOnHHBHoro cTo~6a 







- KOpposHH no~ aanp~eHHe~ 
- BNXo~ ocKo~o~ gQQRYK 
TOB ~6JI6HHH (rJ.-m,JIJUI)-
_·yCTOätiHBOCTb OOOJIOqeK 
- YcToätlßBOCTh o6o~ot~eR 






BaemHH~ BHA H reoMeTpMH roTosoro 








ÜAHOpO~HOCTb CTpyRTypN o60JIOt16K 
BHemHH~ BH~ TBS~a 
MeT~JiyprHt~ecKoe cocToHHHe o6oJiot~eK 
3arpH3H6HHOCTb OOO~oqeK ~TOpOM 
ITpßsec npH asToKnasHYX HCDNTaHH.fiX 
HDHTpoJib aa reJIHeBNX Tet~eMCKaTeJIHX 
Y3~ H p~MOrp~HqecKMä KOHTpO~b 
CBS.pHhiX WBOB 
- "Ho,n.ymq>HM"Kopp03HH 
- Kopp03HH CO CTOpOim 
T60JIOHOCHTe~.fl 
- HOpposH.fl no~ Hanp~eHH­
eM 
~ repM6TßqHOCTb TBaJia; 
- Ka,qecTBO CBapHhiX WBOB 
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ABSTRACT 
The paper points out the experience in the fabrication 
and quality control of the fuel assembly. The following problems 
are described 
- the conception phylosophy for 11 Inspection and Test Plan11 
- the adequate plans choice for the fuel assembly quality 
control 
- the combined utilization modality of the standards for 
the inspection by attributes and the inspection by 
variables for percent defectives. 
- the problern of the acceptable quality level and its 
determination. 
- the effects of the AQL choice for the fuel quality 
evaluationA 
The results and the statistical evaluation of some data 
obtained in the fuel assembly quality control are presented at 
the end of the pape.ro 
1. INTRODUCTION 
L'~l~ment fondamental dans le contröle de la qualit~ des 
lots de grappes combustib les est le proc~d~ d' obtenir 1' informa-
tion sur la qualit~ du lot et la d~cision d'acceptation de ce 
proc~d~ conform$ment a un critere ba;s~ sur la th~orie de la sta-
tistique math~matiqueQ On connait g~n~ralement ce proc~d~ sous le 
nom do plan de v~rification de la qualit~: Le choix d'un certain 
type de plan de v~rification des lots de produits est subordonn~ 
au specifique de la situation pratique et au but suivi par l'ap-
plication du plan. 
Dans les conditions de la production industrielle la 
conception de la v~rification de la qualit~ 100% pour chaque 
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caract~ristiques de la grappe de combustible ne peut constituer 
quand m@me une solution, ~tant consid~r~e non-economiquet ineffi-
cace9 et dans la majorit~ des cas impossible de realiser pratique-
ment. 
De plus~ cette mani~re de v~rification de la qualit$ se 
trouve en contradiction avec la caract,ristique principale de 
l'organisation de la production industrielle : la r$alisation des 
colectivit~s de grappes combustibles liees par des propriet's 
statistiques. 
Le caract~re non ~conomique de la verification de la qua-
li t~ 100% est mis en ~vidence par les. coO.ts exager's, aussi bien 
que par ie fait que par cela on ne pouvait pas realiser un rem~de 
de fond de la qualite, mais seulement un rem~de de forme, par le 
triaje des grappes conformes de ceux non-conformes du point de vue 
de leur qualit~. 
De m@me. on peut affirmer que la verification 100% n•est 
pas efficace 100%. La cause est retrouv'e dans la fatigue des 
ouvriers qui s'occupent du contrele, traduite par la diminution 
progressive de 1' attention, sourtaut .lorsque les grappes combus-
tibles sont nombreux dans le lot. Paradoxalement, la charge du 
renvoi des grappes avec des d'fauts devient plus dificile lorsque 
leur nombre est petit. Le phenomene est de nature psychologique, 
avec un petit nombre de grappes non-conformes du point de vue de 
la qualite impliquant une frequence r~duite du stimulus pour 
maintenir vife l'atention des contr8lleurs. 
On peut mentionner que lorsque les e~says de v$rification 
de la qualite sont destructives (la v$rifica~ion de la resistance 
l la corrosion, la v'rification de la r$sistance l la torsion des 
soudures d'assemblage de la plaque. d'extremit,, etc) la v$rifica-
tion de la qualite 100% est absolument inapliquable. 
La verification de la qualite 100% (essai nondistructive) 
est imposee seulement pour la caract$ristique critique dans l'uti-
lisation des grappes de combustible,. Par exemple : la longueure de 
la grappe; la cote H (fig. 3o2o1) jusqu'a la mise au point du 
processus de sudageo 
Mais, cette. verification ne rep.resente pas une triage .. 
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20 CONCEPTION ET MISE AU POINT D'UN PLAN DE CONTROLE 
DE LA QUALITE ET ES~AIS POUR LE CONTROLE FINAL 
DES GRAPPES. 
2,.1. Processus de fabrication et testes repr€sentatives .. 
La cliagramme du flux present$ dans la figure 2,..1.,1 peut 
~tre consider$e comme une variante de sch$ma de pr$sentation du 
processus final de fabrication des grappes de combustible. 
Dans le flux sont represent~es en ordre, les op~rations technolo-
giques de fabrication et les operations de c8ntrole de la qualit~ 
avec les procedures techniques aff~nentes. 
2.2. Conception d 9 un plan de cOntrOle. 
Le plan de contrOle de la qualite et essais represente 
un document important du Programme de l»assurance de la qualite. 
La conception dtun pareil document est conditionnee par le pro-
ject d'ex~cution et aussi par les sp~cifications de contr6le-
par les exigences pr~vues dans le centrat de livraison du combus-
tible, par les traits specifiques de la tachnologie de fabrica-
tion adoptee, etc. Il doit furnir aux moins les dates suivantes 
/2/ : 
- le flux de fabrication et de contr81e avec l'emplace-
ment des points de contr6le et des op~rations de v~rification 
necessaires; 
- les specifications de qualit~ et les valeurs impos~es; 
- l'~quipement et les procedure~ de verification; 
- les caracteristiques du plan de contrt'ne; 
- le mode d'echantillonement; 
- les documents de contr61e de la qualite; 
Dans le tableau .2 0 .2·. 1 .est pr~sent€ un model de 11 liste 
de. verifications 11 specifique pour le contr6le final d"une grappe 
de combustible 9 
A remarquer que les operations de contr61e de la qualite: 
.le contr61e de 1 'etanchei te et le contr6le de la contamination 
ont· $te appliques aussi aux elements combustib les" 
E.Lf..NENTS 
3 LA VAGE 
exped!hon __ ____.. 
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PT-
!PLAQUES D'EXTRE.MITE I 
t;, Confro/e re:Jisfonce a )( 
'l2 Ia forsion. des soudures -xx- .v: 
21. ConJrole de Ia poslhon CQ-
12 des poHe~ d 'oppui 
3!. Confrole de o per;>endlcul. CQ-
12 es plaques d 'exfremlfe 
!11- Confr81e" cje Ia P,Osiflori CQ _ 
12 des elemen'fs 
5/. Confr8/e de lo resisfonce ca-
12 o Ia coroslon. 
Figure 2 .1.1. 
Tableau 24241., 
LISTE DE VERIFICATIONS 
Valeurs 
No., Caract~ristique de controle impos~s 
Code PTan ·de· ·c·ontr·aTe Observations 
1o Resistance a la torsion des 
soudures 
2., Position des pattes d'appui 
3., Perpendiculaire des plaques 
d'extremit~ 
4o Position des ~lements 
5. Resistance a la corrosion 
6o Longueur 
7o Forme de la grappe 
8., Dimensions du profil 
d'extremit~ 
9o Masse de la grappe 
10., Etancheit~ 
11 .. Cantamination 
12. Emballage_ 
proc~dure 




















0"4 Autorisation procesaus 






attributs II 0,25 Control 100 % pour des 
elements 
attributs II 0,65 Controle par attributs pour 
des elements 





2.,3. Choix des plan ad$quats de v~rification de 
la q uali t.~ .. 
La probl~me du choix entre les diverses cat~gories des 
plans de v~rification de la qualit~ des·grappes semble assez 
simple. Les choses deviennent plus compliquees lorsqu»il est 
necessaire de decider entre le type de protection, le type 
d'echantionnement, etc. 
Les el~ments fondamentaux qui conduisent a un plan de 
v~rification ont ete etablis selon les necessit~s et possibilites, 
donc selon les conditions restrictives du probl~me (les valeurs 
AQL, la modalite d'echantillonement, etc)., Le controleur doit 
recevoir une technologie claire des grappes du point de vue 
technique (caracteristiques de la qualite, dispositifs de veri-
fication utilis~e, atc) aussi bien que du point de vue methodolo-
gique ( le volume de Pechantillen necessaire a prelever et veri-
fier~ le calcul de la statistique de decisi6n, le criterium de 
decision sur le lot). 
2.A.o Utilisation .combinee des Standards de verification 
de la qualite du lot des grappes par attribtits 
et par mesure. 
L'applicatlh.on exclusive dans Pactivit~ de. contr8l.e de 
la qualite du standard de contr8le par attributs ou du standard 
de cont.r8le par mesure seulemerit, n$offrent pas un solution 
ideale., Une certaine categ.orie. de car.äcteristiques de qualite 
condui t dans ces cas a des difficult~s qui compliquent P appli-
cation des standard mentionnes o Il s 'agit du choix des. plans de 
verifications pour les caracteristiques speciales de quali'te. 
Ces caracteristiques peuvent ~tre def'inies comme etant les ca-
ra<fteristiques dont la verification de qualite peut @tre realisee 
seulement par Putilisation d_.un echantillon de petit volume a 
cause de coO.t. de la verification (ex,.. 'la verification de la re-
sistance a la torsiondes soudures d'assemblages)o 
La solution est celle d'utiliser les standards combines 
p.our la verifications de la qualite des lots des grappes par 
attributs et par mesure, beneficier ainsi des avantages suivants 
de l'application des Standards de verification de la qualite 
par mesure dans le cas des. ca:ra.cteristiques speciales mesurables: 
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a) on augmente le domaine des valeurs AQL utilisables 
pour lea caract~ristiques sp~ciales; 
b) le volume de l'~chantillon a v~rifier est petit. 
Tableau 2o.4e1e 
Volume de . . · ·· · ·· AQL ·(%) ... 
P~cP,antillon · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ' · ' · 
(n) Contrßle par Contrßle par mesure 











4,0; 2,5; 1,5; 1 
2,5;1,5; 1; 0,65 
2,5; 1,5; 1; o,65; o,4; 0 5 25 
D~ms le tableau 2. 4 9 1·. on peilt examiner les dates compara-
ti ves AQL qui peuvent @tre assure€s· avec des volumes des' 6'chan-
tillons ~ 10. 
2 4 5 11 Effect du choiJ du niveau de qualit~ acoeptable. 
La plupart des plans de v~rifioation de la qualite des 
lots des grappes de oombustible a suppos~ le ohoix aprioriqua 
d'une valeur des ca~aot6'ristiques de qualite du lot, pour lequel 
la probabilite d'aoceptation soit grande., Dans le oas des stan-
dards /7/ ,. /8/, cette caraoteristique de qualit~ est AQL pour 
lequel la probabilit~ d'acoeptation des lots est environ 95 %o 
Le ~uoo~s de l'application efficaoe du contr8le statistique de 
la qualite des lots de grappes. ·depend surtout de la cÖreotitude 
du choix des valeurs AQL pour chaque oaracter~stiqueo 
La tendanoe erronee du choix arbitraire de certaines va-
leurs AQL, trop petites en oomparaison avec les possibilites 
oourrantes a un moment donne du fabrioant du oombustible et m@me 
en comparaison aves les neoessites. objectives de Pacheteur a 
exig~ un oont.Nne: a 100% et a or~e. donc un effet indireot. parti-
ouli~rement nocive, de ne pas stimuler le fabricant a rendre 
meilleure la qualit~ du combustible fabriqu~ dans la periode 
respectiveo 
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Pour mieux comprendre cette idee, considerons la representation 
graphique dans la figure 2.5 9 .1 11 ou sont decrites les courbes CO 
des plans de verification de la qualite pour AQL = 0,15% et 
AQL = 2,5 % pour le volume du lot N = 501 ~ 1200, niveau normal, 
le niveau de verification de la qualite N
0




C O(AO.L=O, 15%) 
8 0 ~-+----+-"'<----+-l----f----1 
6 0 H--1--+----1-"r+-+~ 
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20 
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Supposons que le fabricant du combustible par l'interemediaire 
du plan de contr6le de qualite applique peut assurer pour les 
caracteristiques de qualite majeures de la grappe de combustible 
une fraction defective moyenne p = 2 % et que ignorant cette chose, 
l'acheteur fixeralt arbitrairement AQL = 0,15% avec le desir 
excessif d'accepter seulement des lots d'une tres bonne qualite. 
Le resultat seraient dans ce cas loin de satisfaire l'acheteur 
parce que la majorite des lots seraient repousses (Pa = 20%). 
Si, par exemple on fixait par centrat une valeur AQL plus 
grande ( AQL = 2.5 %) tous les lots serait acceptes (Pa= 100%) mais 
fait serait inconvenable pour l'acheteur et d'une certaine maniere 
pour le fabricant de combustib le auss'i, qui ne pourrai t ainsi ~tre 
stimule pour rendre meilleure la qualite de la production. 
L'effet negatif est materialise par la relaxation pas toujours 
justifiee du contr6le du fabricant sur le processus de production, 
fait qui conduirait a une deterioration progressive de la qualite 
du processuso 
3o RESULTATS 
3olo Dates de contr6le obtenues pour la caracterisation 
des soudures d'assemblage 
La caracterisation des soudures d'assemblage de la plaque 
d'extremite a compris deux etapes distinctes : 
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- par la metalographie des soudures 
- par les testes de la r~sistance a la torsion des soudures 
LJexamination m~talographique ne peut pas donner une 
indication complete sur la qualit~ de la soudureo Dans les figures 
3,1 9 1. et 3.1.2 sont present~es des sections transversales des 
soudures d'assemblage provenues des lots de soudures execut~s sous 
des r~gimes differents de soudure. Bien que les images indiquent 
apparemment des soudures aproximativement identiques, les testes 
de verification de la r~sistance a la torsion des soudures provenues 
des memes lots ont mis en evidence des Valeurs du moment de torsion 
Mt dans le raport 2,4 /lo 
Le teste de la resistance a la torsion des soudures a exig~ 
l'usage des echantillons-temoins (specifiques) pour la caracterisation 
du processus de soudureo A mentionner que, pour l'adoptation de 
cette m~thode de contrele ont ~t~ prises les suivantes mesures 
concernant : 
- 1' autorisation de 1' operation de soudure d' assemb lage comme 
processus special; 
- la v~rification de la concordance des r~sultats obtenus 
sur des ~chantillons - ternoins avec les valeurs de la resistance 
a la torsion des soudures d'assemblage sur les grappes de combustible 







Fi gure 3 .1.1. 
Figure 3.1.2. 
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Dans la figure 3.1.3~ est repr~sent~e l'hystogramrne des valeurs 
du moment de torsion Mt des soudures d'un ~chantillono 
3.2. Dates de contr8le obtenues pour la caract~risation 
de la cote H 
La cote H ( fig 3o2ol) repr~sente une caracteristique de 
contröle qui a cr~e au commencement des difficult~s mais qui nJa 
plus repr~sente une cause d'apparition, des grappes non-conformes, 
apr~s avoir determine les parametras optimals et assure la 





Fig.3.2.1. F ig.32.2 
Une calibre qui peut @tre utilise pour le contröle de la 
cote H est presente dans la figure 3~2o2• 
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Dans la figure 3o2o3o est representee l'hystogramme des valeurs 
obtenues a la mesure de la cote H sur un echantillon d'un 1ot de 
grappes combustible. 
4o CONCLUSIONS 
Le contr8le de la qualite represente un levier important dans 
la technologie du combustible nucleaire. 
Les dates qu'il met a 1a disposition du fabricant sont neces-
saires pour maintenir une qua1ite superieure imposee par 1'acheteur. 
Les valeurs de AQL comprises dans les plans de verification 
ae la qua1ite du combustible nucleaire ne doivent ~tre envisagees 
comme un but fixe par l'intermediaire d'un standard de produit mais 
comme un element a un dinamique propre qui tend vers une valeur 
optimale du point de vue economique dans certaines conditions 
(existentes au fournisseur et au acheteur) a la mesure du derou1ement 
du cantrat entre les deux parties. 
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ABSTRACT 
Nuclear fuel for l<esearch Reactors a11d Pressurised Heavy \~ater Reactors 
(PH~/Rs) is being fabricated in India for a period of over two decades. The fuel 
is produced to conform to stringent quality control speciffcations. Generally, 
the performance of the fuel has been very good in the reactors. This is not only 
due to the hfgh qua l ity workmanship in the various stages of producti on but also 
to the meticulous care exercised fn the planning and application of quality control 
and qual ity assurance procedures. 
F~· the nuclear fuel used in Water Reactors, extensive material specifica-
tions have been compiled and they are periodically reviewed a11d revised. The 
specifications cover various aspects such as metallurgical and mechanical proper-
ties, non-destructive testing, dimensional and visual standard requirements. 
Simil arl y, detailed manufacturing engi neering instructi ons (ME Is) and qual ity 
control instructions (QCis) have been drawn. 
For any deviations from the specified requirements, design concession commi-
ttee considcrs all deviations and acceptance or rejection cdteria are evolved. 
In this task, the design concession ccmnittee is supported by experimentation in 
various taboratorfes of the Department of Atomic Energy. 
The Quality Assurance procedures have been evolved over a long period of 
time, They generaily conform to the latest code and recommended guides of IAEA 
regarding Quality Assurance in the manufacture of fue1. 
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The paper details out results of various Quality Control and Quality 
Assurance procedures and analyses the resu1ts obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Quality Assurance is defined as 1planned and systematic actions to provide 
adequate confidence that an item or facility will perform satisfactorily in 
service'. This definition is applicable to the manufacture of fuel for nuclear 
reactors as well. Quality Assurance encanpasses the whole realm of actfvities 
from design to performance evaluation and should generate feed-back to close the 
cfrcuit. Thus, it covers 1womb to tomb 1 route, ft•an conceptua1 ideas to manufac-
ture and operations. 
Nuclear fuel can be considered as the heart of a reactor. The supervision 
and controt of nuclear fuel manufacture decisively determine the quality of the 
product on which its subsequent performance in the reactor depends. FueJ element 
failure can not only reduce the availability factor of a nuclear power station and 
the ac:hievable burnup, but also increase the exposure of operati on and m<dntain-
ence personnel to radiation, thus becoming a point of considerable importance from 
safety aspec:ts. 
2. ORGAN ISA TI ON 
In India, all ac:tivities associated wfth nuclear fue1 are carried out by 
the Department of Atomic Energy (DAE) of the Indian Government. The Nuclear Fuel 
Comp1ex 9 Hyderabad is a constituent unit of DAE with the responsibi 1i ty to manu-
fac:ture fuel for the BWRs and the PHWRs. It is an integrated fac:ility with 
plants to produce uranium oxide pellets from ye11ow cake, zircaloy finished 
c:omponents from zircon and plants for assernbly of fuel bundles. 
Nuctear Fuel Complex has essentiaily the following constituent units--
Zfrconium Oxide Plant (ZOP), Zirconium Sponge Plant (ZSP), Zircaloy Fabrication 
Plant (ZFP) 1 Natural Uranium Oxide Plant {UOP), Ceramic Fuel Fabrication Plant 
(CFFP), E.,riched Uranium Oxide Plant (EUOP), Enric:hed Fuel F'abrication Plant 
(EFFP) and Qualfty Control laboratory for meeting qua! ity control requfrements 
of al1 plants. 
The Power Projects Engineering Division (PPED), anothcr constituent unit 
of DAE, has the responsibility for design (including fue1 design) and construc-
tion and operation of nuclear power plants. 
The Bhabha Atomi c Research Centr.e (BARC) provi des R & D support. The 
various tasr<s of the r·uel Developnent Cormittee are carried out m.'lin1y in the 
different Divisions of BARC. The Atomic: Fueis Division (AFD) of ßAqc, as an 
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externa1 auditing organisation carries out quality surveillance of the fuel 
manufactured by NFC. This is very effective in checking the usual defects like 
use of outdated drawings/specifications, mistakes ccmnitted due to non-incorpo-
ration of rnodifications and developments etc. This is also very useful in bring-
ing the latest developments to be incorporated, research and development, includ-
ing inspection methods and techniques, proper documentation of data and proper 
evaluation and in deciding the disposition of material which isslightly out-of-
spec ificati ons. 
The inter-relationship of the various units is depicted in Fig.l. 
At NF'C 9 in order to carry out the responsibility effectively, the Quality 
Control and Inspection Group is constituted independent of the production units 
and fs responsible directly to the highest level of man<~gement viz. the Chief 
Executive. Also in conformance with the requirements of quality assurance, a11 
the manufacturers and suppliers of raw materials and components outside NFC, 
either within DAE family or outside, arealt taken as part of the manufacturing 
group and subjected to the same QC, QA programme. 
3. QUALITY ASSURANCE FUNCTIONS 
There are three primary documents on the basis of which the Quality 
Assurance function of nuclear fuel is executed. 
a) Detailed specifications and drawings for parts and assernblies 
are provided by the Design Group of PPED. 
b} Unambiguous and exhaustive MEis and QCis have been generated by 
the respective Groups of NFC. 
c} Quality Surveillance plan and shfpping release format is provided 
by AFD/BARC and reports of perfodic QS visits are compiled and 
distri buted,. 
The second tier of documents consists of a variety of forms and reports 
to ensure that alt checks are made and properly recorded, 
A set of documents consisting of the material evaluation reports and the 
final inspection reports along with special instructions, if any, accompanies 
each shipment of fuel. 
Any deviations in the quality requirements of fuel are brought to the 
Design Concession Committee which consists of representatives of design, manu-
facturing, surveillance and operating station groups. 
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Any major modifications efther in the design or in manufacturing route 
are discussed by the Safety Review Committees. 
4. EXPERIEijCES IN THE QUALITY FUNCTION 
At lFC, fn the last decade, about 1000 Nos. of enriched uranium fuel 
assernblies for two BWRs ofTarapur Atomic Power Station (TAPS) and 30,000 Nos. 
of natural uranilm fuel assernblies for PHWRs have been fabricated conforming to 
the stringent quality requirements and supplied. The PHWRs are located at Kota 
(Rajasthan Atomic Power Station) and at Kalpakkam (Madras Atomfc Power Station). 
Also a large number of zirca1oy coolant tubes and calandria tubes have been 
manufactured by NFC. 
The nuclear fue1, zirca1oy fuel sheaths are one of the most important 
components. The flow-sheet with detai ls of parameters controlled and QC points 
etc. in the fuel clad tube manufacture is shown in Fig.2. Some of the important 
specifications that are fol 1owed in Zfrcaloy Fabrication Plant for cladding tube 
manufacture are shown in Fig.3. 
4.1 Quality Aspects of PHWR Fuel 
4.1.1 Uranium Oxide Pellets 
Uranium oxide powder is compacted into peliets which are sfntered and 
ground and checked at different stages to meet the final specified requirements 
like density, chemfcal composition. meta I lographic structure, grain size and 
dimensions. ~1ore than 1000 lots have been processed so far. Majority of the 
iots met all the specified requircments and have been cleared for use and dis-
charge burnups ha\~ atso been very satisfactory. However, durfng fabrication 
stages some minor deviativo~s have been noticed and in order to study the effect 
of these, if any, on irradiation behaviour, specified bundles have been fabri-
cated with proper dvcumentation. Sameobservations on deviatfons in (i) grain 
size, (.ii) chemical composition and (iii) dimensfons, are given belcw alongwith 
burnup level achieved. 
Grain size (specified range - 5 to 25 microns) 
A few uranium oxide Jots wcre processed with large grain size and the 
maximum individual grain size accepted was 600 microns. Three of the bundles 
assembled with large grain size uranium oxide were documented. The maximum 
burnup achieved on irradiation was of the order of 9400 MHD/Te U. The fuel 
showed no abnormal behaviour and the bundlcs have been discharged after stipu · 
lated burnup levels. 
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Chemical Composition 
!t was observed, on chemicat analysis in a few uo2 lots that they had 
high gadolinium content (maximum o.48 ppm as against the specified maximum of 
0.10 ppm) and some bundles were assemb1ed using these Jots. There fs no 
adverse report on irradiat ion of these bundles. 
Dimensions 
Dish depth of the uranium oxide peliets was found to be marginally more 
than the specified value in few lots and they were treated as normal pe11ets 
though a formal concession is raiscd. Few bundles loaded with such pellets have 
not shown any abnormal behavfour during the stipulated irradiation time. 
4.1.2 Zircaloy Components 
Seme minor deVirltions in chemica1 composition of' zircaloy ingots were 
observed for impurities like aluminium, nitrogen, oxygen and sometimes f'or 
alloying elements iron and tin. It was observed that ingots produced during a 
particular period were showing higher aluminium, nitrogen contents either indi-
vidually or together. Haximum aluminium content observed in one ingotwas as 
high as 227 prm (130 ppm in product) as against the specified maximum of 75 ppm. 
Maximum obser\~d nitrogen content in another ingot was 246 ppm as against the 
specffied maximum of 6$ ppm. Similarly in one case 1595 ppm oxygen w<:~s found 
against the specified maximum of 1400 ppm. However, based on extensive long 
term con·osion studies carried out, it was seen that even 175 ppm aluminium and 
100 ppm nitrogen gave acceptable corrosion rate. Hence the requirements have 
been revised to 95 ppm of aluminium and 90 ppm of nitrogen. 
4.1.3 Assembled Bundles 
Dimensional deviation in Bundles 
Flash piekling of' zircaloy tubes was done, where low YS was encountered. 
Thus overall diameter of some bundles increased and further filing of bearing 
wires and wire wraps resulted in reduction in wire thickness. Most of these 
bundles were accepted on the basis of' the tests carried out to ascertain that 
a minimum wire weld shear strength was maintained. However, now the problern is 
solved by maintaining minimum specified wire thickness coupled with increase in 
overall bundle diameter by 0.05 mm. 
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Helium Content in the Cover Gas 
A few bundles were assembled with elements containing lQtl helium in the 
cover gas. It was observed on analysis that the helium content was ranging from 
43 to 97.g'/, in the cover gas. Heat transfer calculations were done and possible. 
increase in 0/U ratio due to the presence of excess oxygen was evaluated. The 
possibility of nitrogen pick-up in the end cap weld was exarnined by microhardness 
testing, gas analysis and metallography on representative samples and no abnor-
mality was noticed. Based on these evaJuations, these bundles were released for 
reactor use. No abnormal behaviour of these bundlas was reported from the reactor 
site. Presence of Jow helium in the cover gas was traced back to malfunction of 
vacuum pump during welding. This was later rectified and corrective measures were 
taken to ensure the presence of helium to the specified extent by analysing 
samples more frequently. 
Few bundles were intentionally assembled with elements containing argon 
and helium as cover gas in the ratio of 80% and 2re~. Nothing abnormal was 
reported in irradiation of these bundles. On the basis of this result, we may 
use argon + helium mixture as cover gas in future, depending on the supp1y 
position of helium gas and other factors. 
Autoclaving of Bundles 
Autoclaving of bundles on 100% basis was done as a measure of check for 
any contamfnation and other metallurgical defects like segregation of impurities 
in the :zircaloy fuel sheath. Occasional occurrence of greyish to VJhitish patches 
on elements, end caps, end plates and wires caused either rejection or acceptance 
under concession accordfng to the degree of severity of these patches on the 
bundle. 
Fluoride contamination or trace impurities in water used for autoclaving 
caused white patches. Cantaminations like dust also caused faint brownish to 
greyish patches. A high degree of cleanliness is insisted upon to avoid such 
recurrence and NFC is now autoclaving bundles on 10% basis and occut'rence of 
these patches is practica1ly non-existent. 
Bundles with graphite coated tubings 
Twenty four bundles assembled with graphite coated tubes have been loaded 
in the reactor and are reported tobe behaving well. This practice has been 
implemented to minimise PCI and for easy loading of fuel pellets into the fuel 
sheath. Plans are now on hai1d to adopt this practice in regular prcduction. 
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End Pl"lte/End Cap Welds 
Seme fine indict:ltions were obs<=rved in squeezed out bead portion of the 
welds in between end plate <:~nd end caps. Experirnents conducted on weld strength 
on such samples showed acceptable weld strcngth and as such these bundles were 
accepted for reactor use. Performance of these bundles were reported to be 
normal. 
Surface Roughness on Zircaloy Sheath 
Elements fran certain tube lots showed surface roughness of the ~·der of 
4 microns on sheath surface after piekling tho elements. Roughness marks are 
attributable to pilgering/straightening rn.::wks. As roughness did not impair ultra-
sonie evaluation of the sheath, elements having surface tinish upto 2 microns 
(normal tubes have surface finish 0.8 microns or bettcr) were accepted for further 
1:1rocessing. Few bundles fabricated with these elements showed nothing abnormal 
in performance. 
The bundles assembled with zircaloy material having stight deviatic•n in 
chemicat composition are treated as normal bundles. without any loading restric-
ticn in the reactor. Bundles assembled with tubes having TCE values less than 
t 4. 5/s (as against the specif ied mi nimum of 15"~) are restricted to 1 ow pONer zone 
in the reactor. ßundles made with fully annealed tubes (x- 3o = 310 MPa) have 
performed we11 in the reactor. 
4.1.4 Devel~r~nt of Split-Spacer Bundles 
For use in PHWRs, manufacture of split-spacer type assembl ies in place of 
wire-wrap assembl fes \'Jas ti'.lken up. The process adopted for these \'las resistance 
welding of the appendages (spacers .)nd bearing pads) to the cladding tubes as per 
the specifications developcd by PPEO and development work carried out at AFOe A 
large number of r<mdcm samples were collected from the pr·oduction stream and they 
wcre destructivcly tested for shear strength of the welds. It was seen that the 
minimum strength t'ef]uirement was met with 95% confidence. Weld monitors are 
un(Jer development in collaboration t'lith Reactor Control D:ivision of BMC for 
on=1ine monitaring the integrity of resistant welds and thc tests conducted so far 
yielded very encouraging results. 
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4.2 Quality Aspects of BWR Fuel 
Most of the uo2 lots and zircaloy material lots for the BWR fuel met the 
requirements with regard to the specifications, with minor deviatfons in chemical 
compositfon. High degree of control over the entire process at various stages 
is exercised in achieving the spedffed quality level to.-tards the procurement of 
components such as tie plates, spacers, springs, plugs, etc. Overall performance 
of fuel clusters in the reactors is quite satisfactory. However, after critical 
review of the existing specification, few changes have been incorporated as under 
i) Prepressurisation with helium from 1 atmosphere abs. to 3.5 
atmospheres abs., is done to increase thermal conductivity of pellet 
c1ad gap and hence decrease the fuel temperature and consequent 
fission gas release. These factors minimize PCI. 
ii) Short chamfered flat pellets are used for better recovery and uniform 
microstructure and density. Chamfering is provided to minimise the 
chipping during processing and it eliminates ridging of elements 
during reactor operation. From the operational experience gained, 
it is felt that dishing of pellets is not necessary, as the space 
provided within the element is adequate to compensate the irradia-
tion swelling even at maximum burnup level. 
fi i) Statistical qual ity control for mechanical properties of fuel sheath 
fs adopted to have an overa11 contro1 over the entire lot with a 
certain confidence Ievel. Earlier zircaloy sheaths with 0.8 mm wa11 
in stress relieved condition were used in fuel clusters. It was 
feit that the scatter in the mechanical prvperties within the lot 
was due to the critical range of stress relief temperature. Hence, 
tubes in annealed condition have been produced with higher wall 
(0.9 mm) to optimise the strength. The scatter in the mechanical 
properties has been considerably reduced giving a higher confidence 
leve 1. 
4.2.1 Deviations in Enriched Uranium Oxide Pe1 Jets 
Evaluation of uranium oxide lots processed over a long period indicates 
that the majority of the Jots satisfy the specified requirements of density, 
dimensions and chemical composition including moisture content. However, few 
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lots showed high density upto 97.SO/, of the theoretic<:d density ,1nd 1·ere used 
with loading restriction. Also, minor deviations in chemical composition were 
observed in so;ne lots for which the total boron equivalent content \-Jas wel l 
within the Iimits. Only noticeable deviation in chemistry for boron to an 
extent of 4 ppm maximumwas observed in scme powder lots. These lots ~rere 
used as poison rods, with restrictions on pellet diarr1eter and positioning. 
4.2.2 A large number of set-up and process control samples of end p1ug welds 
were meta11ographed and the results show that the mfnimum weld thickness is 
acilieved with 99% confidence. 
4.2.3 Other ccmponents 
It has become possible to manufacture a11 the fuel components such as 
stainless steel tie plates, zirca1oy spacers, stainless steel springs, lock 
tab washers etc. indigenous1y. Constant QA efforts w~re madetobring out 
acceptable castings, spacers etc. by evaluating chemical analysis; heat 
treatment records, mechanical properties and microstructure. Liquid penetrant 
test, radiography and dimensions were also checked. 
5. CONCLUS ION 
The fuel manufactured in India for both PHWR and BHR reactors has given 
exceedingly good performance in service. This is due to the fine workmanship 
of the production personnel as we11 as due to the meticulous care exercised 
in the QC and QA functions by all concerned. The deviations highlighted in 
the paper only iilustrate and stressthat a11 points are carefully considered 
before disposition, and nothing is left to chance. The indigenous manufacture 
of nuclear fuel has given considerable experience and conffdence, both in pro-
duction and quality assurance methods and has helped to develop and gra~ trained 
man-power for the country 1s future nuclear power programme. 
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QUALITY CONTROl IN ZIRCALOY CLADDING TUBE MANUFACTURE 
OPERATION CONTROL PARAMETER CONTROL TECHNIQUE 
1 .. RECEIVING ZR. SPONGE ~ CHEMICAL C()<IPOSITION, HARDNESS 100% LOT SAMPliNG 
2. ALLOYING ADDITIONS AND 8 CHEMICAl COMPOSITION, OENSITY 100% LOT SAMPLING ElECTROOE FORMING OF COMPACTS, SURFACE CONTAMINATION 
3. DOUBLE ARC MELTING 0 MELTING PARAMETERS PARAMETERS CONTROL ANO MACHINE 
4. INGOT INSPECTION EJ CHEMICAl COMPOSITION, SURFACE QUALITY, 1 00% SAMPLING 
INTERNAl DEFECTS-UT 1 00% INSPECTION 
HARONESS 1 00% SAMPLING 
w 
"' 5. DOUBLE EATRUSION AND 0 EXTRUSION PARAMETERS 100% INSPECTION OF TOOLING, BETA QUENCH ING QUENCHING PARAMETERS PARAMETER CONTROL, 
ADMINISTRATI\n: CONTROL FOR 
PERIODIC QUALIFICATIONS OF 
FURNACE 
6. BillET MACHINING AND 0 DIMENSIONS OD & ID, SURFACE 1 00% INSPECTION INSPECTION FINISH, CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 1 00% SAAPLING 
7. COPPER JACKETING & 8 EXTRUSION PARAMETERS, SURFACE 1 00% Ii~S FE CTION OF TOOLING EXTRUSION QUALITY PARAMETER CONTROL 
100% INSPECTION 
8. OEJACKETING, ANNEALING 9 0 SURFACE QUALITY, STRAIGHTNESS 100% INSPECTIOO GRINOING, PICKLING ETC. 
9. TUBE SHELL INSPECTION 8 DIMENSIONS, SURFACE QUALITY 100% INSPECTION VISUAl INTERNAL DEFECTS, UT, BOW 1 00% SAMt-LING 
METALLOGRAPHY, HARDNESS 
1 o. RECEIVING TUBE SHELL 
~ 
AOr•llNISTRATI~ CONTROL IN 
AFTER INSPECTION THE FORM OF TRA \EL CARDS 
WITH PROPER IDENTIFICATION 
INSTRUGTIONS FOR FURTHER 
PROCESS, SIGNATURES OF 
AUTHORISED PERSONHEL ETC. 
11. INTERMEDIATE PILGERING, 8 PILGERING PARAMETERS PARAMETERS CONTROL CLEANING, PICKUNG ETC. DIMENSIDI'-1S 00 & ~-lALL VISUAL 10~/o TOOLING INSPECTION 
SET UP SAMPLING 
12. It,jTERMEDIATE ANNEAL 8 ANNEALING ~ARAMETERS PARAMETER CONTROL~ 
SURFACE APPEARAHCE ADMINISTRATIVE CüNTROl 
1 0~/o VISUAL INSPECTION 
I 
13. FINAL PILGERING & 81 PILGERING PARAMETERS SAME AS IN 11 w CLEANING DIMENSIONS 00 & WALL, w 
SURt=ACE DEFECTS, UT, VISuAL 
14. STRESS RELIEF l8J ANNEALING PARAMETERS STRICT PARAMETER CONTROL 
~UALIFICATION & CALIBRATION 
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CLEANING 0!,..\ENSION OD 
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BOW 
17. FINAL INSPECTION 8 STRENGTH .C.T ROOM & ElEVATED LOT SA.'"'PLING 
TEMPERATURE, TCE, GRAIN SIZE, 
HYOR IDE ORIE .. T.:J,TION, HYDROGEN & 
NITROGEN ANALYSIS, CORROSION IN 
STEAM 
18. PICKLING~ CLEAtdNG, ~ AUTOCLA IJE PARAMETERS PMAHETER CONTROl 100""6 AUTOCU\ VING (HHERE ~lATER QUALITY c;; 
NECESSAAY) VISUAL FOR AUTOCLA VE FINISH .,.. 
lEGEND FINAl INSPECTION AND RELEASE c=J OPERATION & QUALITY CONTROl c=) STORAGE L 












MAIN PARAMETERS AND SPECIFICATIONS APPLIED 
TO FINISHED ZIRCALOY CLADDING TUBES 
a) Control of alioying etements 
b) Control of impurities like 
Cl, H, N etc. 
c) Controi of impurities contributing 
to high neutron absorption cross 
section 
a) Tensile strength 
b) 0.2% offset Y.S. 
c) Percentage e1ongation in 50 rnm 
a) Hoop stress 
b) T.C.E. 
a) Grain size 
b) Texture 
SPECIFICATIONS 
ASTM- 146 as guide 1ine 
Lot sampHng 
ASTM - E 8 & ASTM - E 21 
Lot sampling basis 
1 ) Cl osed end burst test for RAPS 
tubes at roan temp. 
Hoop stress : 620 MPa 
TCE : 15% Min. 
2) Open end burst test for TAPS 
tubes at room temp. 
Min Burst : 53 MPa 
TCE : 16% 
Lot sampling basis 
ASTl-i - A- 112 
Lot Sampling 
longitudinal : ASTM G.S. No.7 









9. Surface r~ghness 
t 0. Visuai 
c) Hydride orientation & Fn 
fract'ion 
a) Autoctave test in steam 
a) r.o. & o.o. oy air gaugi;,g 
b) Wall thickness by ultrasonic pulse 
echo technique 
a) Flaw detection by ultrasonic pulse 
echo technique 
Standard : 60°V notch 
3.2 mm x o.o4 mm both 
longitudinal and Transverse. 
1 in 1000. 
1.6 microns 
a) As per drg. requirements 
Water PH : 7 + 1 
Resistivity :-500,000 ohms. 
Temp. : 400 ~ 5°C 
Pressure of Steam : 10.3 + 0.7 MPa 
Black lustrous axide film on a11 
surfaces. 2 Wt. gain : 3 days - 22 mg/dm 
14 days - 38 mg/dm2 
1 OO% inspn. 
1 00"~ inspn. 
1 OO".k i nspn. 
1 00"~ i nspect i on 
100% inspn. by comparison with 
visual Standards. 






B.P. JENKINS: One of your slides indicated that you carry 
out a 100% dimensional check on pellets. What are the features 
you check for and could you explain the philosophy behind this? 
K. BALARAMA MOORTHY: We carry out one hundred percent inspection 
on uo
2 
pellets for usual quality and for outer diameter of pellets, We 
have stringent tolerances on diametral clearance (between pellet outer 
diameter and inside diameter of Zircaloy sheath) because of the collaps-
able sheath design. So we give importance to one hundred percent in-
spection. 
V. GORSKY: What methods do you use to verify your weld joints 
~n CANDU fuel rods? 
K. BALARAMA MOORTHY: Set-up and process sample welds are examined 
metallographically. All production welds are visually examined and helium 





STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF FUEL AND FUEL ASSEMBLY PRODUCTION 
M. ERNOTTE 
FRAGEMA 
149 Cours Lafayette 
F - 69006 LYON 
Statistical evaluation of product characteristics and manufacturing 
conditions is a valuable tool to improve both the designer's and 
manufacturer's knowledge of fuel technology. This knowledge may in turn be 
used to further improve the products and processes. 
The types and conditions of the evaluations FRAGEMA is commonly running 
are described and examples commented. Some considerations on irradiation 
feedback and on the quality management information system are also 
developed. 
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STATISTICAL EVALUATION OF FUEL AND FUEL ASSEMBLY PRODUCTION 
I - THE NEED FOR STATISTICAL EVALUATION 
Statistical evaluation should aid the designer and the manufacturer in 
fully knowing their product and their manufacturing processes. 
For the fuel designer, standard statistical quality control practices are 
rather frustrating he often wants to know how many parts are outside 
tolerances, where exactely and how far out they are. He also likes to work 
with means and standard deviations and most of the time when he asks for 
such data, the QC engineer will tell him something like "There is a 
minimum probability of .95 that at least .98 of the lot is within 
tolerances but looking at the data, I don't think the distribution is 
quite normal ... ". 
In the field of nuclear fuel where increased reliability is a major goal 
in the entire industry and for the kind of objectives we are all shooting 
at, simple statistical quality control leading only to Accept/Reject 
decisions is just not adequate for some important characteristics. In a 
fuel core of a 900 MWe PWR, there are about 10,000,000 pellets and in a 
pellet production meeting the lowest AQL of MIL-STD-105 D which is .010, 
there arestill about 1,000 defective pellets per core. Let's hope that 
these are not randomly scattered critical defects, otherwise one might be 
facing around 1,000 fuel rod failures per core or a disastrous failure 
rate exceeding 1o-2 ! 
Another aspect which is sometimes overlooked and which is also of great 
concern to the designer is that rejected parts are also to be considered 
even if they have been scrapped, since they are clues for product quality 
which are as meaningful as the accepted parts. 
If a process is under control, which means stable but if it is not 
correctly centered in respect to the design criteria, statistical sampling 
will inevitably reject some of the lots but these inspection operations 
will not modify the mean and the standard deviation of the process and 
thus of the accepted lots and the inspection operations are therefore 
totally useless if they are not associated to a statistical evaluation of 
the process output. 
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In this illustration not only is inspection uneconomical but the designer 
might getan optimitistic view of the actual product characteristics. 
Conversely 
possibility 
one last consideration about fuel design concerns the 
of having a product in fact better than thought ; we might 
have been producing/supplied with products which far exceeded the 
requirements. In our type of product where operational experience is a 
source of justification, if the operation of such "good" products has been 
successful in the past, what validation does this experience represent, 
that of production or that of design requirements ? 
That is why it is important to know not only whether a product meets 
requirements but also how closely these are met. 
For the fuel manufacturer, the statistical evaluation of his production is 
an important tool which will help him in many respects as statistical 
sampling in itself will only allow quality to be measured without 
necessarily producing a quality product. 
Any manufacturer who acts to discover and remove causes of poor quality 
will inevitably see improvements in the 3 traditional areas : quality, 
costs and planning. An unadapted process will certainly lead to the 
production of defective parts and most probably to reinspection, screening 
and even conflicts with customers ; all these result in cost overruns and 
scheduling problems. 
It is however possible to combine both the designer's and manufacturer's 
interests in one simple approach : the best assurance for a smooth 
operation is to have an adequate process under control. 
Is this idealized objective easily met in actual industrial situations ? 
Unfortunely not and reasons for this are discussed below. 
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DESIGN DIFFICULTIES 
It is difficult for the designer to state in all cases exactly what is 
needed and this is evidenced by the subtle differences in expressions like 
requirements, recommendations, preferences, objectives and the like which 
are sometimes used in specifications. 
The first problern is to define what is to be considered as acceptable or 
more generally what makes the quality of a product. A classical definition 
of quality is the capacity for an item to perform satisfactorily in 
service or "Fitness for use" as Juran called it. 
In the case of a complex product like nuclear fuel this requires that the 
quality requirements for the final product be broken down into quality 
requirements applicable at each step of the fabrication process. 
Some of these requirements may be temporary. The length of a fuel rod will 
be the total length of two end plugs and one fuel tub~ and the fuel rod 
designer may be more interested in the rod length than in the component 
lengths although if the end plugs are TIG welded, the end plug length will 
probably determine the weld location. 
Some characteristics have an importance through their mean value, others 
through their individual values. In a grid, for example, the average 
mixing vane angle has an effect on the fuel assembly pressure drop but one 
single vane bent too far could cause a rod failure. 
The same characteristic could have an entirely different effect depending 
on the location at which it is applied. Cleanliness is a good example. It 
is obvious that internal contamination of the fuel tube present when the 
pellets are loaded is much more of a concern that the same type of 
contamination on the outside of the same tube away from the weld areas. 
Finally quality requirements are often specified on an attribute basis and 
a maximum percentage of defectives is quoted but the situation on FIG. 
(a) is in most cases, potentially less harmful than the situation on 
FIG.1(b). 
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This is very important because these outliers in otherwise acceptable 
processes are probably the major cause of subsequent failures. 
MAXIMUM 
FIGURE 1 (a) 
MANUFACTURING DIFFICULTIES 
FIGURE 1 (b) 
MAXIMUM 
SPECIFIED 
The designer will always think in terms of actual values or characteris-
tics and will not be concerned by things like bias, difficulties in 
selecting truly random samples, inspection equipment capabilities, 
influence of operator errors, etc. which are often left to production or 
inspection organizations. 
With 100 % inspection which was thought adequate in the past when a high 
quality product was required, such factors are the sole source of error 
and in some cases they are far from negligible. 
One of the problems commonly met in manufacturing is the high number of 
variables which could intervene in a process and therefore considerable 
time and effort is needed to conduct experiments under actual industrial 
conditions. 
High output production lines suppose automated processes which should be 
fairly reproducible but imply also a high input rate of components leading 
to rapid exhaustion of part lots and thus frequent line feed changes : for 
example, a tube lot is processed through a fuel rod line in one single 
workshift. 
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II - EVALUATION CONDITIONS AT FRAGEMA 
After these preliminary considerations, the systems FRAGEMA has set up to 
monitor fuel product quality and fuel product fabrication will be 
described. 
FRAGEMA is essentially a fuel design organization and contracts for fuel 
fabrication are placed either to FBFC (Franco-Belge de Fabrication de 
Combustible) or to CFC (COGEMA- FRAMATOME). 
The chain of organizations involved in fuel supply is thus follows 
subsuppliers - contractors (FBFC or CFC) - FRAGEMA - utility. 
Within FRAGEMA, two departments (Technology and Quality) are res-
ponsible for defining quality requirements in the form of specifications. 
The Quality Department is also in charge of qualifications and 
surveillance of fuel fabrication and of quality and reliability analyses 
connected to manufacturing activities. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Product surveillance starts with qualification of production lines for 
products whose quality cannot be assured only through post fabrication 
inspections. These include all assernblies (grids, fuel rods, nozzles, 
skeletons and final assemblies) and some special products like Inconel and 
Zircaloy strip, grid straps, guide thimbles, Zircaloy bar stock, fuel rod 
end plugs and fuel tubes. 
Qualification is achieved through formal qualification programs 
established jointly by cognizant design and fabrication units which aim at 
defining permissible variations for selected significant process 
parameters. 
For example, blending conditions for m1x1ng uo2 virgin powder, recycled 
u3o8 and other additives are determined during these programs. 
The conditions include rotating speeds, blending cycles, amounts of 
materials and are selected after statistical evaluation of the homogeneity 
of the blends to assure a constant feed to the pelleting process and to 
validate the chemical analysis of subsequent pellet lots based on results 
obtained on a very small number of pellets. 
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Another example of evaluation taken from the pellet qualification 
program covers the homogeneity of green pellet density obtained on 
multi-die presses and the homogeneity of sintered density achieved within 
furnace boats. Both are evaluated through variance analysis with the 




practices on sintering boats as in this case, a truly random 
is not practical due to the stacking of pellets in the molybdenum 
Statistical sampling plans are also discussed with the manufacturer and 
tried out during the qualification programs, which end in the fabrication 
of a complete lot under industrial conditions to demonstrate that 
variables selected produce adequate process averages and standard 
deviation when compared to specification limits. Extensive additional 
measurements are required to make sure that this objective is met on the 
qualification lots. 
The size of such lots is rather difficult to set. They must not be too 




be too large for economic considerations whenever the optimum 
have not been found and a new qualification run seems 
For FRAGEMA products, a lot size equivalent to five fuel assernblies has 
been selected. This corresponds to 40 grids, 1,300 fuel rods, 2,500 kg of 
pellets, etc. 
We thus ensure that proposed manufacturing and inspection processes are 
reproducible and well adapted to our requirements. 
A production line is qualified by FRAGEMA for a period of two years and 
requalification for another two years is only granted after a thorough 
evaluation of the output of that line. 
Such evaluations are based on all available information accumulated since 
the last qualification. It includes all non conformances and manufacturing 
incidents, lot acceptance sampling results for items procured from outside 
by the contractors and surveillance inspection results for items subjected 






characteristics are computed from these data and when necessary 
plans for the next two years are established. They may cover 
sampling plans to be applied by either the Contractors or by 
Special programs may also be initiated to investigate any 
abnormal situations. The need for such programs however is usually felt 
earlier through the other opportunities provided by our comprehensive 
evaluation system. 
An interesting feature incorporated in the evaluations performed for 
requalification consists in the use of unbiased data obtained 
independantly from the manufacturer those corresponding to the 
surveillance by Contractors on their subsuppliers and those from FRAGEMA 
surveillance on Contractors' fabrications. 
The data are unbiased as they relate to all incoming lots presented by the 
manufacturer to the buyer. They are thus appropriate measurements of the 
overall effectiveness of the manufacturer's production and internal 
inspection systems. 
Whenever possible, we compare our results with those known by the 
manufacturers and any discrepancy between the two sets of results is 
investigated in cooperation with the manufacturers. In our experience, the 
origin of most of such differences lies in the following areas 
difficulty of truly random sampling, differences in comprehension and 
application of requirements between operators and differences due to 
product evolution between sampling stages. 
PRODUCT OVERINSPECTIONS 
FRAGEMA has identified to the manufacturers mandatory hold points for the 
following fabrication steps : uo2 pellets, all subassemblies and final 
assemblies. 
The objective of such inspection is normally not to verify that the 
product is acceptable but rather to collect independant information on the 
effectiveness of the manufacturer's production system as stated earlier. 
The sampling plans used are tailored to each product and to each type of 
production. Some details about these sampling plans will be presented in 
another FRAGEMApaper in this Seminar. (1). 
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MANUFACTURING INCIDENTS 
With all sampling plans and even with 100 % inspection there is always a 
finite possibility that some unacceptable products be in fact accepted. 
A theoritical solution to that problern is to prevent the production of 
defective items and it requires that all abnormal situations detrimental 
to the quality of a product be thoroughly evaluated in order to identify 
preventive actions which could prevent recurrence of the conditions 
leading to a lack of quality. 
Control charts are extensively used in fuel fabrication for FRAGEMA and 
they provide a convenient means of monitaring a production process when 
the requirements to be met are known and fixed. 
Some situations are however more subtle and complex and require a 
different approach for resolution. We have set up with our Contractors a 
powerful tool to deal with some of these situations. 
It consists of a formal system for reporting and investigating 
manufacturing incidents which are not simple non conformances and could 
have an effect on the overall quality of the fuel products. 
For example, we consider we face an incident when low density pellets 
present in fuel rods are detected at the linear enrichment check, when 
fuel rods are found defective at the helium leak test ... 
The frequency of these events is fortunately very low but nevertheless 
full investigations are launched not only to reconsider other products 
already accepted which might also be affected but mainly to identify the 
cause of the problems and find possible durable remedies. All incidents 




The last evaluation tool we have consists of our Quality Analysis System. 
For specific products and characteristics, banks of manufacturing data are 
constituted and used to monitor product quality and to compare it to 
design limits. These data are either logged in at FRAGEMA like chemical 
composition of Zircaloy tube lots or specially recorded by the 
manufacturers and transmitted to FRAGEMA, percentage of surface defects on 
uo2 pellets for example. 
Statistical ,characteristics are computed, chronologic charts and 
histograms are regularly produced and estimates of actual quality levels 
based on FRAGEMA surveillance data as mentioned before allow trends 
analysis, comparisons between several production lines or between several 
sources of supplies. 
As stated before, such information may be used to trigger special 
investigation 
contributing 
programs aimed at improving our knowledge of factors 
to the production of defects. Table I presents the product 
characteristics which are covered by our Quality Analysis System. 
III - PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE 
Throughout the years, we have so been able to evaluate many different 
situations and some of the most representative will be commented. 
P.ELLET DIAMETER 
The case goes back several years ago and was revealed during the FRAGEMA 
surveillance inspection of pellet lots. 
Occasionally pellets with out of tolerance diameter were sampled from lots 
accepted by the manufacturer. Even if the percentage of such pellets was 
acceptable based on a classic 95 X 5 confidence level, we thought that it 
was abnormal for a process like centerless grinding, to produce out of 
tolerance parts. 
TABLE I - FRAGEMA QUALITY ANALYSIS 
QUALITY ANALYSIS RESULTS U02 PELLETS CLADDING TUBES FUEL RODS 
·-----------------------------·-----------------------------·-----------------------------·-----------------------------· . . . . . 
Quality analysis reports 
(statisties, ehronology, 
histogram} 
- Geometrie density 
- Thermal stability 
- Diameter 
- Length 
- Porosity speetrum 
- Grain size 
- Visual defeets 
- Powder reeyele 
- u 235 
- Tensile test 
- CSR 
- Gas analysis 
- Hydride orientation 
- Ovality 
- Corrosion test 
- Chemieal analysis 
- Transverse dimensions 
- Weld defeet rates (girth 
and seal welds) 
:-----------------------------:-----------------------------:-----------------------------:-----------------------------· 
Quality level estimation 
(based on surveillanee 
results) 
- Visual defeets 
- Geometrie density 
- Diameter 
- Length 
- Dishing dimensions 
- Transverse dimensions 
- Internal soudness 






The analysis we conducted provided the following indications : the 
equipment capability was adequate (low standard deviation, slow drift) but 
the centering of the diameter was sometimes incorrect because the 
operators lacked useful information an the output of the grinders as the 
inspection was done by QC later an completed pellet trays. 
The problern was cured after modification of the ground rules for work : 
the process was monitared by the operator with a control chart based an a 
sample of consecutive pellets sampled at prescribed regular intervals and 
detailed instructions were given to operators for resample and for 
readjustment of the grinder and finally QC conducted regular surveillances 
of operator adherence to procedures and also took samples with a lower 
frequency to check the validity of the operator's measurements. 
That has later been demonstrated to be highly effective since the 
rejection rate after FRAGEMA overinspections dropped to zero. 
PELLET VISUAL INSPECTION 
That inspection was traditionnally done an a 100 % basis and although 
every one was aware of the fact that the inspection efficiency was not 
100 %, the inspection specification did not take it into account and 
inspectors from all parties (manufacturers, FRAGEMA and even customers) 
were more often than reasonably expected trapped in lengthy discussions 
and cumbersome rescreening and reinspections. 
We started with an evaluation of the efficiency of pellet visual 
inspection and found figures araund 60 % for end defects and 80 % for side 
defects and thus concluded that with such efficiencies several actions had 
to be taken the designer had to state the product quality he wanted and 
requirements like "100 % visual inspection" had to be dropped, the 
manufacturer was also required to reduce the number of defective items 
produced and conduct his own surveillance of all 100 % inspections. 
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The first action lead to the definition of several acceptable quality 
levels depending on the postulated severity of defects (nail cracks, 
chips, pits ... ) combined with the actual quality levels representative of 
the production at that time. 
QC surveillance of manufacturing screening operators was conducted using 
sampling plans taxen from MIL-STD-105 D on reasonably small sublots in 
order to permit rescreening, should the sublots be rejected by QC. 
Finally, the manufacturer paid more attention to the various causes of 
surface defects on pellets and was successful in improving the quality of 
as-produced pellets. 
The end results have again been the drastic reduction of lot rejections 
after FRAGEMA or customer inspections and an improvement of the overall 
quality of pellets as we have now process averages lower than the required 
AQL'S by factors 3 to 10 depending of the type of defect considered. 
FUEL ROD WELD X RAY INTERPRETATION 
X-Ray inspection is conducted on a 100 % basis by qualified inspectors and 
any true indication seen on the films is considered a welding defect and 
the weld has to be rejected. 
During our surveillance inspection of fuel rods, we used to reread a 
limited sample of X-Ray films to check the QC inspector interpretations 
and any discrepency between the two inspections was attributed to the 
unavoidable human factor. 
We later decided with the manufacturer to formalize both our and his 
internal surveillance procedures and to use sampling plans based on an AQL 
of 0.1. Manufacturer surveillance would be done on a daily basis and 
FRAGEMA surveillance would be done on rod lot basis roughly corresponding 
to 3 day production runs. 
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It took us several months to obtain consistent results but ultimately we 
knew exactely the reading efficiency of X-Ray QC inspectors i.e. if a 
defect is present on a film what is the probability that the defect be 
missed. 
We were also surprised to observe that the top girth welds were more 
difficult to read which we think is due to the less favorable top end plug 
geometry caused by the presence of the seal weld hole. 
OUTGOING FUEL ROD WELD QUALITY 
A full paper has recently been presented on the subject so the logic will 
only be briefly discussed as it is a very good illuetration of what a 
thorough evaluation of a process can lead to. (2) 
Everybody specifies a sensitivity level for X-Ray in terms of ASTM levels 
2-2 T or 2-1 T (or through similar standards) but the relationship between 
the probability of detection and the defect (porosity) size is not clearly 
known. As outlined in FIG. 2, the modelization of the distributions of the 
largest porosity present in the welds and of the detection probability 
curve was possible after extensive metallographic work. 
Combining the two curves, the outgoing weld quality versus the observed 
reject rate could be determined and we fixed a threshold reject rate above 
which a 200 % X-Ray inspection would be necessary to maintian an 
acceptable outgoing weld quality. 
This type of evaluation is summarized in FIG. 3. It applies to many 
processes and illustrates the different factors contributing to the 
quality of a product. A detailed and quantified knowledge of these factors 
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NO RISK OF FAlLURE 
FIGURE 3 
GRID PRODUCTION 
Grid assernblies are products which normally require many adjustments, 
verifications and rechecks and although the manufacturing operators were 
already heavily involved in an interactive process with QC, neither the 
manufacture:r nor FRAGEMA were quite satisfied with the grid situation as 
most of the criteria were to be 100 % inspected without a clear indication 
of the minimum efficiency needed or achieved. 
The manufacturer proposed to fully integrate manufacturing and 
verification operations and let QC conduct surveillance operations. This 
was accepted by FRAGEMA. 
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T Tightened Inspection 
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R Reduced 
Series of 100 grids 
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FIGURE 4 - EVOLUTION OF PRODUCTION UNDER MANUFACTURING 
INTEGRATED INSFEGTION 
Twenty two different grids characteristics are covered by design criteria 
and we started by defining that sampling plans corresponding to an AQL of 
0.4 could be satisfactorily used to monitor an operation which was 
specified to be 100 \ performed. 
An initial period devoted to the measurement of the quality levels 
achieved for the 22 characteristics combined with the dispositions of 
MIL-STD-105 D concerning the applicability of reduced inspection, allowed 
a starting classification of each criterion to be established for normal 
or reduced inspection. 
Grids were grouped in 100 piece lots and submitted to QC surveillance 
one non conforming grid causing the entire lot to be returned to 
manufacturing for 100 % screening for the defective characteristics. Each 
time such a situation occured, a full investigation of the case was 
conducted by the manufacturer and involved the designer if there was any 
need to clarify the requirements or even to adapt them but always without 
any compromise on the required minimum quality. 
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Such a process was rather painful but it worked out successfully in the 
long run as now all characteristics are consistenly under reduced 
inspection by QC which is the indication of the fact that it is now highly 
exceptional to find a grid accepted by manufacturing inspectors which 
would be rejected by QC. 
Some other material on the possibilities of quality improvement affered by 
the integration of manufacturing and inspection activies will be presented 
in this Seminar. (3) 
IV - IRRADIATION FEEDBACK 
Feedback of irradiation data to design and manufacturing activities is a 
key element in improving fuel reliability. Here again, statistical 
evaluation techniques are used to ascertain whether there are correlations 
between fuel failures and as-built fuel characteristics or manufacturing 
conditions. 
These are the only tools available experimentally to improve our technical 
knowledge about factors contributing to rod behaviour given the fact the 
we are already in an overall reliability range of 99.99 % to 99.999 % per 
year and considering that we are still looking for improvements ! 
With such low failure rates, these correlations could only indicate areas 
where potential gains could be expected and which should further be 
investigated pooling the resources from both the design and manufacturing 
organizations. 
V - MEANS REQUIRED 
They are two requisites for meaningful comprehensive fuel production 
evaluations : a good traceability system and a computerized data bank. 
The FRAGEMA traceability system is documented in a manual which applies to 
all 3 manufacturing plants that FRAGEMA is involved in and has been fairly 
comprehensive since the early days. Data recording and transmittal had 
been worked out in detail long ago with the manufacturer so that the 
presently available data bank amounts to approximately 200 million bytes 
of information. 
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Data transmitted by the plants to FRAGEMA are handled by facilities 
composed of a 2048 K byte IBM 4331 processing unit, 193.5 M byte disk 
drives, tape units, floppy disk units, consoles and printers. The 
transmission and processing facilities are dedicated exclusively to 
traceability and manufacturing data, and used by personnel belanging to a 
Management System unit from the Quality Department. 
The system software consists of a library of 160 programs containing a 
total of 70,000 instructions. 
VI - CONCLUSION 
The above considerations and examples have shown how statistical analyses 
of fuel production can increase both the designer's and the manufactuer's 
knowledge of fuel manufacturing technology. This additional knowledge may 
in turn be used to further improve fuel reliability through the definition 
of more stable and better adapted processes. 
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DISGUSSION 
Vo GORSKY: In France a weld ultrasonic test facility was 
developed. Are you using it in the manufacture of fuel elements? 
M. ERNOTTE; After comparison of the detection capabilities 
offered by ultrasonic tests and X-rays, we have concluded that, as 
the defect responsible for the majority of our weld rejects was 
porosity, we could not ensure the same outgoing weld quality after 
ultrasonic test as after X-ray, As a consequence, we are now looking 
towards antomatic X-ray techniques. 
R, HOLZER: Should complete traceability be kept in the future 
1n view of the current very low defect levels, which make it very 
difficult to correlate the cause of isolated failures to the recorded 
QC - data? 
M. ERNOTTE: This can be discussed; fuel rod data should be 
traceable; for various parts and materials different traceability 
requirements could be defined. 
K. BALARAMA MOORTHY: What is the present practice in France -
adoption of steam autoclaving the Zircaloy tubes before pellet 
loading or electropolishing the fuel rods? 
M, ERNOTTE: We do neither autoclave fuel tubes before pellet 
loading nor electropolish the fuel rods, We corrosion test tube samples 
in 400° C steam as part öf the 'QC Operations at the,tube manufacturer's 





QUALITY CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE OF PHWR FUEL IN INDIA 
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Indian Nuclear Power Programme is currently based on installation of a series of 
pressurised heavy water reactors in 235 MWe size 1 followed by 500 MWe size reactors in 
the nineties. Indigenous facilities for nuclear fuel design 1 fabrication and quality 
auditing have been developed. Statistical quality control and 10q% inspection techni-
ques are applied for ensuring the quality of fuel. Good operating experience on fuel 
over the last 10 years has validated the design and quality characteristics in fuel 
specifications. The paper describes the different designs of PHWR fuel bundles now 
fabricated in India and the quality control aspects evolved. Furthermöre 1 some typical 
results are brought out. 
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1 • JNTROTIUCT ION 
The Indian Nuclear Power Programmeis primarily based on installation.of 
natural uranium fuelled, pressurised heavy water reactors (PHWR) with the exception 
of Tarapur reactors of Boiling Light Water type. To date, three PHW reactors in the 
220/235 MWe range have been completed (See Table-1) with a high degree of indigeno-
usly produced components and presently 1 five more units are in various stages of 
construction or commissioning. With the successful infrastructure thus set up and 
considering the need of more nuclear power plants in the country 1 it is proposed to 
set up a series of PHW reactors of standard design in the 235 MWe and 500 MWe sizes 
in the coming years 1 so as to have a total installed capacity of 10 1000 MWe by the 
turn of the century. 
The choice of PHWR's in the first phase of the 3 stage nuclear programmewas 
influenced by two major factors, namely the ability to optimally use the limited 
reserves of natural uranium (indicated reserves: 73 1 000 tonnes of U) in the country 
and capability of indigenisation so as to achieve self-reliance in this vital field. 
In the field of fuel, India has developed complete technological know-how right 
from the mining of ore to final reprocessing and reuse of spent fuel. Fig.1 shows 
the various operations in the nuclear fuel cycle now being carried out within the 
country. 
With regard to fabricatio~, fuel for the first phase of the power programme 
has be:en under regular manufacture at the Nuclear Fuel Complex, Hyderabad since ·1973 1 
before which a pilot scale operation at the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre had produ-
ced in 1971 1 half of the initial fuel charge for the Unit 1 of the Rajasthan Atomic 
Power Station. At present, the NFC is capable of producing upto 200 t of finished 
fuel in a year; and it is estimated that a five fold increase in the fuel production 
capacity will be required to meet the demand in the coming decades. ~] 
In this paper, the PHWR fuel designs and improvements, quality control charac-
teristics with particular emphasis on statistical quality control 1 quality auditing 
and traceability and fuel performance in the Rajasthan reactors are discussed. 
2. FUEL TIESIGNS 
As of date, over 22 1000 fuel bundles have been produced indigenously and loaded 
in the reactors. The design characteristics of the bundles produced are given below. 
2 .1 19 ElEMENT TIESIGN 
The reference fuel design of the 19 element type for the Rajasthan and Madras 
reactors is shown in Fig.2. Table-2 shows the salient design data of the fuel assembly. 
J)ue to use of natural uranium 1 the strong emphasis on neutron economy has resulted in 
the use of thin wall collapsible cladding (radius to thickness ratio of 18) and high 
density of uo
2 
pellets (10.6 Mgjm3 , 91% T.n.) which maximises the ratio of Pontained 
uranium to parasitic neutron absorbers. The clad being collapsible, the axial and 
diametrical clearances have to be kept highly optimised to avoid excessive sheath 
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space for.fission gases and uo2 thermal expansion/swelling. Majority of over 
22,000 bundles irradiated are of the 19 element wire Wrap type. 
2.2 22 ELEMENT DESIGN 
The third PHWR Atomic Power Station at Narora (NAPF) is India's first opportunity 
to apply significant operating experience to the design of a new standardised nuclear 
power plant, incorporating several major design modifications to improve safety, re-
liability and economy; and fuel is no exception. The 22 element fuel sub-division was 
adopted to obtain higher (1~) thermal power output, compared to the 19 element design, 
which is required for the 235 MWe rating. (2J 
After considering the various alternatives of pin diameters, nurober of pins and 
their arrangements, a graded design of 22 elements, with two different element dia-
meters was considered most optimum. This bundle is also shown in Fig.2. The salient 
design pa~ameters are compared in Table-2. Several prototype bundles have been 
fabricated and successfully tested to establish the design and fabrication parameters. 
2. 3 OTHER DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS 
Other notable design improvements incorporated in the fuel assembly as a result 
of operational feed back are: 
(i) inter-element spacing by split spacer appendages replacing the original 
wire wrap design. This .. development has emerged from two consideration, namely (a) 
the wire wrap design is not adoptable to the 22 element configuration and (b) concern 
of sheath fretting is significantly reduced in case of split spacer disign at higher 
flow velocities. Split spacer design is also found to be an economical bundle, 
contains less zircaloy and reduces the concern of pellet chipping during fabricabion 
and assembly which applies to the 19 as well as 22 element designs. 
(ii) graphite lubrication, in which the inside surface of the cladding tube 
is coated by a 5-9 1-'m thick graphite layer. The layer acts in a nurober of ways 
to reduce the incidence of fission product stress corrosion cracking of the cladding 
on a power ramp. 
3. QUALITY CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS 
Specifications for zircaloy and uranium oxide materiale are prepared by the 
designers taking into consideration the reactor operational requirements, process 
capability and costs. At the Nuclear Fuel Complex, the manufacturing activities 
commence with conversion of concentrate to uo2 pellets on the uranium side and 
zircon ore sands to finished tubing and components on the zircaloy side. Total 
quality assurance of nuclear fuel at the various constituent units of the Department 
of Atomic Energy (DAE) is achieved by disciplined actions in the processes of design 1 
manufacturing and operation. No quality assurance programme can succeed without first 
assessing the capability of processes and equipment. Quality control during fabrio-
ation is thus exercised not only at the final product stage, but at various interme-
diate stages during material processin@-covering the physical and chemical characteristi-
cs of the fuel. [3] 
The various quality characteristics in the fuel specification are further 
classified according to their relative importance to the end use - i.e. the reactor 
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performance of the fuel bundles. This forms the most important basis of arriving at 
their SQC parameters, wherever such techniques may be applicable. 





where lack of control will cause increased fuel failure 
probability and may also result in violation of safety 
regulations. 
where lack of control puts economic penalty in reactor operation 
and may cause small increase in fuel failures. 
where lack of control may result in economic costs and/or 
schedule delays. 
all other characteristics. 
Table-3 outlines some examples of the characteristics, their classification, 
how it affects the design and performance and the QC plan currently adopted for 
zircaloy cladding tubes and uranium oxide pellets. 
3 .1 ZIRCALOY TUBES 
As seen in Table-3.1, ductility and strength characteristics of cladding tubes 1 
being critical parameters, are determined to the stringent acceptance sampling plans 
to give an acceptable quality level (AQL) of 0.15,1o. 
With a view to improve neutron economy and also to avoid longitudinal ridge, 
it was initially considered that strength rather than the ductility was the principal 
quality characteristic of cladding tubes and as such the cold worked and stress 
relieved condition was specified. Subsequently, from the reactor operational expe-
rience1 it was recognised that about 2% post-irradiation ductility avoids low duc-
tility clad failures. Accordingly 1 the stress relief annealing cycle was modified 
and a statistical method of qcceptance sampling was introduced. For evolving the 
statistical acceptance criteria, a detailed statistical analysis of about 100 tube 
lots was undertaken. Out of these 1 about 10 tube lots were 10o% destructively 
tested for verification of the criteria. Typical results obtained are given below: 
(i) Gontribution of personal error in TCE measurement was analysed from measurement 
data obtained from 3 different persons. It was found that the personal error was 
less than o.5,1o in TCE values. 
(ii) Analysis of data from tubes produced by modified heat treatment annealing cycle 
indicated that when yield strength showed a tendency to reduce, TCE as expected showed 
a tendency to increase. However 1 while the scatter in the yield strength values of 
sample tubes could be controlled1 the scatter in TCE 1 as revealed by range 1 R values 
increased. 
(iii) In the statistical experiment 1 the nurober of random samples was increased from 
4 to 12. From this study 1 optimwn nurober arrived at was seven (7) 1 as against four (4) 
in the previous practice. It was seen that beyond 7 random samples, the statistical 
influence did not improve significantly for TCE as well as.Yield Strength. 
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(iv) Further design analysis indicated that with the revised specifications of 
cladding tuoes with respect to annealing cycle and sample size, the contribution of 
cladding tuoes to the expected fuel failure rate will oe less than 0.1%. Actual 
experience has validated this result. 
However, in large commercial Patches due to inherent nature of the manufacturing 
process, particularly in the 773-788 K range of annealing temperature, occasional low 
values of yield strength and ductility would occur. While R&D werk to reduce the 
variaoility in the process is continuing 1 in the interim, suitaole changes in the 
related design and operating parameters have oeen made to suit such lots. Experience 
has shown that this dynamic specification approach has oeen oorne out oy good fuel 
Pehaviour in the reactor. 
The dimensional requirements such as I.D., ~.D., wall thickness and defects, 
dictated from assemoly and ourst property considerations, are inspected ultrasonically, 
10o% Pasis. Short term and long term corrosion tests on zircaloy material were 
carried out to form the oasis of specified limits and tolerance levels on chemical 
composition for alloying elements and impurities. This not only oenefitted the 
manufacturer from many repeat analysis out also ensured quality of the material 
at the ingot and the final product stage. 
3 • 2 !!Q.
2 
PELLETS 
With regard to the uo
2 
pellets, manufactured from ooth ADU and AUC routes, 
emphasis is laid on high density, chippaoility/crackaoility characteristics and 
visual standards. From irradiation tests under power reactor conditions 1 good data 
has oeen gathered on the performance of high grain size material, surface microcracks, 
pits, end-capping etc. This has enaoled to evolve the Pasis for quality characteris-
tics of the uo
2 
pellets. Chippaoilityjcrackaoility tests at the pellet stage and 
decanning tests on random element samples are routinely performed to ensure the 
specified quality requirements, so as to'simulate the fuel handling and movement 
during various stages of faorication and even transportation to the reactor sites. 
3.3 OTHER COMPONENTS 
:Besides the aoove, SQC technig:ues are ext·ensively used in various other stages 
of fuel manufacture. Examples are : element machining, spacer/oearing pad weld 
strength, zircaloy structural components, dimensional requirements and metallography 
of U02 pellets. Considering the increased fuel production rate in years to come, 
statistical process control rather than product control techniques have oeen also 
introduced recently. 
4• FUEL PERFORMliNGE 
Taole-4 presents data on cumulative oundles loaded and their performance in 
RAP8-1, RAP8-2 and MAP8-1 which are the 3 operational PHW reactor units in India. 
Since, RAPs-1 was the first PHW reactor commissioned, this has given us oulk of the 
operating experience. Following are the salient ooservations: 
i) The three (3) suppliers viz. NFC, :BARC and Hestinghouse Canada (wc) have respec-
tively produced 80.7%, 11.1% and 8.2% of the total 22011 oundles loaded as on Oct. end, 
1983.· :BARC and WC tagether supplied fuel only for the initial charge of RAP8-1 in 
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the early 70's. NFC is thus the prime fabrication plant for power reactor fuel and 
zircaloy products for current and future reactors in India. 
ii) The bundles in RAPS reactors have been irradiated to the design burnup levels 
(average : 7130 MW.d/teU). Some of the bundles have seen even 14500 MW.d/teU, without 
failures. 
iii) Out of the total 20 defeot bundles, none was of the split spacer type, although 
640 such bundles have been irradiated 1 which brings out the superior features of this 
inter-element spacing technique. 
iv) The overall defect rate for the cumulative 22011 bundles irradiated in the three 
reactors comes to 0.09% thus meeting the specified target of < 0.1%. 
v) For the fuel manufactured to earlier specifications, defect rate was as high as 
0.3%, compared to 0.0~ for currently manufactured fuel. This shows that introduction 
of stat.istical quality control has benefitted producer and reactor _ user al:i.ke. 
vi) There has never been occasion in RAPS or MAPS when the fuel defects had restr~ 
ined power operation of the reactör. So much so, the initial fuel charge of RAPS...1 had 
experienced as many as 180 power cycles due to the large nurober of reactor trips and 
power set backs in the initial phase of Operation. Still, the fuel did not present 
any problem. 
vii) Although 1 there has been rio extensive in-pile experience obtained yet on the 22 
element bundle design 1 it is expected to reduce the fuel defect rate further 1 or 1 the 
restrictions of preconditioning nature now placed during reactor start-up could be 
relaxed, as the split spacers and graphite lubricated tubes have been introduced right 
from the beginning in this design. This is also due to a marginal reduction in the 
maximum· · heat rating parameter in this design. 
5· AUDITING liND TRAGEABILITY 
Quality Auditing and Traceability are important managerial functions of an 
effective QA system. For QA in India, the expert members from fuel design 1 research 
and development, fabrication 1 licensing and operations groups are utilised in perfor-
ming this function in a systematic manner. At the pre-production stage, at design 
specification stage and at production manufacturing stage 1 independent technical 
reviews and checks are carried out by authorised representatives routinely. 
Material evaluation reports, bundle and element record cards 1 and records of 
process and set up control parameters are maintained for all the production lots. 
Salient manufacturing data for all the bundles are further computerised and kept in 
magnetic tapes for effective traceability 1 as and when required 1 during the entire fuel 
cycle life. In addition, suitable archive samples of each material lot used in the 
manufacture are preserved for future reference and evaluation. The data on irradiation 
history and movement of the fuel in the reactor is maintained by a fuel accounting and 
management computer code. 
The existing QA systems are now under review to see if the QA operating costs 
could be expressed in terms of pay-back or failure reduction costs in keeping with 
the ever increasing demand on product quality. The modified system is expected to 
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provide a logical and statistically defensible method for measuring the performance 
of a quality program. 
6. CONCLUDJJifG REMARKS 
Two types of fuel bundle design viz. 19 elements and 22 elements have been 
adopted for the Indian Pressurised Heavy Water reactors in the 220/235 MWe sizes. 
Quality control characteristics for fuel are classified as critical, major, 
medium and minor according to their relative importance to performance of fuel bundles 
in the reactor. The classification forms the basis for evolving the quality control 
paramet ers. 
Statistical quality control is adopted for many areas in fabrication of pellets, 
cladding tubes and structural components. Specifications and sampling plans for 
cladding tubes were optimised from analysis of 100 production lots Vis-a-vis the 
fuel failure probability. 
Euel behaviour over the last 10 years has been excellent and this has given 
us valuable feed back on the role of quality characteristics of uranium oxide and 
zircaloy materials. 
Systems for quality· auditing and traceability of fuel to include manufacturing 
data and irradiation history in the reactor exist, which are being reviewed to 
suit growth in fuel production. 
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TABLE - .1 
INDIAN PHWR STATIONS 
Station Location Gross Capacity, MWe Criticality Date 
RAPS Kota, Rajasthan 2 X 220 1972 
1980 
MAPS Kalpakkam, Tamil Nadu 2 X 235 1983 
1984 
NAPS Narora, U.P. 2 X 235 1986 
1987 
KAPS Kakrapar, Gujarat 2 X 235 1990 
1991 
TABLE- 2 
DESIGN DATA FOR 19-ELEMENT AND 22-ELEMENT FUEL BUNDLE 
1 • BUNDLE 
No. of Elements 
Guter Ring of Elements 
Intermediate Ring of Elements 
Central Element 
Maximum overall bundle diameter 
Length of Bundle 
Weight of Bundle 
Weight of uo 2 






Density of uo2 










































(H, Ag, Cl, Ca, F) 
Equivalent Boron Content 





TAJ3LE - . ...1 
CLASSIFICATION OF QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS 
3.1 ZIRCALOY CLADTIING 
CLASSIFICATION AFFECTS Q,C PLAN 
Critical Corrosion, strength Ingot and product 
Critical End of life TCE and 
PCI 
Critical Ridge formation 
Critical JJuctility and 
Fracture strength 
Major Bundle assembly 
Critical Crack initiation 
3.2 URANIUM OXIDE PELLETS 
CLASSIFICATION AFFECTS 
Critical Cladding integrity 
Major Fuel Burnup 
Major Thermal conductivity 
and fission gas 
release 
Critical Thermal conductivity 
& fission gas release 
Major Fission gas release, 
densification 
analysis for each lot. 
Acceptance sampling 
AQL = 0 • 1 .'Jfo 
Acceptance sampling, 
AQL = 0 • 1 .'Jfo 
Process control 
10ofo testing 






AQL = 1 .ofo 
Acceptance sampling 
AQL = 2.5fo 
Acceptance sampling, 
AQL = 2.5fo 
Chippability/crackability Major Local clad straining Lot basis and element 
and PCI Decanning Test. 
Visual Medium Pellet integrity and Acceptance sampling 
moisture pick up AQL = 2 • .'Jfo 
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TABLE- 4 
4.1 FUEL OPERATIONAL TIATA 




CUNULATIVE OPERATION, EFPD 




MAXJNUM BUNJ)LE POWER 1 kW 
FUEL BURNUP MW. d/ t eU 
MAXIMUM 
AVERABE 






















MAPS - 1 
10.ß7 
8 
4.2 FUEL FAlLURES IN RAPS -1&2 
(TO END OF OCT 1 1283) 
NO. OF BUNTILES FOREIGN SUPPLY 
TOTAL IRRATIIATETI 1792 
TIEFE.cTS 5 









Rajasthan Atomic Power Station 
Madras Atomic Power Station 
Effective Full Power Days 
llilBQ ~ ~ 
2442 17777 22011 
4 11 20 
32 104 176 
0.16 0.062 0.091 
2 x 220 MWe capacity 
2 x 235 MWe capacity 
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DISGUSSION 
E. STEINBERG: What is the reason of using Zry-2 for one and 
Zry-4 for the other fuel element? 
R.S. RUSTAGI: We started with using Zircaloy-2 for cladding 
tubes in the 19-element bundle in 1971 for the initial fuel charge 
of the Raj.asthan reactor I. Subsequently, for the 22-element bundle 
and also for the 19-element bundle, Zircaloy-4 was used. 
M. SALIM: What is the weight of Zircaloy in your 22 element 
bundle? 
R.S. RUSTAGI: In the 19-element bundle the weight of Zircaloy-2 
is 1,5 kg, whereas in the 22-element bundle it is 1,4 kg Zircaloy-4. 
the total weight of the bundles is the same, 16.2 kg each, 
M. ERNOTTE: What kind of microstructural details do you follow 
in your microstructure examination of pellets. 
R.S. RUSTAGI: The longitudinal section of the pellet is examined 
to look for grain size, distribution of porosity, presence/absence 




STATISTICAL METHODS IN THE QUALITY CONTROL OF uo
2 
PELLETS 
AND ZIRCALOY CLADDING TUBES FüR WATER-REACTOR FUEL RODS 
Abstract: 
H. Assmann, E, Steinberg 
Kraftwerk Union Aktiengesellschaft 
D-8520 Erlangen, Germany 
Statistical methods, based on random sampling, provide effective 
tools for the quality control in water-reactor fuel fabrication, 
This paper first presents a survey of major procedures for eva-
luating quality control data by distribution functions, their 
parameters and confidence regions as well as the testing of 
hypotheses on a given significance level. The practical appli-
cation of those statistical methods is demonstrated by examples 
for diameter and maisture content of uo2 pellets and for oxygen 
content, hydrogen content and elevated temperature yield stress 
of Zry cladding tubes, These e4amples show that a high and stable 
quality level can be secured by systematic product control, 
process control and control of testing techniques on a statis-
tical basis. 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 
"Quality Control 11 (QC) has been subject to an extensive evo1u-
tion during the past decades. Initially QC was limited to the 
determination of product properties in order to eliminate un-
suitable products. Today, especially for products with high costs 
of manufacturing and the requirement of high reliability, QC is 
placed under the umbrella of "Quality Assurance" (QA). 
Quality assurance is realized within a complete quality loop 
which is integrated into development, design, manufacturing and 
performance evaluation /1/. U0 2 pellets and Zircaloy cladding 
tubes for water-reactor fuel rods are such products of which the 
QA is established at Kraftwerk Union AG and her group of com-
panies according to the "Quality Assurance System for Fuel Assem-
blies and Associated Core Components", described in another 
contribution to this seminar /2/. The following paper addresses 
QC under the aspects of statistical methods. Examples will be 
given for the application of statistical methods in product 
control, process control and control of testing techniques. 
2. BASIC STATISTICAL METHODS FOR EVALUATING QC-DATA 
Quality control applied to products as U0 2 pellets and Zircaloy 
cladding tubes requires sampling techniques. Therefore questions 
of the following type have to be answered: Which conclusions can 
be drawn from measured values of a sample in order to get in-
formation about the quality of the respective parent population? 
What is the reliability of such conclusions? 
Can the sample size be economically adapted to the required 
quality level? 
These questions can not be answered by statistical methods in a 
concise way before the analyst knows about or makes assumption on 
the distribution function of the measured values. 
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2.1 Distribution of Data and their Statistics 
One has to distinguish between discrete probability distributions 
and continuous distributions. The most important distributions of 
both types are mentioned in Table 1. In practice, the normal 
distribution and the logarithmic normal distribution are used in 
many cases for QC-data. 
The normal distribution is completely determined by its mean 
value ~ and its standard deviation o . 
Often the logarithmic normal distribution has to be used when the 
value with the highest frequency is near zero and negative values 
do not occur. 
Type ot Distribution Distribution function ExCJITip!e ot ApplicCJtion 
Discrete Distributions Hypergeometrie ProbCJbiity to md Deroctive 
ContivoiJS Distributions 
Distributions ProcJ.Jcts h CJ SCJ/7/p/e from 






W eibu/1 Distribution 
CJ Popu!CJtion with known Nt.mber 
ot Deroctive Prod.Jcts 
ProbCJbiity to md Deroctive Promets 
il CJ SCJ/7/p/e when the ProbCJblity 
for CJ Deroctive Prodlct is known 
SCJ/7/e CJS BhomhtJ/ it Popu!CJtion 
Size is very LCJrge CJfld the 
ProbCJbilty ot the OccurCJflce 
( e. g. Derocts) is smtJ/1 
Description ot Q-dCJtCJ Distributions 
Decisions with Respect · . · 
to AcceptCJfiCe CJfld Rejection ot 
ProcJ.Jction Lots 
SCJ/7/e CJS NormtJ/, it the L ogd'itlrnics 
ot Q -dCJtCJ fo!low NormtJ/ Distribution 
fCJilfe Tine ot Camplex Eq.ipment 
Lirotine ot ProcJ.Jcts 
T able 1 Survey ot some lmport{:Jf)t ProbCJbility 
Distnbutions {:Jf)d ExCJITip!es ot ApplicCJtion 
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Generally the evaluation of QC-data measured on a sample starts 
by sorting the data in a tally chart (see Fig. 1) and plotting 
the frequency histogram. In the next step the cumulative fre-
quencies are calculated and represented in a cumulative frequency 
diagram (Fig. 1) by using a Gaussian scale. This diagram reads: 
40% of all values arenot larger than 50 units, etc. 
An ideal normal probability distribution yields a straight line 
which intersects the 50 % level for the mean value ~ and the 
slope of which is determined by the standard deviation o . The 




































































0 10 50 l.rit 50 50 100 l.rit 150 
b) Property c) Property 
fig 1 Representation ot OC-Data 
is 
% 
CJ) TCJb/e \llith TCJI/y Chcirt b) FreQJency Hsto{TCIITI 
c) Cl.ITiuiCJäve FreQJency Diclq'CIITI 
valid: 
of all values are between ~ + 
95,5 % of all values are between ~ + 
99,7 % of all values are between ~ + 
() and ~ - 6" 
26"' and ~ - 2<1 
36" and ~ - 36" 
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In practice the QC-data obtained from a sample may approximately 
result in a straight line and we assume that the parent popu-
lation can be described by a normal distribution. 
2.2 Estimation of Parameters and Confidence Regions 
The first task of our statistical evaluation is to estimate the 
parameters of the distribution function using estimates cal-
culated from the sample distribution. Mean value x and standard 
deviation s of the sample, as defined according to Table 2 are 
estimates of ~ and o respectively. 
By this method we get an approximation of the parameters which 
determine the distribution of the parent population. But we also 




S= Vf1 2;" (x-x;/ 
IC1 
P«CJITleters ot 





I (X)= _j__ e-z (T GVZTF 
TCJb/e 2 EstimCJtion ot P«CJmeters ot the NormCJ! Distribution 
The second task of the statistical evaluation is to estimate 
intervals around the values of x and s within which the true 
unknown values of ~ and ~ are located with a distinct probability 
(e.g. 95 %, 99 %). This probability is called confidence level. 
Confidence intervals are calculated according to methods 
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described in the literature, see for example /3/. Table 3 gives a 
survey of the definitions of confidence intervals for the pa-
rameters ~ and ö of a normal distribution and some rough in-
formation how to calculate them. 
ConfkJence I Confidence lntervCJI PCJ!'CJmeter Con.stCVJt Ci 
lntervCJ! tor CJj trom 
p CONf {x.-~~~X+81) &1 ""CtC5/VYi' Norm& Distribution 
{er is known ; 
l«ge SCJ171p/e Size) 
~ CONf{x-82 ;;~fi~X +CJ2} <92 = Cz s!v-n' Student'.s (c; is not known,. t -Distribution 
smCJ!I 5CJI71p!e Size) 
CO Nf { a.3 S a 0' ~ a4 S} a3=YP ?<.!-Distribution c.3 
84-:~ 
Ct,. 
Tab!e 3 Estimation ot Confkfence lntervds tor the 
Parameters ot the NormCJI Distribution 
For the calculation of confidence intervals we need constants c. 
l 
which are taken from the normal distribution function and the 
functions of two other important distributions: Student's t-
t 
distribution and Chi-square (X) distribution. The values c. for 
l 
a particular confidence level 'f (e .g. 95 %, 99 %) and a given 
sample size n can be taken from tables in the literature (e.g. 
I 31). 
The confidence regions for ~ and b of the normal distribution can 
be represented in th~ diagram of cumulative frequencies in the 
form of a confidence belt (Fig. 2). The confidence belt is 
defined by the confidence limits for the mean value and by the 
confidence intervals for the standard deviation. The width of a 
confidence interval generally increases with higher values of the 
confidence level ~ and decreases with larger sample size n.On the 
other hand, for a given confidence level and a given confidence 
interval, the correlated sample size can be minimized. Finally it 
can be concluded that with a probability of t the true unknown 
distribution of the parent population is whithin the limits of 




99.9 l T ,cv I --~+3(; 
99. 5 - o = 95% +T -+~ ~,,· .. :8-i·:lf,__-+-;+--~---l. Confidence 
99 - Confidence Lev~(.~j 1 /U Belt 
9 7. 5 /·\/ I :!lr-F- X -t2~ 
95 ,· .. · >j /. /.,.,:'.::.: 
.'~:: :.f ./.: ;: 
Fig2 Definition ot Pard!T7eters and lntervals 
ot CJ Normal Distribution ( schemCJticCJ//y) 
The meaning of the abbreviated expression "95/95 region" is: 95 % 
of all values of the parent population are within this region 
with a probability of 95 o/o. 
2.3 Further Information about Parameters and Entire 
Distributions 
Another application of statistical methods is the testing of 
hypotheses. A hypothesis is an assumption about the distribution 
of a stochastic variable. Adecision can be made whether a hy-
pothesis has to be rejected or not. This can be a basis for 
acceptance and rejection actions in practical QC/QA in the pro-
duction. The first group of hypotheses considers the parameters 
of the distributions. 
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Parameters of a sample distribution e.g. x and s, are compared 
with specified nominal values, with tolerances and their limits. 
What is the probability that the actual values of the product go 
beyond the specification limits? Are deviations stochastical or 
significant? 
For problems of this kind we choose a desired significance level ~ 
(e.g. 5 %, 1 %). The meaning of the significance level is, the 
probability to reject a hypothesis which is right is ~= 5 % or 
1 %. In 95 % or 99 % of all cases we have met the right decision. 
Table 4 shows some important examples. In any case a hypothesis 
H
0 
is tested agains~ an alternative hypoth~sis H
1
. Of high prac-
tical interest are the questions whether the mean value x of a 
sample is equal to the mean value v of the parent population and 
whether the standard deviation is not larger than e.g. one third 
of the specified tolerance. Other examples are: Comparison of the 
mean values and of the standard deviations of two normal dis-
tributions. 
TCJ.Sk Hypothe.sis Method 
Assessment ot f-lo:p=x Normci 
Es tintJtion o t [ÄS t:ribution 
MetJ/1 VdW> H1 :p+-x 
Assessment ot f-lo:C5~s x.e 
EstintJtion ot [ÄS t:ribution 
SttJ11dcYd Devicltion H1 :r5>S 
Compcrison ot two Ho : )A1 2 /-'2 
Normtll Dis trihufuns t-Test 
with Respect Hz:fit+pl 
to MetJ/1 VdW> 
Compcrison ot two Ho : Cf = (32 
Normtll Distributions F-Test 
wtth Respect Ht : c5 H3'2 
to SttJ11dcYd Devicltion 
Tab/e4 Te.sting ot Hypothe.se.s CJbout Single 
Par Ci/Tle t er .s ot Di.stnbution'.s 
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Similar to the mathematical procedure for parameter and interval 
estimation for testing of hypotheses we need special test dis-
tribution functions. Those distributions are the normal pro-
bability distribution itself, the X2 -distribution and Student's 
t-distribution, already mentioned and the F-distribution (or 
variance-ratio distribution) which can be found in the literature 
(see e.g. /3/). 
The second group of hypotheses considers entire distributions. 
The problems may be (Table 5): Test that two populations, e.g. 
products manufactured in different periods of time or produced on 
different machines have the same type of distribution. Test that 
a parent population can be described by a normal distribution, 
the parameters of which are determined on a sample with small or 
large sample size. These questions can be answered by the use of 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two-sample test /4/ and the X 2 -Test /3/. 
All statistical methods mentioned in this section are in use at 
Kraftwerk Union AG and her affiliates especially in order to 
compare single populations, e.g. production lots of U0 2 pellets 
and Zircaloy cladding tubes with larger populations, e.g. the 
total production manufactured under the same conditions. 
T CJ.Sk Hypothe.si0 Method 





P1 ad PR 
Test ot Normal Ho : P- N(X, S) Sma/1 Sarnple: 
Distribution ot H1 : P .,_ N( X, S) Ko!mogorov-Smmov 
a Population One-Sarnple Test 
L«ge Scmple: 
XE-Test 
Tab/e5 Testing ot Hypotheses about entire Distnbutions 
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3. APPLICATION OF STATISTICAL METHODS 
3.1 General 
Product control, process control and control of testing methods 
are equally performed in the production of U0 2 pellets as well as 
of Zircaloy cladding tubes. In process control the QC-data of 
precursor products and final products are followed up in the 
sequence of manufacturing steps and are correlated to particular 
process parameters. Thus, those parameters can be adjusted in 
order to obtain the desired properties of the product within the 
specified tolerance limits. Finally, statistical methods are 
suitable to control testing techniques. It is well known that the 
accuracy and variation of measured values can be assessed by 
statistical evaluation. 
3.2 Examples of Quality Control on U0 2 Pellets 
U0 2 pellets as the components of reactor fuel rods in which 
energy is generated by nuclear fission, have to fulfill many 
requirements with respect to their neutron-physics, thermal and 
mechanical behaviour. The properties of the U0 2 pellets which are 
submitted to a sophisticated QC program, partly by statistical 
methods, can be classified into the following major categories 
/5/: 
1. Nuclear properties: e.g. enrichment 
2. Chemical properties: 0/U-ratio, impurities 
3. Density and microstructure: density, pore-structure, 
grain size, etc. 
4. Dimensions and surface conditions: e.g. diameter, 
length 
In the following, two examples of statistical methods for U0 2 
quality control will be given. 
The diameter of U0 2 pellets, controlled by centreless grinding is 
specified within narrow limits (+ 0.010 mm) for optimization of 
the gap between pellets and cladding tube. The gap has to be 
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small in order to get a good heat transfer. On the other hand, a 
certain gap is required for filling in of the pellets. Therefore 
the knowledge of the statistical distribution of the pellet 
diameter is necessary. This distribution shall be described by a 
normal probability distribution function. So we can apply the 
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have been manufactured during different periods of time. The 
third population Ptot is the total population which consists of 
15 such single populations. Fig. 3 shows frequency histograms for 
the samples of P1 and P2 
as compared to the ideal normal dis-
tributions. The tolerance limits are indicated in the figure. The 
X2 -test for normality reveals that the hypothesis "The sample of 
P1 is normally distributed" has to be rejected, whereas it does 
not have to for the samples of P2 (and Ptot). This analytical 
result can neither be derived from the diagrams of Fig. 3 nor 
from the diagrams with the cumulative frequency lines of the 
three samples in Fig. 4. Disregarding this result we tested the 
hypotheses that the mean values and the standard deviations of 
the three samples are equal to eachother. Application of the 
t-test showed that all mean values are different on a signi-
ficance level of 5 %. The F-Test showed that only the standard 
deviations of P1 and P2 
can be considered to be equal on that 
significance level. 
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A special case of a normal probability distribution is the lo-
garithmic normal distribution where the measured values have a 
natural limit. Such a limit we have in the case of the maisture 
content of pellets which only can be positive but are close to 
zero. In the calculation of parameters and confidence intervals 
(Table 2 and 3) the variable xi has tobe replaced by logxi. 
(V 
Therefore we obtain logx instead of the arithmetic mean value x, 
where x is the geometric mean value. Also we get log€ instead of 
Q (see the meaning of ~in Fig. 5). 
Themaisture content of a sample of U0 2 pelletswas measured. 
Fig. 5 shows the result of an estimation of the distribution 
parameters and confidence regions for normal and log-normal 
distribution tagether with a respective plot of the experimental 
cumulative frequencies. Although the log-normal distribution 
shows a better fit of data, the curve of cumulative frequencies 
also goes outside the confidence region. The S-shaped curve gives 
some indication that the sample is from two different parent 
populations. By a graphical method, described in /6/, the mixed 
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Fig. 5 Cumulative Frequency Diagram ot UO 2 /VIoisture Content. 
Comparison ot Normal and Log- Normal Models 
distribution has been separated into two single collectives as 
shown in Fig. 6. The calculated frequency distributions are 
compared with the measured frequency histogram in Fig. 7. It 
turned out that the two collectives are only different in the 
IV 
geometric mean value x, whereas the logarithmic standard de-
.viations are not significantly different. The average value of 
the maisture content in the fuel rod is specified to be less than 
10 wt-ppm. 
From the calculated confidence intervals it can be concluded that 
the predicted mean values for 
collective 
collective 2 
(n = 104): 
(n = 281): 
0. 68 < ~ < 0, 79 and 
"' 2. 00 .(. X <. 2. 17 
are well below the tolerance limit. 
The same mathematical method applied to the evaluation of the 
open porosity of the pellets results in an equivalent separation 
of two collectives. The complete analysis shows that there is a 
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3.3 Examples of Quality Control on Zircaloy Cladding Tubes 
Zircaloy cladding tubes are the most important barriers to pre-
vent the escape of fission products from water-reactor fuel rods. 
High reliability during reactor operation is based upon a high 
level of product and process control during manufacturing of the 
tube /7/. The properties of the Zircaloy cladding tubes can be 
summarized by the following major items: 
1. Chemical properties: composition, impurities 
2. Dimensions.e.g. diameter, wall thickness, ovality 
3. Mechanical properties and correlated microstructural 
properties: yield strength, fracture strength, etc. 
4. Corrosion resistance 
5. Integrity and surface conditions (e.g. ultrasonic 
test result) 
The mechanical properties of Zry cladding tubes are mainly con-
trolled by the chemical composition and by the thermal and me-
chanical treatment during the production of the tubes. One im-
portant example is the dependency of the tensile strength on the 
oxygen content of the material. Fig. 8 represents results from 
the measurements of tensile strength and oxygen content in the 
form of diagrams of 
Ct.mulative freqJency 
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This example shows the application of statistical methods for two 
major tasks: comparison of the same product property on different 
lots of production, and comparison of different product proper-
ties on the same lot of production. The confidence intervals of 
the mean values, not being shown in the figure, are not over-
lapping. The single values of the oxygen content of the two 
populations are overlapping over a wide range. Thus, it can be 
seen that a separation of the two populations could not be done 
without statistical treatment of data. This is also true for the 
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Fig9 Hydrogen Content ot Zry Cladding Tubes 
The hydrogen content of the Zry cladding tube material has been 
measured in two stages of production (Fig. 9). Higher concen-
trations of hydrogen are undesirable because the ductility of the 
material is being decreased by this. The hydrogen content is 
already determined by the manufacturing of the prematerial. The 
reported statistical evaluation reveals that the hydrogen content 
increases during the sequences of production which contain some 
intermediate annealing steps. In average, this rise is very small 
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and could not have been detected from single measurements because 
of the scattering of values which - to a certain amount - are due 
to the measurement technique. 
The true value of hydrogen take-up cannot be derived before the 
statistical evaluation has been done. 
Statistical methods can not only be applied for product control 
and assessment of process steps but also for the optimization 
process parameter in relation to required product properties. The 
yield strength of Zry cladding tubes shall be controlled by a 
distinct manufacturing step. The specified range for the yield 
strengthat 400 °C is between 200 and 300 N/mm 2 • 
The question is: Is it possible to fulfill this requirement using 
an available annealing furnace? In the furnace the material is 
exposed to deviation from the nominal temperature as well as to 
deviations from the nominal annealing time. The tubes at the rim 
of the furnace reach the nominal temperature earlier than those 
in the centre. Heat transfer and heat capacity play a certain 
role. 
A pilot run of the annealing process is performed with estimated 
annealing conditions: e.g. Jr= 525 °C, t = 5 h. During this total 
annealing cycle the tubes are at the nominal temperature only 
3.5 hrs. and the rest is the time for heating up and cooling 
down. The results of tensile tests of samples from the pilot run 
are statistically evaluated. From fig. 10 can be derived that 
95 % of all tubes for a confidence level of 95 % are between 
220 N/mm 2 and 307 N/mm 2 • 
Figure 11 shows the yield strength as a function of an annealing 
parameter which contains the annealing time as well as the 
annealing temperature - and is defined by 
A = t exp(-Q/RT). Entering the measured range of yield strength 
into the diagram of Fig. 11 the following correlations are found: 
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R = 307 N/mm 2 ~ A = 3.35 • 10-22 h, Po 2 
' 
R = 220 N/mm 2 ~ A = 9.60 . 10-22 h. Po 2 
' 
Under the assumption that the annealing time for all positions in 
the furnace is the same, the variation of the yield strength can 
be explained by a temperature interval between 516 °C and 
533 oc. The diagram of Fig. 11 also shows that the aim to control 
the yield strength within the region between 200 and 300 N/mm2 
has hardly been missed. 
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Using the parameter A it can be calculated that either the no-
minal temperature has to be increased by 2.5 °C or the annealing 
time has to be increased from 3.4 hrs to 4 hrs with unchanged 
temperature. Both measures lead to an average value of the yield 
strength of R = 250 N/mm 2 which is exactly in the middle of 
Po 2 
' the desired range. 
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3.4 Control of Testing Methods (Example) /8/ 
A so called "round robbin test" provided inforrnations about the 
accuracy of the measurement of the yield strength by the tensile 
test. Six laboratories of different cornpanies have been involved 
in this investigation and have received sarnples frorn the sarne Zry 
tube for tensile tests at elevated ternperature. The results have 
statistically been evaluated by an independent institution. 
Fig. 12 shows the result. Taking into account the confidence 
region for a confidence level of 95 o/o it can be stated that 95 o/o 
of all rneasured values are within + 5 o/o of the rnean value. 
It cannot be seen frorn the statistical data what the reasons for 
these deviations are. They can be caused by: 
- inevitable variations of material properties within a 
single tube 
- deviations of the testing ternperature 
- incorrect rneasurernent due to the testing rnachine, e.g. 
deviations in the strain rate 
- rnissing exactness in the evaluation of testing diagrarns. 
2·~ :i\i/ d\\i 
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A thorough analysis of data revealed that two third of the un-
certainty was due to the evaluation of the testing diagrams. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
The statistical methods presented in this paper and their prac-
tical application in the quality control of U0 2 pellets and 
Zircaloy cladding tubes show that we have simple but strong tools 
for direct product control, for the quality assurance by means of 
process control and control of testing techniques. 
These methods are being used at Kraftwerk Union AG and her group 
of companies during the standard production, for the qualifi-
cation of advanced products and processes, in design and de-
velo~ment. Data acquisition, documentation and evaluation are 
more and more being done by computer aided methods /9/. Another 
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DISGUSSION 
R.S. RUSTAGI: Would the statistical evaluation techniques 
described in your paper apply to the situation when the process 
may get out of control? How to test the data for identifying loss 
of control and how to treat the data for obtaining meaningful 
results? 
H. ASSMANN: The statistical evaluation techniques explained 
in the paper show very easily when there is a tendency of process 
parameters to leave the desired range, and they help to keep the 
process under control. Identification of loss of control would be 
also possible by statistical evaluation procedures as can be derived 
from the example for the control of the yield strength. 
A. STRASSER: Do you find that the type of distribution changes 
with time for any parameter in your process? · 
H. ASSMANN: We do not find a change in the type of distribution 
function for the particular items when the process ~s unchanged. But 
it is possible that the interpretation may change from an approxi-
mation to a more exact description, e.g. a log-normal distribution 
with small variation can be considered to be a normal distribution. 
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The continuous inspection process is a method used in a Manufacturing plant in order 
to obtain a fast feed-back between inspection results and manufacturing process. It 
often requires a specific approach in design and a wide copperation between Enginee-
ring and Manufacturing people. This method leads to additional advantages such as 
high motivation, and better quality knowledge. 
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lere Partie : Introduction - Les differents schemas de controle. 
D'une maniere generale, deux conceptions du controle de la qualite des produits 
fabriques peuvent etre envisagees : le controle sequentiel et le controle en 
continu. 
Dans le cas du CONTROLE SEQUENTIEL (ou controle final par lot), meme si les ope-
rateurs de fabrication executent des verifications de leur travail, le constat de 
la conformite repose, pour l'essentiel, sur les rnesures et exarnens effectues par 
les inspecteurs d'un Service Controle Qualite independant. Bien que largernent uti-
lisee, cette fa~on de faire, presente cornrne nous le verrons plus loin, de serieux 
inconvenients au plan, d'une part, de la motivationdes operateurs, d'autre part, 
de la connaissance et de la rnaitrise de la qualite fabriquee et de la qualite sor-
tante. 
Dans le cas du CONTROLE EN CONTINU (ou controle integre a la fabrication), les 
operateurs de fabrication rnettent eux-rnemes en oeuvre, le plus tot possible dans 
le process, les moyens de verification de la qualite de leur travail, dans le ca-
dre de PLANS DE CONTROLE strictement definis. Les inspecteurs du Service Controle 
Qualite, qui conservent la responsabilite d'attestation de la conforrnite, appli-
quent alors des PLANS DE SURVEILLANCE visant a assurer que les PLANS DE CONTROLE 
ont ete respectes et que la qualite sortante repond en perrnanence aux objectifs 
fixes. Un tel scherna rend les unites de fabrication responsables de la qualite 
qu'elles realisent et leur perrnet de reagir promptement en cas de derives ou 
d'incidents ; il respecte neanmoins le principe de jugernent independant de la 
conformite finale des produits. 
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2eme Partie : Criteres de choix d'une organisation du controle. 
Sur le plan des principes, l'organisation des controles mise en place par l'entre-
prise doit etre adaptee : 
1. A la politique de qualite de l'entreprise : 
(attribution des responsabilites, independance des services concernes, motivation 
du personnel). 
2. Aux conditions de realisation pratiques des controles et aux consequences qu'il 
est possible d'en tirer sur le procede de fabrication. 
3. Au contexte historique de l'entreprise. 
En termes pratiques, cela signifie tout d'abord, que le choix de l'organisation du 
controle resulte de la politique generale de la qualite de l'entreprise et de l'exa-
men des avantages et inconvenients des deux organisations possibles definies dans la 
premiere partie (voir figure 1). 
Lcs conditions techniques d'execution de chaque controle peuvent egalerneut influer 
sur le choix de l'organisation. 
Le controle sequentiel convient mieux aux controles tres specialises ayant un temps 
d'execution important ou a des pieces realisees unitairement. 
Le controle en continu est adapte a des fabrications de pieces de serie ne necessi-
tant que des controles simples a executer, pouvant etre realises au fur et a mesure 
de la production des pieces. 
Enfin, il est important de noter que le controle en continu ne peut etre implante 
correctement que dans une entreprise ayant prealablement mis en place un systeme 
d'Assurance de Qualite. En effet, ce systeme necessite la confiance du Service Con-
trole dans les methodes mises en oeuvre par la fabrication et necessite clone, l'ac-
cord reciproque sur les procedures utilisees. D'autre part, l'application de ce sys-
teme entraine une diminution des effectifs du Service Controle, un renforeerneut des 
effectifs de la fabrication, et un changement important des habitudes et des compor-
tements. Ceci suppose clone, pour des raisons psychologiques, que la Direction de 
l'Entreprise ait place l'objectif de qualite au premier rang, et que tout le person-
nel en ait clairement conscience. 
FIGUI{ 1 
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AVANTAGES ET INCONVENIENTS 
DE CHAQUE ORGANISATION 
ORGANISATION 1 : CONTROLE CLASSIQUE (S~QUENTIEL) 
AVANTAGES INCONVENIENTS 
- ORGANISATION SIMPLE - FAIBLE MOTIVATION DU PERSONNEL 
- NE NECESS ITE PAS DE FORMA- DE FABR I CATI ON : I L NE SE SENT PAS 
TION PARTICULI~RE DU PERSON- RESPONSABLE DE LA QUALIT~. 
NEL DE FABRICATION AUX TECHNl- - FAIBLE MOTIVATION DU PERSONNEL 
QUES DE CONTRÖLE. DE CONTRÖLE : IL NE MAITRISE PAS 
- L~S M~THODES DE.TRAVAIL DU SA CHARGE DE TRAVAIL, 
SfRVICE. CONTRÖLE ·soNT SIMPJ;;.ES - CON~LITS ENTRE FABRICATION ET 
A D~FINIR CAR ELLES SONT .JND~- CONTROLE, 
PENDANTES DES V~RIFICATIONS · - QUALITE FLUCT~ANTE. TR~ ET.RE-
EX~CUT~ES PAR LA FABRICATION, CONTROLE FR~QUENTS, 
- R~ACTION LENTE ENTRE CONTRÖLE 
ET FABRICATION, 
ORGANISATION 2 CONTRÖLE EN CONTINU 
AVANTAGES INCONV~NIENTS 
- MOTIVATION ~LEV~E DU PER- - UNE FORMATION PARTICULI~RE DU 
SONNEL DE FABRICATION. PERSONNEL DE FABRICATION EST N~-
- TRAVAIL D'~QUIPE, CESSAIRE. 
- LES M~THODES DE TRAVAIL DU CON-
- QUALITE CONSTANTE : R~ACTION TRÖLE DOIVENT ~TRE ADAPTEES POUR 
RAPIDE SUR LE PROCESS, TENIR, COMPTE DU TRAVAIL OE VERIFI-
CATION REALISE PAR LA FABRICATION, 
3eme Partie 
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Definition des exigences du concepteur 
Adaptation au systeme de controle en continu 
Pour un composant fabrique en serie et pour une caracteristique donnee, le con-
cepteur se trouve devant le choix suivant pour definir son exigence de qualite : 
1. Indiquer une tolerance et associer une exigence de controle statistique a 
cette tolerance. 
2. Indiquer une tolerance et associer une exigence de controle a 100 % a cette 
tolerance. 
Le choix qu'il fait depend, bien sur, de l'importance qu'il attache a la carac-
teristique en question, et des possibilites pratiques du controle industriel. 
Dans le !er cas le controle qui sera realise pour la caracteristique aura une 
efficacite qui dependra de la formulation statistique utilisee, et cette effica-
cite, ou probabilite de detection des elements defectueux, sera toujours infe-
rieure a 100 %. 
Il s'y ajoutera l'efficacite des operateurs ou des moyens de controle, la preci-
sion des appareils de mesure, mais ces elements sont en general d'un ordre de 
grandeur inferieur au facteur precede~t et il est implicitement considere que 
l'efficacite de la methode de controle n'est due qu'a la formulation statistique 
utilisee. Cette approximation n'est pas genante pour le concepteur lorsqu'elle 
n'interesse que des caracteristiques d'importance mineure pour lesquelles un taux 
de defectueux de l'ordre du pourcent est admis. 
Dans le cas du controle a 100 % les facteurs cites deviennent du !er ordre pour 
la determination de l'efficacite de la methode de controle et ce serait une 
erreur de la part du concepteur que de croire, qu'avoir exige un controle a 100 % 
le conduit a une efficacite de 100 %. Ce fait est d'autant plus important que 
cette exigence en general, est reservee a des caracteristiques majeures. 
Dans le cas de caracteristiques majeures pour lesquelles un controle a 100 % est 
impossible, la formulation de l'exigence du Concepteur devra etre telle qu'elle 
permette de tenir compte des facteurs autres que ceux lies a la formulation sta-
tistique, au cas ou ces facteurs deviendraient du !er ordre. 
Nous voyons ainsi que dans chacun des cas ci-dessus, l'efficacite du controle sera 
inferieure a 100 %. Or pour la mise en application du controle en continu, la sur-
veillance exercee par le Controle Qualite devra tenir compte de l'efficacite du 
controle realise par la fabrication. Ceci devra etre possible, en particulier pour 
les caracteristiques controlees a 100 % et pour les caracteristiques pour lesquelles 
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plusieurs facteurs interviennent sur l'efficacite. Le Concepteur devra donc for-
muler son exigence de qualite de maniere a ce que le fabricant puisse analyser 
les moyens mis en oeuvre vis a vis d'un objectif synthetique, par exemple un 
objectif de qualite sortante qui servira de reference commune pour les controles 
de fabrication et les controles de surveillance, cet objectif pouvant etre asso-
cie a une exigence de controle a 100 %. 
Compte-tenu du caractere de la surveillance effectuee par le Controle Qualite, 
a savoir : 
- prise en compte de l'hypothese d'un produit correspondant a l'exigence de 
qualite car deja controle, 
- produit fabrique en serie continue, 
une pratique adaptee est, par exemple, d'utiliser pour le controle de surveillan-
ce, les plans d'echantillonnage definis par la norme MIL St 105 D ou NFX~06-022 
en prenant pour valeur du NQA l'objectif de qualite sortante. 
Nous voyons ainsi que l'implantation du controle continu conduit a une reflexion 
sur l'efficacite des methodes de controle utilisees, en particulier pour les carac-
teristiques controlees a 100% et entraine une definition supplementaire de l'ob-
jectif de qualite par le concepteur. Ceci exige une cooperation etroite entre le 
fabricant et le concepteur pour l'implantation de ce systeme de controle et cor-
respond a la demarche qui a ete adoptee par FRAGEMA et FBFC. 
L'implantation de ce systeme dans une unite en activite impose au concepteur de 
s'interroger sur la validite de ses exigences, et impose au fabricant de recher-
eher les causes des defauts pour limiter les controles a mettre en place, compte 
tenu de l'efficacite de ces derniers. 
A titre d'exemple, nous pouvons citer 
- le controle de diametre des pastilles, sujet developpe dans la 4eme partie, 
- le controle radiographique des soudures circulaires de bouchon sur gaine de 
crayon combustible : sujet presente lors de la 6eme conference internationale 
sur les essaisnon destructifs dans l'industrie nucleaire a ZÜrich en Decembre 
1983 par FBFC et FRAGEMA. 
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4eme Partie : Implantation du controle en continu 
Considerant une ligne de fabrication dans laque'lle le controle sequentiel, tel que 
defini dans la premiere partie, est pratique souvent depuis plusieurs annees, le 
passage au controle en continu ne peut se faire brutalerneut et necessite, au prea-
lable, deux etapes fondamentales : 
L'evaluation technique de la situation et la formation du personnel. 
1. EVALUATION TECHNIQUE 
L'evaluation technique consiste a rassembler pour les caracteristiques specifiees 
d'un produit donne, toutes les informations chiffrees permettaut d'obtenir, sur 
une periode de production suffisante, la connaissance objective de la qualite fa-
briquee ; il peut arriver qu'a l'occasion de cette phase d'analyse, des retouches 
des reglages du process soient introduites afin de parfaire la stabilite de la qua-
lite. En bref, l'evaluation qui dans certains cas pourra s'etendre sur plusieurs 
mois et necessitera un renforcement, voire un doublement des controles, consistera 
a determiner la stabilite des machirres et leurs variabilites, l'efficacite des 
procedes de controle et celle des operateurs eux-memes, notamment pour les contro-
les a 100% (visuel et controles divers par attributs). 
C'est dans cette phase d'approfondissement technique que le dialogue entre con-
cepteur et fabricant prend toute sa valeur. Il permet en effet de fixer en toute 
connaissance de cause les niveaux de qualite acceptable et eventuellerneut de re-
toucher certains criteres ou tolerances des specifications. Il sera ensuite pos-
sible de batir, dans un langage commun les PLANS DE CONTROLE et de SURVEILLANCE 
qui seront appliques par le fabricant et par les inspecteurs du client. Enfin, 
les services de fabrication et controle qualite pourront rediger ensemble les 
procedures detaillees d'application et s'assurer que leurs operateurs, procedes 
et instruments de controle sont parfaiterneut etalonnes entre eux. 
2. FORMATION DU PERSONNEL 
Le changement profand des habitudes que necessite le controle en continu implique 
l'effort correspondant de formation, tant au plan technique que psychologique, de 
l'ensemble du personnel (techniciens, agents de maitrise et ouvriers). Les ses-
sions de formation soigneusement organisees, portent essentiellerneut sur la defi-
nition du produit a obtenir, la description detaillee de l'ensemble du proces de 
fabrication controle, les bases statistiques necessaires, l'utilisation des cartes 
de controle. Parallelement, le controle en continu est replace dans l'ensemble de 
l'organisation de la qualite et de ses objectifs et les responsabilites respectives 
de la fabrication et du controle qualite sont reprecisees. 
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Le message a faire passer peut etre resume de la fa~on suivante : 
Les unites de fabrication disposant de tous les moyens pour maitriser et ver'ifier 
la qualite des produits qu'elles realisent et pour reagir en temps reel en cas de 
derive, ne doivent presenter aux inspecteurs du Controle Qualite que des produits 
correspondant au niveau de qualite exige. Inversement, les agents de Controle Qua-
lite, moins nombreux mais plus polyvalents, doivent comprendre que leur tache 
n'est plus de trier des defectueux mais de s'assurer que le process demeure bien 
sous controle et de detecter d'eventuelles derives lentes. 
3. EXEMPLE D' APPLICATION 
Le controle en continu a ete mis en place, a l'heure actuelle, sur la majorite 
des lignes de produits dans les usines de F.B.F.C. Il serait trop long dans le 
cadre de cette communication d'en presenter l'ensemble. 
Nous choisirons de decrire succinctement le cas de la fabrication des pastilles 
d'oxyde d'uranium. 
En simplifiant et en excluant les controles destructifs (analyses chimiques et 
isotopiques) on peut considerer que trois controles essentiels sont executes sur 
les pastilles d'U02 frittees et rectifiees : le diametre, la densite et l'aspect. 
Pour les deux premieres caracteristiques, un controle a 100 % etant exclu, la ve-
rification par mesure par la fabrication porte sur un echantillon statistique 
frequent et donne lieu a la tenue de cartes de controle. Pour le diametre, la 
surveillance du Controle Qualite est executee au minimum une fois par poste de 
travail et apres chaque reglage de la rectifieuse ; alors que pour la densite, 
le Controle Qualite recontrole les memes echantillons que la fabrication afin de 
s'assurer qu'il n'y a pas de derive de la methode et de l'equipement de controle. 
L'aspect des pastilles donne lieu a un "controle a 100 %" (tri) par la fabrication 
dont l'efficacite est ensuite reconnue par le Controle Qualite, par prelevement 
et schema decisionnel base sur des valeurs de NQA fonction de la nature des de-
fauts (eclats, fissures, etc ••• ) 
La figure 2 presente le schema operationnel pour le controle du diametre. 
Dansune telle organisationdes controles, les pastilles d'U02 sont liberees en 
continu par train de quelques plateaux, alors que le controle sequentiel por-
tait autrefois sur des lots de 1500 a 2000 kg. On imagine aiserneut les problemes 
poses lorsqu'un lot etait refuse par le Controle Qualite du fabricant ou par 
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CONTROLE EN C0tff1NU 
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Seme Partie : Resultats 
Il y a plusieurs manieres d'apprecier les resultats de l'implantation du contro-
le en continu dans une ligne de fabrication, selon que l'on considere des effets 
immediats ou l'amelioration a plus long terme de la productivite de l'atelier, 
sachant en outre que la fabrication peut etre de bonne qualite meme si Oll prati-
que le controle sequentiel. Il est bon, par consequent, d'avoir toujours a l'es-
prit que l'objectif fondamental du controle en continu est la mise sous controle 
des equipements de fabrication ; lorsque celle-ci sera atteinte, non seulement 
les rendements seront ameliores, mais les couts de controle seront reduits au 
strict necessaire par suppressiondes tris, recontroles et retours et par l'al-
legement de la surveillance (passage du controle normal au controle reduit par 
exemple). 
Dans certains cas, des ameliorations spectaculaires peuvent cependant apparaitre 
lorsqu'il est possible de mettre rapiderneut sous controle un equipement defail-
lant ou plus generalerneut lorsqu'une correlation forte est etablie entre l'appa-
rition d'un defaut et un reglage particulier d'une machine. A titre d'exemple, 
on peut citer le diametre des pastilles d'oxyde d'uranium rectifiees pour lequel 
depuis pres de quatre ans le taux de refus par la surveillance du Controle Qua-
lite et par celle des inspecteurs des clients est quasiment nul. 
Mais, en general, c'est a moyen terme que le benefice du controle en continu, ve-
ritable investissement technique et humain, sera obtenu. Outil de choix pour pi-
loter la qualite et regulariser les flux de production, le controle en continu 
conduit les responsables et les operateurs des ateliers de fabrication a adopter 
une attitude dynamique vis-a-vis des problemes de qualite. On note egalement une 
importante amelioration des relations entre fabrication et Controle Qualite, 
animes par la meme motivation et en etat de dialogue permanent. 
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6eme Partie : Perspectives d'evolution 
FBFC et FRAGEMA, devant l'interet des resultats obtenus, ont decide de poursuivre 
dans cette voie par l'implantation du controle en continu chez les principaux sous-
traitants de FBFC, chez lesquels le controle sequentiel de reception est fort lourd 
et couteux. 
La conna~ssance precise acquise sur l'efficacite des methodes de controle mises en 
oeuvre et la masse de donnees recueillies fournissent une connaissance pratique-
ment exhaustive de la qualite reelle des produits. Cet ensemble de donnees consti-
tue une base indispensable pour le developpement de nouveaux procedes de fabrica-
tion et de controle, en particulier les procedes automatises. Les taux de defec-
tueux detectes pour certaines caracteristiques du combustible se situent actuelle-




QUALITY TECHNIQUES IMPLEMENTED DURING THE FABRICATION PHASE OF 
ADDITIVATES AND BARRIER FUEL PELLETS AND BUNDLES 
Abstract: 
C. Coppola - P. Valle 
Ansaldo Impianti S.P.A. 
Via Gabrie1e D'Annunzio 113 
16121 Genova 
New methods were deve1oped for QC activities re1ated to the 
project main1y UT test and meta11ographic test during the 
characterization of ZR tubes with and without barrier. 
A characterization process has been deve1oped for additivated 
fue1 pe11ets, fue1 rods and segmented fue1 rods, and for the 
who1e bund1es before 1oading into reactor. 
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INTROOUCTION: PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
New fuel fabrication qual ity techniques were developed in 
an experi men ta I fuel produc t i on projec t. 
The purpose of the project was to produce addi tivated and 
barriet' fuel and bundles to be loaded in the first t'eload 
of Caorso Nuclear Po'wet' Plant. 
The special assernblies wet'e fout' ALTA (Additive Lead Test 
Assernbly} with additivated fuel and one SRB (Segmented 
Rod Bundle) with additivitated fuel, special geometry 
pellets and some Zirconiurn bat't'ier rods and segments. 
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1. STANDARD QUALITY TECHNIQUES FOR 
FUEL ASSEMBLIES FABRICATION- A SURVEY 
One of the products that are to be industrially produced 
with the best achievable quality in spite of cost and 
schedule problems is nuclear fuel. This requires that 
quality is not a separate item to be considered but is 
unavoidable part of fuel fabrication. Qual ity assurance 
organization, procedures and techniques can't be a 
second-though t 
machinery, but 
decision upon existing plant and 
has to be or~iginally planned in fuel 
fabr~ication plant constr~uction. 
The implementation of quality techniques is ther~efore a 
consequence of the plant Iayout. 
Following the sequence of operation frorn powder t'eception 
to bundle on-site shipping the rnain quality-related 
a spects wh ich requ i re appropr~i a te techn i ques are shown in 
exhibit 1. 
ln addition to these on-line techniques sorne data collec-
tion reduction and analysis activities are to be performed 
in a controlled way. ln particular a characterization 
process takes place in order~ to collect selected data of 
characteristics of the bundle in order to keep a record 
of the manufacturing process results. These data may 
later be corr~elated to the characteristics of spent fuel. 
For data collection frorn production various standar~d 
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control charts are used. 
Data t'eduction techniques are then used fot' sorne kinds of 
data: for exarnple neutron scanning data are pt'ocessed 
by a software package wh ich ident i fies sei ec ted isotop es 
concentration. 
Statistical analisis of critical data is then perforrned in 
various production phases. Fot' single batches it may 
indicate that the related process is out of Iimit of a 
f ixed degree of confidence even thr-ough the i ndi v i dua I 




The chat'acteristics of the special project AL TA-SRB which 
differ from the standard project ar'e of three types. 
The first is the introduction of special geornetry pellets, 
"dished" and part cored pellets were inserted in SRB 
bund I e. The impacted standard processes are pressi ng and 
sintering as the standard density and densification 
parameters should be rnaintained. 
Fabrication of this kind of fuel is even more challenging 
as pre-characterization is required in order to get the 
correct sht'inkage frorn the sintering process star'ting 
fr-om a different geometry pressi ng head. 
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The second difference from a standard project is the Zr 
barrier tubes. These tubes are purchased by the 
manufac turer w i th appt~opri a te requ irements, but meta llo-
gt'aphic tests are requir~ed to control the grain size and 
the surface properties. UT test ar~e in addition r~equired 
for defect detectation both longitudinal and circonferen-
tial. The charactet~ization of the tubes requires different 
pt~ocess parameters for Standard and Zt~ barrier tubes. 
The third difference is the segmented rod configuration. 
ln this r~od the single segments shown in exhibit 2 at~e 
assembled toghether up to a full standard rod lenght. As 
you can see at both segrnent ends there is an absorber 
pellet. The pellets may be standard or special geometry 
ones, but rnaximurn gap requit~ernents are the sarne. Each 
segrnent is identified with a number metal stamped on the 
first plug. After inspection the retainer is inserted and 
the second plug is welded. Requirements are set also for 
helium filling of the ft'ee volume and for helium leak 
test. The t'od assembling process is also controlled and 
plug parallelism and rod linear~ity must be within 
specified parameters. Machining applied to the end pl,ug 
threads in addition to graphite coating is possible up to 
specified Iimits. · The torque applied for assernbling is 
also specified. The whole rod is then identified by 
appropriate markup. The segrnents rnay be then inter-
changed dut~ing plant refuelings. 
3. 
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QC DATA STATIST I CAL ANALYSIS, METHODS AND 
TECHNIQUES 
The analysis of vat'ious statistical data leaded to modi-
fication to fabrication and control processes. The certified 
data of perfot'rnance sintering test of the U02 powders 
were used for qualification of the cer'arilic pt'ocess pat'a-
rneters. 
ln some cases has been necessary to scrap the production 
of some pressing heads as the statistical density achieved 
was not in accordance with specified Iimits. ln other 
cases ceramograph ic tests d i d show that the gr-anu lometry 
of the additive was differ-ent from previous sintet'ization 
t'esults. This could be traced to a different water 
concentration. A pre-pressing phase was intt'oduced and 
qualified. The new sintering process qualification was 
conducted on a reduced basis but an acceptable degt'ee of 
confidence was obtained by statistical analysis. lt is 
interesting to note that the pre-pt'essing and granulation 
phase did contribute to irnpt'ove the pellet surface 
roughness chat'actet'istics which was the rnost ct'itical itern 
for previous production. 
With the highest ent'ichment and additive concentration 
batches, the roughness was within the previously esta-
bl ished I irni ts. 
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Another test which was influenced by the presence of the 
additive was the pellet densifica.tion test (a test of 
therma I s i mu I a tion). Other experi menta I reseat·ch were 
required. lt is necessary to say that new specification 
Iimit wet'e calculated for additivated fuel; lacking how-
ever proven data or adequate reference work the densifi-
ca t i on test shou I d be cons i dered on I y a reference test. In 
fact the test conducted with standar·d time and ternpe-
rature parameters did show abnormal behaviours such as 
an irregular additive blistet'ing on the pellet extet'nal 
sudace, expecially the lateral one. The shrinking 
measut·ed in this way was zero or negative and often it 
was impossible to get measures after the test. An 
engineering anal isis of the densification test t'esults 
determined that aftet' the evaporation of the additive a 
deposition process took place upon cooling of the pellets 
sudaces. The time and ternpera ture parameters were then 
changed with acceptable results. 
A particular attention was required for "dished" and 
"part cored" pellets densi ty measurernents. 
The dimensional aspect with very strict tolet'ances irnposes 
the search of methods to execute accurate and rel i ab le 
controls. For part cored pellets destructive controls 
were needed: cerarnograph i es were taken and the resu I ts 
were evaluated on a statistical basis. Of particular 
interest is the evaluation of the volurne of the cored 
parts. For its determination a water imrnersion test has 
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been used with accuracy of the ot~der of 10%. The 
statistical evaluation has permitted to r~elease the batch-
-by-ba tch product i on chat~acteri st ics. 
4. QC TECHNIQUES DEVELOPMENT-METALLIC 
COMPONC:NTS 
ln this area the new products developed are the end 
segment p I ugs. Four types of p I ugs were mach i ned by a 
semiautomatic lathe frorn a Zircaloy-2 bar. Two of the 
types were the segment-to-segment plugs with male and 
female threads. The other two types wet~e "extensions" 
of the segmented rod of appt~opri ate lenght desi gned to 
clean out plugs from spacet~ positions. The upper plug 
machining has been par~ticülat·ly difficult due to the 
lenght of the bat~ (about 35 cm.). 
The UT control after segment cutting has been repeated, 
but the Iimits have been r~estricted from an acceptability 
of a signal of SO% of a test defect signal, to SO·%. Reject 
occurred for signal exceeding this Iimit. 
Six r~ods were selected for operation with a special 
cladding. This cladding contains in the inner part a thin 
layer of Zr sponge co-extruded with Zircaloy-2 during the 
operationtothin-out the "shell". 
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Current welding techniques tube-plug were unsuitable for 
gap production in the Zt' sponge. 
The whole welding proce,dure had to be t'evised (diffet'ent 
speed and cut't'ent) and even the electrode position had to 
be changed. The operation was qualified with only the 
r~equirement of an accurate cleaning with usual methods 
not affecting the welded rnaterials. 
The welding operation qualification had to make reference 
also to a geometric Iayout in order to achieve the 
requirement of tube-plug pat~allelism. 
The assemb I i ng of the SF~B 
techniques development. in 
p I a tes-t'ods shou I d be bet ter 
bundle required 
this bundle the 




assembly. in fact the dismantling and re-assembling 
capability t'equires an enhanced dimensional evaluation 
of the 64 holes of the lattice. A study has been made to 
rninimize the numbet' of coupl ings with tolet~ance "not rnuch 
lowet~" than the specified accepted tolerances. The 
feasibility in such condition of one or more dismantling-
reassembling cycles in the fuel pool of a nuclear plant is 
still to be proven, but a compromise had to be done to 
allow standat~d plates to be used. 
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5. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART 
As we have already pointed out the organization of a 
nuclear fuel manufacturing plant is a very rigid one. 
1Nhi le virtually every rnanufacting and control process 
has to be considered a special process, a slight 
rnodification to the expected t'esults often requires not 
only a new pr·ocess qualification, but also hardware 
rnodification. The exper·ience gained with the ALTA-SRB 
project, however, demonstr·ates that t'elevant changes to 
curr-ent production and control rnethod at'e possible. 
Conditions fot' this result are the leader·ship of a fuel 
design ot'ganization with respect to rnanufacturing problern 
solving and the capability of the project quality 
Ot'ganization to develop new rnethods and techniques in 
t'eal time accordi ng to the manufac tur·i ng schedu le. Soft-
ware and statistical control techniques developrnent is one 
of the i nstruments needed fot' overcorn i ng har·dwar·e 
constr·aints. 
These techniques tagether with pr·ocess modifications at'e 
not substantially different fr·om standard techniques and 
processes, but they are not proven and moreovet' thet'e is 
no workmansh i p experi ence both for softwat'e and hard-
war·e applications. 
The key for succesful production is then the quality 
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awareness which can both be affected by budget and 
schedule problems. Unlike hardware flexibility capabili-
ties, qual ity oriented workmanship is very irnportant in a 
fuel fabr·ication plant and a new project as the ALTA-SRB 
one, wh ich requ ires i t in a structur·al way, has good 
chances of bei ng succesfu I. 
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EXHIBIT 
QUALITY TECHNIQUES FOR FUEL ASSEMBLY FABRICATION 
- Powdet' water content analysis fot' safe geometry 
storage 
- Enr-ichment on-1 ine ver-ification 
- Pt'essing heads qual ification 
- Pressing pt'ocess qua I ification 
- Dens i ty rneasurements 
- Chemical analysis 
- Sintering pt'ocess qualification 
- Density measut'ements 
- Densification rneasut'ement 
- Blistering analysis 
- Cet'amographic analysis 
- Grinding process qualification 
- Plug welding pt'ocesses qual ification 
- UT test on t'ods 
-Administrative control on rod loading 
- r~eutt'on scanning analysis 
- Dimensional control 
- Characterization tests (rod & bundles) 
-Assembling pt'acess qualification 
- Hand I ing and storage procedut'es 
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SURVEILLANCE PAR EDF DES FABRICATIONS D'ASSEMBLAGES PWR 
Abstract: 
G.P, Hochard 
EDF/Service ContrBle des Fabrications 
BP 143 71104 Chalon/Saone 
N.M. Vial 
EDF/Service des Combustibles 23 bis avenue 
de Messine 75384 Paris 
M.M.Galimberti 
EDF/SEPTEN Tour EDF-GDF 92080 Paris La Defense 
This paper describes the EDF's practice for quality assurance require-
ments, in nuclear fuel manufacturing, applicable to suppliers of water 
reactor fuel assemblies. 
It covers methods and programmes used by "ELECTRICITE DE FRANCE" (E.D.F) 
to verify how the quality will be obtained in the procurement, design and 
manufacture of fuel assernblies by contractors and their sub-contractors. 
In the course of the year 1984 this programme will be scheduled with 
informatic assistance, by the "EDF-MAGESTIC system", increasing effi-
ciency for corrective actions. 
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l - INTRODUCTION 
La presente communication fait etat des dipositions prises par "ELECTRICITE 
DE FRANCE" {E.D.F.), relatives a la surveillance des fabrications d'assemblages 
de combustible des centrales electronucleaires de la filiere a eau legere, 
du type reacteur a eau SOUSpression (R.E.P,), 
Elle traite notamment des methodes mises en oeuvre depuis l'origine et 
des evolutions en cours, notamment de la mise en place d'un systeme de 
gestion informatise (MAGESTIC) dans le courant de l'annee 1984. 
Depuis la livraison en 1976 des 157 assemblages de la centrale de "FESSEN-
HEIM 1" environ 8000 assemblages de combustible ont ete fabriques. 
Cette fourniture comprend la livraison des assemblages des premiers coeurs1 
realises au titre des contrats passes au constructeur de la chaudiere nu-
cleaire, et les recharges de combustible actuellement renouvelees sur la 
base de campagnes annuelles portant sur des tiers de coeur (52/64 assemblages). 
Tenant compte d'un parc nucleaire 
de 52 tranches en service (54000 
MWe) a l'horizon 1990, il convient 
d'envisager la fourniture globale 
(1ers coeurs et recharges) d'envi-
ron 2000 a 2500 assemblages par 
an (fig. 1), sur la base du pro-
gramme actuellement engage. 
Les previsions au-dela de 1990 
devraient etre revlsees en legere 
baisse, ceci resultant : 
des etudes en cours portant sur 
le developpement d'assemblages 
a taux de combustion massique 
elevee (45000 MWJ/T) autorisant 
la mise en oeuvre de campagnes 
















- de l'effet delissage du 
programme nucleaire. 
FIG. I PARC ELECTRONUCLEAIRE EDF 
EVOLUTION DES BESOINS ANNUELS EN 
ASSEMBLAGES DE COMBUSTIBLE 
Les assemblages du type 17x17 se presentent (fig. 2) sous la forme d'un 
squelette realise a partir de 2 p.ieces d'extremites en acier inoxydable 
austenitique relies par des tubes de structure en alliage de zirconium 
auxquels sont fixees des grilles d'espacement. 
Les crayons de combustible - au nombre de 264 par assemblage - forment 
un reseau de pas carre. Ils sont constitues par des tubes en alliage de 
zirconium, dans lesquels sont empilees des pastilles de bioxyde d'uranium. 
Les tubes sont obtures a leur extremite par des bouchons soudes. 
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Les tubes de structure servent de tubes-guides aux crayons absorbants des 
grappes de reglage, et permettent aussi 1' insertion des crayons de poisons, 
crayons sources et grappes de bouchons. 
La piece d'extremite superieure autorise la manutention verticale de l'assem-
blage, elle camporte un systeme de ressorts permettant le maintien de l'assem-
blage dans le coeur du reacteur. 
Les assemblages des paliers 900 MWe et 1300 MWe ne different geometriquement 
que par leur longueur (12 ft/14 ft) et le nombre de grilles d'espacement. 
Les assemblages courants actuellement charges ne sont pas demontables et sont 
equipes de grilles d'espacement en alliage de nicke!. 
Les developpements en cours portent sur l'emploi d'assemblages demontables, 
equipes de grilles d'espacement en alliage de zirconium. 
Par ailleurs, 1' emploi de crayons comportant des pastilles mixtes de bioxyde 
d'uranium et d'oxyde de gadolinium est en cours de developpement dans le cadre 
de la politique d'allongement des campagnes les premiers assemblages 
comportant des crayons gadolinies ont ete li vres dans le courant de 1' annee 
1983. 
2 - PRINCIPES GENERAUX RELATIFS A LA SURVEILLANCE DE LA FABRICATION 
Les methodes de surveillance mises en application par E.D.F. sont basees sur 
l'application des principes portes dans le code de banne pratique de l'AIEA (n° 
50 CQA) et !es guides de surete, dont le n° 50-SG-QA11 publie en decembre 1983. 
La surveillance exercee fai t intervenir differents services d' E. D. F. : les 
services gestionnaires des contrats responsables vis-a-vis des constructeurs 
des actions contractuelles, le Service Etudes et Projets Thermiques et 
Nucleaires (SEPTEN) charge des etudes de conception, le Service Controle des 
Fabrications (SCF) plus specialement charge de la surveillance en usine. 
Celle-ci est appliquee 
fabricants d'assemblages 
concretise par : 
a trois niveaux celui des constructeurs, des 
et de grappes . et de leurs sous-trai tants. Elle se 
- la verification des systemes d'Assurance de la Qualite des intervenants, 
- un controle des etudes, 
- un controle des approvisionnements et de la fabrication des assemblages 
de combustible, 
une inspection des assemblages a la reception sur le site. 
Par ailleurs, des prelevements de produi ts et composants effectues sur les 
chaines de fabrication a !'initiative d'E.D.F., sont transmis pour analyse a 
des laboratoires differents de ceux des constructeurs. 
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Les exigences correspondantes font 1 1 obj et de prescriptions portees dans les 
contrats, dont le Cahier des Clauses Administratives Generales (CCAG) et des 
cahiers de specifications techniques. 
Ces documents font appel a des regles techniques, par exemple au recueil RCCC 
(Regles de Conception et de Construction applicables aux assemblages de 
combustible des centrales nucleaires PWR) publie en juillet 1981 sous 1 1 egide 
de l 1 AFCEN. (~). 
Les regles correspondantes elaborees en 1980 viennent progressivement en 
remplacement de celles portees dans les Cahiers de Prescriptions de Fabrication 
et Controle (CPFC), utilisees anterieurement. 
Une edi tion du RCCC programmee dans le courant de 1 1 annee 1984 definira les 
exigences d 1 E,D.F. relatives a la conception, a la fabrication et au controle, 
applicables a tout fournisseur de combustible pour les centrales a eau legere 
comportant un reacteur a eau pressurisee. 
3 - CONTROLE DES ETUDES 
Le constructeur est charge d 1 effectuer des etudes de conception et de 
comportement des assemblages. 
Neanmoins, conformement au guide de surete de 1 1 AIEA n ° 50-SG-QA. 6, E. D. F. 
assume la responsabilite de l 1 efficacite generale du programme d 1 assurance de 
la quali te pour la conception du produi t : a cette fin, E. D. F. s 1 est dote de 
moyens d 1 etude sans pour autant se substituer au concepteur. 
Les verifications effectuees portent notamment sur 1 1 examen des dossiers de 
conception et des dossiers de compatibilite. Elles s 1 etendent auss~ a 1 1 examen 
du dossier technique de l 1 assemblage en vue de verifier la coherence avec les 
regles de conception. 
Le dossier technique comporte les plans et specifications techniques definis-
sant les exigences detaillees requises pour la fabrication des assemblages, il 
fai t 1 1 obj et d 1 un examen en concertation par les differente services d 1 E. D. F. 
concernes. 
Une approche identique est effectuee pour l 1 instruction des anomalies de 
fabrication rencontrees (§.6). 
(ll) AFCEN association fran9aise pour les regles de conception et de construc-
tion des materiels des chaudieres electronucleaires, constituee 
le 19 octobre 1980 par E.D.F., F.RAMATOME, NOVATOME. 
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Afin de satisfaire a ces differents objectifs, E.D.F. utilise les moyens 
d'etudes qui suivent : 
des codes generaux de calculs mecaniques, hydrauliques et neutroniques et 
radioprotection applicables aux configurations de calcul souhaitees 
par exemple : des codes de calcul aux elements finis (INCA, TEDEL ••• ). 
- des codes specifiques a ia modelisation du comportement du crayon, 
congus par E.D.F. (Ex. : CYRANO). 
Par ailleurs, des calculs theoriques de verification du dimensionnement des 
composants sont effectues. 
Suivant les principes d'assurance de la qualite, l'action d'E.D.F. est 
conduite, soit en verifiant la coherence d'ensemble des documents presentes 
par les constructeurs, soit en realisant des contre-etudes sur des elements, 
sous-ensembles, et l'assemblage de combustible. 
Au vu des conclusions tirees, il est demande aux constructeurs des justifica-
tions sur les hypotheses retenues ou des complements d'etude, eventuellement 
des essais supplementaires, afin d'etayer le dossier de conception pour des 
hypotheses ou des resultats de calcul controversees. 
4 - CONTROLE DES APPROVISIONNEMENTS ET DE LA FABRICATION 
Le Service Controle des Fabrications d'E.D.F. est charge de la surveillance 
de la construction en usine des assemblages de combustible. 
Il effectue a ce titre : 
une verification des specifications techniques proposees par les 
constructeurs, leurs fabricants et sous-traitants. 
-des enquetes pour la verification de l'organisation de la qualite 
mise en place par les constructeurs, les fabricants et leurs sous-
trai tants. 
des enquetes procedes relatives a la mise en oeuvre des procedes 
de fabrication et controle dans les ateliers. 
Ces enquetes font l'objet d'une programmation et d'un suivi des 
actions correctives a mettre en oeuvre a tous les niveaux de la 
chaine de fabrication. 
des inspections techniques dans les usines de fabrication d'assemblages 
et chez les fournisseurs de produits. 
- des prelevements sur les chaines de fabrication. 
Il s' assure par ai lleurs du trai tement satisfaisant des non-conformi tes 
relevees et de la tragabilite des proces-verbaux portes dans les rapports de 
fin de fabrication. 
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4-1 - Controle des approvisionnements 
Les verifications effectuees par E.D.F. portent sur : 
- la qualification des produits utilises pour la fabrication des 
assemblages combustible et le respect des parametres importants 
permettant d 1 en garantir la qualite (fig. 3). 
- la participation par sondage aux operations de recette des produits 
et composants, et a 1 1 instruction des non-conformites eventuellement 
relevees. 
- la realisation de prelevements (cf. § 4-3). 
Les interventions sont effectuees dans certains cas au niveau des 
materiaux de base et dans la plupart des cas au niveau de 1 1 elaboration 
des demi-produits et produits (cf. fig. 4). 
Les postes relatifs a la conversion de l 1 UF6 en bioxyde d 1 uranium de meme 
que la fabrication des lingots et trex en alliage de zirconium font 
1 1 objet d 1 enquetes specifiques, la ligne de conduite actuellement retenue 
etant de s 1 assurer de la qualification des procedes de fabrication 
correspondants. 
4-2 - Controle des fabrications 
Les interventions effectuees par E. D. F. concernent la fabrication de 
differents composants mis en oeuvre (pastilles, grilles, pieces d 1 extre-
mi tes, squelettes ••• ) , la realisation du crayonnage et la consti tution 
des assemblages et grappes associees. 
Elles viennent en complement des controles effectues par les services 
d'assurance de la qualite des constructeurs, et des services de controle 
de la qualite des fabricants et fournisseurs. 
La recette finale des assemblages et des grappes fait l 1 objet de la levee 
d I un point d I arret par E. D. F.' faisant sui te a une verification de la 
conformi te et de la tragabili te de la documentation fournie par le 
constructeur pour constituer les rapports de fin de fabrication, qui sont 
mis a disposition de 1 1 exploitant. 
Depuis 1983, la fabrication des assemblages de combustibles fait 1 1 objet 
d 1 une surveillance programmee. 
Une transposi tion dans le cadre d 1 une application du plan informatique 
E.D.F. (systeme MAGESTIC) est actuellement en cours. 
Le systeme MAGESTIC est congu sur la base d 1 un ordinateur ( CII-HB-DPS 
7/65) installe au siege du service a EVRY et relie a des consoles 
implantees sur les lieux de travail des agents par 1 1 intermediaire des 
reseaux TRANSPAC, RETINA et EURONET pour 1 1 etranger. 
Les premieres applications ont ete developpees a la finde l 1 annee 1983, 
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Celles-ci sont basees (cf. fig.5), pour ce qui concerne la surveillance programmee 
sur 1 1 emploi de quatre types de documents : 
a) des plans types de surveillance qui definissent pour un materiel donne (ex. 
assemblage de combustible, cuve ••• ) les actions de surveillance a exercer par 
des interventions sous forme d 1 enquetes procedes et des inspections par sondage 
ou individuelle. 
b) deS prOCedUreS qui font etat deS VerificatiOnS a effeCtUer aU COUrS d I Une 
intervention programmee. 
Il s 1 agit de 1 1 equivalent d 1 une 
check-list portant sur le controle 
de la documentation technique et 
des operations de fabrication 
associees. 
c) des plans d 1 action, etablis pour 
une usine ou un site donne, qui font 
etatdes frequences d 1 intervention 
retenues pour un exercice calendaire, 
et des procedures a utiliser. 
d) des compte-rendus d 1 action infor-
matises, autorisant un suivi 
des actions correctives demandees. 
Le diagramme porte sur la figure 6 
fait etat de l 1 articulat~on de ces 
pieces et des relations entre le 
poste de travail implante sur les 
lieux ou s 1 exerce l 1 inspection - ou a 
proximite- et l 1 ordinateur central. 
4-3 - Prelevements de produits et composants 
F IG. 5 = SCHEMA GENERAl OE MAGEST I C 
loNousTRt EL I 
---r.~~~~~~~ & 
Ceux-ci sont effectues sur la base de plans de prelevements annue1s etablis 
en fonction de- la charge de 1 1 usine et du caractere "prototype" de certaines 
fabrications. 
La realisation d 1 expertises complementaires par des laboratoires differents 
de ceux· des constructeurs, a pour but d 1 ame1iorer la connaissance des 
produits et de mettre en evidence eventue11ement des phenomenes particuliers 
non deceles par 1es contr81es de fabrication. 
Une partie des echanti1lons pre1evee fai t 1 1 objet d 1 essais, 1e solde des 
pre1evements est archive dans un 1aboratoire E.D.F •• 
Les enseignements tires font 1' obj et d' une ana1yse immediate si necessaire, 
et d'un examen annue1. 
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5 - INSPECTION DES ASSEMBLAGES A LA RECEPTION SUR LE SITE 
Celle-ci porte sur l'examen des assemblages a la sortie des conteneurs, elle 
est assuree par des agents du si te de production nucleaire qui ont fai t 
l'objet d'une formation appropriee. 
6 - TRAITEMENT DES NON-CONFORMITES 
Conformement aux exigences du Code de bonne pratique de 1 'AIEA ( § 2-2), 
toutes les acti vi tes qui influent sur la quali te doi vent etre exercees en 
conformite avec des procedures ecrites, des instructions ou des plans 
appropries, comportant des criteres d'acceptation quantitatifs ou qualita-
tifs. 
Les ecarts releves par rapport a ces documents font l'objet d'une instruction 
pour le reglement des non-conformites conformement au § 10-2 du code AIEA n° 
50 CQA. 
Les modali tes pratiques en fonction des systemes de gestion developpes par 
les constructeurs sont precisees dans les contrats. 
La position prise par E.D.F. est la suivante : 
En regle generale, tout materiel non conforme, pour lequel une remise en 
conformite n'a pas ete prevue dans les documents techniques, est rebute. 
Pour des cas exceptionnels, E. D. F. accepte toutefois d' examiner les 
propositions de constructeurs relatives a : 
la mise en conformite par d'autres moyens que ceux prevus dans les 
documents techniques. 
l'acceptation en l'etat du materiel (avec ou sans action corrective). 
Prealablement a toute intervention sur le produi t, le constructeur doi t 
transmettre un dossier justificatif indiquant la nature et les modalites du 
traitement preconise. 
Les justifications presentees a cet egard font l'objet d'une fiche d'anomalie 
Soumise a l'avis d'E.D.F. 
Par ailleurs, -des qu'apparait un incident qui pourrait nuire ä la qualite du 
produit, le fournisseur est tenu d'en informer E.D.F. dans les delais les 
plus courts. 
Conformement aux exigences portees dans les regles fondamentales de surete 
(RFS V.2-e) de l'administration fran9aise; les fiches d'anomalies et rapports 
d'incidents pouvant mettre en cause la surete font l'objet d'une declaration. 
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7 - UTILISATION DU RETOUR D'EXPERIENCE 
L'analyse du comportement en reacteur du combustible est effectue, tant par 
les constructeurs que par E.D.F., qui etablit des statistiques sur l'origine 
des ruptures de gaines. 
Les moyens de ressuage utilises sur les si tes permettent de deceler les 
assemblages defectueux et l'engagement de recherches sur les causes probables 
de la deficience avec un retour sur les conditions de fabrication de ceux-ci. 
D'autres moyens sont utilises dont ceux de laboratoires chauds appartenant ou 
non a E.D.F., et une cellule d'examen qui est en cours de montage au 
laboratoire E.D.F. de CHINON. 
8 - CONCLUSION 
Les moyens mis en oeuvre par E.D.F., dans le cadre de la surveillance de la 
fabrication des assemblages de combustible pour reacteurs a eau pressurisee, 
viennent en complement de ceux developpes par les constructeurs et leurs 
fournisseurs. 
E.D.F. ne participe pas directement aux operations de controle et recette des 
produits, composants et assemblages, mais s'assure par un programme de 
surveillance approprie que le constructeur et ses sous-trai tants ont pris 
toutes dispositions utiles pour l'obtention de la qualite requise. 
Les verifications effectuees a ce titre, en application des principes definis 
par l'AIEA comportent essentiellement des enquetes sur l'organisation de la 
quali te des constructeurs et de leurs sous-trai tants aux differents ni veaux 
de la chaine de fabrication, des enquetes techniques sur les procedes de 
fabrication et controle mis en oeuvre, des inspections techniques programmees 
sur les lieux de fabrication. 
L'emploi d'un systeme informatique de gestion (MAGESTIC) a partir de 1984 
contribue a ameliorer l'efficacite de cette surveillance, notamment pour ce 
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TECHNICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE IMPLEMENTATION OF QA AND QC DURING 
FABRICATION OF ADDITIVATED AND BARRIER FUEL PELLETS 
Abstract: 
C. Coppola - P. Valle 
Ansaldo Impianti S.P.A. 
Via Gabriele D'Annunzio 113 
16121 Genova 
The importance of the project requires the responsibility to 
implement QA and QC activities in order to achieve the maximum 
data and avoid any possible mix~up. The great number of fuel 
composition, the small size of fuel batches, the necessity to 
utilize "Qualification during fabrication" procedures, were the 
main aspects to take in account. Major conditions adverse to 
quality or manufacturing lasses, were identified, and corrective 
action taken. The experimental characteristics of certain pro-
cess to undetermined status of the quality and special kinds of 
control were requested in order to determine if the process 
parameters could be safely applicated. 
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1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
As a part of a PC I rernedy research two specific projects 
were developed by A.l. Company for fabrication of special 
fuel bundles to be inserted in the fit'st reload of Caorso 
Nuclear t'eactor. 
The special assernblies were four A.L.T.A. (that is Addi-
tive Lead Test Assernbly) with additivated fuel to be 
irradiated in a central zone of the core for four reactor 
cycles and one S.R.B. (that is Segrnented Rod Bundle) 
carrying as PCI rernedies additive fuel, special geometry 
pellets and some Zit'conium barr-iet' rods. The SRB is 
irr-adiated in a peripher-al zone of the core and contains 
29 segmented rods (4 segments each ) interchangeable in 
the following t'eloads. 
The rnost exposed segmentswill be available for further 
studies in experimental reactot'S mainly with power 
transients and post-burnup analysis. 
The main results expected, in addition to dernonstrate the 
good behaviour of the fuel, were to get licensing of the 
prototypes in a cornmercial plant, to develop new 
fabbrication processes of cornmercial value upon satisfac-
tory completion of the experimental test, to develop a Fuel 
Sut·vei llance Progr-am which allows a cornplete analysis of 
fuel perforrnance in vari aus opera t i ng phases. 
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This kind of results are strictly correlated with a proof 
and a traceability of the industrial pt'ocesses involved in 
fuel fabrication. 
The fuel has consequent I y been fabricated under current 
industt'ial conditions without any Iabaratory shortcut even 
for vet'Y I im i ted ba tches. 
2. PROJECT AND QA ORGANIZATION 
The design organization has a fundamental role in fixing 
the manufacturing constraints through conservative 
calculations, which may or may not be maintained during 
the manufactut'ing process. 
The interface control between the designers and with the 
fabrication organization (in a different company) is 
therefore onE; of the critical conditions not only to t'esolve 
nonconformities, but mainly to minimize frequency of 
occurrence and irnpact of manufacturing Iosses and t'ate of 
rejection re-analysing, if necessary, the design 
conditions. 
An intet'dipartimental approch has been chosen for the 
project design organization. ln exhibit 1 the organization 
chart is shown.As you can see the design ot'ganization is 
strictly tied to Caorso Reload 1 Project, but it is not in a 
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subordinate status. 
This implies that the plant reload scheduling has to be 
maintained, but that problems which affects the expe-
ri menta I bund I es do have an impac t on the whol e reload 
projec t. 
You also can see that the quality organization is not 
shown for the reload project as the quality for proven 
bundles is cur·rently assured through the company QA 
sec t i on wh i I e new procedur·es and techn i ques are needed 
both for the design and the manufactur·ing phase of the 
exper·i men ta I projec t. 
in exhibit 2 is shown the licencing interfaces between 
the var·ious departments. The responsibilities involved 
are the ones shown previously. On the right the project 
depar·tment PRO Section PR2 Unit U11 on the left the 
eng i neet'i ng departments and vari ous sect ion/uni ts. 
3. QA AND QC DURING FABRICATION 
The main problems which a QA organization faces when 
new procedures/techn i ques are needed in work i ng QA 
systems, is to comply to the maximum possible extent to 
the existing technical conditions such as qualification 
procedures, production by batches and by fuel com-
positions, standard QC controls. Additional controls (non 
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destructive and destructive) and prel iminary process 
qua I ifications have to be procedured in a controlled way. 
On-1 ine process qua I ification is then needed to detet'mine 
through destructive controls undetermined quality status. 
Manufactut'ing Iosses have then to be taken into account. 
The fit'st issue in pre-production qual ification is to verify 
the process feedback to the inclusion of additive. A 
depleted uraniurn powder with the same characteristics of 
enriched powder has been used with various additive 
concentrations. After' blending the local concentration of 
additive within the powder has been rneasured ahd a 
homogeneaus distribution has been reached. After press-
i ng the green dens i ty i s the ma in process pararneter to be 
controlled. The acceptable range of green density has not 
been significatively rnodified with t'eference to a standard 
Iot. Then the sintering pat'ameters were consistently 
rnodi f ied in order to achieve standard densi ty and 
densification of the pellets. 
The qual ification of the sintet'ing process was the rnost 
ct'itical item in the shop. Result frorn analisys had tobe 
reproducible fot' all the batches and all the process 
involved. 
Statistical evaluations with a 3d confidence Iimit had to 
be carried out both for qua I ification and pt'oduction t'uns. 
Such engineering activities had to be perforrned by the 
rnanufacturer organization and result had to be discussed 




adjustments to the statistical data were made to 
account the strict confidence Iimits and the 
small size of the populations. 
The sintering process, in addition, could not be entirely 
reproduced in on-line fabbrication due to Iack of 
sufficient feed material in the press silos, condition 
deter-mining an irregular feeding of the press cavities. 
The gt'inding pt'ocess qualification has evidenced the 
unability of the rnachinery to produce pellets within the 
acceptable surface finish Iimits. This has been de-
monstrated to be a consequence of the additive surface 
migration dur-ing the sintering process. 
Comprehensive analysis 
eng i neeri ng departmen ts 
were then carri ed out in 
but the designers could not 
accept worse roughness standards. 
A study of inside roughness coupling tube-pellet evidenced 
the possibility to consider acceptable t'oughness as an 
additive characteristic of both tube and pellets. 
Roughness I imi ts for the tubes wet'e then made more strict 
in order to make pellet roughness accep tab le. Random-
-selected tubes from each Iot were then cut in longitudinal 
direction and after inspected for roughness characteristics 
with very sofisticated instrumentation. The statistical 
interval with 3 a' confidence Iimits was then evaluated for 
each Iot and the combined desired characteristics of rods 
and pellets were fixedas a manufacturing Iimit. 
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Due to the high number of fuel compositions a very strin-
gent adiministrative control was introduced and the tra-
ceability of the rod composition was demonstrated by 
neutron scann i ng ana I ys i s. 
This kind of control was then used for loading of the 
segmented rods in SRB bundle. ln this case neutron 
scanning analysis wasn't possible due to the inclusion of 
special neutron poison pellets. 
4. NONCONFORMITIES AND QA GROUP ACTIVITIES 
In the production phase the project QA group had to face 
the quality aspects of several technical problems which 
inexpectedly arose from the shop practice. Their rnain 
concern was not to provide technical solutions on a 
problern-oriented basis but to include in the activity 
planning the new issues, assuring that the "pt'oblern 
solving" activities were carried out in a traceable way 
from the eng i neering changes to qua I i ty-re I a ted documen ts 
to the procedures and instructions issued fot' the shop 
activities. 
The remaining non-conformities which were to be treated 
in the standard way w i th MRB ( Materi a I Review Board) 
were consequently very limited (only 10 cases). 
ln exhibit 3 are shown non conforrnities and MRB dispo-
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sitions. An "analysis" of such has deterrnined that the non 
conformities are weil within the operating experience 
Iimits of the fuel fabrication plant both as total nurnber 
of occurents and as statistical disposition records (no 
scraps). 
lntet'esting is the thit'd MRB corresponding to lnspection 
Report N. 413. The value of density 97.23% obtained for a 
Iot of pellets is usually accepted as standard project with 
the condi tion to classify such pellets as "type B" subject 
to use on I y in a part icu I ar zone of the rod. The ALT A-SRB 
project d i d however t'equ i t'e tha t on I y superi or gt'ade 
material should be used (that is only "type A" pellets). 
ln any case it has to be noted that only one production 
Iot has been affected by the described deviation. 
Unfot'tunately howevet' this impressive quality record does 
not irnply that the rate of rejection was low ot' zero, but 
shows that the scraps carne ft'om the experimental 
charac tet'i st ics of the pt'oject and tha t the workrnansh i p 
was adequate or good thus indicating that once deterrnined 
the optirnurn process pararneters, the state-of-the-art of 
fuel fabrication techniques is ready to develop an 
industrial production of additivated fuel with the required 
characteri st ics. 
A further step in quality demonstration for future pro-
duction is the ability to detet'mine if the process para-
rneters could be safely applied to a current production. 
On-line extensive QC has deterrnined that the qualification 
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did not cover the production of pellets with different 
ent'ichment and additive concentration. Qualification 
duri ng fabrica t ion procedures were then used an d destruc-
tive test were performed such as vacuum impregnation test 




were extensively perfot'med to de-
standar~ds for additive concetra t ion 
distribution within the pellet. 
Fr-om such tests the manufac tur~er determ i ned a step by 
step analisys of rnachining capability to reproduce the 
qualification results. The critical operation was 
deter·mined to be pt'essing and some pressing heads were 
t'e-qual ified for this production. 
The QA aspects of the pt'ocess t'equit'ed a prompt customer 
QA/QC exarnination of the quality Ievei during fabrication 
in order to avoid rnajor conditions adverse to quality or 
rnanufacturing Iosses ovet' the available powder quantity. 
A resident inspector was present dut'ing shop activities at 
the rnanufac tUt'er 's si te in order to contt'ol both the 
acceptability of QC test and data and the manufacturer 
QA/QC ot'gan i za t i on performance. 
An extensive audit/design review was performed then by 
an audit team on the rnanufacturer. The Iead auditorwas 
chosen by the company QA organization outside the project 
QA group to assure indipendency of judgement, but 
engineering and QA representatives of the project group 
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were included in the team. 
The audi t plan was aimed to the control of certification, 
data collection, and the verification of the process en-
gineering through the analysis of QC data. 
The traceability of these data was verified and the 
t'eproducibility of the processes assured. The Iimits of 
Validation were tt'aced out. 
As a temporat'Y conclusion of the research, waiting for 
post-burnup data, a considet'able fabrication and contt'ol 
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Plug dimension out of 
limits (Ist case) 
Plug dimension out of 
limi t's (2nd case) 
Density U02 + 
Additive > 97% 
Densification > 0.004 
Fissile column 
lenght > 158.7 mm 
"Part Cored": pellets 
dimensions out of limits 
"Dished 11 : pellets 
dimension out of limits 
Segments lenght less 
than minimum 
Fissile column lenght 
less than minimum 
Dimension 11Corner" 
spacer/cornes rod less 
than minimum 
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H. ASSMANN: a) Which additives do you use and which is the 
percentage of additives? 
b) What is the purpose of the additives? 
C,E, COPPOLA: a) Fuel fabrication using additives is covered 
by TDA (Technical Development Agreement) between various companies 
and I am not authorized to speak about it, I am sorry - if you need 
additional information, please send your request directly to me, 
b) The purpose of additives is to minimize the pellet cladding inter-
action as a possible remedy. 
ABSTRACT 
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QA/QC FOR NUCLEAR FUEL 
FABRICATION AT ASEA-ATOM, SWEDEN 
Aart van Santen 
AB ASEA-A TOM 
FUEL DEPAR TMENT 
QUALITY CONTROL 
Box 53, S-721 04 VÄSTERÄS, SWEDEN 
IAEA-SR-102/21 
This paper describes the ASEA-ATOM system for quality assur-
ance and quality control for manufacturing of nuclear fuel. The 
system is basically organized in accordance with the require-
ments stipulated in US NRC 10 CFR 50, Appendix B. Some 
examples are given to illustrate how these basic requirements 
are applied in practice. The QA/QC organization, some specific 
inspection methods and the machines used are described briefly. 
A general trend in inspection methods is increased automation 
and computerization, which minimizes inspection error and im-
proves producti v i ty. 
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DISGUSSION 
H, ASSMANN: a) Which additives do you use and which is the 
percentage of additives? 
b) What is the purpose of the additives? 
C.E. COPPOLA: a) Fuel fabrication using additives is covered 
by TDA (Technical Development Agreement) between various companies 
and I am not authorized to speak about it, I am sorry - if you need 
additional information, please send your request directly to me. 
b) The purpose of additives is to minimize the pellet cladding inter-
action as a possible remedy. 
3. INTRODUCTION 
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The ASEA-A TOM fuel factory has a capacity of about 400 tons 
U02 fuel per year. Both BWR and PWR fuel is manufactured. 
The manufacturing of fuel assernblies may be divided into four 
main steps: 
Conversion of UF6 to U02 powder 
Manufacturing of U02 pellets 
Manufacturing of fuel rods 
Assembly of fuel rods and components into fuel assemblies. 
The factory also manufactures fuel assembly components such as 
spacer grids, tie plates, etc., as well .as other core components, 
a.o. BWR control rods and fuel channels. 
To be able to compete in the light water reactor fuel market, a 
vendor has to comply with very stringent quality assurance and 
quality control requirements. This paper gives a short description 
of a successful QA/QC system. Fuel fabrication and the associa-
ted quality control at ASEA-A TOM are under continuous deve-
lopment; the paper describes the present situation, a probable 
future development is further automation and computerization. 
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4. QUALITY ASSURANCE 
4.1 Codes and standards, guality assurance program 
There are several international codes and standal\ds that deal 
with quality assurance for nuclear power plants. One of the 
earliest, and perhaps the most well known, is the US NRC 10 
CFR 50 App. B. There are also the ANSI/ ASME N 45.2 and the 
IS0-6251. More recently, there is also a safety guide which IAEA 
(50-SG-QA 11) issued. Most of these standards are very similar 
and generally it can be said that if a company has a QA-system 
that fulfils the requirements of one of these standards, then it is 
highly probable that the requirements of the other standards are 
also met. For several of these standards the requirements are 
expressed in a systematic way in the well known "18 Criteria" 
from the US NRC 10 CFR 50 App. B. 
At this point it might be appropriate to define quality assurance. 
Different people and organizations may phrase the definition 
differently, but most agree on the content, so it is sufficient to 
cite just one, for instance the ISO version: "All those planned and 
systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence 
that a structure, system or component will perform satisfactori-
ly in service." The words planned and systematic should be 
stressed when talking about a QA-program. 
The ASEA-A TOM quality assurance program is basically orga-
nized according to the requirements stipulated in US NRC 10 
CFR 50 App. B. It defines the structure, responsibility, Ievels of 
authority and the arrangement of the organizational units and 
personnel involved. Written instructions, procedures and draw-
ings are used in all activities affecting quality. lt also assures 
these activities are performed by adequately trained and super-
vised personnel and documented according to written instruc-
tions. The program also provides for regular review by manage-
ment to assure suitable corrective actions can be taken. 
The QA-system is presented in a program description and orga-
nized according to the well known "18 Criteria". Under each 
heading is explained in general terms how the requirements for 
that particular criterion are fulfilled. Behind these general terms 
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procedures. Most of these are organized in a "Quality Assurance 
Manual for Nuclear Fuel". It would take too much space to deal 
with all of the requirements in detail, but a few examples may 
serve to illustrate how the criteria are met. 
One of the more important criteria for a QA-system concerns 
organization. The main objects are to ensure sufficient indepen-
dence for the QA and QC organizations as well as clearly defined 
responsibilities, duties and authority for all organizational units. 
Also the lines of communication must be clearly defined. 
President 
Vice president Vice president 
adminstration technical director 
c ( c 
J 
Purchasing Quality assurance 
and nuclear safety 
l 
Service Fuel 
Energy and Engineering 
department process department 
technology 
i l .1_ l 
Production 
I I II II 11 
Fuel Sales Fuel Component Production Quality engineering factory factory control control 
Fig. 1. Organization of ASEA-A TOM's Fuel Department 
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Fig. 1 shows the organization of the ASEA-ATOM Nuclear Fuel 
Department. Quality assurance for the whole of ASEA-A TOM is 
under the direct control and supervision of the technical direc-
tor, who is a vice president and member of the board of 
directors. Within QA. there are several subsections, a.o. one for 
QA systems and audits. 
Within Production there are a Fuel Factory, a Component 
Factory and an independent section for Quality Control. Detailed 
instructions define the various interfaces and responsibilities. 
Authority and responsibilities are also documented in job de-
scriptions. 
The QC-section's main interfaces outside the Production Depart-
ment but still within the company are with Fuel Engineering and 
the Quality Assurance Department, as Fig. 2 illustrates. 
-OA- Manual" 
OA -Audits 
- Approval of 
\ deviation reports 
~ - Approval of 
Fuel ~~ ~ certificates 
~~ ~ 
eng. ~~ ~ 
~~ ~ 
~ 
S if··"' . d . """""" ~ Quality ··- . pec 1~t1ons, raw1ngs, ~ control 
1nspect1on plan 
- Development of new 
inspection techniques 
- Education and tra.ining 
of N DT -personnel 
Fig. 2. QC main interfaces outside production department 
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Fuel Engineering not only provides the necessary drawings, 
specifications and inspection plans but is also responsible for 
development of new inspection techniques and processes as well 
as education and training of NOT -personnel. All level III NOT 
personnet are employed by Fuel Engineering. 
The Quality Assurance Oepartment issues the QA-manuals for 
nuclear fuel and component manufacturing and performs internal 
and external (supplier) audits. lt is also involved in the review 
and approval of deviation reports and inspection certificates. 
Interna! audits cover not only the production department, but 
also design and procurement. 
Fig. 3 shows a more detailed division of responsibilities within 
the QC-section. It is divided into four subsections. Three of 
these are each responsible for quality control and inspection of 
weil defined areas of the production department. lnspection is 
carried out and supervised by QC-personnel who have not per-
formed the work being inspected. The fourth QC-section is 
responsible for records and documents, which includes filing and 
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4.3 Practical applications 
To make it easier to understand how the general criteria can be 
applied in practice, three criteda have been selected for a more 
detailed description to explain their implementation in the 
ASEA-ATOM QA-system. 
- "Instructions, Procedures and Drawings" 
The system requirement for this criterion states that activities 
affecting quality shall be prescribed in and performed according 
to documented instructlons, procedures or drawlngs of a type 
appropriate to the clrcumstances. Where applicable, these docu-
ments shall include quantltive criteria such as tolerances, opera-
ting limits, comparative samples, etc. 
Fig. 4 illustrates how this requirement ls met. The Fuel 
Engineering section prepares a set of drawings, inspection plan, 
speclfications and a total product specification, which is app-
roved by QA. These engineering drawings and specifications 
contain all necessary tolerances and other quantitive require-
ments, and the inspection plan defines the required inspection. 
These documents are "translated" into a process flow outline, 
with operating procedures and inspection procedures, by manu-
facturing planning in cooperation with the QC-subsection for 
records and documents. The process flow outline is in principle a 
Iist that identifies every single step, manufacturing as well as 
inspection. For each step there is an operatlng procedure or an 
inspection procedure. Before process flow outline, operating 
procedures and inspection procedures are issued they are 
checked by the Fuel Engineering department. Operating proce-
dures and inspection procedures describe in detail how operations 
and inspections, including the documentation thereof, shall be 
performed. They also include acceptance criteria such as opera-
ting limits, tolerances, etc. Fig. 4 also shows how inspection and 
process records are generated and filed so that an inspection 
certificate can be issued in conjunction with the delivery of the 
product. When filing the records, the inspection plan from 
engineering is used as an index. The final inspection certificate 
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- "Document Control" The basic requirement for document control is that individuals or 
organizational units responsible for preparation, review, approval 
and issue of documents, including changes thereof, are clearly 
identified. It also calls for a controlled system for release and 
distribution, and timely information on revisions. At ASEA-
ATOM these responsibilities are clearly identified in a company 
instruction. A table gives an overview of who is responsible for 
what. Fig. 5 shows an example of such a table. It can be seen, 
for instance, that the QC-subsections are responsible for prepa-
ring, checking and issuing inspection procedures. However, these 
three items are not the responsibility of one and the same QC-
subsection. There are four different QC-subsections, three for 
actual inspection, and one for records and documents. The 
general rule is that the subsection for records and documents 
does the prepar ing and issuing, and the procedure is checked by 
the QC-subsection responsible for the inspection activity in 
question. The procedure is also always checked by a Fuel 
Engineering subsection and approveEI by the QC-manager before 
it is issued for use. Take Deviation Reports as another example; 
these are prepared by a QC-supervisor and then issued by the 
QC-subsection manager. After that, they go to a Fuel Enginee-
ring subsection for a technical decision and are finally approved 
by QA. This leads us to the requirement concerning non-
conforming materials. 
- "Non-conforming Materials, Partsand Components11 
This requirement calls for control of non-conforming items, 
basically a proper identification and marking of items as well as 
established procedures for review and disposition of non-confor-
mity. There are of course very detailed company instructions for 
handling non-conformity, but the general principle can be seen 
from Fig. 6. 
The left column of rectangles represents the Production depart-
ment, the right column the Fuel Engineering and QA-depart-
ments. In the middle is the QC-department. The circles repre-
sent the non-conforming item and the small squares the paper 
flow between QC, Engineering and QA. If a non-conforming item 
is not an obvious reject and cannot be reworked by a qualified 
procedure, there still may be a possibility that the item can be 








marked and separated from approved items. A deviation report is 
written by QC, and Fuel Engineering makes a technical decision. 
This decision must be approved by QA. In the case of repair, QA 
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Fig. 6. Non-conforming materials, parts or components 
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Proper education and training of all personnel performing 
activities that affect quality is essential in all departments and 
in the Quality Control department ih particular. 
Personnel who carry out non destructive testing are educated, 
trained and qualified according to detailed company instructions. 
These are basically in accordance with the ASNT recommended 
practices SNT-TC-1 A. Records stating the qualifications of all 
NDT -personnel are kept. 
Not only NOT -personnel but also all other QC-inspectors are 
educated and trained according to company instructions. It is the 
responsibility of each QC-subsection manager to keep and perio-
dically review an "education status" record of his personnel. This 
status is summarized in a table similar to Table 1. The status is 
reviewed once every quarter. 
Since it is necessary to maintain a certain flexibility in each QC-
subsection it is the responsibility of each QC-supervisor to keep 
and periodically review an "ability status" record of his per-
sonne!. This assures inspection is carried out only by properly 
trained personnel. The ability status is recorded in a form similar 
to Table 1, the main difference being that it lists "jobs" instead 
of "courses" and thus indicates which jobs each inspector is 
capable of performing or should be trained on. Most of the on the 
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5. QUALITY CONTROL METHODS 
5.1 General Many different quality control methods are used in the fuel 
factory. These methods may be subdivided into five main groups 
as shown in Table 2. 
This overview of QC-methods used in the QC-section shows 
several computerized and automated items. Under the heading 
NOT, several processes are also highly automated and/or compu-
terized even though the table does not show this. Also the 
coordinate measuring machine has a computer and is fully 
automated. This has been a general trend in inspection develop-
ment at ASEA-A TOM over the last several years and is still 
continuing. The reasons for this automation are partly economic 
(improved productivity) and partly a quality goal to decrease 
operator (inspector) errors. 
Most inspection steps are built in as part of the production flow, 
as can be seen from Fig. 7 which gives a general view of the 
process flow. This enhances fast feedback of inspection results, 
which promotes timely corrective actions. 
The general overview of the process flow is divided up in several 
blocks, conversion, U02-pelletizing, Gd20J-U02-pelletizing, rod 
shop and the assembly area. All the circles in the production 
flow scheme indicate some form of QC inspection. 
In the following, the process flow and associated inspection 
points for pellets and rods are described in some detail. 
Before the powder is taken into the pelletizing area, a perfor-
mance. test is made on samples from every powder lot. This 
determines the amount of u3o8 to blend into the powder as well 
as the pressing and sintering parameters. Both uo2 and u3o8 
powder lots are also analyzed for impurities after homogenisa-
tion and before blending in 900 kg Containers. After blending, 
each container in the lot is analyzed for enrichment by gamma-
counting on a sample, and released for pressing. During pressing, 
process control is performed by checking height and green 
density. During sintering, at least one pellet per sintering boat is 
checked for density. These values are treated statistically for 
each lot for a decision on acceptance. 
U02 QU.A.NTITYI 



















Fig. 7. The production flow 
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All the test pellets from the density check are kept on a special 
"test tray'' until the complete pellet lot has been sintered. From 
the test tray, representative samples are taken (after grinding) 
for impurity analysis, moisture check, densification and enrich-
ment. At this point the enrichment check is done by masspectro-
meter. After grinding, the pellets are also checked for diameter 
and surface defects. Before releasing for loading, all inspection 
results and all documentation for each lot are checked for 
correctness and completeness and the shop travellers on the 
pellet containers are QC-stamped for release for loading. 
After fuel rod loading, the plenum length is checked and all 
relevant data, including uo2 quantity and enrichment, cladding, 
plug and spring-data for each individual fuel rod number are 
entered into a computer file. After plug welding, vacuum drying, 
helium back filling, pressurization and seal welding the circum-
ferential weid is checked by ultrasonics in a machine with preset 
acceptance limits. Also the rod length and plug straightness 
(B WR) are checked at this point. The next inspection step is an 
active rod gamma-scanner for checking rod enrichment, single 
pellet enrichment deviation, pellet stack length and gaps 
between pellets. This machine is fully automated, with preset 
acceptance limits and a sorting systern for separation of 
accepted and rejected rods. Next, the seal weld is inspected by 
X-ray and all rods are helium-leak-tested at elevated 
temperature. The last inspection station is an automated 
machine for straightness checking. After a final visual exami-
nation all accepted rods frorn a lot are released for assembly. 
Rods are handled in lots of about 225 of the same type and 
enrichment. Rejected rods from all inspection stations are 
reported into the computer file so they are blocked from 
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5.2 Enrichment Control When manufacturing nuclear fuel for BWRs, many different 
enrichments are processed ·in the shop at the same time. 
Enrichment control therefore becomes a primary concern. The 
basis for a proper enrichment control is a very strict system of 
identification and marking. This is combined with a controlled 
system of release points with enrichment measurements at each 
point. In the rod and assembly area, a computerized system for 
rod data tracing is an essential part of enrichment control. 
5.3 Traceability 
An overview of the enrichment control system is given in Table 
3. 
The traceability system for fuel rods and assembly components is 
largely computerized. The rod data tracing system starts at the 
pellet loading station, see Fig. 8. 
Fig. 8. The pellet loading station 
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At this point there is a computer terminal, and the rod data file 
is initiated. Each rod has an individual number on the bottom 
plug. By weighing first empty and then loaded tubes, the uo2 
weight is automatically entered into the rod file. Other data, 
such as enrichment, plug and spring lot numbers, which are the 
same for the rod lot, are entered into the computer terminal 
once for each lot. The tube material lot number is already linked 
to the individual number on the bottom plug at an earlier station 
(bottom plug welding). The rods are weighed individually but 
loaded ten at a .time on an inclining surface. 
One QC-purpose of the computerized rod data file is to make it 
possible to perform a computer check at the assembly area to 
verify that rods of different type and enrichment are assembled 
at their correct position in the rod assembly. Other purposes are 
to assure that no rods rejected at any QC-station are assembled 
at all, data traceability and uranium accounting. 
Since a BWR-assembly may have four or five different enrich-
ments, different rod diameters in the corners, some Gd-contain-
ing rods, four or more tie-rods and one spacer capture rod, one 
assembly may contain around 10 different rod types. It is of 
course very important that no rnistakes are made in putting the 
right rod type in the right place. Assembling of BWR assernblies 
is done in the vertical position, see Fig. 9 which shows the top of 
the assembly. Before starting assembly, the correct numbers of 
each rod type for one assembly are collected in a special fixture, 
which is lifted to the top of the assembly station. During 
assembly the top guide of the assembly fixture is fitted with 
ternplates with different hole patterns for each new rod type to 
be assembled to assure correct positioning. At the same time, 
the operator will enter the rod number at the indicated position 
on the computer terminal screen. The assembly sequence is 
preprograrnrned in the computer. 
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Fig. 9. Top view of the BWR assembling station 
Using this information (rod number and assembly position) the 
computer checks the rod data file to verify that the rod has been 
loaded with pellets of the correct enrichment for this position, 
that it has not been reported as rejected by QC at any station or 
reported as assembled before and that it has been released for 
assembly at the end of the rod inspection 1ine. After completed 
assembly and QC acceptance, a print-out of all relevant assemb-
ly data is obtained. While waiting for the computer acceptance, 
the top tie plate is assembled and final dimensional inspections 
are made. 
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5.4 Some examples of inspection equipment 
- The active rod gamma-scanner, see Fig. 10, has two parallel 
channels and is fully automated and computerized. Acceptance 
limits are set by evaluating a large number of runs with a "test 
rod" containing pellets of well defined deviating enrichments. 
The machine not only checks for single pellet enrichment devia-
tion but also for rod average enrichment, pellet stack length and 
gaps between pellets. 
Fig. 10. The active rod gamma-scanner 
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Rejected rods are sorted out and separated from accepted rods 
automatically. The machine has a large input store and two 
output stores (one for accepted and one for rejected rods) so it 
can operate completely unattended during the night once the 
input store is filled at the end of the day. 
- Receiving inspection of cladding tubes is another example of 
automated inspection equipment, see Fig. 11. The tubes are fed 
through an ultrasonic test chamber with seven channels. Two 
(opposing directions) are for longitudinal defects, two for trans-
verse defects, two for "pits" on the inside diameter and one for 
dimensions. In the channel for dimensions the OD and cladding 
thickness are measured and the ID, ovality and excentricity 
calculated automatically. All dimension and defect signals are 
calibrated with standards and an acceptance limit for each 
channel is preset in the machine. 
Fig. 1. Receiving inspection of cladding tubes 
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Rejected tubes are automatically fed out about 0.5 m further 
from the machine than accepted ones for easy separation. As in 
many other inspection machines, the inspector (operator) can not 
make any judgements on acceptability; all limits are set in the 
machines to avoid inspector error. As a point of interest it may 
be mentioned that the tubing suppliers are required to do 100 % 
inspection of tubes. Then the tubes are inspected 100 % again as 
receiving inspection at ASEA-A TOM. 
Also in the pellet area some semi-automatic inspection equip-
ment is used. One example of this is the pellet density check, see 
Fig. 12. Pellets are first weighed in air and then in water. From 
these two weights the density can be calculated. The inspector 
does not have to perform any calculations, only move the pellets 
to the different positions. Data are automatically fed into a 
microprocessor which calculates pellet density. Lot acceptance 
is based on a statistical evaluation of a large number of 
measurements. · 
Fig. 12. Density checking of pellets 
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- Another example of how less inspector error can be combined 
with increased productlvity is the use of a cornputerized coordi-
nate measuring rnachine, see Fig. 13. The machine can be used 
for inspection of a large variety of components, a.o~ spacer 
grids. Quality control of spacers includes a large number of 
difficult and precise rneasurernents. Through autornation and 
cornputerization, inspector error can be minirnized, while at the 
sarne time rnaking it possible to load the machine with many 
spacers and let the rnachine perform the rneasurements without 
supervision, for instance during the night. 
Fig. 13. lnspection of spacer grids in the coordinate rneasuring rnachine 
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- Inspection of PWR fuel assernblies requires a large number of 
measurements at different locations in the assembly. Envelope, 
straightness, tilt and twist have to be checked as well as the 
distance between fuel rods at many locations. 
A special computerized machine has been developed for this 
purpose, see Fig. 14. This machine will perform all the necessary 
measurements automatically according to a preprogrammed se-
quence and provides a print-out of the results, including indica-
tions of any deviation. 
Fig. 14. PWR assembly inspection machine 
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DISGUSSION 
C, FRANS: After end plug welding, you have got on the fabri-
cation line a ultrasonic test device to control the quality of the 
weld, Could you, if possible, briefly explain why you have chos.en 
this way instead of the "traditional" X-ray? 
A. VAN SANTEN: In the mid-sixties we had some bad experience 
with TIG welding, After we changed to EB welding we also qualified 
ultrasonic test inspection of welds, This technique is specially 
suited for EB welds with a small·heat affected zone and a smooth 
outer surface. In this application ultrasonic test is superior to 
X-ray and it also lends itself to automation much easier than X-ray. 
M, ERNOTTE: ASEA requires 200% ultrasonic test on fuel tubes, 
100% at the supplier plus 100% during receiving inspection, What is 
the rate of rejection in the receiving inspection and what type of 
defects do you discover? 
A. VAN SANTEN: Less than one percent, mainly small dimensional 
deviations, maybe border cases. 
R.S. RUSTAGI: What may be the inspection cost as a fraction 
of overall fuel fabrication cost and what is generally the basis 
of costing decisions related to inspection and quality control? 
A, VAN SANTEN: No exact figure can be given, but the estimates 
as given in Mr, Strassers paper seem reasonable, e,g, about 20 - 25% 
of fabrication costs, 
Apart from profitability, QC - costs are motivated by the competition 
on the market, 
K. BALARAMA MOORTHY: Is the eddy current test you mentioned for 
uo
2 
- Gd 2o3 pellets intended for determining the percentage of the 
Gd 2o3 content or for checking homogeneity? 





the pattern of Gd containing pellets interjected with non Gd con-
taining pellets (which is used to vary the Gd content for different 
parts of the rod), 
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ABSTRACT 
The experience obtained through seven years of development 
and fabrication of nuclear fuel, has shown that it is possible 
to implemented a quality assurance system stepwise. The most 
important factor is adecuately trained personell, at all levels, 
which has had the opportunity to work at the actual industrial 
equipment during the development phase. 
Experienced laboratories for testing the quality of materials, 
products and for the qualification of the process, is another 
vital factor . 
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1. INTRODUCClON 
La implemeutaci6n de un sistema de garantia de calidad para 
el suministro de combustibles nucleares es una tarea que requiere 
de una gran experiencia si se involucra desde el inicio todas las 
etapas ~ue van desde el diseno, adquisici6n de materiales y equi-
pos, capacitaci6n de personal, procesos de fabricaci6n y control 
de calidad y hasta la inspecci6n y entrega final de los elementos 
combustibles a la central nuclear . .. 
Alternativamente puede implementarse un sistema de Garantia 
de Calidad en forma progresiva, si se planifica de tal forma des-
de el inicio y si se presentan condiciones favorables, tal como 
en los reactores a uranio natural, en los que un combustible puede 
ser introducido o retirado sin interrumpir el normal funcionamien 
to del reactor. 
Esta implementaci6n progresiva es aplicable especialmente cu~ 
do se trata de combustibles nucleares ya conocidos o con s6lo lige 
ras modificaciones, siendo facilitada si ademas se disponen de -
materiales aprobados, equipos apropiados, procesos calificados, 
personal capacitado, asi como de la documentaci6n necesaria. 
Queda por resolver, c6mo se obtienen estos elementos arriba 
citados, es decir los materiales, equipos, procesos, personal y 
documentaci6n. 
1. Disefio de Elementos Combustibles 
Calculos - Ensavos para diseno - Planos y I:specifica-
ciones .. 
2. Desarrollos de tecnologia 
Procesos de fabricaci6n 
T~cnicas de controlr ensayos y analisis 
3. Equipamiento industrial 
Para Fabricaci6n, para Control de Calidad 
4. t1ateriales: Documentaci6n de Compra - Recepci6n 
~. Laboratorios de Ensayos 
6. Personal - Capacitaci6n 
7. Ingenieria: Documentaci6n de Fabricaci6n y Control -
Procedimientos 
8. Calificaci6n de Procesos 
9. Instalaciones industriales 
10. Capacidad industrial operativa 
Organizaci6n - Calificaci6n 
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Abreviaturas usadas: 
CNEA : Cömisi6n Nacional de Energia At6mica 
FAE (Zry) : F§brica Aleaciones Especiales 
CFC (U0 2 ) : Complejo Fabril C6rdoba 
EC :: Elemento Combustible 
2. DESCRIPCION TECNICA 
Par~ poder describir adecuadamente las condiciones dentro de 
las que se ha desarrollado el presente trabajo, debe mencionarse 
lo siguiente: 
Los participantes principales a considerar para un sistema 
de Garantia de Calidad para combustibles nucleares son: 
a) El organismo licenciante. 
b) La Central Nuclear. 
c) El suministrador de EC 
d) Disefio y evaluaci6n de EC. 
e) Garantia de Calidad Combustibles Nucleares. 
f) Fabricante de EC. 
g) Proveedor de polvo U02. 
h) Fabricante de semiterminados de Zry. 
i) Subcontratistas de partes y piezas. 
j) Proveedores de insumos directos e indirectos. 
La filosofia general adoptada es disponer de personal adecua-
damente capacitado para realizar las tareas que corresponden a c~ 
da uno de los participantes, con suficiente nivel de tal forma 
que sea normal trabajar respetando b§sicamente requerimi~ntos de 
garantia de calidad. De esta manera, cuando se impongan el cumpli 
miento estricto de garantia de calidad, no se vea alterada esta -
forma de trabajo. 
Los tipos de combustibles considerados son: 
Atucha I, CANDU y Atucha II 
Las caracteristicas de estos elementos combustibles ya son a~ 
pliamente conocidos, En particular el EC Atucha I ha sido descri~ 
to en varias publicaciones, asi como el EC CAl.rDU 600 Mw usado en 
la Central Nuclear Embalse. El EC para la Central Nuclear Atucha 
II es una versi6n modificada del EC Atucha I. 
La diferencia mas importante reside en la forma en que son tra 
tados los desarrollos y la fabricaci6n de estos EC por C1illA, como-
se describira a continuaci6n y que permitieron cumplimentar la ma 
yoria de los requerimientos de garantia de calidad. 
La tecnica aplicada ha sido entonces la de desarrollar prime-
ro el conocimiento, para luego y en base a este conocimiento, in-
tegrar las distintas actividades hasta confornar finalmente el 
sisterna de garantia de calidad. 
2.1 Linea Elementos Combustibles Atucha I (1976-1982) 
1 • Dis efio Conocido-proveniente de KWU 
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Probado en uso en la CNA-I desde 1974 
Pianos y Especificaciones existentes 
2. Desarrollos de tecnologia 
Desarrollos realizados con equipos de laboratorio para 
conocer los procesos. 
Desarrollo de tecnicas de control, especialmente ensayos 
menos comunes (corrosi6n en autoclave, hidruraci6n, explo-
si6n, etc.) y analisis quimicos. 
3. Equipamiento industrial 
La etapa de desarrollo puede comenzarse con equipos de la-
boratorio pero luego se exige la puesta a punto de las tec-
nicas de fabricaci6n con los equipos industriales. 
Equipos especiales: adquiridos a traves del fabricante ori-
ginal del combustible. 
Equipos convencionales: adquiridos en el mercado comercial. 
4. Materiales y partes componentes 
Adquisici6n de polvo UOz y semiterminados de Zircaloy a fa-
bricantes reconocidos que ya operan bajo un sistema de ga-
rantia de calidad, en el mercado internacional. De igual 
modo se compran otros materiales directos tales como Helio 
para soldadura y aleaciones para brazing·. Debe implementa!_ 
se la recepci6n de los materiales, asi como sus controles. 
En caso de existir partes componentes complejas, debe consi 
derarse tambien su adquisici6n a fabricantes conocidos. -
En una segunda etapa de integraci6n se incorporaran estos 
materiales de polvo UOz y zircaloy de producci6n local. 
5. Laboratorios de ensayos 
Es necesario desde el inicio disponer de los servicios de 
laboratorios que tengan experiencia de prirner nivel. S6lo 
asi pued~ asegurarse que los resultados de ensayos sean los 
correctos. En general es posible obtener estos laboratorios 
para analisis quimicos y ensayos mecanicos a nivel nacio-
nal. Mas dificil resulta disponer de servicios de metalogr~ 
fia, analisis de gases residuales, de corrosi6n y de ensa-
yos no destructivos especializados en tubos de reducidos 
espesores. 
Si bien resulta posible sin dificultades realizar el con-
trol dimensional adecuado, no siempre se dispone del servi 
cio de calibraci6n requerido, debiendo por ello tomarse las 
precauciones desde el inicio. 
6. Personal 
Personal capacitado es el componente clave en todo sistema 
de garantia de calidad. IJo es suficiente con "ensefiar", es 
absolutamente necesario dejar que el personal se ejercite 
en sus tareas, a fin de adquirir la experiencia necesaria~ 
Esta experiencia debe incluir no s61o los casos cuando 
"todo anda bien" sino tambien es fundamental que tenga que 
resolverse casos cuando "algo falla". 
El hecho de poder trabajar desde fecha temprana con los 
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equipos industriales permite aumentar notablemente la validez 
de la experiencia obtenida. 
7.Ingenieria de Fabricaci6n. Documentaci6n. 
Una vez desarrollados los puntos 1 a 6 arriba descriptos y 
con la experiencia obtenida, se podra ahora completar la do-
cumentaci6n requerida para la fabricaci6n y el control. 
La documentaci6n preexistente en forma preliminar, se ira 
adaptando a la experiencia que se vaya ol:teniendo, pudiendo 
aumentar o disminuir los requerimientos. En general, al ini-
cio se tomaran precauciones adicionales, que lueg9 pueden ser 
innecesarias. 
Documentas de fundamental importancia son: 
El plan de inspecci6n y ensayos 
Las planillas de control de calidad 
Los procedimientos de fabricaci6n existentes en cada 
lugar de trabajo (no solo en los archivos) 
Los procedimientos de ensayo, analisis y control 
La calibraci6n de instrumental de medici6n y ensayos 
8,Calificaci6n de Procesos 
Consiste en calificar el Proceso, el equipo, el personal de 
fabricaci6n y el de control, el producto y si cabe el ter-
mino, tambien la documentaci6n. 
La calificaci6n es ~na de las etapas de mas responsabilidad 
en todo el sistema rle garantia de calidad, justa~ente porque 
implica decir y escribir que todo el conjunto de tareas para 
una dada actividad se esta realizando correctamente. 
Una vez calificado un puesto de trabajo, debe verificarse 
peri6dicamente si se mantienen las condiciones de la califi 
caci6n. 
9.Instalaciones industriales 
Todas las tareas hasta ahora descriptas en los puntos 1 a 8 
pueden ser realizadas en Plantas Piloto. Paralelamente se 
debe construir la Planta Industrial. Sin embargo, cuanto a~ 
tes se disponga de esta,tanto menor seran las incertidum-
bres en el momento de la transferencia de equipos, su reins 
talaci6n y puesta a punto. 
10.Capacidad Irrdustrial Operativa 
La ultima etapa en la integraci6n de las actividades que 
permiten implementar la fabricaci6n de EC a escala indus-
trial bajo un sistema de Garantia de Calidad es obtener la 
Organizaci6n Operativa. Llegado a este nivel se co~pletaran 
la totalidad de los requerimientos del Programa de Garantia 
de Calidad. Ello se verificara durante la Calificaci6n del 
Fa b r i c an t e . 
2.2 Linea Elementos Combustibles Embalse (CANDU) (1978-1984) 
La filosofia general es la misma en cuanto se refiere al de-
sarrollo progresivo del conocimiento y su aplicaci6n. Respecto de 
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los detalles existen, sin embargo, diferencias muy importantes en 




Estas diferencias son: 
Disefio: s6lo existia un disefio conceptual. No existian planos 
y especificaciones. 
Tecnologia: se realiz6 en forma similar, comenzando con los 
procesos a nivel de laboratorio, pero pasando rapidamente a 
escala industrial. 
Equipamiento industrial: hubo necesidad de desarrollo propio 
de equipos especiales y, con ~11~, la calificaci6n de los 
mismos. 
4. Materiales especiales: se procede igual a la linea Atucha-I. 
5. Laboratorio de ensayos: se disponia parcialmente de la expe-
riencia desarrollada para la linea Atucha-I, completandola. 
6. Personal: fue necesario formar un nuevo grupo de personal ca 
pacitado, de manera similar a la linea Atucha-I. 
7. Ingenieria de Fabricaci6n~Documentaci6n: se desarroll6 en 
forma similar toda la Documentaci6n de Fabricaci6n y Control, 
pero con planos y especificaciones propias. 
8. Calificaci6n de Procesos: se procede en forma similar a la 
linea Atucha-I. 
9. Instalaciones Industriales: dado que, a la fecha de comienzo 
del desarrollo de esta linea de Combustible Embalse, ya se 
disponia de instalaciones industriales, se pudo hacer uso de 
las misrnas, practicamente, desde el inicio. 
10. Capacidad Irrdustrial Operativa: se desarrollara como una 
transferencia,en un mismo lugar fisico,de la responsablidad 
de un "Proyecto" a una empresa industrial. 
2.3 Linea Elementos Combustibles Atucha-II (1981 -1986) 
En este caso, aun en etapa de su inicio, se procedera de rnodo 
diverso, dado que ya se dispone de capacidad operativa a nivel in 
dustrial. 
Sin embargo, se agrega a la lista de tareas, la de disefio in-
cluyendo ensayos para disefio, en colaboraci6n con expertos a nivel 
internacional. 
Ya desde el comienzo, se utilizara polvo U02 y Zircaloy de 
origen nacional. 
3. RESULTADOS OBTENIDOS 
La experi~nci~ obtenida despu~s de 7 afios de trabajo, ha de 
mostrado que ha sido posible desarrollar en forma progresiva,c ir 
cumplimentando los requerimientos de un sistema de garantia de ca 
lidad, hastallegar a integrar las actividades desde el disefio, 
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incluyendo la ingenierfa y la fabricaci6n de elementos combustibles. 
Durante las etapas de desarrollo se han fabricado 240 EC-Atu-
cha-I, y durante los dosprimeras anos de fabricaci6n industrial, 
240 EC por afio que equivalen, en total, a casi 3 nficleos del reac-
tor. Para estos EC se ha utilizado polvo U02 y Zircaloy de origen 
importado. 
Durante las etapas iniciales de fabricaci6n, la calidad queda 
asegurada mediante un Manual de Garantfa de Calidad, con la docu-
mentaci6n necesaria que permita el registro de los datos requeridos. 
Con la experiencia obtenida durantella etapa de desarrollo se 
redactaron los procedimientos e instrucciones, pero su implementa-
ci6n y efectivo uso qued6 en manos del fabricante industrial. 
~1ediante auditorfas de garantfa de calidad y un servicio de 
evaluaci6n de desviaciones podfa asegurarse que se habfa logrado 
trabajar bajo los principios de la "Garantia de Calidad". A pesar 
de ello, quedan aun muchos detalles por ajustar o mejorar. 
En la actualidad, se esta comenzando a aplicar este sistema 
para incorporar a la lfnea de fabricaci6n polvo U02 y tubos de 
Zircaloy de fabricaci6n local. 
4. CONCLUSIONES 
La implementaci6n de un Sistema de Garantfa de Calidad para 
la fabricaci6n de combustible nuclear a escala industrial puede 
rea.l iz ar se comenzando por la e ln.bor ac i6n ri.e toda la do cumen taci6n 
re~uerida, entregada a una organizaci6n preestablecioa y capaci-
tando personal en forma masiva. 
Una alternativa de mayor contenido nacional es la de reali-
zar los desarrollos de procesos y equipamiento y entrenamiento 
de personal en forma incremental, hastallegar a la etapa indus-
trial, generando los procedimientos y controles a medida que se 
vaya ganando experiencia. 
En la fase inicial, la utilizaci6n de materia prima de cali-
dad asegurada, facilita las actividades de garantfa de calidad 
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FOR NUCLEAR REACTORS. 
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D 0 M is a program system for the PR 300-16 process 
computer with the aid of which defined objects 
(workpieces) are followed trough the individual 
production and testing operations and the production 
and test data acquired in this way can be stored 
and evaluated in relation to the object. 
The D 0 M program system is a real time system, i.e. 
all program functionsdescribed above are available 
to the user at any time. 
This is indeed of great significance for the appli-
cation of data selection and evaluations functions. 
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Use of the DOM software system in quality 
assurance with the manufacture of fuel elements 
for nuclear reactors 
1.0 General objectives 
1.1 The RBU and its manufacturing range 
The manufacturing program of the RBU comprises the 
production of fuel elements for power and ex-
perimental reactors on the basis of weakly enriched 
uranium dioxide (U0 2 ) according to the pressurized 
and boiling water concept. 
This includes the manufacture of the following 
individual products: 
Sinterable uranium oxide powder (from uranium 
"UF " or uranyl nitrate "UNH" according to 
6 
AUC process. 
Sintered U0 2 pellets 
Sintered U0 2 pellets with neutron absorbers (Gd 2 0 3 ) 
Complete fuel rods and control rods 
Fuel element structural parts such as spacers, 
control rod guide tube, skeleton, etc. 
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The individual parts mentioned (Fig. 1: Schematic 
display of the manufacture of a pressurized water 
fuel element) are asserrbled by the RBU ei ther to 
fuel elements or control and absorber elements 
or they are delivered as piece parts to the 
customers. 
Fi~l: Schematic display of the manufacture 
of a pressurized water fuel element 
daddlY!j asremb!J 
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Furthermore, the RBU is concerned with the recovery 
of non-irradiated uranium containing production 
scrap as well as with the planning and construction 
of fuel element manufacturing plants or sections 
of them. 
1. Objectives of the EDP system 
The objectives were monitaring for manufacture 
and testing according to specification of fuel 
elements and their components for light water 
reactors accompanying the manufacturing 
process. 
In addition, complete and faultless documentation 
of the quality data for the individual objects 




r arm (papar) 
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Speci fication KWU, Cuatomer, Authority 
RBU 
Form 






I L ____________ _j 
Fig. 2: 
Schematic display of 
the objectives 
Within the framewerk of these objectives, large 
quantities of data must be acquired, assigned 
selectively to individual objects, processed 
specifically with regard to order, object and 
acquisition variables, documented and archived. 
- Data acquisition specific to the order and object 
is a decisive feature of the EDP system. A material 
or immaterial unit, to which short term, medium 
term or long term information can be assigned .. 
is understood under the term "object". With RBU, 
the information consists of the quality and 
production data of the objects. 
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- The data acquired must be checked quickly and 
reliably to ensure that they conform with the 
specified characteristics. 
- Apart from this checking of the individual data, 
the co~glete~es~ of all data of a testing and 
production operation as well as carrying out the 
required complementary tests (e.g by TÜV (Technical 
Inspection Board) or customer) are ensured. 
- A further test which must be carried out by the 
system concerns Observation of the prescribed 
test operation sequence and the completeness of 
the testing sequence for a certain object. 
- In the case of permit ted rework loops, 
the above-mentioned tests must also be carried 
out taking account of the different types of 
rework. 
- Releasing of individual objects must be monitared 
by the system. 
An~bject is_!:_elea~~d: 
1. when all production and testing operations re-
quired according to order specifications have 
been performed properly and the result was in 
accordance with the specification; 
2. when any deviation reports have been released 
or rework has be properly terminated; 
3. when the object possesses clear identification 
within the order. 
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- It must be guaranteed that only released objects, 
i.e. only those according to specification reach 
further processing. In this way it is achieyed 
that objects can only be incorporated in an object 
of higher order if all tests have been carried 
out properly. This also applies for piece parts 
of an object in batches; e.g. a sleeve tube 
delivery batch must be released before a sleeve 
tube from this batch can be used for an individual 
fuel rod. 
- The individual objects making up each object are 
recorded by cross references. Thus it is possible 
to have recourse to the manufacturing history 
of the piece parts of a complex product and to 
countercheck once more the release of the parts 
making it up. These cross references can cover 
several hierarchy levels. 
- All test results, cross references and manufacturing 
data required by the specification (e.g. 
operating data such as plant, operator or important 
process parameters) must be documented related 
to the object long ter~. The same applies for 
released deviation reports and rework. 
- All test specifications used during an order 
(e.g. ideal value of a certain quality feature) 
must also be documented tagether with all modific-
ations made during the course of an order. The 
date of the modification is recorded. 
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2.0 Technical description of the DOM software system 
1) 
DOMl) is a program system for the PR 300-16 process 
computer with the aid of which defined objects 
(workpieces) are followed through the individual 
production and testing Operations and the production 
and test data acquired in this way can be stored 
and evaluated in relation to the object. 
DOM system components for data acquisition are: 
The dialog system for form processing DIF for the 
data input and output by data monitor and a standard 
DOM program package for taking over data from user 
programs which realize for instance, the coupling 
between decentral unit and test station computers. 
Programs for immediate processing of data on input 
as well as for the preparation of outputs are con-
nected in series to that section. They undertake 
for instance testing for tolerance limits or they 
determine with a data output the mean value of several 
input individual values. 
Data Input- On-line Oata-
output Data Transfer 
1--
acquisition 
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DOH - BASIC Mathematical statistical 
Statistic modular system 
Please refer to exp1anation of terms on paqe 11 
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The heart of the DOM software system is the DOM data 
base. It is based on the Siemens standard software 
product DATORG 300, a program system for data organ-
isation and administration. This system also provides 
the basic elements for the DOM data base modules 
(standardized subroutines) with which both DOMprograms 
and also arbitrary user programs specific to a project 
can have access to the data base. 
A data bank operating program (DBBEDI) makes it 
possible to perform conveniently (operation using 
self-explanatory operating masks) at the system level 
modifications, extensions and corrections to the 
data base or to initiate outputs (e.g surveys) in 
different degrees of detail. 
By means of a selection system, problem-oriented 
data sets can be constructed from the initially in-
homogeneous data quantity of ideal and actual values 
of different objects and these can be made accessible 
to statistical evaluations. In this way such things 
as exact and quick statements on the actual status 
of the manufacturing process and the quality of the 
finished products (position and spread as well as 
the dependence on time of the corresponding process 
and quali ty parameters; fault statistics, etc. ) 
can be obtained. 
The data base operating program affords the facility 
of selecting data of defined object groups based 
on simple selection criteria - at the level of the 
object classification. The selected data are brought 
into a form compatible for BASIC programs. A DOM 
BASIC statistics package is available for the eval-
uation of these data series; these are programmed 
procedures of descriptive and assessing statistics, 
e. g. frequency analyses, scatter plots and re-
gression analyses, contingency table test, variance 
analyses, time series display with trend analyses. 
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A defined data selection is possible using the DOM 
selection system. In this any stored data can be 
referred to as criterion for data selection, in 
addition also still the variables implicitly recorded 
by the DOM system, such as the time of data acquis-
ition. For problems posed, such as the investigation 
of the spread of a quality parameter of workpieces 
which run in a certain period over a certain production 
process and are manufactured there under certain 
process conditions, the data material tobe invest-
igated can be prepared with the aid of the DOM 
selection system. 
The object-related acquisition of data on the manu-
facturing history and the quality achieved permits 
statistical parameter investigations which should 
lead to greater understanding of the relationships 
between process and quality and should thus in the 
final analysis lead to quality and process improve-
ments. 
The statistical program package MASTABAl) has been 
conceived primarily for these parameter investigations 
and important parts of it have been realised. 
In particular comprises by multivariante procedures such as multiple stepwise 
linear regression analyses and multiple variance 
analyses. 
The input values can be transformed by a built-in 
MASTABA1~odule before evaluation by these statistical 
modules. Thus it is possible even to process expected 
non-linear relationships between parameters and 
targetvariables with these procedures. 
(Fig.4 ; Fig.5) 
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Fig. 5: Schematic display of the development of a process model 
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3.0 Results of use so far 
The introduction of the system was realised step by 
step from May 1982 onwards according to the manufact-
uring and test procedure of the fuel elements. 
According to the use so far of the DOM system, it 
can be stated that the expectations were fulfilled. 
Expensive subsequent reworking was avoided or the 
accumulation of unnecessary costs was prevented by 
the early indication of omissions and irregularities 
in the manufacturing and testing procedure. 
This concerns the following points in particular: 
- the staff-intensive concluding documentation checking 
and possible supplementing can be dispensed with; 
- missing inputs and tests can follow on immediately 
in the correct sequence; 
- errors in reworking required are avoided and 
necessary sortings out are ensured; 
- parts which do not conform with the prescribed 
ideal procedure are not released and thus cannot 
be further processed. 
There has already been a noticeable "educational 
effect" by errors and omissions being detected immedi-
ately after their occurrence, by them being indicated 
to the operator and by their immediate rectification 
being enforced. 
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The system showed itself to be very robust (after 
the usual teething problems) in dealing with faulty 
inputs by the operators. Errors in the manufacturing 
or testing procedure occurring or faults in the product 
are indicated to the operator on the spot in such 
detail that he can take the necessary measures without 
calling on a system specialist in order to make further 
working possible. These system properties permit the 
system to be used in the 2nd and 3rd shifts as well 
where Supervision is low. 
It is just as important that DOM was shown to be safe 
against system failure caused by software and that 
no data lasses caused by software occurred. Since 
the process computer hardware used also proved to 
be reliable, the system availability was high. 
The good acceptance by the users at i.ntroduction of 
the system is encouraging, in particular at the lowest 
user level. Apart from the detailed reporting back 
already mentioned and the robustness towards faulty 
inputs, this is to be attributed in particular to 
the practical dialag guidance which was achieved as 
a result of the input forms individually set up by 
the user. 
High demands were placed at RBU on the running time 
characteristics since many input dialogs run in 
parallel and complex input data processing is performed 
in real time mode. 
This led even in the introductory phase at RBU to 
a number of system improvements being incorporated 
to accelerate the dialog processing. 
The running time characteristic is thus currently 
satisfactory but it requires further measures in view 
of technical modifications aimed at in the manufact-
uring and testing process. 
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Effects on the quality a~r~ system 
A manual process with the same performance criteria 
is not possible for time and staff reasons. However, 
it is just the processing accompanying the process 
which has a favourable influence on quality-conscious 
work; a learning effect is achieved by the immediate 
reports back. 
Use of the system creates better clarity so that 
points of weakness in the manufacturing and testing 
process can be detected faster and more easily. 
The additionally available facilities for data eval-
uation also enable the static and dynamic behaviour 
of the processes to be identified and interfering 
effects to be discovered. 
In this way at all operator levels the relevant know-
ledge about the processes and consequently the 
technological and organisational procedure are 
improved. 
Because of the versatility of the -system, possibilities 
of use arose for objectives where the intention 
originally was to us:e'". special program packages, e. g. 
- supervising the availability for use of the measuring 
equipment stock (approx. 11000 measuring devices) 
of the RBU, as well as their administration within 
the task framewerk of the B test station. 
- supervision of the admissibility of manufacturing 
and testing equipment for order processing. 
- assistance with the administration of the specific-
ations and drawings permissible for manufacturing 
and testing. 
- administration of documents for the approval pro-
cedure according to the Nuclear Law, Paragraph 7. 
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4.0 Conclusion 
EDP has rnade considerable inroads into the technical 
area in recent years. 
The areas of application are divided frorn one another 
by terrns such as CAD (~ornputer Aided Qesign) 
CAM (~ornputer Aided ~anufacturing) 
CAE (~ornputer Aided ~ngineering) 
CAQ (~ornputer Aided Quality Control) 
etc. ( F ig. 6 ) 
COMPUTER AIDED Manufocturing inslruclion.s COMPUTER AIDED 
DESIGN .... ENGINEERING 
( A D 
... 
( A E 




( A Q 
r 
COMPUTER AIDeD COMPUTER Al DEO 
TESTING - MANUFACTURING ( A r ( A H 
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The DOM software system covers partial areas of CAM 
and CAQ, the focus being on CAQ. 
It is planned, extending beyond the original objectives, 
also to employ DOM increasingly for tasks in the field 
of process analysis and process optimization. 
It this way the DOM system will become increasingly 
a management system which can bring data from widely 
differing process Operations together. 
In the further extension, computer-assisted manu-
facturing and testing stations will be installed 
at the work station level, the results of which will 
be transmitted in compressed form over direct trans-
mission paths to DOM. 
The decentralisation of the computer assistance into 
autonomaus partial systems connected with this can 
be administered unproblematically by DOM in its 
present stage of development. 
Thus this system will also fulfil in the near future 
the requirements on a software system for quality 
assurance at RBU. 
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The DOM program system is a real time system, i.e. 
all program functions described above are available 
to the user at any time. This is indeed of great sig-
nificance for the application of data selection and 
evaluation functions. 
The conception and structure of the DOM system makes 
possible at different levels easy adaptation to the 
circumstances specific to a project: Thus the "objects" 
for which the data should be acquired, processed, 
stored and evaluated can be freely defined initially. 
This also applies for the nurober and type of the 
variables tobe acquired for these objects. The DOM 
system programs also offer the possibility at a further 
level of incorporating user programs specific to the 
project and thus of adapting to the project problems. 
The use of standardized DOM program modules for the 
data base access in user programs also simplifies 
extensions specific to programs. The possibility of 
being able to initiate DOM system programs from user 
programs with tasks specific to a project also serves 
this purpose. Not least, an information exchange 
between user programs and the DOM system can take 
place over simple data interfaces. 
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To guarantee a uniform quality of the final product it is indispensable that, 
beginning with the powder, all intermediate products are subject to control. 
In this paper control methods are presented both for methods of quality control 
and methods of characterization. Since a complete description of all possible 
methods goes beyond the framewerk of this contribution only some methods are 
presented by a way of example. 
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1. Introduction 
The quality control of uranium dioxide or uranium/plutonium dioxide 
pellets must not start as late as on the fabricated pellets. To guaran-
tee a uniform quality of the final product it is indispensable that, be-
ginning with the powder, all intermediate products are subject to control. 
In the controls preceding final control of the pellets a basic distinc-
tion must be made between two types: 
- Controls directly related to specified variables, e,g., 
enrichment. 
- Controls the results of which serve as a controlling parameter 
for subsequent fabrication steps, e.g., properties of the powder. 
In this paper control methods will be presented for both types of control. 
The control methods can be further broken down into: 
- methods of characterization, and 
- methods of quality control. 
Methods of characterization are applied in qualifying a fabrication 
method and a new product, respectively, or if one simply wishes to know 
more about a product. The methods of characterization are not suited in 
routine quality control; they are much too expensive and time consuming. 
Also a great number of the methods of quality control are applied only 
at the beginning of a fabrication lot if it has been ensured by quali-
fying the fabrication method that the variables will not be subject to 
variations. 
Since a complete description of all possible methods would go beyond the 
framework of this contribution, only some methods will be presented now 
by way of example. In special those methods are explained, having a po-
tential for future application, even if they are not introduced to in-
dustrial production until now. 
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2. Fabrication of uo2 Pellets and Accompanying Quality Controls 
Fabrication step Control 
-
l Powder fabrication I Metal content (% U) 








Free flowing property 
Bulk density 








curved cylinder I Metal content (% U) I 
surface I 
j Enrichment I (% U-235) 
i 
j 0/U ratio 
\ Chemical assay for F, Cl. c, N2' H2 
.I I • 1 Metalllc impurities 
~ I 
t Residual gas 
I Geom~try 
Dens~ty l Rod filling I . 1 M~cros truc ture 
I Surface quality 
I 
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Figure 1 is a greatly simplified flowsheet of pellet fabrication and of 
the control methods to be applied following the individual fabritation 
steps. 
If one looks at this figure, one sees that the source powders are com-
pletely analyzed for their chemical impurities and the properties which 
are significant with a view to fabrication. The whole chemical assay 
is repeated on the fabricated pellets, also in cases where no bonding or 
lubricating agents have been added to the powder. The reason is tha.t the 
impurity content may be reduced during the process of sirrtering through 
evaporation (e.g., fluorine) or the portion of metallic impurities may 
increase, e.g., by mechanical abrasion. 
3. Control of the Source Powders 
3.1 Basic Controls 
The controls of the source powders must cover the following items: 
- chemical and physical compositions, 
properties in terms of conveyance and compaction behavior, 
- sirrtering properties. 
Of the controls relating to the composition of the powder only the gamma 
spectroscopic determination of enrichment will be explained here. 
At the rece~v~ng control stage a powder sample is collected, homo-
genized and a small fraction of it dissolved. The solution is given 
into a sample receptacle placed in a borehole-Nai-detector where the 
characteristic gamma radiation of U-235 and the radiation emitted by the 
uranium decay products are measured. Since besides the characteristic 
radiation of U-235 (187 keV) also the radiation of the daughter products 
is measured, the measured value of the characteristic uranium radiation 
must be corrected accordingly. 
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For this purpose, the gamma spectrum to be measured is split into 
different energies in a multichannel analyzer (resolving power about 
7% relative to the corresponding gamma energy) and the counting rates 
are summed up in the range of characteristic U-235 radiation. In the 
energy ranges adjacent to the characteristic uranium radiation two 
windows are placed in which the background radiation of the uranium 
daughter products is measured, Then the uranium counting rate is cor-
rected accordingly so that the net counting rate is proportinal to the 
U-235 content. The system is calibrated by means of NBS or EC standards. 
Acquisition and correction of measured values are performed on a mini-
computer /1/. 
Table 1: Accuracy of measurement of U-235 assay in solution 
U-235 concentration in powder Measurement error 
( 2 0 ) 
(wt. %) (wt.% ) 
0.2 3.0 0.015 
3.0 .. 4.0 0.020 
4.0 5.0 0.045 
Immediately before compaction the enrichment of the powder is controlled 
a second time. For this purpose, the filler is preceded by a chamher to 
which a. Nal detector has been flanged which is shielded by lead agairrst 
background radiation. The chamber is so designed that it is alsways fil-
led with uo
2 
powder at the same level. 
The detector signal is amplified and split in a multichannel analyzer 
according to the different energies. The resolving power of the Nal de-
tector is agairr approx. 7%. The spectrum is evaluated on a microcomputer 
I 1 / •. For automated energy calibration a weak Am-241 source has been in-
stalled in the Nal detector which emits a reference radiation of 59.9 keV. 
The software seeks this peak and calibrates with it the energies of the 
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various channels so that the characteristic radiation of U-235 at 
187 keV is always exactly found. The system is calibrated in quanti-
tative terms by means of a second powder chamber having the same geo-
metry and filled with uo
2 
powder of known enrichuent. The accuracy 
( 2 0 ) for the range from 0.2 to 5.0 wt.% U-235 is ± 0.05 wt.% U-235 
for a measuring time of 500 seconds per measured value. 
The behavior of the powder when conveyed through pipes or poured is 
described by the "flowing behavior." Coefficients describing the fill 
of the dies are the bulk density and the tap density. No standardized 
control methods exist as yet for these controls so that the individual 
firms have developed control methods which satisfy their requirements 
to the best possible extent. However, it is to be expected that within 
the foreseeable future uniform rules of measurement will be developed 
to standards by DIN or ISO /2/. 
For powders fabricated under the same method the BET surface consti-
tutes a good measure of the sirrtering capability. When the surface is 
determined according to!runauer, ~?Wet and .:!'_eller a gas, normally nitro-
en, is deposited on the surface of the sample at the temperature of li-
quid nitrogen. Under this method, the surface can be estimated in a 
good first approximation from the amount of gas adsorbed, assuming a 
monomolecular layer, or, alternatively, several adsorption isotherms 
are recorded which provide information about the structure of surface 
density. With this additional information it is then possible to calcu-
late more precisely the surface of a sample /3/. 
In case of variable powder sources knowledge of the specific surface 
is not sufficient to make Statements about the behavior of the powder 
during the process of fabrication. Supplementing assays must be• perfor-
med, Mostly the particle sizes are subject to analysis. 
3.2 Sieving Behavior 
The powder particles visible under the optical microscope are mostly 
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agglomerations made up of much smaller particles, the primary 
particles, The primary particles can be recognized only under the elec-
tron microscope, above all ~n case of uo
2 
ex ADU. Consequently, a "particle 
size analysis" is normally an analysis of size of the secondary particles 
formed by agglomeration. This type of analysis ~s performed in most cases 
by sieving. Besides, the powders are generally sieved before they are 
processed. This sieving ist mostly a vibration sieving. lf powders must 
be processed which are highly susceptible of agglomeration sieving by 
means of vibration sieves poses problems because in the course of sieving 
new agglomerates are continuously formed which quickly become greater 
than the meshes of the sieve. Sieving stops altogether as soon as this 
point is reached. 
The remedy consists in using an air jet sieve. The air jet sieve relies 
on the principle that the woven w~re screen is first flushed by an air 
stream directed upwards which originates in a slit type nozzle rotating 
below the screen. The feed is maintained in a free flying movement. Then, 
the direction of the air stream is reversed, which means that it passes 
the meshes from top to bottarn and entrains that material which is finer 
than the mesh. The coarse material.is left on the screen and weighed at 
the end of the separation process. The fact that the screen is repeated-
ly flushed from bottom to top implies that the feared blinding of meshes 
is avoided I 4 I. Moving of the feed in an air stream also prevents the 
particles from agglomerating. 
Figure 2 I 5,6 I shows plots of the sieving behavior of the air jet 
sieve compared to a vibration sieve. The feed was uo2 ex AUC. It can 
be seen that practically no more sieving effect is attained if a 20 ~m 
screen bottarn is used in the vibration sieve w ilst the same powder can 
still be sieved well on the same sieve bottom exposed to an air jet. 
This becomes equally clear when the 40 ~m sieve bottom is used. Whilst 
in the vibration sieve a residue of about 12% is left after approx. 
100 minutes which can no longer be sieved, the powder passes the sieve 
within about 5 minutes under the same conditions leaving a residue of 
about two to three percent. This simple comparison makes evident the 
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Fig. 2: Comparison vibration sieve vs. air jet sieve for uo
2 
ex AUC powder 
advantages offered by the air jet sieve. But also with the air jet sieve 
the measured values obtained for the grain size distributions cannot al-
ways be regarded as absolute measures of size distribution of the secon-
dary grains since the permeability plots greatly depend on the surface 
loading of the sieve bottom. Figure 3 /5,6/ shows this phenomenon by a 
series of measurement in which a 20 ~m sieve bottomwas loaded with 
25, 50, 100 and 200g UO 
2 
ex AUC. It can be recognized tha t. the res idue lef t 
after 120 minutes of sieving varies between 20% (25 g) and 30% (200 g). 
Under the same conditions the amount left in a vibration sieve varies 
between 95% (25 g) and 99% (200 g). It is evident from these results of 
measurement that an exact sieving analysis is neither feasible with the 
help of an air jet sieve if powders with a high tendency to agglomeration 
are to be sieved. However sieving of the powder prior to further processing 
is at least ten times faster in the air jet sieve and implies much smaller 
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Fig. 3: Comparison vibration 
sieve vs. air jet sieve for 
uo
2 
ex AUC powder. Influence 
of sieve loading R0 
But the situation in characterizing powders still waits for a satisfac-
tory solution; even if an air jet sieve is used. We have not decided for 
determining new absolute data of powder characterization because of the 
high expenditure to be expected. We have rather tried to make available 
reference parameters to the manufacturer who certainly possesses a wealth 
of experience concerning the behavior of individual powder qualities. The 
said parameters allow to state which batch, for which experience has al-
ready been collected, is similar to a new one. The comparison is made by 
means of image analysis on the basis of the PACOS image processing 
system I 7 I. 
3.3 Powder Characterization by Optical Means 
The structural particularities of the powder particles which determine 
the sintering and flow behavior cannot be ovserved normally under the 
optical microscope because these structures can be detected exclusively 
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by an electron microscope. Therefore, the secondary grains of the powder 
were selected for determination in the optical analysis. The following 
aspects were in favor ot this selection: 
- The secondary grains are usually so large sized that they can be 
observed and measured without problems using an optical microscope. 
- The secondary grains ~n terms of shape and size reflect the ag-
glomeration behavior of the powder. Since the agglomeration be-
havior greatly depends on the morphology of the primary grains, it 
provides, tagether with the specific surface, an indication of the 
sirrtering capability. 
Consequently, an appropriate measuring method must be capable of 
measuring the different powders by grain size and grain shape and compare 
the measured values obtained with the values appli~able to other powders. 
If the reference parameters are conveniently selected, an assignment is 
possible, 
~owder classification by shape and s~ze uses a technique which had been 
developed for the PACOS image analysis system i 7 !,. The powder particles 
are compared with templets (structuring elements) having different shapes 
and sizes. If now the image transformation "erosion" I 7 I or "opening" 
I 7 I is performed in the images of the preparations for these templets 
and the area is subsequently measured, one obtains a vector of the 
measured value for each of the templets. A method of assignment was de-
veloped I 8 I according to which an unknown powder is assigned to one of 
several specimen powders known. However, the specimen and the sample must 
be measured under the same conditions. Obviously, the specimen powder must 
be measured only once because the measured values are stored in a computer 
as a "specimen library." 
For testing the efficacy of the templets and the significance of asslgn~ 
ment special procedures were developed. The theoretical background of this 
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In the following table a typical example of practical application will 
be given which was used to test the separating power of the method. The 
following powders were used: 









ADU 30 minutes 0 annealed in co
2 
ex at 900 C, 
4 uo
2 
ex ADU 60 minutes und er above conditions 
5 uo
2 
ex ADU 150 minutes und er above conditions 
These powders were conditioned for microscopic analysis. 
Figure 4 shows photographs of these preparations as used for measurement. 
To obtain results of measurement which are reproducible in an unambiguous 
way, the powders were focused automatically j 9 /. Of each specimen and 
sample, respectively, a comparatively large nurober of image fields were 
measured. 
• • • . . .. • • • ••• • • • 
::: ~= =~ ... ••• ::: 
Fig, 5: Set of templets used for powder characterization 
Figure 5 shows the set of structuring elements used for evaluation. For 
this preparation the vectors of measured values were determined and stored 
ln a file in conformity with the selected set of structuring elements. Sub-
sequently, a second series of preparations were produced. In the assignment 
experiments both specimen series were measured. 
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Tab1e 3: Assignment of unknown test powders by use of dk va1ues. 
The unknown specimen is assigned to that test powder, for which 
the discriminator dk is maximum 
STANDARD SPECIMEN NO. 
UNKNOWN 
SPECIMEN 1 2 3 4 5 
NO. 
1 3.2x10 -1 4.4xl0 -9 4.9xl0 -8 3.5x1o-10 o.o 
2 3.1x10 -5 3.4x10 -1 1.7x10 -2 3.4x10 -2 o.o 
3 o.o o.o 2.lx10 -1 1.1x10 
-2 
1. 4x10 -1 
4 o.o o.o 2.2x10 -1 5.2x10 -1 7.0x10 -3 
5 1.3xl0 -5 o.o 7.6xl0 -3 l.OxlO -3 -1 2.3xl0 , 
Table 3 shows the values of the dicriminator dk for assignment of these 
five test samples to the individual classes. It can be seen that the 
assignment is correct. Even if the assignment is obviously correct, the 
significance of assignment must be examined in a detailed evaluation / 8 /. 
4. Testing of Pellets 
4.1 Test on Whole Pellets 
After sintering and grinding of the pellets the geometry and density must 
be examined. Since these are very frequent measurements it is necessary 
to use a fully automated device. In this context, the following parameters 
have to be measured: diameter, length, dishing, volume, perpendicularity, 
chamfer width and height. The first four of these attributes can be measured 
by an automated device. Additionally, the "geometrical" density of the pel-
let is calculated from these four values. As an example for such an auto-
mated device, an instrument used at the RBU workshop at Hanau will be de-
scribed: 
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The device consists of three measuring gauges and a small robot arm 
moving the samples.from gauge to gauge, The gauges are placed on a 
circle with the robot arm in its center. The robot takes a pellet from 
a magazine and moves along the whole circle perimeter. First, the pel-
let is placed into the diameter gauge where the diameter is measured 
by three sensors at three different spots of the pellet surface. In the 
next step the pellet is placed into a combined meter which measures the 
pellet length, the dishing depth and the perpendicularity. The length 
and dishing depth are measured by normal path sensors, the perpendicu-
larity is measured by a cardanically suspended plate with four induction 
coils on its back side. The last gauge is a small balance, 
These gauges are connected to a microprocessor which controls all gauges 
and the robot arm, takes over the measurement values, and monitors the 
results. The computer calculates the diameter from the three values fur-
nished by the sensors and compared it to the tolerances specified. From 
the dishing depth it calculates the dishing volume. 
Figure 6 depicts a scetch of the entire measuring facility, Figure 7a 
shows the station for diameter measurement and Figure 7b the station 
for measurement of pellet length, dishing depth and perpendicularity. 
In addition, the computer needs the value of the chamfer width which 
is measured independently by a mircoscope and has to be entered manually 
into the system, This measurement is carried out at the beginning of each 
shift and a new measurement is necessary only if the punch is changed dur-
ing the shift. 
From these geometrical data and the pellet weight the computer can calcu-
late the "geometrical" density. All values obtained are compareq automati-
cally with the valid values in the respective specifications and drawings. 
In case of deviations the system demands either repetition of measurement 
(second sample) or scrapping of the material involved. All data accepted 
are transferred to a connected central computer for data storage and final 
documentation. 







Control of lenght 
perpendicularity and 
dishing depth 
Fig. 6: Automatie eontrol of pellet geometry and density at RBU Hanau 
Control of diameter Control of lenght 
perpendicularity and 
dishing depth 
Fig. 7a and 7b: Automatie deviee for determination of pellet geometry 
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The pellet density is defined either as the "geometric density" or 
density of lift. Since the geometry of the pellets can often be measured 
but inadequately on account of chamfer and dishing, the density of lift 
is determined in nearly all cases. Generally, water is used as the buoy-
ancy medium. The accuracy of density determination is 0.2% ( 2o ) in case 
the buoyancy method is used; the error in the determination of the geo-
metric density is approximately twice as high /10/, 
Another possibility of determination of the density is by assessing the 
volume using a mercury pycnometer or in connection with mercury porosi-
metry, a method by ,.,rhich also the pellet volume is determined, 
Mercury porosimetry, ln addition, provides information about the fractions 
of open and closed porosities. 
Under this method mercury exposed to high pressure is forced into a 
specimen evacuated in advance. A pore size distribution can be deter-
mined from the pressure applied and the volume of mercury forced into 
the specimen. The mercury forced into the pores at given pressure does 
not completely fi11 the pores, but approximates the pore shapes to a sur-
face characterized by the minimum radius of the mercury meniscus. This 
radius corresponds to the smal1est channe1 into which mercury can pene-
trate in a measurement performed at the pressure. This means ecactly 
spoken, we are measuring the size of the channels inbetween the pores and 
that part of the pore volume, which can be accessed by channels corre-
sponding to the pressure of the mercury. 
Figure 8 /11/ ref1ects the results of such a measurement. In this diagram 
the volume of the mercury forced into the open porosity was plotted in a 
cumulative plot versus the logarithm of the pore size. In this example we 
see a marked rise of the pore vo1ume accessible from the outside in the 
range of meniscus radii between 0.2 and 0.1 ~m and in the range be1ow 
0.01 ~m. If the mercury pressure is reduced after the maximum pressure 
has been attained, the mercury, exposed to the pressure applied by its 









































p = 8, 05% 
Po= 4,8% 
Fig. 8: Typical result of mercury intrusion porosimetry measurement 
experiment of this kind, one recognizes pronounced hysteresis between 
the pore volume when the pressure is increased and the pore volume asso-
ciated with pressure reduction. This allows conclusions to be drawn with 
respect to the pore structure. 
A significant estimate which can be made from this hysteresis consists 
in the discrimination between the volume of pores accessible from outside 
and the volume of the channels connecting these pores. Mercury porosimetry 
can also be used to detect cracks and other surface flaws. These volumes 
can be discriminated quite easily from those of the pores because they 
are voids with dimensions normally not encountered in pellets I 11 /. 
From the travel time of elastic waves which can be measured conveniently 
and quickly the velocity of elastic waves can be calculated using the 
known linear sample dimensions. This velocity in turn depends on the elas-
tic properties of the workpiece. In case of longitudinal elastic waves the 
following relation is established between the Youngs's modulus E and the 
rate of propagation (" sound velocity") • 
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where p is the density of the sample. If the measurement is performed 
with transverse waves the Young's modulus in the relation above must be 
replaced by the shear modulus. On account of the close relationships 
existing between the velocity of elastic waves and the structure this 
measurement is particularly suited to characterize porous samples because 
these properties greatly depend on the porosity and the shape of the pore 
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Fig. 9: Velocity of sound vs. 
density for green pellets made 
from different powder prepara-
tion 
Figure 9 I 5,6 I shows the dependence of the velocity of sound on the 
density of the sample. In this diagram the measured values have been 
combined for two types of green compacts, namely green compacts fabrica-
ted from granulated powder ( (U, Pu)0
2 




single pressed), It can be noticed that the measured values 
for the two types of green compacts can be combined into two distinctly 
separated scatter bands, The difference b~tween these two types of sample 
is attributable primarily to the different structures and not to the 
differences in plutonium content. The difference in sound velocity of 
these two sample types can be explained by the fact that samples having 
rather spherical pores have a higher sound velocity than the samples with 
rather flat pores. Experience shows that pellets fabricated from granula-
ted powder possess a greater fraction of flat or tetrahedral pores. Although 
some samples from a different manufacturer do not lie within thes scatter 
bands, they, basically, follow the same laws. It can be noticed that the 
modifications of any parameters during the manufacturing process which 
lead to a change in structure can be detected with great sensitivity by 
measurement of the sound traveling time. 
Similar statements can be made for sirrtered sample material as well. 
Figure 10 /5,6/ shows the same as Fig, 7a sound velocity-density dia-
gram for sirrtered samples, It is apparent that similar to the situation 
encountered for green compacts, a scatter band exists in which samples 
occur which have been fabricated according to one single fabrication method. 
If samples of other manufacturers are considered, one sees that some of 
them lie very distant from this scatter band. For evaluating the homo-
geneity and reproducibility of a fabrication technique it is interesting 
to find out that the sound velocity scatters within a wide band for samples 
A, B, C, D, E fabricated according to the same method. Whilst the samples 
D and E lie within the traced scattering band, the sound velocity of the 
samples A, B, C is clearly lower. A reduced sound velocity indicates rather 
oblong pores. In the case considered here the reduci.:ion of the sound veloc-
ity is an indicator of a more or less high fraction of microcracks in the 
sample. The sample F also supplied by the manufacturer A but fabricated 




These simple examples show the high sensitivity with which a qualitative 
structural analysis can be performed by measurement of the sound velocity, 
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Fig. 10: Velocity of sound vs. density for pellets made of granulated 
powder 
If one considers in addition that only few seconds are required to make 
such a measurement, the potential of this measuring metbad for quality 
control can be assessed. 
4.2 Controls of Sections of Pellets 
For ceramographic investigations of the pellet structure the sample is 
cut into two halves. To obtain a reliable statement about structure, both 
longitudinal and transverse sections of the samples must be investigated. 
By ceramographic methods and subsequent image analysis the following pro-
perties of the pellets can be determined: 
- homogeneity of the structure, 
- grain sizes, 
- pore sizes, 
- presence of flaws (cracks, inclusions). 
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Whilst it is helpful to use unetched samples for the determination of the 
pore sizes, grain sizes can be measured only on etched samples. The grain 
sizes are described by either chemical or by thermal etching. If the grain 
boundaries in the samples prepared ceramographically have been developed 
in a reliable manner, the problern of size determination of pores and grains 
are rather identical. The basic problern is that a size per se does not exist 
for these two-dimensional bodies. Every size description is directly linked 
to a shape. The shapes used for description are capable of approximating 
but coarsely the shapes occuring in nature. A proven and theoretically well 
founded description of the shape of such pores or grains consists in the 
determination of the largest inscribable gauge of a defined pattern /13, 8/. 
If this is made with different patterns the size distribution of these pat-
terns in the sample can be determined. If counting of particles by different 
classes of sizes and patterns is adequate for the respective purpose, classi-
fication is peformed by different steps of the image transformation "erosion". 
If areas are to be mea!'lured enabling to determine volumetric fractionR, one 
relies on the transformation opening or templet matching. If, as a matter of 
fact, surfaces are to be estimated, only templet matehing is left as a method 
of image transformation. In the following paragraphs the practical applica-
tion of the analysis of the pore structure of samples will be explained which 
had been fabricated by two different techniques. In this analysis a distinc-
tion is to be made between the nearly tetrahedral pores present between large 
powder particles (granulate grains) and the rather spherical pores. This dis-
drimination allows to influence specifically the fabrication process because 
the pore shapes are typical of different steps in pellet fabrication. 
To make a distinction between rather spherical and rather tetrahedron shaped 
pores, this analysis can be performed once with a triangular and once with a 
square templet J8,14 /. For triangular patterns it must be consideres in ad-
dition that in a discrete Cartesian coordinate system four congruent equi-
lateral reetangular triangles exist which can be converted into each other by 
rotation. These four possible orientations must be taken into account in the 
measurement. After the measurements have been made with triangles and squares, 
the individual results of measurements have tobe ~ssigned to these figures. 
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Two assumptions can be made for this Separation. Assuming that the shapes 
of the pores can be described rather well by triangles or squares, one 
supposes subsequently that in each figure into which a square can be in-
scribed also a triangle of equal size can be inscribed (assumption A). 
This means that these triangles cannot be counted. However, also a square 
of half the lateral length can be inscribed in each triangle. Since in this 
case the square is the smaller figure, it is eliminated from counting. If 
the figures cannot be so well assigned, the assumption B is made. On this 
assumption the figure is evaluated as being a square in case one can in-
scribe either a triangle of equal edge length or if the area of an in-
scribable square is greater than that of the inscribed triangle. Conse-
quently, figures having the same area constitute the limit case. 
Figure 11 shows measured results obtained from a sample made of granulated 
powder. In the left part of the figure the rough measured data are entered 
with the results of the four orientations of the triangles added up. In 
the right part the classification by shape and size has been entered. Since 
approximated triangular pores have to be treated here, the assumption A 
could be used for evaluation. 
We see that in the sample under consideration the greatest pores are rather 
triangular than square. If we compare these results with measurements ob-
tained from single-pressed material, we recognize major differences. The 
results of measurement shown in Figure 12 could be evaluated only by making 
the assumption B, which means that the given shapes do not agree well with 
that of the pores. In this figure the dominance of the rather round pores 
is clearly apparent. The fact that the small pores are rather triangular 
pores might not be a very significant result, since in this range of sizes 
the falsification of the pore shape by the given point screen might already 
be considerable. 
The measurements described before enable the manufacturer to adjust the 
hardness of the granulate and the compacting pressure in such a way that 
for granulated powder a specified pore structure is obtained. 
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Fig. 11: Classification of poresofapellet by size and shape 
(granulated powder) 
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Fig. 12: Classification of pores of a pellet by size and shape 
(single pressed powder) 
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By comparison of the pore size distribution determined by means of a 
nearly circular gauge with the results of mercury porosimetry interesting 
relations can be established between the pore sizes and the channels con-
necting the pores I 11 1. 
Problems encountered in LWR fuel with plutonium as the fissile material 
concern the distribution of the plutonium in the pellets. Since these prob-
lems are particularly important in fast breeder fuel, they are preferably 
discussed in publications dealing with these subjects. The problems of solid 
solution formation are of major importance in this context; they are studied 
by means of X-ray diffraction techniques 115, 161. Problems relating to the 
size of zones rich in plutonium are investigated by evaluation of alpha 
autoradiographies by means of image analytical evaluation I 11 1. 
5. Open Questions 
The number of problems which cannot be handled by suitable measuring and 
testing methods is very low. 
One of these problems is the control of pellets for freedom from flaws. 
At present, possible surface flaws such as spalling and chipoff are com-
pared visually with the help of surface standards. This method is not 
satisfactory because the person applying it gets tired and the results of 
this control are normally not uniform. Automated recognition by image pro-
cessing techniques would be desirable. Such a control system could read 
and control in addition the label indicating the percentage of enrichment. 
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DISGUSSION 
V. GORSKY: Why do you measure the velocity of elastic waves 
in the pellets? From the slide one can see that the error is much 
3 too high in the density range of 10.2 - 10.6 8/cm • 
D, VOLLATH: The scattering band indicated on the slide was due 
to a small deviation in pellet structure and not due to a measuring 
error. This slide indicated - as I pointed out - the advantage of 
the methods described for monitaring changes in pellet structure. 
A. STRASSER: To what extent can the powder shape and size 
characterization be used, for product sinterability? 
D. VOLLATH: Using such a powder characterization technique, 
the band in which sintering esperiments have to be performed in the 
case of a new unknown powder is smaller. 
K. BALARAMA MOORTHY: Considering the importance, are there any 
plans to develop appropriate specifications and test methods for deter-
mining or assessing chippability of uranium oxide pellets. 
D. VOLLATH: Until now we have not tried to develop methods for 
testing the chippability, 
R. POLLIS: How long has the automatic equipment for pellet 
dimension control been used in RBU? 





DETERMINATION OF THE U-235-CONTENT 
IN UF 6 WITHIN THE SHIPMENT CONTAINER 
H.-J. von Wachtendonk, R. Baumann 
Reaktor-Brennelement Union GmbH, 
Rodenbacher Chaussee 6, 6450 Hanau 11 
West Germany 
RBU controlles all received UF 6-cylinders for the U-235-
content by means of a direct measurement, through the 
steelwall of the shipment container. This measurement 
is now performed for about two years in routine practice. 
More than 400 UF
6
-containers have been measured up to now. 
The results of these measurements and the obtained precision 
are presented in this paper. 
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DEI'ERMINATION OF THE U-235-CONTENT 
JN UF 6 WITHJN THE SHIPMENT CONTAINER 
H.-J. von wachtendonk, R. Baumann 
Reaktor-Brennelement Union GmbH, 
Rodenbacher Chaussee 6, 6450 Hanau 11 
West-Gennany 
RBU produces U02 -pJvKler and pellets in a large scale. Nonnally, the uranium is 
fed in fonn of UF 6 to the process. This UF 6 is received frorn various enrichrnent 
plants. Each delivery is accornpanied by a certificate in which all necessary 
date concerning the UF 6 are rnaintained: gross weight, net weight, U-content, 
U-235-enrichrnent, content of irnpurities etc. Frorn these date the weight and the 
U-235-enrichrnent are controlled. 
The' U-235-detennination at the receiving of the UF6-delivery shall not be apre-
cise rneasurement, but only a rnix up control. The precision we wanted to achieve 
with this, new rnethod should be of the sarne order with which we had detennined 
the U-235 content with our previous applied rnethod. 
Description of the previous applied rnethod 
After receiving of the UF 6-container a gaseous sarnple had to be taken. The valve 
was connected to sorne cooling traps cooled by liquid nitrogen. The cooling traps 
were evacuated and purged with dry nitrogen gas to avoid deoompJsition of the 
UF6 to non volatile U02 F2 which rnay clog the gas pipes. 
Subsequently, the valve of the UF 6-container was opened and a gaseous sarnple was 
taken. Especially in winter time when the environrnental temperature was low this 
procedure took a large time because of the low vafOur pressure of the UF 6 . 
Additionally, because the cooling traps consisted of glass the sarnpling apparatus 
could easily break. This could endanger the operator by liberatiing hazardous gas 
(hydrogen fluoride) and by contarnination through uranium. 
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After sampling the sample .had to be prepared for the measurement: hydrolysis and 
conversion to AUC (anrrnonium uranyl carbonate) 1 calcination to u3o8 and/ or dis-
solution to uranyl nitrate. The u3o8 :powder or the uranylnitrate solution were 
taken for analysis. These steps cause 1 of course 1 the danger of nit:roducing ana-
lytical mistakes or systematic errors. These disadventages are avoided by the 
new method. 
Description of the new method and the apparatus used for i t 
After receiving of UF6 container it isweighed immidiately. During the weighing 
procedure the enrichment check is perfonned. For this purpose the radiation of 
U- 235 ( 187 keV) is measured by an intrinsic gerrnanium detector. First 1 the con-
tainer surface has to be prepared. Varnish and rust have to be removed by grin-
ding completely. This is necessary to result a good ultra sonic measurement of 
the wall thickness. 
The wall thickness has to be measured to correct the weaking of the U-235 radia-
tion by the s-teel wall of the container. Nonnally 1 the wall thickness varies 
between 12. 5 mm and 1 3. 5 mm 1 but there are some containers 1 too 1 which have a 
wall thickness of about 11 mm. 
The wall thickness is determined with an ultrasonic gauge which measures the 
thickness with an precision of ! 0.01 mm (1 s). This precision can 1 t be imp:ro-
ved further as inhomogeneities within the steel wall limit the precision. All 
types of cavities and cracks within the steel wall give wrong results in thick-
ness measurement. In this case another sp:>t at the cy linder surface has to be 
prepared. 
The prepared measurement area has a diameter of about 10 cm. At five sp:>ts of 
this area the wall thickness is determined and the 1.1\lean value of these five 
measurements is taken for correcting the radiation weakening by the steel wall. 
In the next step the detector is positioned to the prepared area. A collimator 
is mounted to the detector and both are installed in a mavable container so 
that a fixed geometry is obtained. This is very important because small devi-
ations in the geometry resul t in a remarkable measurement er:ror. When all these 
steps are f inished the measurement can be started. 
The enrichment anal yzer is placed in the chemical laboratory of RBU 1 the detec-
tor unit at the weigh scale 1 about 1 180 m away from the analyzer. The detector 
is connected to i t by a double shielded wire and doesn 1t need 'any intennediate 
amplifier between the detector and the steering unit. 
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As enrichment analyzer the system TN 4000 from Tracor Northern is used. It con":" 
tains a fast amplifier, a multichannel analyzer and an electronic data proces-
sor which operates all parts automatically. 
Calibration 
'lb calibrate the system 60 UF 6 containers of different and well known U-235-
content were used ranging fran 0. 71 % up to 3.80 % U-235. The enrichment within 
those cylinders which were used for calibration was check three times each: cer-
tified value supplied by the enrichment plant, y-spectrometric dete:r:mination by 
the chemical laboratory of RBU (gaseous sampling) and mass spectrometric analy-
sis by Alkern Ccmpany. The certified value was taken as the true value. The both 
analytical determinations should confirm it. 
Check of drifts 
A special container containing 002 -pellets in a plastic matrix can be oonnected 
to the detector so that the same geometry at each check is guaranted. This spe-
cial device should result the same countrate at each measurement. If the resul t 
deviates from the expected value the system has to be recalibrated. Fbr this pur-
pose one or more UF 6-oontainers of known U-235 content are taken depending on 
the calibration range which has to be recalibrated. 
Additionally, time by time the system is checked with an UF 
6
-cylinder of k.nown 
U-235 content (every one or b.o month). 
Results 
Up to know more·ithan 400 UF 6-containers have been measured by this method with 
sufficient results. It is oot the aim to measure the true enrichment, but only 
to avoid an enrichment mix up and to detect UF 6-containers of deviating U-2 35 
content. The deviation limit we can tolerate is + or - 0.05 % U-235 content 
(absolute value) . This detection limit has to be achieved with 2 sigma confi-
dence. Table 1 shows that oormally this goal is achieved. Saue standard devi-
ations are a little bit high, but this depends on the small nurober of evalua-
ted data. 
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There is a good linear correlation between the measured and the certified values. 
The ideal equation v.uuld be 
y =X 
We have obtained following equation: 
U-235certified = 0.009 + 0.998 U-235 ed measur 
with a correlation coefficient of 
r = 0. 9952 
which indicates a quite good correlation, 
There is a small positive bias whose origin we don't know. We expect that the 
radiation correction function which considers the shielding by the steel wall 
is not valid over the full range of wall thickness we have measured. ( 1 0. 5 mm 
up to 13. 8 rrm) • We cannot .improve the ultra sonic wall thickness determination. 
The value of 0.01 mm (1 s) at a wall thickness of about 13 nm is quite excel-
lent. So. we will try to .improve the radiation correction function. We have 
found a weak correlation between the wall thickness and the U-235 content. At 
smaller wall thickness there is a tendency to higher enrichment values and, 
vice versa, at thicker walls there is a tendency to lower enrichment values. 
We reduce this result to a non ideal radiation correction function. 
Our aim that the measured value deviates less than 0.05 % of U-235 content fran 
the certified value over the whole U-235-enrichment range (fran 0.2 % up to 
5 % U-235 content) with 2 sigma confidence is achieved. The measured absolute 
deviation is nearly independent fran the certified enrichment, that means, 
that the relative error increases with lower U-235-enrichment. It exists a 




with a correlation coefficient of 
r = 0.960 
. 100 = log 0.36- 0.16 · U-235 ert c . 
This means, that the relative error decreases from 2.3 % at relative to depleted 
uranium to 0.48 % relative to 4.3 % enriched uranium. 
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Table 1: 
certified value mean value standard deviation · 
[% U-235] [% U-235] 
0.2005 0.2070 0.0162 
0.7110 o. 7229 0.0134 
1. 6046 1. 6086 0.0224 
1. 9186 1. 9293 0.0206 
2.1087 2.1039 0.0226 
2.4006 2.4104 0.0205 
2. 9502 2.9508 0.0236 
3.0009 3. 0117 0.0331 
3.1984 3.2214 0.0129 
3.2431 3.2282 0.0213 
3.3023 3.2772 0.0180 
3. 3527 3.3534 0.0272 
3.4372 3.4207 0.0236 
3.5078 3.5162 0.0288 
3.8027 3.8232 0. 0214 
3.9646 3.9646 0.0329 
4.0625 4.0621 0.0256 
4.2583 4.2622 0.0230 
mean value of standard 
deviation: 0.0226 
linear correlation between measured and certified value: 
U-235 rt = + 0.009 + 0.998 U-235 ce . meas 
correlation coefficient: 
r = 0.9952 
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CHARACTERIZATION OF NUCLEAR FUEL BY NEUTRON - INDUCED 
AUTORADIOGRAPHY BASED ON RELIEF AND DYED IMAGE FORMA-
TION IN POLYMERS 
R.~li6, M.Naj~er, D.Su~nik,M.Humar, A.Loose 
_J.Stefan Institute, E.Kardelj University 
of Ljubljana, Jamova 39, 
61 000 Ljubljana, Yugoslavia 
A B S T R A C T 
A new neutron induced autoradiographic technique for the determina-
tion of uranium and gadolinium in nuclear fuel is developed. This 
technique is based on enhanced dissolution or dyeing abilities of 
polymers exposed to high fluence of charged particles. Upon irradi-
ation by neutrons of fuel samples which are in close contact with 
the polymer detector a latent image is formed in the detector. This 
image consists of radiation.damage.tracks of fission fragments and/ 
or internal conversion electrons emitted by 2 35u (n,f) and 15 7Gd (n, 
y) reaction respectively. A visible relief or dyed image is formed 
by the soaking the irradiated polymer foil in pure water or water 
containing an organic dye. Investigations showed·that an image of 
superior quality is obtained with respect to the track-etch techni-
que. The method was applied to the determination of the inhomogene-
ity of (U, Gd) 0 2 fuel. The required thermal neutron fluence using 
pure gelatine as an image detection material, was found to be bet-
ween 1015 and 10 16 cm- 2 . The spatial resolution of the method was 
found to be about 5 ~m. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 
The most important element for use as a burnable poison is gadoli-
nium (1-4). Mixing of Gd 2 03 in U02 fuel pellets to form a solid 
solution of (U, Gd) 0 2 has been used for many years to provide a 
burnable poisons in BWR-s and is currently getting an increased 
attention for application in PWR-s. Fuel element designer and mo-
dellers assume that a perfect homogeneaus mixture of Gd in U02 is 
formed. In practice this however may not represents the real situa-
tion. During fuel pellets manufacturing is therefore very important 
to control Gd inhomogeneity. which should meet exceed acceptable li-
mits. In addition during the irradiation of a fuel pin, depending 
on dose rate, fuel temperature, oxigen-to-metal ratio gadolinium may 
be redistributed both radially and axially. The information about 
the redistribution of Gd and its burn-up is very important to mode-
llers studying the behaviour of fuel during the irradiation as well 
as to fuel reprocessors. While pure Gd 2 03 particles can be detected 
by the variety of the methods, Gd content variations in the solid 
solution matrix is less easy or rather more costly to characterize 
(1-2). 
Recently new Neutron Induced Autoradiographie (NIA) techniQues based 
on relief and/or dyed image formation in polymers were developed 
(5-7). These techniques are based on enhanced dissolution or dyeing 
abilities of polymers exposed to a high fluence of charged particles 
emitted during the irradiation by neutrons. It was shown that isoto-
pes which have high. cross section for (n, p), (n, a ) and (n, f) re-
actions as well as for (n, y ) reactions followed by internal conver-
sion or ß-decay can be mapped (6). In the present work the applica-
bility of the techniques for the determination of inhomogeneity in 
(U, Gd) 02 fuel using a pure gelatine as an image detection material 
was investigated. The response of the gelatine to fission fragments 
and internal conversion electrons via 2 3 5u (n, f) and 15 7 Gd (n, y ) 
reaction was measured and the optimal conditions to produce relief 
and/or dyed image were determined. Comparison of these techniques 
with NIA and a-autoradiography utilizing solid state nuclear track 
detectors is given and illustrated by a few autoradiograms of (U,Gd) 
0 2 fuel. 
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P R I N C I P L E S 
In this technique the fuel pellet to be examined is polished by a 
standard eeramographic procedure and a foil of a suitable polymer 
is placed against this surface. The pellet plus polymer foil is then 
irradiated to a high neutron fluence, Fig. la. This can be achieved 
by irradiation in the nuclear reactor core. After irradiation the 
latent image is transformed to relief image by soaking the irradia-
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Fig. 1: Principle of the method: 
a) irradiation 
b) relief image after soaking in water, 
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If the fluence of the charged particles is approximately one order 
of magnitude less than that required for a relief image a dyed ima-
ge is.obtained by soaking the irradiated polymer foil in an organic 
dye, Fig. lc. The mechanism of a dyed and relief image formation is 
described elsewhere (6-8). In our previous work (6-7) it was shown 
that the response of the given detector depends on the type and ener-
gy of particles. Since the required fluence of electrons to produce 
a relief or dyed image is approximately two örders of magnitude gre-
ater than that of heavier ions (7), gadolinium concentration varia-
tion in nuclear fuel pellets at the proper exposure can be observed 
as a variation of residual foil thickness or optical density (Fig.l). 
Naturally ocuring gadolinium has two isotopes 155cct and 157Gd, ha-
ving very high neutron capture cross section of 61000 and 250000 b 
respectively (12). Reaction products emit gamma rays and conver-
sion electrons. These internal conversion electrons are initially mo-
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noenergetic.However those actually emitted by the specimen of fini-
te thickness will have a continious energy distribution. Gonversion 
electrons of 11 different energies have been identified following 
neutron absorption in gadolinium (9). Over half of these electrons 
have an initial energy in the range 70 to 80 keV (9). The range of 
these electrons is about 6 pm in the fuel and 40 pm in a polymer 
foil. Thus using a thin polymer foil the spatial resolution of about 
5 pm can be achieved by the imaging of gadolinium. The range of a fi-
ssion fragments emitted by 235u (n, f) reaction is smaller indicating 
that an image of better spatial resolution can be obtained by the 
imaging of uranium. 
E X P E R I M E N T A L 
Materials 
Gelatine 40 pm thick, backed on a 100 pm thick polyester base/produ-
ced by Fotokemika Zagreb/, was used as the image detection material. 
For comparison autoradiographs were also made by some solid state nu-
clear track detectors: LR-115, CR-39 an Makrofol KG. 
The response of the gelatine to neutron-induced charged particles was 
measured by the irradiation of thin samples of gadolinium and uranium. 
For this purpose 25 pm thick Gd-foil and 93 % enriched uranium fission 
foil were used. To illustrate the applicability of the new techniqu-
es for the characterization of nuclear fuel, U02 - Gd 2 03 pellets with 
different Gd 2 03 contents (from 0-10 wt o/o) were prepared. In order to 
get different Gd 2 03 distribution in the samples two different process-
es were used. In the first one, Gd 2 03 was presintered at 1500°C for 
2 h and crushed. Then U02 powder was added and green cylindrical pe-
llets (0 = h = 8 mm) were obtained by mixing with alcohol, drying 
at 100°C and pressing at 300 MPa. Pellets were than sintered in hydro-
gene atmosphere at 1700°C for 4 or 24 h. Using this process inhomoge-
neaus mixturesof U02 and Gd 2 03 were obtained. The second process was 
similar to the first one. Only Gd 2 03 was not presintered and sinte-
ring was made at 1800°C for 3 h. This led to homogeneaus mixture of 
( U, Gd) 0 2 • 
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Irradiation 
All the irradiations in NIA experiments using gelatine as an image 
detection material were performed in the core of the TRIGA Mark II 
reactor at the J.Stefan Institute, using aluminium pressure type 
4 12 -2 -1 cassettes. The th~rmal neutron flux was x 10 cm s and the gold 
Cd ratio about 4. The neutron irradiation in NIA experiments with 
solid state nuclear track detectors was performed at the exposure 
room of our reactor. The thermal neutron flux was 8.9 x 107 cm- 2s- 1 
and Cd ratio about 40. 
Image Processing 
A relief image was obtained by soaking the irradiated gelatine in 
H2 0 at 20°C for several minutes. For a dyed image, the water conta-
ined 0.1 wt% of methylene blue. Latentimage obtained on solid sta-
te nuclear track detectors was transformed to a visible image by 
chemical etching. LR-115 detector was etched in 2,5 N NaOH at 60°C 
for 70 minutes. The etching conditions for CR-39 and Makrofol KG we-
r e 6 . 2 5 N I Na 0 H 17 0 ° C 13 0 m in an d 5 . 5 N I KO H I 6 0 ° C I 2 5 m in r es p e c t i v e l y . 
The optical density of the dyed image was measured by a microphoto-
meter using 2 x 0.02 mm scanning beam. The depth difference between 
the irradiated and unirradiated region was measured by a TESATRONIC 
electronic lenght measuring device. 
R E s u L T s 
The response of the detector for a dyed image is expressed as the 
optical density, D, defined as: 
D log Io (l) = r 
where Io is the intensity of incident light and I is the intensity 
of that transmitted by the detector. 
The response of the detector for a relief image is expressed as the 
normalized residual thickness, h, defined as: 
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where h is 
0 
h 1 h· R 2: h = - --l.. ho 0 
( 2) 
h = 1 - .0. hi R ~ h -,- 0 
the thickness of the detector foil before irradiation, 
hi is the residual foil thickness, R is the range of the particles 
material. and D.h. = h - h. is the thickness of the dissolved 
l 0 l 
The optical density and the normalized residual foil thickness vs ne-
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Fig.3: Optical density, D, 
vs fluence of fission 
fragments, ([! f 
From this figure it can be seen that first a dyed image is formed at 
14 -2 a neutron fluence of about 10 cm . The optical density increases 
15 -2 with increasing fluence up to -2x10 cm , which is a threshold va-
lue for the formation of a relief image. Due to the dissolution of 
the gelatine the optical density descreases at higher fluences. From 
the Fig.2 one can see the following characteristics of a relief ima-
ge i) at low neutron fluences (< 2x1o 15 cm- 2 ) there is no observable 
dissolution effect, ii) in the range of neutron fluence from about 
2 1015 16 -2 x to 2x10 cm there is a very steep variation in the dissolu-
tion rate of irradiated area, iii) finally the effect reaches satu-
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16 -2 
ratio~ at the neutron fluence of about 5x10 cm when the removed 
layer thickness is equal to the range of the conversion electrons. 
Optical density vs fluence of fission fragments ~f is given in Fig.3. 
From this results it can be seen that a high cantrast of dyed image 
can be achieved by fission fragments. Our experiments showed that the 
minimum fluence of fission fragments to produce a relief image is 
12 -2 about 5x10 cm . 
The overall internal conversion coefficient (number of electrons 
emitted per neutron absorbed) for natural gadolinium was found to be 
0.6 (11). Since the number of fission fragments emitted per neutron 
absorbed is two, the question arrise what is an optimal neutron flu-
ence to produce an image from which Gd 2 0 3 and U02 particles can be 
observed in (U, Gd) 0 2 fuel. The neutron fluence required to produce 
relief or dyed image on gelatine for different fuel phases is summa-
rized in table 1. This results shows that Gd inhomogeneity in (U,Gd) 
0 2 fuel can be measured from a relief autoradiogram obtained at neu-
tron fluence from 10 15 to 10 16 cm- 2 , which is too small to produce 
an uranium image. 
Table 1: Neutron fluence, ~, required to produce relief and dyed 
n 
image on gelatine by the conversion electrons and fission 
fragments 
Material Reaction 
Gd 157Gd (n,y)ICe -
Gd 2 0 3 
(U, Gd) 02 
10at o/o Gd 
u 235u (n,f) 
Dyed image 
1014- 1015 
5x1o 14 - 5x1o 15 
4x1o 15 - 4x1o 16 
3x 1 0 1 
6 
- 3x 1 0 17 







1 ) assuming that material thickness is greather than the range 
of in~ernal conversion electrons and/or fission fragments 
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Feasibility of the new bechniques for the determination of inhomoge-
neity in (U, Gd) 02 fuel and its superiority over track etch detec-
tors is illustrated in Fig.4,where microstructure of U02 -Gd 2 03 nucle-
ar fuel is presented. Optical micrograph (Fig.4a) shows that inhomo-
geneaus mixture of U02 and Gd 2 03 is formed. a-autoradiogram (Fig.4b) 
and neutron induced fissiogram (Fig.4c and 4d) showes that the bright 
areas in an optical micrograph corresponds to crystal grains of 
Gd 2 0 3 • 
Fig.4: Microstructure of U02 -Gd 2 03 
( 10 wt "/o) pellet 
a) optical micrograph, 
b) a -autoradiogram on LR-115 (expo-
sure time 24 h), 
c) neutron induced fissiogram on 
CR-39 (~ =3x1o1 lcm-2), 
d) neutron ~nduced fissiogram on 
Makrofol KG (~ =l,5x1ollcm-2), 
e) neutron induce8 autoradiograph 
on gelatine (~ =3,6x1ol5cm-2) 
n 
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On the relief image (Fig.4e) very small inclusions of Gd rich pha-
ses can be clearly observed due to the much better spatial resolution 
and detail discernment of the new technique. 
CONCLUSIONS 
NIA based on relief and dyed image formation in polymers is a method 
complementary to other autoradiographic techniques.Our preliminary 
work showes that this method has advantage in comparison with other 
autoradiographic techniques based on application of solid state nucle-
ar track detectors and X-ray films, because of the following: 
i) it is more universal. Burnable poisons which have high cross sec-
tion for (n, a ) as well as (n, y ) reaction followed by internal 
conversion or ß -decay and fissionable materials can be mapped, 
ii) it is selective. Response depends on the type and the energy of 
particles and the detector material 
iii) it is practically insensitive to y-rays, and 
iv) it has much better spatial resolution and detail discernment. 
The present paper reports the concept of the method and a first 
attempt for application in the characterization of nuclear fuel. Fur-
ther studies, both th~oretical and experimental, are in progress. 
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DISGUSSION 
K. BALARAMA MOORTHY: I arn rather surprised to s.ee a slide 
projected by you showing free gadolina in uo
2 




, Is this 
rnade specially for your experirnents? Are there any test results on 
other sintered pellets? 
R. ILIC: This specirnen was specially prepared for the illu-
stration of the capability of the rnethod to study the inhornogeneity 
of (U, Gd)0
2 
fuel. We got also some results on fully sintered pellets. 
If we have a homogeneaus mixture, i.e. a perfect solid solution of 
(U, Gd)0
2 
relief and dyed irnage cannot be obtained, 
A. STRASSER: Do you believe that neutron sources, like Pu-Be 
or californiurn, can be used for the irradiation? 
R. ILIC: The required thermal neutron fluence to obtain relief 
image 14 16 -2 In the case of a dyed irnage this ~s between 10 and 10 cm . 
value 13 1015 -2 Using Pu - Be or Cf 252 neutron rang es from 10 to .crn . 
source it would be rather difficult to get the required neutron 




Fabrication and quality control of mixed oxide LWR fuel with 
regard to homogeneity of fissile content 
K. Gruber, G. Latzel, H. Roepenack 
ALKEM GmbH, D-6450 Hanau 11, FRG 
A process for the fabrication of a soluble mixed oxide fuel is 
described. 
Introducing this new technique some quality characteristics were 
found which were unknown at that time .. Improvements of the test 
methods and analysis of test results lead to modifications within 
the production process which is now well under control. 
Introduction 
For the production of U-Pu-Mixed Oxide Fuels the distribution of 
plutonium is an essential feature of quality. 
Generally this item is double specified, i.e. in terms of the 
macroscopic and microscopic distribution. 
The macroscopic distribution is described in most specifications 
as Pu-content per length whereas the microscopic distribution is 
characterized by the mean and maximum particle diameter where the 
Pu-content is also taken into account. 
Under these aspects a maximum particle diameter of approximately 
300 ~m is allowed for the Pu-bearing component containing 30 w/o 
Pu-fiss. 
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Another recently imposed demand refers to the solubility of U-Pu-
oxide in HN0 3 • It has been proved by experiments that U-Pu-mixed 
crystals with a Pu-content of about 35 % - according to latest 
trends- aresoluble in HN0 3 , contrary to pure Pu-oxide. 
Such soluble mixed crystals can either be produced chemically by 
precipitation of U-Pu-mixed crystals or physically by mixing and 
intense milling and successive sintering. 
ALKEM has developed special manufacturing processes for both 
possibilities, the OCOM- and AUPuC-process. Here the experiences 
will be reported wtth the mixing/milling process, the so-called 
OCOM-process (= optimized co-milling process). 
Up to now approximately 5000 fuel rods for light-water reactors 
with more than 10 t mixed oxide-pellets have been produced according 
r 
to this procedure. The in-pile behaviour has shown to be excellent 
during the past three years [ref.]. 
Description of the OCOM-Manufacturing Process 
The production and quality control process of U-Pu-mixed oxide can 
be shown by the following figure 1. 
The OCOM-process starts with the production step 11 Co-mill ing 11 , where 
a so-called •master-mix• is produced out of Pu- and U-oxide. This 
mixture of U- and Pu-oxide containing approximately 30 w/o Pu-fiss 
is intensively milled and then diluted to its appropriate value in 
a second mixer. In case of light-water reactor-fuels the plutonium 
content is between 2 and 4 w/o. 
In order to examine the macroscopic Pu-distribution, the Pu-contents 
of the powder or the pellets are assayed wet-analytically by 
potentiometry, and lately also by photometry, or nondestructively by 
I -spectrometry. 
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Fig. 1: 
OCOM-process: production and 
quality control scheme 
Since a mix up of pellets from different process charges has to be 
excluded, it is also possible to classify the '(-autoradiography 
on fuel rods as a macroscopic test. 
The fuel rods were put on x-ray films. The i -radiation of the fuel 
pellets produce a blackening on the film. This test method was 
utilized up to the year 1981. 
Since 1982 this procedure has been replaced by r -scanning. Here 
the radiation of the fuel rod is examined with a NaJ-detector. 
With figure 2, I would like to give you a survey of the test methods 
which are in use to prove the plutonium contents in the basic materials, 
the fuel pellets and the fuel rods. On this chart the relation between 
test accuracy and test expenses, which is most important for the test 
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10 100 1000 
Test expense (DM per pellet) 
Fig. 2: 
Comparison of accuracy and expense of the test methods used for the 
determination of Pu-contents. 
Moreover the improvements which have been achieved through our own 
developments are made visible by the cross-hatched marks as well as 
by the arrows attached. 
It is worth mentioning that for the first time we were ·successful in 
applying the photometry for an exact Pu-analysis. You may realize 
by this picture that the photometric method closes the gap between 
the fast but inaccurate 'I -spectrometry and the more accurate but 
also more expensive potentiometry. 
Presentation of production experience 
Reviewing former fabrication projects, the mathematical-statistical 
analysis of the distributi~n of the Pu-values found potentiometrically 
always showed a slightly spread shape which nevertheless was within 
the· limitation of the specification requirements (figure 3). 
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In this picture you see two distributions of the results of plutonium-
analysis which were found with the potentiometric analysis method. 
The comparison of the distributions of former fabrication projects 
with the distribution of values from the 'early days' of the OCOM-pro-
ducts shows that the OCOM-process at the beginning in 1981 had a strong 
tendency to form outliers towards the direction of a higher enrichment. 
Obviously related to these deformed distributions the '1-autoradio-
graphy showed some new phenomena. 
These phenomena could be classified in three groups: 
- dark, sharp-cornered spots 
- dark, cloud-like structures 
- light and dark pellets 
Pellets with the above mentioned effects were taken from the rods and 
examined by ceramography. 
The pellets with the first mentioned effect "dark, sharp-cornered spots" 
showed the particle distributions represented in figure 4. 
(a) 
. . ::..: .... 






, .... ~··· 
a-autoradiography of pellets containing large plutonium containinq 
particles of different origin 
In figure 4 you can see at the pellet edges larger plutonium-containing 
particles which are slightly different from one another as far as their 
shape is concerned. The.particle in picture 4a has an oval, the one of 
picture 4b has an edged, splintery shape. 
Later on it could be proved that these U-Pu-agglomerates are of 
different origin. The oval agglomerate was built up within the powder 
while it is moved. The splintery agglomerate came from sediments at 
powder processing equipments. 
The second effect "dark, cloud-like structures 11 was also examined with 
ceramographic micrographs. For this purpose a pellet was ground on 
different levels. The a-autoradiography is shown in figure 5a and 5b. 
(a) Top (b) Center 
'· . : . . ·•.· .... ' 




(a), (b): top and center, the 
pellet contains 
agglomerates of 
approx. 500 ~m diameter 
(c) norma 1 pe 11 et 
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The figures distinctly show that, here too, the agglomerates, and 
especially their inhomogeneaus arrangement is responsible for the 
irregular (asymetrical) blackening (cloud formation) of the I-
autoradiography film. The figure 5c shows a homogeneaus distribution 
of the mixed crystal particles. 
Consequently, the third effect 11 differently strong-blackened pellets 11 
is also explainable. Here the smaller agglomerates are in homogeneaus 
distribution. Their quantity, however, is appropriately enlarged. 
Parallel to that further findings for these Observations were revealed 
by the measurement results of the 'I-scanner. Thi s scanner i s an 
ALKEM-development which replaced the ~ -autoradiography-method for 
most of the ranges of application. 
Here we use the 60 keV Am-241- and the 208 keV-Pu-241 radiation out 
of the total 6-spectrum. 
Its mathematical ratio is an important material indicator. As Am 
builds up relatively fast in Pu, and as it owns a distinct natural 
radiation component it can also be used as tracer material. Thus 
- during the production of the basic mixtures Pu-materials are used 
which differ in terms of Am-content, and which therefore can identify 
mixtures later on.A computerprogram provides this identification. 
The OCOM fuel rods of the 1982 production which were tested by the 
scanner showed the following characteristics (see figures 6 and 7): 
- broad peaks in the scanning charts from pellets which the computer 
could not identify, which therefore could not come from previous 
productions lots (figure 6). 
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- Narrow peaks for which an identification with a mixture was also 
impossible. These narrow peaks could be made invisible by turning 
the rod under the detector (figure 7). 




(Am-241) Fi g. 6: 
Scanning chart of a test rod 
containing selected off Spec.-
pe 11 ets 
--------'~IJI~OFF SPEC 
f'rl LEVEL 
II-----~-- NOMINAL LEVEL 
goo 180° 270° 
ORIGINAL SCANNER CHART RESPONSE OF THE PARTICLE AT DIFFERENT ANGLES 
Fi g. 7: 
Scanning chart showing a narrow peak. 
Note: the response disappeares at certain azimuthal angles. 
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Further investigations showed that the 11 broad peaks 11 were identical 
with the second and third effect of the '1-autoradiography as 
explained before namely cloud-like and homogeneaus blackening of 
the film. 
The 11 narrow peaks 11 were to be explained by the first effect the 
agglomerates at the edge of the pellets as shown in picture 4. 
In order to assure the quality and exclude any out of specification 
fuel rods all the fuel rods out of the mixture concerned were 
examined by the scanner. Cross-checks were made on some of the 
rods by means of the ~ -spectrometry. The examinations proved 
a large conformity of both methods on one hand, on the other hand 
the Pu-distribution with a tail towards high Pu-values could be 
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Reconstruction of the upper 
tail of the Pu-distribution 
by scanner assay. 
Note: the number of deviant 
pellets detected is approx. 
0,5 % of the total number of 
assayed pellets. 
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Because of the conformity of the r-scanner results with the other 
testing methods, the I-scanner could be used as a 100 %-measuring-
and sorting device. 
It was possible to persue the entire segregation process by means of 
the fast measuri ng system of the i -scanner tagether wi th a ll the 
other further developed measuring systems like the i-spectrometry and 
especially the photometry. The critical elements within the production 
process could thus be traced, and the efficiency of process improvements 
was affirmed. 
These improvements of the production technique on one hand consist 
of the optimization of the mixing process by finding the appropriate 
choice of powder quantities to be mixed, and on the other hand 
segregation processes within the powder were avoided by careful 
handling of the powder. 
In addition the fabrication process and the equipment were improved 
in such a way that bigger Pu-containing agglomerates were eliminated. 
By these changes the macrohomogeneity as well as the microhomogeneity 
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Fig. 9: 
Result of the improvements in 
the production process. 
Upper part: original OCOM-process 
Lower part: improved OCOM-process 
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Final considerations 
The process which has been shown here is typical for interactions 
which can happen between the production and the quality assurance, 
if new production methods are put to test, or if existing production 
methods are changed. 
These changes are certainly submitted to preliminary tests within 
so-called qualification charges for a successive production process; 
nevertheless possible disturbances and difficulties cannot be 
completely avoided, even if the qualification charges provide 
unmistakeably good results. 
This can be explained by the fact that the qualification consists 
of smaller production quantities, and therefore problems depending 
on the quantities cannot be realized, and that perhaps other machines 
have to be used. 
Furthermore it has to be taken into account that in the course of the 
normal production defects are found rather delayed in particular if 
the characteristics are microscopic or if the sampling too small. 
This includes questions about the test duration, test expenses, and 
whether the test can be carried out nondestructively or destructively. 
In the case that has been depicted here an decision was initiated by 
statistic collection, evaluation, and judgement of test results. 
Furthermore it was possible to verify this statistically based 
statement by a well-graded test concept, so that consecutively the 
non-homogeneities could be discovered in time, and their further 
appearance could be avoided. 
Reference 
D. Hanus, J. Krellmann, R. Löb Jahrestagung Kerntechnik 1982 
Mannheim, Mai 1982 
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DISGUSSION 
A. STRASSER: What is the homogeneity you would like to attain? 
K. GRUBER: This depends on the actual specification, e.g. for 
LWR approximately ± 2% rel. There are two approaches: 
1. Mean and std.-deaviations of the statistical distribution of 
potentiometric values taken from a number of samples. 
2. 100% inspection by y-scanning, but note that the sensitivity 
is not good enough to meet the specification requirement mentioned 
above. 
B.J. BUESCHER: Would it not be preferable to inspect the fuel 
rod prior to final assembly for inhomogeneities? 
K. GRUBER: It would be preferable but there are currently 





METHODS OF QUALITY CONTROL FOR ZIRCALOY TUBING 
H. G. WEIDINGER 
Kraftwerk Union AG 
Erlangen, Federal Republic of Germany 
K. H. KUNZ 
Nuklearrohr-Gesellschaft mbH 
Duisburg, Federal Republic of Germany 
Quality control of cladding tube production has to take care of 
three aspects: 
- quality of the incoming material 
- process control of all steps between incoming 
and outcoming material 
- control of the final product 
This paper reports - besides a consideration of the design relevant 
requirements - the present status of all those three aspects. 
It focuses specificly on the importance of and the experience with 
process control. Besides a systematic discussion, four examples 
out of the practice of cladding tube production are described: 
process control with respect to surface roughness, uptake of nitro-
gen, trex and cladding tube eccentricity and influence of process 
control on dimensional deviations. 
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METHODS OF QC FOR ZIRCALOY TUBING 
1. Introduction 
Cladding tubes have a key function: they are the most impor-
tant component for the operation of nuclear fuel assernblies 
as a barrier to retain fission products and actinide elements 
generated in the fissile material. Therefore specific atten-
tion always was paid to keep the quality of this product under 
particularly close control. 
In the meahwhile a high level of experience could be obtained 
due to 20 to 30 years of commercial production in many coun-
tries all over the world. During this time the failure rate 
of nuclear fuel operated with Zircaloy cladding was in most 
cases extremely low /1, 2, 3/. 
There was also other material used, as for instance "Magnox" 
for the gas cooled reactor and also iron or nickel base 
alloys, for instance for some early pressurized water reactors 
as well as for pdvanced reactor types and for breeder reactors. 
But since the commercial interest was concentrated on water 
cooled reactors, the most important cladding materials became 
Zircaloy 2 and Zircaloy 4 /4/. 
Therefore this paper only reports aspects of quality control 
of cladding tubes made of these materials. Nevertheless, many 
of the described methods and facts also hold for any other 
nuclear fuel cladding material. 
Cladding tube is not the only tubular component made of Zircaloy 
in nuclear reactor technology. But other Zircaloy-tubings as 
guide tubes are being fabricated much the same way as cladding 
tubes. The QC requirements are similar or less stringent. So 
it makes sense to concentrate on Zircaloy cladding tubes. 
It was always clear that the properties of the final cladding 
tube are not only influenced by the steps of tubes manufac-
turing but also by all Zircaloy fabrication procedures, at 
least back to the melting of the alloys /5/. To stay within 
a reasonable scope this paper will concentrate its considera-
tions on the cladding production that starts with an extruded 
(and sometimes already once rocked) tube hollow which is 
called trex. 
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But some considerations will also be given to the QC-aspects 
of the prior production steps back to the melting of the ma-
terial. 
During the mentioned period of 20 to 30 years of commercial 
production of Zircaloy cladding tubes there was a development 
of the philosophy how to control the quality of this product 
as well as a development of the technology which is respon-
sible for the todays high standard of quality /6, 7/. 
The development of this philosophy and technology to the pre-
sent status shall be considered shortly in the following 
chapter. 
2. General Aspects of Quality Control of Zircaloy Cladding Tubes 
Basicly speaking, the quality of any product has to be achieved 
by reasonable measures during fabrication and by checking the 
result of this fabrication with respect to the required proper-
ties and their limitations. But the better the influences of 
the fabrication procedures and the process parameters of the 
used tools and auxiliar materials are understood, the better a 
systematic approach is feasible to "make" quality by measures 
during fabrication and not by measurements after fabrication. 
As in the meanwhile mentioned several times (compare f.i./8, 9/) 
an optimized combination of those measures and measurements 
is also important for an economically optimized product. 
Consequently quality control of cladding tubes production has 
to consider three aspects: 
1. quality of the incoming material and its control 
2. process control of all steps between incoming and out-
coming material 
3. control of the final product 
Of course, by all three aspects important contributions are 
possible to an improved quality of the final cladding tubes 
and, as a matter of fact, they were obtained during the 
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history of this technology. But the first and the third as-
pect are mainly of interest for medium and long term develop-
ment. 
Because, once the incoming materials are in the plant - and 
dispositions have to be made in the order of one year in ad-
vance - the only really effective tool to improve or to lose 
the standard of quality is to work with aspect No. 2, the 
process control. 
This process control has to be considered twofold as 
- control of the process parameters 
- control of the properties of the intermediate product 
for each production step (comp. Fig. 1). In practice process 





the specific targets of these fabrication 
steps 
- process parameters 
- intermediate product properties 
this fabrication step starting with given 
- operating process parameters 
properties of the incoming product 
during this fabrication step the actual 
- process parameters 
- outcoming product properties 
4. Compare the result of 3.) with 1 .) and feed back this 
information for: 5.) 
5. Corrective actions at 2.) (and change target at 1 .) 
if failure in target identified. 
The sequence of the actions 1 .) to 5.) has tobe a closed 
loop of informations and consequent actions. The more one can 
break down the whole production into production steps, each 
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controlled by such a closed loop sequence, the more flexible 
response is possible to qualify deviations. The more con-
tineous information is available from action 3.) and the 
shorter the loop of feed back of information and correction 
action can be kept, the more effective any quality control 
during production will be. 
As a matter of fact in the early days of Zircaloy-cladding 
tube production it was difficult to define other intermediate 
targets than intermediate dimensions OD and ID and even those 
dimensions were not always optimized. Thus there was a high 
risk that some of the final requirements could not be met and 
the final inspection was the first opportunity to realize how 
much of the product had to be rejected, very often without a 
chance of rework. 
Therefore much emphasis was given to very consistent and 
stringent final checks with methods of high accuracy and re-
liability. Thus for instance the highly efficient non des-
tructive ultrasonic test procedures to control dimensions 
and material soundnes were developed /10, 11/, which are to-
day in common use in all Zircaloy-cladding fabrication plants. 
Several destructive tests have been developed and steadily 
improved !8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18/ as summerized in 
chapter 6. 
Much effort was also applied to improve the reliability of 
the incoming material properties. In the next chapter this 
aspect shall shortly be considered. 
3. Quality of Incoming Zircaloy Tube Hollews 
For the cladding tube producer three types of requirements to 
the incoming material are essential: 
1. To get the dimensions of the tube hollows with 
sufficient close tolerances; 
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2. To gain reliability with respect to workability; 
3. To assure sufficient uniformity in those metallurgical 
material properties that influence the final cladding 
properties 
To 1.: 
Of course O.D. and I.D. are basic requirements for every 
cladding tube manufacturer. But the point of most concern 
during the years of developing a stable quality level at 
the prematerial vendor was the reliability to stay with-
in the limits of the requirements for the eccentricity 
over the whole length of the tube hollow. The critical 
production step for this dimensional requirement is the 
extrusion and the steps of prior preparation. It took 
years of development to reach the todays' standard, 
where every qualified production will stay safely away 
from about 5% of the wallthickness. 
To 2.: 
Workability mainly means safety against splitting or 
cracking during rocking. Today a high degree of reliability 
has been reached, but still on a mainly empirical basis 
of knowledge. This means that it is still very difficult 
to quantify the influences of the various production 
steps between melting and extrusion with regard to this 
requirement. 
To 3.: 
There are several final cladding tube properties that 
depend on the technology of the prematerial vendor. As 
example two of the most important cases are: 
- Strength and creeprate depend on the chemical 
composition even within the specification limits. 
I 
Well known influences are those of the Sn, 0 
and C contents /5/. 
- Corrosion depends on a proper ß -quenching /19, 
20/ prior to all subsequent deformation and 
annealing steps which have strictly to stay in 
the ~ -range (i.e. below about 800 °C). 
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In the meanwhile these influences are under safe control 
by the prematerial manufacturers. Some other possible 
effects are still the objective of experimental investi-
gations /21/. There are for instance possible influences 
of chemical inhomogeneities on special corrosion 
effects as nodular corrosion, or the impact of impuri-
ties on the recrystallization behaviour of Zircaloy. 
As a result of many years of fruitful cooperation 
between cladding tube manufacturers and Zircaloy pro-
ducers a set of checks turned out to be useful for 
both sides to be applied on the Zircaloy material be-
fore cladding tube fabrication starts. Table I and II 
illustrates how an example of this set of requirements 
and tests may look like. 
4. Design Criterias Relevant to Zry-Cladding Tube Quality 
Two major objectives have to be observed /22, 23/ to assure 
the operational targets of Zircaloy cladding tubes: 
- mechanical integrity and 
- dimensional stability. 
In table III (a and b) groups of design criteria are shown 
which result from these general objectives and which set of 
material properties has to be considered as a consequence 
of those design criteria. 
Numerical values for strength and ductility and consequently 
for residual coldwerk and degree of recrystallization vary 
for different designs between values for just stress relieved 
up to fully annealed material. 
Maximum allowed corrosion rate today is almost everywhere spe-
cified according to ASTM G2. 
The maximum depth of accepted flaws varies, but is mostly in 
the range of 5 - 10 % of wallthickness. 
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Surface roughness figures also vary depending on design cal-
culations. Hydride orientation is no longer generally required; 
but some specifications still prefer a tendency to circumferen-
tial orientation. Some specifications ask for texture orien-
tation factors, preferring a tendency to radial orientation of 
the basal poles. 
In most cases cladding tube specifications do not ask for quan-
titative requirements with regard to microstructure. But never-
theless those properties will be followed qualitatively by 
the designers of fuel rods. Major deviations from experience 
would not be accepted. 
Dimensions of course follow the needs of specific designs. But 
the tolerances are in most cases very close. 
It is now the task of the cladding tube manufacturers not only 
to meet those sets of design relevant properties but also to 
make sure that there is a sufficient level of confidence that 
all figures of a value remain in a close scatterband, at least 
for those tubings that belong to one lot of delivery, better 
for the whole fabrication campaign. 
5. Quality Control in Zircaloy Tube Fabrication 
Figure 3 gives an overview on all typical steps of fabrication 
and quality inspections of the intermediate and the final pro-
duct during the production of Zircaloy cladding tubes from the 
incoming tube hollow or trex. The number of cold rolling and 
intermediate annealing steps may vary /24/, depending on 
- size of the incoming material 
- amount of coldwork applied during one step 
- final size of tubes 
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Typically there are 3 steps when the starting size is 
63,5 X 10,92 mm (OD X Wth.). As an example /24/ the change 
of dimensions may be as follows: 
1. step 63,5 X 10,92 30,0 X 4,5 80 % cw 
2. step 30,0 X 4,5 16' 7 X 2,2 73 % cw 
3. step 16,7 X 2,2 10,75 X 0,72 76 % cw 
In order to get a homogeneaus structure and texture, through 
the wall, over the circumference and along with the whole 
length of the tube and to avoid local surface imperfections 
on the one side a very thorough shaping, sizing and surface 
finish of the rolling tools /25/ is essential; on the other side 
the degree of deformation and specificly the ratio of wall-
thickness to diameter deformation and the annealing paramters 
of the final sequence of rocking and annealing has to be ad-
justed /26, 27, 28, 29, 20, 31, 32/. 
Today there are rather sophisticated machines in use for 
grinding the tools to shape and size as well as measuring de-
vices to check the calibration of the tools. Electronic con-
trol of the grinding process and electronic data acquisition 
after the measuring procedures are becoming state of tech-
nology. 
After each cold rolling step the Zircaloy tube has to be cleaned 
very thoroughly in order to avoid that impurities may diffuse 
into the surface during the subsequent annealing. This might 
lead to local hardening and thus be the origin of surface 
cracks produced by the next cold rolling step. During the 
intermediate annealing step the material has to be completely 
recrystallized, but grain growth has to be avoided. This 
3 
annealing has to be performed under vacuum ( ~10- mbar) in 
order to prevent uptake of gases (0, N, H) by the Zircaloy. 
Experience has shown that only watehing the vacuum when the 
pumps are working is not sufficient. The tightness of the sys-
tem has to be checked by a static leakage test. 
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Straightening may be necessary after annealing to assure 
straightness before the next cold rolling or the finishing 
procedures. Also a slight piekling often is in use after in-
termediate annealing before entering the next cold rolling 
mill to assure a metallic bright surface. 
Most relevant to product quality during these intermediate 
steps are the procedures 
- cold rolling 
- cleaning 
- annealing 
Therefore a systematic and comprehensive process control in the 
sense as discussed in detail in chapter 2 has to be applied to 
each of these procedures in each production sequence. This 
contains in each case the control of 
- process parameters and 
- intermediate product properties. 
In table IV the technical measures and the necessary equip-
ment is characterized. 
During the final sequence of cold rolling - cleaning - annea-
ling not only the final size is given to the product. Very 
important design relevant properties of the Zircaloy tube as 
strength/ductility, creep, growth and also the final micro-
structure and texture will be fixed. Most of those proper-
ties are being adjusted by the proper combination of cold-
work and annealing temperature and time /33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 
38/. Today there are analytical methods available /39/ to 
precalculate the necessary combinations of fabrication para-
meters, if some basic material constants are known from ex-
periments. 
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The eombination of temperature and time for the annealing 
proeess in a produetion furnaee may be eritieal, if a speei-
fie degree of stress relief or reerystallization in the 
eladding tube is required by the fuel rod design. In those 
eases very elose eontrol on time and temperature for all po-
sitions in an annealing muffle has to be assured by QC. 
When starting with material from a new vendor or after ehanges 
in the prematerial produetion a pilot annealing is highly re-
eommendable. 
The required surfaee eondition of the eladding tube will be 
obtained by the finishing proeesses. Different proeedures are 
in use. In some eases a final piekling on O.D. and/or I.D. sur-
faee is applied, sometimes eontrolled by ultrasonie teehniques 
/40/; in other eases no piekling after the last annealing is 
permitted. In those eases grinding of the O.D. surfaee and 
sand blasting of the I.D. surfaee is eommmonly in use. Reeent 
experienee has shown that the I.D. sand blasting may be dropped 
if a highly effieient hot eleaning was applied before the 
final anneal/41/. 
As a matter of eourse all those finish proeedures again have to 
undergo a QC surveillanee, where again proeess parameters 
and intermediate produet properties will be eontrolled (eom-
pare table V). 
6. Quality Control for Final Acceptanee 
The quality of the produeed eladding tubes has been estab-
lished after the last finish step. The basie task of the 
final inspeetion now should be to verify this quality and to 
quantify and doeument the result. As a matter of faet it 
still is also a final barrier, where noneonforming material 
ean be rejeeted, if neeessary. But in modern Zirealoy eladd-
ing tube produetion this ease will be an exeeption. In table 
VI and VII a survey is given on a typieal set of final in-
speetion tests, test teehniques and applied frequeney for Zir-
ealoy eladding tubes. The test frequeney may vary depending 
on speeifieations. 
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More details of test techn~ques, sensitivities and resolu-
tions, accuracies and other practical experiences were recently 
compiled and published /5/. 
Since the primary target of the final inspection test is to 
verify and quantify the obtained quality level, the work of 
QC in this stage is not finished when it can be stated and 
documented that the produced tubing fullfilled the specified 
requirement. 
The quantitative results of the final inspection should now be 
evaluated with the methods of statistics that are developed 
and available today /42, 43, 44, 45, 46/. 
In all cases of statistical evaluation it is essential to know 
the type of the distribution function to be applied to the 
available set of data. Otherwise, wrang conclusions might be 
drawn from wrang statistical figures. Notall properties follow 
a "normal ''c Gauß-dis tri bu tion ( like f. i. s trength da ta) . Same 
follow a "log normal" distribution (like f. i. the uniform 
burst elongation). Figures 4 and 5 give some examples of ty-
pical distributions of both types. 
It is very informative and useful to compare those plottings, 
or at least the average values and standard deviations bet-
ween different fabrication lots or campaignes. Thus trends or 
unexpected deviations may be detected and counter-actions may 
be taken in time. 
1. Examples of Practical Experience and Consequences from 
Zry-Tube Fabrication with Integrated Process Control 
At the end of this systematic description of QC methods applied 
to Zircaloy cladding fabrication it might be of interest to 
discuss some examples about the cladding production practice. 
They shall show which quantitative results may be obtained 
for the quality level of Zircaloy claddings and also how 
these results influence the economy of this type of produc-
tion. 
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7.1 First Example: Process Control on Cold Rolling with Res-
pect to Cladding Surface Roughness 
In Fig. 6 is shown how the method of closed loop of information 
and action (as generally explained in Figure 2) works in the 
case of process control on cold rolling in order to keep the 
roughness requirements within narrow limits of specification. 
One can see that it is the interaction of control of process 
parameters, i. e. mainly tool characteristics and rolling pa-
rameters, and of the product property roughness, that leads to 
the required stability of quality level. In Figure 7 the practi-
cal measures, their documentation and the final statistical 
evaluation of the obtained quality level is illustrated. 
The final result is a stable and quantitatively well character-
ized level of quality for one specific quality requirement, 
in this case the surface roughness. Basicly the same proce-
dure will be successful for many other requirements, as for 
instance dimensions, ultrasonic rejection ratios etc. 
7.2 Second Example: Uptake of Nitrogen during Cladding Fabrication 
Zircaloys are known to have a high affinity to hydrogen, oxy-
gen and nitrogen. The nitrogen content of Zircaloy has to be 
kept under specified limits because too high values will re-
duce the corrosion resistance of Zircaloy in reactor water. 
On the other hand each annealing process has to be very tho-
roughly controlled to avoid enrichment of oxygen and nitrogen 
in Zircaloy from air contaminations or leckage in the furnace 
muffle. 
It would be out of the scope of this paper to discuss all 
possible sources of air uptake during annealing and how this can 
be controlled: But only systematic and reliable control of all 
sources garantuees that the acquired limits can be met. 
The result of good process control can typically be shown in 
Fig.S. There is compared the nitrogen content in the delivered 
tube hollows with the nitrogen content in the final cladding tubes 
made out of this material. 
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By approved mathematical methods it can be shown that the 
small differences between both distributions are "statistically 
not relevant", i.e. the nitrogen content is the same in both 
cases. 
7e3 Third Example: Influence of Trex Eccentricity on Cladding 
Tube Eccentricity 
It is an old experience of rocking technology that eccentricity 
appearing in the prematerial (tube hollow or trex) can not be 
improved by the later rocking steps. Only the opposit is po-
ssible, i.e. some eccentricity may be generated during the 
rocking steps between tube hollow or trex and final cladding 
tube. Fig. 9 shows both effects in the statistical evaluation 
of two projects, where project A was later in the development 
of Zircaloy cladding technology then project B. In this evalu-
ation the maximum eccentricity of the single tube (trex and 
cladding tube) was used and therefore the absolute figures for 
trexes and cladding tubes can not directly be compared. But 
nevertheless it can be very clearly seen in these figures that 
a systematic improvement of the trex eccentricity also leads 
to better values of the cladding tubes. 
As a second information one can also conclude from this eva-
luation that the rocking process control could be improved with 
regard to eccentricity for project A as compared with project B. 
7.4 Fourth Example: Influence of Process Control on Dimensional 
Deviations 
In Fig. 10 the history of the rejection level for dimensional 
deviations (O.D., I.D., Wallthickness) is shown forahigh volume 
of Zircaloy cladding production. This figure demonstrates that by 
introducing systematic process control in addition to incoming 
material inspection and acceptance tests the rejection ratio can 
significantly be reduced to about one third of the values that 
had been observed before. 
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This example also demonstrates that by a consistent interaction 
of all types of QC-measures not only a good and stable quality 
level can be obtained but also the overall economy of the 
production will be improved. 
Low rejection ratios mean less material losses. This is speci-
ficly important when the ratio of material costs is as high as 
it is in all Zircaloy productions. 
In this case it has also to be taken into account that a signi-
ficantly increased and stable quality level, assured by process 
control, allows to reduce the costs for the final inspection. 
These improvements of quality and economy go together. 
8. Conclusions and Outlook 
This survey should show how the joint efforts of process control 
and product control lead to a high and stable level of quality 
for a nuclear component which is as important as cladding tubes. 
But in order to really reach these targets, two additional con-
ditions have to be fulfilled: 
The one is a close cooperation between the producer of Zircaloy, 
the manufacturer of the cladding tubes and the party that is in 
charge of the overall Zircaloy technology within the scope of the 
nuclear fuel technology. 
The second essential is detailed and reliable technical knowledge 
of material properties and process mechanisms within all three 
mentioned parties. 
There is a large amount and a high level of such knowledge 
everywhere in the world where there is Zircaloy technology 
practiced today. But there are not many published data available 
in open literature as far as fabrication and control knowledge is 
concerned. 
The authors therefore have to thank for the openess of the 
NRG* management to release data of practical experience from 
a modern Zircaloy cladding fabrication. 
*) NRG: Nuklear-Rohr GmbH, Duisburg, West-Germany 
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Thus not only theoretical considerations but also realistic 
demonstrations could be given to describe the methods and the 
status of modern Zircaloy cladding quality control. 
On the basis of this status the future development will now 
concentrate on increasing mechanizing and automizing of the 
fabrication and control steps. This may increase again re-
liability and stabilize the economy of Zircaloy cladding tube 
production. But it will not substitute ongoing efforts to still 
increasing scientific and technological understanding of the 
material Zircaloy and the processes to be applied to this ma-
terial. 
An interesting new development in Zircaloy is the addition of a 
liner of pure Zirconium to the inner surface of a Zircaloy 
cladding tube /47/ in order to improve the resistance against 
iodine stress corrosion attack. 
To achieve a good bonding between die liner and the base material 
both components are being coextruded in the same stage of pro-
duction where also regular tube hollows are being fabricated. 
There are no new requirements to be observed during cladding 
tube fabrication and no problems arise if there is a good 
control on the rocking processes. 
There are also no new types of QC methods necessary to control 
liner thickness and bonding. But it may turn out that non-des-
tructive test methods with higher resolution for flaw detection 
and dimensional determination will be useful to improve the 
effectiveness of the non-destructive final testing of such tubes. 
As a matter of fact the evolution of Zircaloy cladding tube 
fabrication is still under way, even after more then 25 years 
of success - a good sign for the potential of and the vitality 
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Figure 1 Interaction or Fabrication and Integrated Process 
Control and Example ror Fabrication Sequence with 
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Schematic Flow Diagramm of Zircaloy Cladding Tube 
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DISCUSSION 
K. BALARAMA MOORTHY: a) Your opinion regarding the necessity 
of carrying out ß-quenching the tube shells just prior to the last 
cold rolling (Pilgering) step. 
b) Use of barrier fuel tubing and quality control methods adopted 
for assessing tube-quality thickness and bonding of inner layer,etc, 
H. WEIDINGER: a) The later in the sequence of cold rolling and 
annealing ß-quenching is applied, the more certain you may be with 
respect to corrosion, But you have to be aware of possible work-
ability problems after ß-quench. 
b) The Zr-barrier tube can be produced and controlled by the same 
technology as developed and practiced for standard tubes, except 
for additional QC-checks which are specifically necessary to control 
the interesting properties of the liner (i.e. thickness etc). 
D. SLABU: In 1983 the rate of the rejected tubes was given 
as 3%. Are these tubes finally rejected or will they be repaired? 
H. WEIDINGER: If the type of deviation are (dimensions) they 
will be rejected. But other deviations (i.e. roughness, etc.) may 
be repaired. 
V. GORSKY: a) Do you use ultrasonic test in yDur tubes at an 
intermediate stage of working, e.g. after the first rolling? 
b) What is your working frequency in ultrasonic testing of the 
finished tubes? 





COMPUTERIZED ULTRASONIC TUBE TESTING SYSTEMS WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE INSTALLATION IN TUBE MILLS FOR NUCLEAR 
TUBING OF FUEL FABRICATION FACILITIES 
B. Rauscher, G. Buken 
NUKEM GmbH 
GB Nutronik 
Rodenbacher Chaussee 6 
D-6450 Hanau 11 
During the last years testing systems for high quality tubes had to offer more 
and more possibilities except flaw detection and dimensional measurement. These 
additional facilites, which are required by the tube manufacturers on one hand 
and the tube customers on the other hand, can be summarized in the slogan 
11 statistics 11 • The possibilities of a modern tube testing system in connection 
with digital 11 on-line 11 data processing are shown by two typical examples. 
(VORTR/BU,03011984) 
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During the last years testing systems for high quality tubes had to offer more 
and more possibilities except flaw detection and dimensional measurement. These 
additonal facilities, which are required by the tube manufacturers on one hand 
and the tube customers on the other hand, can be summarized in the slogan 
"statistics". I would like to show you the possibilities of a modern tube 
testing system in connection with digital "on-line" data processing in using two 
typical examples which are standard configurations of NUKEM rotating head 
systems: 
1. System qualification and monitoring by using the socalled 
"control card technique". 
2. Production monitoring by statistical methods. 
To 1.: Control Card Technique 
For several years customers for nuclear tubes, especially for cladding material 
for fuel rods, ask for a demonstration of the accuracy and reproducibility of 
the testing system which is used by the tube manufacturer as well as for 
periodic checks of these data. For this reason the production test starts with a 
series or test runs of a calibrated standard tube. The reproducibility is 
checked by comparing the results of the test runs and printout of a control 
card. Then, during normal tube production, the standard tube is run through the 
system more or less periodically and the results are compared with the initial 
control card. 
First of all let's have a look to a typical standard tube with its standard 
notches in longitudinal and transverse direction as well as the dimensional 
standards for outer diameter, wall thickness etc. 
The following slide shows the distances and lengths of the windows which are 
given into the computer for every channel and every piece of the standard tube. 
We assume that after several test runs the ultrasonic or eddy current signals of 
one channel will result in a mean value x and a deviation • During 
production test tolerances are introduced which are responsible whether a tube 
is accepted or rejected. x is defined as the sum of all individually 






For practical tube testing during production the main question is: how far is it 
allowed to compare results coming from a standard tube with practical results 
coming from natural defects. In other words: which will be the factor of 
unsafety for production check in case of deviations in standard tube test. 
First of all, I would like to give you some rough information on the testing 
system itself: 
The ROTA 25 RD is a high speed ultrasonic rotating head machine for testing high 
quality tubes in the diameter range of 1/4" to 1". The speed of rotations is 
continuously variable up to 8000 rpm. Flaw detection and dimensional check is 
done in one single pass of the tube, whereby the max. pulse rep. rate for the 
flaw detection is 20 kHz for every channel and for the dimensional check is 5 
kHz. These parameters result in a pulse density on the tube surface of 1/100 of 
an inch for the flaw detection an 4/100 of an inch for the dimensional 
measurement. 
The transducers (up to 8) can be adjusted in the rotary head during standstill 
without any additional system. Combined tube drive and centering units care for 
tube transport and perfect guidance, even for delicate, thinwalled tubes. The 
tube drive speed is continuously variable. A typical throughput speed for a 100 
% check according to nuclear specifications is 16 m/minute, which is roughly 50 
ft/mi nute. 
For production check using statistical methods the comparison between tests made 
at random and tube lot results is done as follows: in case single values are 
picked out of lot values it is possible to use the same definitions for mean 
values and standard deviations for these samples out of a lot: The mean values 
of the samples x as well as the standard deviation of the mean values which 
will in the following be called er . It is self evident that the sample values 
of a lot: mean value and deviation always have got a socalled normal 
distribution. 
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For the valuation of production processes the socalled control card with know 
x and known standard deviation is used on a broad basis. If x and are 
known for a certain production process it is quite well possible to indicate the 
probability a certain value will exceed the required standard when using the 
natural deviation of the mean value x of samples. 
Slide: 95,9 % of x; inbetween x + 2 
99,7 % of x; inbetween x + 3 
If x and are unknown, these values must first be verified by taking 
samples out of a lot. Transferred to tube testing this means the frequent run of 
the standard tube. 
For some time such an on-line data processing system and a programmable 
statistic valuation is available for system qualification in ultrasonic tube 
testing. Depending on customer•s demands first of all a preset run of the 
standard tube is carried out in order to print out the 11control card 11 • A typical 
control card is shown in the next slide. 
During production test frequent runs of the standard tube are carried out again 
more or less periodically, let•s say once a shift or once a week. 
The referring printout is going to be compared with the initial control card. By 
these means it is possible to verify whether the system is operating correctly 
or whether there is a 11 systematic defect 11 , for instance diminuation of the gain 
of one channel, deterioration of the mechanical guidance etc. 
Using the control card and statistical methods it is also possible to preset 
monitoring or reject levels. We think it should even be possible to shift the 
reject levels during tube testing in favour of the tube manufacturer. But this 
is point which is exclusively part of the philosophy of the tube manufacturer. 
The complete configuration consists of two microcomputer systems type DEC LSI 
11/23, which are connected to each other. The necessary peripheral equipment as 
floppy disc and input/output terminal are part of whole system. 
To 2.: Production monitaring 
During normal production test the configuration takes over the following tasks: 
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2.1 Printout of a certificate for every tested tube, consisting of:, 
- tube number according to the automatically counted and displayed 
number 
- test result with the informations: 
accepted or 
flaw defects with indication: channel and number of flaws per channel 
dimensional defects with indication: kind of defect and quantity of 
"over high level" and "under low level" 
(the ovality values have got two valuation levels). 
2.2 Storage of data per tube. The following data are stored for every tube 
until conclusion of the test of a whole tube lot: 
- quantity of fl aw for each channel 
- minimum, maximum and medium OD 
- minimum, maximum and medium WT 
- minimum, maximum and medium ID 
- maximum ovality 
- maximum wall Variation. 
2.3 Printout of a certificate per tube lot. Tube lot end is indicated to the 
computer by the operator. Consequently the printout of the certificate 
for the tested tube lot an interrogation of the parameters for the new 
lot are carried out. The output certificate includes the following data: 
- free space for comment 
- date, time 
- operator 
- 1 ot-no. 
- quantity of tested tubes (without standard tube runs) 
- quantity of tubes per sorting criteria, which means: 
• acceptec 
. outer diameter under low level 
. wall thickness under low level 
• ovality exceeding 
• inner diameterunder low level 
• fl aw defect 
. outer diameter over high level 
• wall thickness over high level 
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- for od, wt and id each: 
• absolute minimum value 
• absolute maximum value 
• mean value of the mean values x 
. standard deviation of the mean values (x) 
- for ovality, wall-variation each: 
• absolute maximum value 
- interrogation, whether a histogram should be printed 
- if yes: interrogation from which value, maximum, minimum or mean value 
of id, wt or od, and max value of wv and ovality. The classification of 
the histogram is calculated using statistical formulas. The display is 
graphic with the resolution given by the print. 
When starting a new tube lot the data of the old one are automatically erased. 
Of course it is possible to connect the whole system to a centralized big 
computer in a tube mill in order to either store the data for future checks or 
to get a more and more complete survey on the whole production with a 
possibility to control the different steps. 
Parameters of testing system, positions of test tube 
Distance Window 
Tl ( ext): 1628 10 
Tl (int): 1772 10 
Ll ( ext): 1705 10 
L1 ( i nt): 1560 10 
L2 ( ext) : 1704 10 
L2 ( i nt) : 1561 10 
T2 ( ext): 1629 10 
T2 ( i nt): 1766 10 
WT + 1700 20 
WT - 1800 20 
OD + 1900 20 
OD - 2000 20 
ID + 2100 20 
ID 2200 20 
EC x 2300 20 
EC y 2400 20 
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Control-card print-out 11 US-flaws 11 
Control card Number of Test-Tube 00-APR-83 13:30:50 
critere X I s X/ s T 
Lc1 Lch Lcl Lch 
2 Tl ( ext): 15.756 2.1293 11.634 19.879 0.209 5.383 9.155 
3 Tl (int): 25.355 0.4065 24.568 26.142 0.040 1.028 24.095 
4 L1 ( ext): 25.476 0.8041 23.919 27.033 0.079 2.033 22.983 
5 L1 (int): 16.473 1. 5906 13.393 19.552 0.156 4.021 11.542 
6 L2 ( ext): 27.378 2.2851 22.953 31.802 0.224 5. 777 20.294 
7 L2 (int): 18.954 2.5239 14.067 23.840 0.247 6.380 11.130 
8 T2 ( ext): 20.209 2.1126 16.119 24.299 0.207 5.341 13.660 
9 T2 (int): 24.800 1.8669 21.185 28.414 0.183 4. 720 19.012 
Print-out after control run, after produced control-car~ 
Control-runs Number of test tube 00-APR-83 13:07:36 
2 Tl ( ext) : X/ = 15.303 s = 0.9522 Xi = 14.630 16.650 14.630 
: * 
3 Tl ( i nt): X/ = 25.442 s = 0.0157 Xi = 25.453 25.453 25.420 
: * 
4 L1 ( ext): X/ = 24.956 s = 0.6875 Xi 24.100 25.783 24.983 
: * 
5 L1 ( i nt) : X/ = 18.092 s = 0.7695 Xi = 18.310 17.060 18.907 
: * 
6 L2 (ext): X/ = 28.630 s = 0.1605 Xi = 28.733 28.403 28.753 
. * 
7 L2 ( i nt) : X/ = 15.420 s = 0.3537 Xi = 15.067 15.903 15.290 
: * 
8 T2 ( ext): X/ = 19.682 s = 1.5439 Xi 20.523 21.007 17.517 
: * 
9 T2 ( i nt): XI = 25.896 s = 0.0042 Xi = 25.897 25.890 25.900 
: * 
Statistic definitions 
- mean value dispers i on X = = 
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Methods for QC of Fuel Assernblies 
G. Dressler and F. Hetzler 
Exxon Nuclear GmbH, Lingen, Federal Republic of Germany 
Consultant, Tacoma, Washington, USA 
The QC of a fuel assembly may consist of more than 100,000 individual 
attribute measurements to produce the necessary number of approved fuel 
pins to make up a completed assembly. A "skeleton," made up of spacers, tie 
plates and tie rods or control rod guide tubes is required to provide the 
critical geometric positioning of the fuel rods. The "skeleton" is critical 
to fix each rod in a precise predetermined 3-dimensional position within a 
reactor core and maintain that position during a service life where the rod. 
will be subjected to severe conditions of thermal and hydraulic forces. 
The main inspection attributes for PWR and BWR fuel assernblies are as 
follows: 
Main Inspection Attributes 
PWR and BWR 
1. Cleanliness and workmanship (visual). 
2. Grientation and identification of assembly and components (spacers and 




6. Rod/rod (rod/guide tube) separation. 
PWR 
7. Functional tests with reactor interface gauge (tie plates only). 
8. Insertion test with plugging device and rod control cluster (with-
drawal force) . 
BWR 
9. Rod type and position (by enrichment marks and templates). 
10. Straightness of end cap shanks- following assembly. 
In general, PWR fuel assernblies require a much greater effort to control 
specified rod-ta-rod and rod-to-guide tube clearances. The data generated 
are submitted for computer analysis, bow and twist are calculated at the 
same time defining the total fuel assembly envelope. A BWR fuel assembly 
envelope is controlled with a short "channel" gauge. The inner envelope of 
the "channel" gauge is dimensioned to control the maximum envelope 
including bow and twist of the assembly. 
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BWR fuel assemblies, however, require much more attention with regard to 
enrichment to assure that differently enriched rods are placed according to 
specification. Typical control methods include administrative measures, 
special notches on the end cap shanks, serial numbering to indicate 
enrichment and rod type and template control of finished fuel assemblies. 
Two examples of QC practices exercised by Exxon Nuclear at its USA 
(Richland, Washington) and European (Lingen, Federal Republic of Germany) 
fabr ication facili ties address the above. Functional gauging and fuel 
assembly characterization both share practical application in the Exxon 
Nuclear fuel fabr ication environment. Both practices also relate to 
ver i fication of fuel assembly design speci fications and/or in-core per-
formance. 
Functional Gauging 
Functional gauging is probably most familiar in the application of "Go/No-
Go'' rings, pins or bars to control simple geometric attributes. Examples 
include maximum diametral dimension of end plugs and pellets and pin-to-
hole clearances. In addi tion to checking the er i tical dimensions on 
individual fuel components, Exxon Nuclear also applies functional gauging 
to check reactor interface features of fuel assernblies such as dowell hole 
locations, fuel assembly envelopes, fuel handling surfaces and guide tube 
locations. For PWR fuel assemblies, functional gauges are used to check the 
compatibility of upper and lower tie plates with respective reactor core 
components. 
A specific example of functional gauging practiced by Exxon Nuclear is that 
accorded to tie plates. Tie plates are stainless steel castings or 
weldments machined to final dimension by conventional and numerically 
controlled milling machines. The tie plates are attached to each end of a 
fuel assembly with interconnecting mechanical fasteners (BWR tie rods or 
PWR guide tubes) to secure the individual fuel assembly components into 
place. 
Figure 1 shows a typical BvJR lower tie plate and the corresponding 
functional gauge. The functional gaugeshownon the left is used to inspect 
the true position of the hole pattern in the tie plate. It is not practical 
Figure 1: Functional Gauging of a BWR Tie Plate 
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to measure all holes at once because of the close pitch and the total number 
of holes. Instead, one-half of the holes are checked at one time by having 
5m~ of the required "Go/No-Go" pins installed in the gauge. The tie plate 
is set onto the gauge, then removed and rotated a half turn and set back on 
the gauge to inspect all hol es. The "Go/No-Go" pins can be removed from the 
gauge, so that if a tie plate does not fit onto the gauge, individual pins 
can be removed and replaced until the dimensional problern is located. 
Exxon Nuclear also applies the same relationship gauging principle to PWR 
end plates to check the true relationship of dowell holes to each other, the 
dowell holes to the nozzle, and between top and bottarn tie plates. In 
addition, the tie plate envelope is measured with dial indicstors attached 
to the gauge. A typical PWR bottarn tie plate mounted in a functional gauge 
is shown in Figure 2. 
Figure 2: Functional Gauging of a PWR Tie Plate 
The QC benefits gained from the use of tie plate (and similar) functional 
gauges include: 
a) Elimination of potential errors inherent in subjective optical pro-
jector or comparator measurements through application of objective mea-
suring techniques. 
b) Specially trained personnel are not required to accurately interpret 
measurement results. 
c) Measurement is easily repeatable for recheck, for example, to satisfy 
customer or third party authority quality audits. 
d) Elimination of long discussions with vendors regarding interpretation 
of measurements and subsequent acceptance or rejection of purchased parts 
(Exxon Nuclear policy is to provide the pertinent function gauges or the 
gauge design to vendors). 
e) Gauge accuracy certi fication is very compatible to overall QA ad-
ministration. 
f) Translation of fuel assembly design requirements directly into the 
gauge. 
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Additional benefits are also realized to fuel fabrication operations: 
g) Exxon Nuclear observed a 50% reduction in tie plate QC manpower 
requirements in the first year of functional gauge application. 
h) Convenient, easy-to-use equipment compatible with fabrication process 
control, particularly processes which apply functional machining fixtures. 
Fuel Assemby Characterization 
Fuel assembly characterization is typically applied to initial fabrication 
of new designs. Exhaustive measurements are recorded from a very limited 
number of fuel assernblies during and after fabrication but prior to 
irradiation. The purpose is to provide a very well documented dimensional 
reference base history for new "as-buil t" fuel assernblies which can later be 
used to compare post irradiation observations and measurements. 
The same characterization also serves as an excellent tool to check fuel 
assembly fabrication reproducibility. A PWR fuel assembly, for example, 
may contain about one-half million individual QC attribute checks. These 
are combined with design characteristics such as spacer spring to fuel rod 
contact forces to produce a rather sophisticated set of inter-acting 
attributes for an individual fuel assembly. Exxon Nuclear, typically 
characterizes fuel-rod-to-fuel-rod spacings to: 
8) Determine the actual rod-to-rod spacings (average and standard de-
v iations) in comparison wi th specified minimums. ( This check is also 
important to avoid hot spots or accidental burn-out when the fuel assembly 
is operating at power.) 
b) Determine any localized design or fabriction deficiencies along the 
length of the fuel assembly. 
c) Initiate any necessary corrections in the design of speci fic com-
ponents within the fuel assembly to assure reproducibility in subsequent 
fuel assembly series fabrication. 
The following example shows the characterization of the fuel-rod-to-fuel-rod 
spacing in two BWR 9x9 array fuel assemblies. The specified minimum rod-to-rod 
spacing is 2.90-mm. Variables measurement has been substituted for the 
attributive measurement normally used in series production and the results are 
tabulated in Table 1, which shows a range of dimensions in millimeters (x) and the 
frequency of measurements Cn1 and n2) found within those ranges. Figure 3 shows 
the measurements in graphical form. The total population (E n1 and E n2) for each 
fuel assembly is 1120 which is equivalent to 140 spacer-to-spacer span mea-
surements multiplied by 8 spans. The average rod-to-rod spacings Cx1 and x2) are 
shown in the normal distribution curve tagether with the respective standard 
deviations (sl and s2). 
Table 2 tabulates the average rod-to-rod measurement (x) in each of the 8 spacer-
to-spacer and spacer-to-end-plate spans tagether with the respective standard 
deviations (s). 
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The results from Figure 3 and Table 2 show that: 
a) The average values (xl and xz) and the standard deviations (sl and sz) of both 
fuel assernblies were nearly identical. This indicates a good and consistent 
fabrication history. 
b) All individual measurements were well above the specified minimum. 
c) There was no significant difference between the values measured for each of 
the spacer spans. 
d) The measurement data fit well into normal distribution curves which should 
apply to the type of measurement exercise performed. 
Conclusions 
Function gauging has been proven to provide a very economical approach to accurate 
and easily reproducible QC measurements. It is an objective technique and thereby 
easily interpreted by non-specialists. The method is very compatible for 
fabrication process control, especially operations which incorporate functional 
tooling. 
Fuel assembly characterization, such as rod-ta-rod spacing measurement, provides 
an important reference point from which to compare post irradiation observations 
and measurements. Characterization also produces measurements valuable to 
correlate fuel assembly fabrication reproducibility. 
TABLE 1. ROD-TO-ROD SPACING FREQUENCIES 
RANGE, X, rnm x, rnml) Nl2) Nl CALCULATED3) N22) N2 CALCULATED3) 
3.10 - 3.15 3.125 - - 1 1 
> 3.15 - 3.20 3.175 2 3 r 2 0 
> 3.20 - 3.25 3.225 5 9 3 r b 
> 3.25 - 3.30 3.275 29 25 10 16 
> 3.30 - 3.35 3.325 58 57 51 38 
> 3.35 - 3.40 3.375 87 105 52 71 
> 3.40 - 3.45 3.425 167 161 123 118 
> 3. 45 - 3. 50 - 3.475 238 198 175 160 I 
> 3.50 - 3.55 3.525 180 198 196 185 .j:>. ~ rv 
> 3.55 - 3.60 3.575 147 161 180 178 
> 3.60 - 3.65 3.625 91 106 112 145 
> 3. 65 - 3.70 3.675 65 57 78 99 
> 3.70 - 3.75 3.725 35 25 71 57 
> 3.75 - 3.80 3.775 13 9 39 27 
> 3.80 - 3.85 3.825 2 3 7 11 
> 3.85 - 3.90 3.875 1 1 4 4 
> 3.90 - 3.95 3.925 - - 2 2 
1) MID POINT 
2) FREQUENCY PER RANGE 
3) (ALCULATED FROM AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION, FIGURE 3 
TABLE 2. AXIAL ROD-TO-ROD SPACING DISTRIBUTION 
(140 DATA POINTS PER SPACER SPAN) 
LOCATION OF MEASUREMENT X, mm S, mm 
UPPER TIE PLATE/lST SPACER 3.53 0.13 
1ST/2ND SPACER 3.51 0.12 
2ND/3RD SPACER 3.49 0.09 
3RD/4TH SPACER 3.48 0.09 
I 
4TH/5TH SPACER 3.48 0.11 ~ ~ (..) 
5TH/6TH SPACER . 3.50 0.10 
I 
6TH/7TH SPACER 3.49 0.11 
7TH SPACER/LOWER TIE PLATE 3.53 0.12 
FUEL ASSEMBLY 1 3.50 0.11 
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QUALITY CONTROL OF PWR SPACERS BY MEANS OF 
A COMPUTER ASSISTED AUTOMATED TEST DEVICE 
M. Streb 
Reaktor-Brennelement Union, Hanau 
J. Steven 
Kraftwerk Union, Erlangen 
H.-J. Romeiser 
Kraftwerk Union, Erlangen 
IAEA-SR-102/10 
An automated measuring device has been developed for quality control of PWR-spa-
cer grids. Spring forces, pitch and position of knobs are measured using a spe-
cial transducer which is equiped with a piezo force gauge and two displacement 
gauges. The spacer is automatically positioned by means of a numerically control-
led xjy-coordinate table to each spacer cell to be measured. Test results are stor-
ed, evaluated 1 arranged and recorded by a process computer. Unsatisfactory results 
are printed in correlation to cell position. After reworking a retest program is 




Spacers are important structural components of nuclear fuel assemblies, Their func-
tion is to fix the fuel rods in an exact radial position and to enable their ther-
mal and irradiation-induced axial elongation in order to avoid high axial loading 
of fuel rodsfwhich could cause fuel rod bending. The spacers consist of strips 
that are assembled to a grid, The nodes of the grid are welded or brazed (Fig, 1). 
Each cell that is destined for taking up a fuel rod contains one or two springs, 
which press the fuel rod against a nurober of fixed contact areas on the opposite 
side of the cell (Fig. 2). The fixed contact areas are knobs which are stamped 
into the strips. The position of the knobs largely determines the position of the 
fuel rod, while the spring establishes the fixture force, The minimum fixture force 
is limited by the requirement to assure defined positioning of the fuel rod with-
out relative tangential movement between rod and spacer. The maximum force is limit-
ed by the friction forces which arise during axial elongation of the fuel rods. 
The strict requirements which result from this in respect to attaining the close 
tolerances required for the grid pitch, the position of the knobs, and the spring 
forces call for large scale quality assurance measures. OWing to the large nurober 
of tests involved in the envisaged random checking of grids pitch and knob posi-
tion and the 100 % checking of the force of each spring, a large volume of data 
is produced which can hardly be handled by means of conventional methods such as 
manual measurement and listing of data in test protocols. 
Therefore the objective was to develop a computer-assisted test device for an auto-
matic measuring procedure that stores, evaluates, arranges and documents the test 
data, Moreover, the test device was to be integrated into a data logging system 
which documents all the quality data during the whole fabrication history of a 
spacer (Fig. 3). The data from the further tests, i. e, material document checks, 
material acceptance test results, fabrication checks, and final inspection of 
overall dimensions, have to be input into the central processing computer manually 
via terminals for final quality documentation:· 
2 Description of Concept 
The values of the knob pitch T, knob position a and spring force F which are in-
dicated in Fig. 4 have to be determined on the finished spacer. The testing of 
knob pitch and knob position hitherto been done by means of a manually positioned 
coordinate measuring device whereas spring forces were measured by a manually han-
dled force transducer. Because the testing of these three characteristics always 
required the same positioning of different measuring devices into the spacer, it 
seemed reasonable to combine the seperate tests into one test. 
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2.1 Measuring Transducer 
The fundamental module for the requisite measuring system was the spring force 
transducer which has already been verified in manual operation. This kind of trans-
ducer is shown in Fig. 5. For measurement of the spring force the transducer is 
pushed into the cell to be tested. The spring presses the transducer, which has 
a diameter corresponding to that of the fuel rod, against the knobs. A piezo quartz 
measuring disc is located in the region of the contact area between spring and 
transducer, which transfers the spring force into a proportional valtage signal. 
Because the inserted transducer indicates the real postion in the spacer cell, 
there is a relationship between the position of the transducer and the position 
of knobs and the pitch. Use of two displacement transducers located at a fixed 
distance along the axis of the force transducer finger makes it possible to deter-
mine its vertical position. 'l'he position of the knobs (angularity) can be deter-
mined from the difference between the signals from the two displacement transdu-
cers. Moreover, the mean absolute deviation from the ideal position can be used 
to determinate the pitch once the actual position of the neighbouring cell has 
already been determined. 
2.2 Structure of the Measuring Device 
The measuring transducer will be positioned in each cell of the spacer by means 
of a suitable handling system. The handling system consists of a x-y-coordinate 
table in combination with a rotating table onto which the spacer is clamped in 
a special fixture and is positioned at intervals corresponding to the pitch. 
The spacer can be turned through an angle of 90° by means of the rotating table 
for testing of the second spring in the cell. 
Because the testing direction remains the same, only one axis needs to have a li-
near displacement scale for the exact determination of the real position. Because 
of the symmetry of the spacer grid, it can be divided into four quadrants, each 
with its own measuring transducer. A pneumatic lifting mechanism is provided for 
vertical movement of the measuring transducers. When the measuring transducer is 
pushed into the spacer cell, the transducer will be unblocked to self-center bet-
ween knobs and spring. 
Fig. 6 shows the hardware of the measuring device. Besides the mechanical equip-
ment, it includes a process control computer, a data logging system for all measu-
rement signals, and a numerical positioning control unit. The measurement signals 
are transmitted online by means of a multiplexer to the computer. The multiplexer 
contains fourteen inputs. Twelve analog inputs are provided for the eight displace-
ment transducers and the four force transducers. Two digital inputs are provided 
for the linear scale incremental counter. 
The process computer coordinates the complete testing procedure and evaluates the 
test results. Dialog with the test equipment is by means of a data monitor. 
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The initiation of the several subfunctions such as input of identity data, auto-
matic test run or positioning of transducer are effected via a portable input ter-
minal, The test results from each spacer cell position or the deviations thereof 
can be checked at the monitor or printed by the printer. Data exchange with the 
positioning control unit is established via a serial I/0-interface at which the 
control unit gives a checkback to the computer when it has reached the desired 
position. A magnetic disc recording system is used for storage of the operating 
system, the application programs and the specific data of the various spacer types, 
The Operating system manages and coordinates the application programs and the in-
putjoutput operations. The application programs contain the subprograms, for in-
stance for calibration, input of identity data (spacer type), the automatic test 
procedure with positioning Coordinates, and several auxiliary and test programs, 
The process computer, which is located at the measuring device, can be connected 
to the central computer by a modern operating system, 
Before commencement and after a certain operating period, the measuring transducers 
have to be calibrated (Fig, 7). The calibration device is then clamped into the 
spacer fixture. This device is used to' calibrate the transducers for spring force 
and displacement, 
3 Performance and Results 
The test procedure for a spacer involves the following steps: 
Input of identity data: 
Generation of data for 
numerical positioning control 
Calibration of transducers 
before start and after a 
certain period of operation 
Measurement of a spacer in 
automatic test run 
Camparisan of test results 
with specified values; 
storage of evaluated 
test results; 




Pitch of knobs 
Position of knobs 








Result: e. g.: all requirements met 
otherwise a protocol for 
repair is issued 
The test results can be issued in form of lists in which the results are corre-
lated with the cell positions (Fig. 8). In the case of unsatisfactory results, 
a protocol for repair can be issued containing all objectionable results correlated 
to the cell position. 
Experience from the testing of spacers up to now shows that the objections relate 
mostly to the spring forces. The unsatisfactory springs have to be recalibrated 
and to be tested again. For this retesting run a special program for positioning 
is generated by the process computer to avoid an overall retest. The results of 
the retest are likewise issued for the reworked positions only. 
All data for each characteristic are summarized for final documentation. The spe-
cified value, the number of tests, and the result of comparison between specified 
value and test result are issued for each characteristic i. e. spring force, knob 
pitch and knob position. The archived results can be used both for process control 
and for the analysis of product quality and the evaluation of defects •. 
A statistical evaluation of test results is shown in Fig. 9. The histogram of 
the spring forces reveals the measure of dispersion in correlation to the specified 
tolerance limits. 
4 Alternative Measuring Systems 
Taking into account that experience reveals a relatively high probability of un-
satisfactory spring force and almost no objections as regards position and pitch 
of knob, an alternative measuring system would be of interest. It would be possible 
with a modified measuring transducer to calibrate the spring in question during 
the measurement procedure itself such a procedure would enable the level of au-
tomation to be increased, because manual recalibration und retesting could be eli-
minated. 
Such a modified force transducer is shown in fig. 10. The measuring finger is con-
nected to a piezo-force transducer outside the spacer cell. After insertion of 
the finger into the cell it is displaced toward the knobs. At the moment of contact 
between the knobs and the movable fulcrum of the finger, positioning is stopped. 
This contact position is the reference point for displacement of the finger in 
the opposite direction toward the spring by an amount corresponding to the fuel 
rod diameter. In this position the effective spring force is transmitted to the 
gauge which measures exclusively the shear force. If the measured force exceeds 
the specified value, a special subprogram of the positioning control unit is ini-
tiated which conducts the calibration of the spring. This procedure is demonstrated 
in Fig. 11 by aspring force vs. displacement diagram. 
The finger is displaced in steps of increasing amplitude until the spring force 
reaches the specified value. After each step, the finger returns to the measuring 
position for retesting of the spring force. 
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5 Conclusions 
The introduction of an automated measuring device for testing of spacers for nu-
clear fuel assernblies has made a contribution to quality control which has several 
important advantages over the manual procedure used previously. The reliability 
of measurement is increased and documentation is more precise and easy to survey. 
The fast evaluation of results makes the level of quality immediately available. 
Besides the rationalization effect frequently emphasized, the use of a computer-
assisted measuring device presents a high level of flexibility. It is possible 
to use the same measuring device even if the product changes simply by modifying 
the programs, which have to be adapted to the new test object, Last but not least 
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DISGUSSION 
M. ERNOTTE: Is it possible with the system described for guide 
spring measurement to adjust the springs in both directions? 
H.J. ROMEISER: No, it is only possible to calibrate springs in 
the direction to lower spring forces; but it is possible to manufac-
ture springs near the upper tolerance limit to have the possibility 
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CHEMICAL ASSAY AS AN ELEMENT OF QUALITY CONTROL 




Institut für Radiochemie 
Postfach 3640, 7500 Karlsruhe 
Federal Republic of Germany 
A review will be presented of the various analytical 
techniques applied to the quality control of light water 
reactor fuels. The status of development of these methods 
has well advanced. Novel analytical methods now being 
introduced must be compared with existing performance 
data. The minimization of costs and wastes should play 
a role by selecting one of the available method. 
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A-1 Introduction 
The European Qrganization for Quality Control (EOQC) defines 
quality control as "a system for programming and coordinating 
the efforts of various groups in an organization to check or 
maintain quality or to improve quality at an economical 
level'' [ 1] . 
Today oxide nuclear fuel used in water cooled reactors is an 
industry manufactured product with a high degree of standard-
ized reliability. In the USA and in Europe alone, more 
than three million fuel rods have already been successfully 
used in light water reactors [2]. The properties of oxide 
nuclear fuel itself have contributed substantially to this 
success. The most important characteristic features in this 
context are: 
high melting point, 
adequate thermal conductivity, 
low thermal dilatation, 
good behavior under irradiation conditions (dimensional 
stability, fission product retention), 
compatibility with water (in case of a fuel rod defect). 
Another important factor contributing to this success 
consists in continous quality assurance during fuel manufac-
turing. Quality assurance is guaranteed by the specification 
and quality control. 
A-2 Specified Reguirements 
The product properties of the fuel pellets can be broken 
down into four groups [2] 
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(1) fissile material content, 
(2) chemical purity and stoichiometry, 
(3) density, structure and resintering behavior, 
(4) tolerance compliance and surface. 
Chemical assay as an element of quality control deals 
exclusively with the first two requirements specified. Only 
these two points will be discussed in this report. 
The process and product control of oxide powder and pellets 
to be used in LWR fuels should be discussed. 
The fabrication of uo 2 pellets from UF 6 or uranyl nitrate 
hydrate (UNH) solutions as the source material takes place 
in a two-step process. 
(1) Production of U0 2 powder by a chemical process. 
(2) Fabrication of U0 2 pellets from this powder using 
metallurgical techniques. 
Since the uo 2 pellet characteristic is determined also by 
the properties of the powder, not only the final product, 
i.e. the pellet, will be controlled but also the powder as 
the intermediate product. 
Quality control plans for both uo 2 powder and pellets are 
given in [3]. 
The quality controls of the products to be performed on a 
routine basis depend not least on the state of the art in 
technology and on experience gathered by the respective 
industrial branch, i.e., with growing experience product 
control may, e.g., be reduced to relate only to control 
elements. In the final phase those controls will be carried 
out which have been specified by the reactor operator. 
Regarding the chemical composition the following assays are 
normally required: 
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The assays requested for uo 2 powder concern 
(a) the uranium content and uranium-plutonium content, 
respectively, 
(b) the isotopic ratio, 
(c) the 0/M ratio, 
(d) the H20, F' and C1'-contents, 
(e) some metallic impurities. 
The assays requested for the pellet concern 
(a-c) the same items as for the powder, 
(d) the C-content specified in addition to the H2o, F' 
and Cl'-contents, 
(e) metallic impurities as specified by the reactor 
operator, 
(f) the residual gas content. 
B Chemical Assay as an Element of Quality Control of 
Nuclear Fuels 
General Remarks 
The status of development of wet chemical analytical techniques 
used in the quality control of nuclear fuels has well advanced. 
Relevant summarizing descriptions can be found in the 
literature [3, 4, 5]. Novel analytical methods now being 
introduced must be compared with existing performance data 
and the advantages and disadvantages must be discussed. 
B.1 Analytical Methods for the Determination of Uranium and 
Plutonium Concentrations 
Table 1 is a compilation of the respective analytical tech-
niques which can be used in the quality control of individual 
products. The variation coefficients indicated (s and e) for 
the individual techniques have been elaborated by the 
Table 1: Compilation of Analytical Methods for the Determination of Uranium and 
Plutonium Concentrations 
Analytical method Redox/ Coulo- Gravi- x-ray 
Product of assay Element titration metry metry fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
s e s e s e s e 
U-solutions (very pure) u 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.15 0.5 0. 5 
Uranium oxide powder, u 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.1 0.1 
nuclear grade 
Uranium oxide pellet, u 0.15 0.1 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.1 
nuclear grade 
U-Pu nitrate u 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 - - 0;5 0.5 
Solution, very pure Pu 0. 2 0.2 0.2 0.2 - - 0.5 0.5 
(U,Pu}o
2
-Mox LWR u 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 
Pu 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.2 
s = standard deviation of a single assay 










responsible ESARDA (~uropean ~afeguards gesearch and Qevelop-
ment ~ssociation) Group t6 the extent the said techniques 
have been available there. 
Before the attempt will be made to compare the methods with 
each other, the performance data of the individual working 
techniques will be briefly described. 
B-1a Redox/Titration of Uranium [7, 8, 9] and Plutonium [10, 11] 
Measuring principle for uranium: Uranium is first reduced to 
U IV. The U IV+U VI oxidation step is measured potentiometri-
cally. 
Measuring principle for plutonium: Plutonium is reduced to 
Pu III using CuCl. 
The Pu III+Pu IV oxidation step is measured potentiometrically. 
Performance Data 
The technique has much advanced and been tested in routine 
Operation. 
If ~ 100 mg samples are used a high accuracy (0.15% for 
uranium and 0.2% for plutonium) can be achieved. 
The technical complexity of the analytical technique calls 
for trained staff to do the analysis. 
The cost of the equipment at present amounts to TDM 30-50. 
B-1b Coulometric Method [13, 14] 
Principle of measurement: Coulometry with a controlled potential 
relies on the Faraday law. The substance to be analyzed is 
oxidized and reduced, respectively, on the work electrode. 
The current consumed in this process is measured by means 
of the coulometer. 
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Performance Data 
The working technique according to [13] has been generally 
introduced and tested in routine operation. It is a draw-
back that U IV reduction takes place on a mercury bath 
electrode and is irreversible. Therefore, mention should 
be made of the further improvement of this technique [14]. 
The amount of sample needed is very small (~ 20 mg) . 
The high accuracy of measurement of 0.15% adds to the 
importance of this technique, the more so, since it is an 
absolute method. 
The technique can be automated at a high degree. 
Trained staff should be available for processing. 
The cost of the equipment amounts to approx. TDM 100. 
B-1c Gravimetrie Method [15-19] 
Principle of measurement: The sample material is converted 
by heating into u3o 8 [15-17] and Puo 2 [18, 19], respectively. 
The uranium and plutonium concentrations are determined from 
gravimetric data. Trace amounts not capable of evaporation 
are analyzed by emission spectroscopy and included in the 
computation as corrections. 
Performance Data 
Gravimetry is one of the simplest and most accurate analytical 
technique. However, 5-10 g of sample material must be used 
in order to obtain an accuracy of 0.1%. But the material can 
be returned into the process because no foreign materials 
have been added. 
The cost of the equipment amounts to approx. TDM 0.5. 
The assay can be performed conveniently. 
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B-1d X-ray Fluorescence Spectroscopy [20-24] 
Principle of measurement: The assay relies on the measure-
ment of the X-ray fluorescence of fissile material spectral 
lines. The L-series of X-ray absorption edges is preferred. 
Excitation: X-ray tube (e.g., Ag-anode). 
Analyzer: LiF crystal {110}. 
Detector: Scintillation counter. 
Performance Data 
The method is a proven one. When working with an internal 
standard (e.g. Th) accuracies of 0.5% are attained. Sample 
conditioning is simple; 30 mg samples are used. 
The cost of the equipment amounts to approx. TDM 300. 
B-1e X-ray Absorptiometry [25, 26] 
Principle of measurement: The assay relies on a differential 
measurement of photon transmission directly below and above the 
L and K x~ray absorption edges, respectively, of the element 
to be assayed. 
Excitation: X-ray tube with W-anode. 
Detector: 200 mm 2 Ge-detector. 
Resolution: 550 eV at 122 keV. 
Performance Data 
The method is being tested. Accuracies of measurement of 
0.2% have been attained when comparing the methods [26]. 
The quantity of sample should be ~ 500 mg. 
Since the samples do not undergo changes during the measure-
ment, the material to be analyzed can be returned into the 
process. 
No sample conditioning is required so that the technique can 
be conveniently applied. 
The cost of the equipment amounts to approx. TDM 250. 
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B-1a-e Comparison of Methods (Table 2) 
All analytical methods described for the determination of 
uranium and plutonium concentrations conform to the specified 
reguirements. If one compares the guantities of analytical 
samples reguired, the complexities of the working technigues, 
the eguipment expenditures, and the waste arisings, consid-
erable differences appear so that the choice of the method 
will depend on the possibilities offered. 
B-2 Determination of the Isotopic Ratio [27, 4] 
The isotopic ratio is usually determined by gamma spectroscopy 
directly on the powder and pellet, respectively. If the 
material is present as a solution, mass spectroscopic assay 
would be another possible means. Both technigues are proven 
and do not call for further discussion. 
B-3 The 0/M Ratio [3, 28, 29] 
The following reasons are essential for specifying the 0/M 
ratio: 
(a) The thermal conductivity of the fuel is maximum at 
stoichiometric composition. 
{b) Oxygen in excess leads to cladding tube oxidation. 
{c) The 0/M ratio exerts an influence on the chemical and 
physical behavior of the iodine and cesium fission 
products [2]. 
An overview of the methods is given in [3, p. 168]. The 
chemical methods eligible are Redox-titration, coulometric 
method and also gravimetric method,which have been already 
described in B1a-c. Determination by polarography should be 
mentioned as well. 
Regarding uo 2 pellets and powders, we participated in an 
interlabtest [30]. The results have been summarized in the 
following table (Table 3). 
Table 2: Comparison of Hethods 
Analytical Quantity of 
technique sample required 
[mg] 
A Redox/titration 100 
B Coulometry, old version 20 
c Coulometry, new version 20 
D Gravimetry 5 000 
10 000 
E XRFA 30 
F X-ray absorptiometry 500 
Cost of Complexity 
equipment of technique 
[TDM] 










Mercury as waste 
20 mg/analysis 
Material assayed may be 
recycled into process 
30 mg/analysis 





Table 3: Interlab Test for the Determination of the 0/M Ratio 
Laboratory A B B c D E 
Method Titration Titration Photometry Polarography Titration Polarography 
2.061 2.055 2.064 2.058 2.063 2.0564 
2.060 2.058 2.058 2.057 2.060 2.0564 
2.060 2.055 2.063 2.060 2.061 2.0563 
2.060 2.057 2.063 2.060 2.060 2.0564 
2.063 2.060 2.059 2.062 2.061 2.0568 
2.064 2.061 2.064 2.057 2.062 2.0562 
2.058 2.062 2.061 2.0568 
2.058 2.060 2.064 2.0569 
2.059 2.069 2.0569 
.j>. 
.j>. ..... 
Mean value (M) 2.061 2.059 2.063 2.059 2.061 2.0566 
of s.ingle 
measurement 
RSD in % of ±0. 10 ±0.12 ±0. 16 ±0. 10 ±0.06 ±0.01 
single 
measurement 
M, the mean value derived from the lab mean values, is 2.060 ± 0.002 (0.1% RSD). 
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It is visible from the table that the methods used yield 
comparable results. When selecting the technigue one will 
rely on the experience accumulated at the respective 
laboratory. 
B- 4 Determination of the Total Hydrogen Content [ 31., 3 2] 
On account of its potential harrnful effect hydrogen which 
causes hydride defects in the Zircaloy clad tube must not 
attain 1 ppm in the fuel according to the specification. 
For determination carrier gas extraction tagether with final 
determination by coulometry are frequently used. By placing 
a CuO cell between the extraction furnace and the vessel 
used for final assay hydrogen is oxidized into water so that 
in this way the total hydrogen content is recorded. Also this 
method has proved its worth in routine operation. 
B-5 Determination of Fluoride and Chloride [33-36] 
The halogens fluorine and chlorine may play a part in the 
generation of hydride induced defects. Therefore, specifica-
tions have been fixed for both elements and they must be 
controlled. For the assay traces of fluoride and chloride 
are separated by pyrohydrolysis at high temperature with 
oxygen saturated in water vapor. The detection is preferably 
performed by ion specific electrodes. 
Instead of the ultimate detection by ion specific electrodes 
ion chrornatography has become a proven technique in recent 
time. The final assay in this case is performed by means of 
a thermal conductivity measurement. 
Compared with the technique using ion specific electrodes, 
this technique is more sensitive and needs less sample 
quantities (~1). 
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B-6 Carbon Assav 
The sample material is heated in a furnace in the oxygen 
stream. The carbon produced is converted into co 2 which, 
subsequently, is titrated by coulometry. Also this working 
technique has proven its worth in routine operation. 
B-7 Trace Assay by Emission Spectroscopy [37-40] 
The fuel specification in all cases means a limitation on 
trace impurities by metals. In the individual case the 
number of the specified elements and the maximum permissible 
overall concentration of the trace elements undergo varia-
tions as well. Specifications have been rather frequently 
established for up to 27 metallic trace elements and there-
fore they must be controlled. In this context, emission 
spectroscopy is preferably used as the analytical technique. 
This technique does not only allow to attain the required 
detection limits; it also offers the possibility of making 
a multi-element assay. This is, e.g., a factor nottobe 
neglected as compared to atomic absorption spectroscopy. 
The direct current arc is used mainly as the source of 
excitation in emission spectroscopy. The oldest working 
technique is theCarrier distillation technique [37]. But 
also pre-evaporation must be mentioned in this context. 
Both analytical techniques are directly applied to the sample 
powder. The more volatile traces are separated from the 
matrix by specific heating which is an absolute necessity 
for analysis. However, in this way it is not possible to 
analyze, e.g., the rare earth elements and thorium for which 
specifications have also been fixed. With respect to these 
elements, a separation step precedes the spectral analytical 
assay proper after the sample material has been dissolved. 
This means that two techniques must be used in order to 
make all determinations required of trace elements. 
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At this point it is worthwhile trying to find out whether 
by means of an improved analytical technique all specified 
trace elements can be assayed in one working step. 
At the IRCH of KfK a technique of extraction has been tested 
under which all requested trace elements can be separated 
from the matrix. The extracting agent used is a TBP/kerosene 
mixture, ratio 1:4. The elements are extracted from 8 M HN0 3 . 
500 mg of sample are dissolved in 10 ml solvent acid. 
The trace elements contained in the aqueous phase are then 
analyzed by emission spectroscopy following excitation by ICP 
(Inductively Coupled Plasma) . - - -
Since this is a relatively new technique of excitation, the 
performance of an ICP torch will be described by reference 
to the following figure. 
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The figure shows how a typical plasma torch is fuctioning. 
The induction coil surrounds the open end·of a quartz tube 
system. By the radio frequency current energy is supplied 
to the plasma. It is apparent from the figure that the 
argon flow carries and stabilizes the plasma. The bottarn 
side of the plasma is toroidal. The sample is introduced 
as an aerosol into the aperture of the toroid with the help 
of a carrier gas. Thanks to this shape the sample aerosol 
can be introduced into the plasma very effectively. The 
temperatures of the plasma are so high in certain zones that 
the sample material becomes ionized. Therefore, the inter-
element effects playing a role in arc excitation can be 
neglected. 
To be able to perform a multi-element analysis also with this 
excitation technique, we installed the ICP torch into an alpha 
box. The configuration was so selected that besides the 
sequential spectrometer also the already existing 3.5 m 
grating spectrograph can be used for analysis. 
Figure 2 shows the layout of the system. 


































The detector for the grating spectrograph are photographic 
plates which are evaluated automatically. This means that 
at this point the technique is comparable to arc excitation. 
A comparison of the methods with the previously used 
spectroscopic working techniques shows that the quantity 
of sample consumed can be reduced by at least the factor 2 
since all elements can be assayed in one working step. 
It is neither difficult to backextract the fuel from the TBP 
bearing organic phase so that the material can be returned 
into the process and no fuel-waste be produced at this point. 
Summary 
First of all it is important in quality control that the 
specifications can be satisfied with the requested accuracies. 
It can be stated that the analytical techniques described 
conform to the requirements. 
If a report entitled "Quality Control of Nuclear Fuels -
Technical and Economic Aspects" [41] says that 20-40% of 
total powder and pellet fabrication costs are spent for 
quality assurance and control, it is worthwhile considering 
at which point cost savings might be possible without 
impairing quality. 
The analytical techniques presented here - some of them novel 
ones - the majority of which are easier to apply, could 
certainly make a contribution to this effect. Also the mini-
mization of wastes should play a role in this context. 
Likewise one should think about the extent to which, e.g., 
the assay of 27 trace elements is meaningful if one can 
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evaluate the operating behavior of the fuel equally well 
with so-called control elements [4z]. 
If, in the future, recycled material is tobe used more 
frequently, it will certainly be necessary to give some 
thought to the relevant meaningful specifications. 
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DISGUSSION 
G. PAUWELS: What are the detection limits for the measurment of: 
1.1 Cl-content with specific electrode after pyrohydrolysis, 
1.2 rare earth content with ICP after TBP separation from U 
(limit per rare earth)? 
E. MAINKA: 1.1 Cl : 15 ppm/U0
2
• 




METHODS AND PROCEDURES OF CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF ZICALOY TUBING 
Abstract: 
Kaydell Bowles 
Sandvik Special Metals corporation 
P. 0, Box 6027 
Kennewick, Washington 99336 U,S,A. 
To determine conformance to the chemical composition requirements, the 
zircaloy ingot is sampled either in accordance with procedures outlined 
in ASTM B350 or as approved by the tubing manufacturer, 
The samples are analyzed for the alloying elements and impurities by 
methods and standards adopted by the manufacturer, but not necessarily 
those used worldwide. When possible, standards traceable to NBS are used 
for verification, but in most part the standars are made in-hause by 
mixing highpurity zirconium oxides or solutions with oxides or solutions 
of the elements of interest. 
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Historical 
The first zirconium available in large quantities was crystal bar. When this 
material was subjected to extended corrosion tests in water and steam, the 
material exhibited variable results. The reasons for the variations observed 
werP. due to impurity levels of nitrogen in the metal.(l) 
The variability in the crystal bar gave momentum toward development of 
zirconium alloys and to make use of the less expensive Kroll process for 
sponge zirconium.(2) 
The direction for alloy development of zirconium was furnished by the Naval 
Reactor Branch of the A.E.C. The early work was performed in the laboratories 
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines (Albany, Oregon), Argonne National Laboratory, 
Metallurgical Labaratory at MIT, Battelle Memorial Institute, Iowa State 
College, Oak Ridge National Laboratories and Bettis Atomic Power 
Laboratory.(3) Out of these early sturlies the alloys, Zircaloy-1, Zircaloy-2, 
Zircaloy-3 and Zircaloy-4 were born. The compositions were not optimized 
based on in-reactor corrosion rates, but on their performance and behavior 
observed under laboratory conditions. 
The first zircaloy, called Zircaloy-1, was a 2-1/2% tin alloy. This alloy 
showed accelerated corrosion in high temperature steam (650°F) and was 
deemed unsuitable for reactor use. It did have good strength, but the poor 
corrosion resistance deterred its use. 
Zircaloy-2 was developed and patented by several people at Bettis Atomic Power 
Laboratory; namely D. E. Thomas, R. B. Gordon and K. M. Goldman. The 
active corrosion program at Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory, which provided 
corrosion behavior data, allowed this alloy to be selected for reactor use in 
the Nautilis. (4) 
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Zircaloy-3, which was comprised of zirconium plus 1/2% tin and 1/2% iron bad a 
short lifetime. It bad good corrosion resistance, when properly heat 
treated. Unfortunately, this alloy was more sensitive to processing 
variables. Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-3 exhibit similar water corrosion 
properties; however, Zircaloy-2 was not as sensitive to processing variables. 
Therefore, the application of Zircaloy-3 was discontinued. 
Zircaloy-4 was introduced when it was determined that the nickel in Zircaloy-2 
enhanced the pick-up of hydrogen from the corrosion reaction. The Zr-4 alloy 
bad the nickel removed and a similar amount of iron added on a mole fraction 
basis. 
The impurity levels in the alloys of zirconium were initially set by a 
somewhat unscientific method of analyzing the element, constructing cumulative 
distribution curves, and selecting the specific limit at 90% of the cumulative 
distribution curve. These limits were satisfactory initially, but were 
refined over the years as more information became available on ~heir effect on 
the corrosion resistance of zircaloy and neutron absorption. 
The elements such as boron, cadmium and hafnium have always been maintained at 
low levels. 
For a period of time, there was relatively little control of oxygen content, 
but then it was found that closer control on oxygen was beneficial for it 
imparted uniformity of mechanical properties and allowed a fairly consistent 
temperature range for the Alpha + Beta phase region. The latter permits 
consistency of heat treatments to achieve corrosion and mechanical properties. 
Manufacture 
Briefly, the zirconium metal is manufactured as follows: 
The ore, zircon sand, is mixed with coke and undergoes chlorination. The 
tetrachloride is converted into a zirconium-bearing solution from which the 
hafnium is removed. The solution is converted to an oxide, which is 
rechlorinated and then reduced with magnesium or sodium in an inert atmosphere 
to what is commonly called sponge metal. 
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During the roanufacture of zirconiuro, cheroical analyses are perforroed on the 
feed stocks, liquors, oxides and ultiroately the sponge. These analyses roust 
roeet internal requireroents so that the resulting sponge roay roeet the criteria 
for release to roelting. 
Froro each sponge blend, a sarople is split, and this sarople is double arc 
roelted under vacuuro in a sroall laboratory furnace. The resulting ingot is 
then analyzed for iropurities and hardness. Based on internal acceptance 
standards, the sponge blends are released for coropacting into charges for 
subsequent roelting into product ingots. 
The coropacted sponge, solid scrap and alloying eleroents, tin, chroroiuro, iron 
and nickel are roade into an electrode. This electrode is then at least double 
arc roelted under vacuuro. The final resulting ingot is about 24 inches in 
diaroeter and its length roay vary froro 6 to 12 feet. The ingot, after full 
cheroical analysis, is released and fabricated into either bars, plates or 
billets. 
Zirconiuro Alloys 
The roajor alloys today are Zircaloy-2 used in cladding eleroents for the BWR's 
and Zircaloy-4 used in cladding eleroents of PWR's and PHWR's and channels for 
BWR's. The cheroical coroposition for these two alloys is outlined in Table 1. 
Saropling Methods for Cheroical Analysis 
The saropling roethod used to certify their product varies with the 
roanufacturer. Two roanufacturers reroove saroples froro the sidewall of the 
ingot. The nurober of saroples is in accordance with ASTM B350; i.e., top 
sarople is within 5 inches (127 mm) of the top face and then one sarople along 
the length at a distance not to exceed one ingot diaroeter. Another 
roanufacturer rerooves the sarople by taking a cross-section of the forged bar. 
The nurober of saroples taken and the location corresponds to the nurober and 
place of the respective ingot. 
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TABLE 1 












































































Method of Analyses for Zircaloys by the Manufacturers 


































Molybdenum Blue (P) 
5-Sulfosalicylic Acid (P) 
Thiocyanate (P) 
Fluorametrie Method 
(V) = Volumetrie 
(P) = Photometrie 
(F) = Fluorametrie 
(ICP) = Inductive Coupled Plasma 
CI = Combustion - Infrared 
(S) = Spectrometry 
HE = Hot Extraction 



































































Silver Nitrate with 
X-ray Fluorescence 
RM&I = Reduction Melting & Infrared Absorption 
MAS = Molecular Absorption Spectrophotometry 
IGF-GC = Inert Gas Fusion with Gas Chromatographie 
separation of gases using thermal and/or 
infrared readout 
AAS = Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry 
OES = Optical Emission Spectroscopy 






The Methods of Chemical Analysis 
The method each vendor uses for analysis of the alloying element and impurity 
is as given in Table 2. Also given in this table are the methods of analyses 
outlined in ASTM El46 "Standard Methods for Chemical Analysis of Zirconium and 
Zirconium Alloys". 
Please note the methods outlined in ASTM El46 differ from that of the 
manufacturers. This does not mean that the methods by the manufacturers are 
obsolete or less precise but that the methods in ASTM El46 have not kept pace 
with the state-of-the-art. 
METHODS FOR ANALYSIS OF IMPURITIES AND ALLOYING ELEMENTS 
Plasma Emission Spectroscopy (ICP & DC) 
One primary method for analyzing the impurities and the alloying elements is 
plasma emission spectroscopy. Two manufacturers are currently using the 
inductive coupled plasma emission known as (ICP) while another vendor will 
soon be using the direct current plasma emission known as DCP. 
The sample for analysis is placed in solution and small droplets of the 
solution are introduced into the concentrated flow of argon. Both types, DCP 
and ICP, cause the flowing argon and droplets of solution to become 
electrically conducting and heated to a high temperature, with a maximum 
0 between 7,000-15,000 C. The emission spectrum is then measured for that 
element. The unknown concentration is determined by comparing measurements on 
standards of known composition. 
The plasma emission method has the capability to analyze all refractory 
elementssuch as boron, phosphorus, tungsten, niobium and uranium and.to 
perform simultaneaus multielement analyses up to as many as 60 elements.(S) 
Atomic Absorption 
In the atomic absorption methods of chemical analysis, a portion of the sample 
which is in solution is converted into an atomic vapor, and the absorbance of 
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light by this vapor is measured at a specific wavelength which is 
characteristic of the element to be determined. The unknown concentration is 
determined by comparison with absorbance measurements on standards of known 
composition. 
Spectrographic Analysis 
The spectrographic analysis uses metal samples where the metals are oxidized 
in a muffle furnace and the resultant oxide is ground to a fine powder. The 
oxide is then mixed with carriers such as graphite and excited by a high 
voltage in order to volatilize the sample carrier mixture. The spectrum of 
the volatilized element or elements is recorded photographically and the 
selected spectrum lines are measured photometrically. The line intensities 
are visually compared to standards or are converted to relative intensities 
and the concentrations are determined using appropriate standards of known 
composition. 
Methods for Oxygen, Nitrogen and Hydrogen Determination 
The three manufacturers use similar techniques for determination of oxygen, 
nitrogen and hydrogen. The method for obtaining the gases so they can be 
analyzed is placing the sample into a flux basket (nickel or platinum) held by 
a single-use graphite crucible. The sample and basket are fused under inert 
atmosphere (helium or argon) at high temperatures. The high temperature 
fusion releases the gases from the sample and the gases are swept through 
various scrubber columns and trapped. These gases are then quantified by 
either an infrared detector or a thermal conductive meter or a thermistor 
bridge detector. 
Garbon Determination 
The manufacturers use a spectrophotometer for determination of carbon. The 
sample is placed into a crucible containing a fluxing alloy. Upon combustion, 
carbon is liberated as co
2
, swept into an analyzing chamber, and then 
quantified using an infrared detector. 
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The other manufacturer uses a combustion or conductometric method for 
determining carbon in the sample. The sample is burned in a stream of oxygen, 
and the carbon dioxide in the evolved gases is absorbed by a barium hydroxide 
or sodium hydroxide solution. The amount of carbon present in the sample is 
determined by measuring the change in conductance of the absorbing solution 
and comparing the change with a calibration curve based on the carbon content 
of known sta~dard samples. 
Chlorirre Determination 
Chlorirre analysis is by titration, fluorescence and by analyzing of ions. 
The determination of chloride in zircaloys by x-ray fluorescence involves 
dissolving the sample and precipitating the chloride by additions of silver 
nitrate. The silver chloride is filtered and dried. The filter pad is then 
placed on a sample holder and the intensity of the Ag K-alpha radiation is 
measured and recorded. The Ag intensity is converted to ppm chlorine. 
The determination of chloride by titration involves dissolution of the sample 
by hydrofluoric acid and the titration of chlorirre with silver nitrate 
solution. The method utilizes an apparatus for the automatic plotting of the 
titration curve with detection of the equivalent point by potentiometric 
measurement at constant current. 
Uranium Determination 
The determination of uranium is either by fluorometry or plasma emission. 
The determination of uranium by fluorometry involves the dissolution of the 
solid sample by nitric-hydrofluoric acid. The uranium is extracted from the 
solution by an organic complexing agent. The uranium solution is then 
evaporated, dried, and fused with a mixture of fluoride and carbonates into a 
small bead. The characteristic uranium fluorescence emitted by the bead under 
ultraviolet light is measured with a fluorometer. 
Precision 
Table 3 gives the interval of confidence at 95% for readings situated at the 
normal specified limits for impurities and within the specified composition 
ranges for alloying elements. 
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TABLE 3 
Manufacturer's Reported Precision of Analyses of Zircaloys 




















































































This gives the interval of confidence for the ICP method at 95% 
for readings situated at the normal specified limits for 
impurities and in the middle of the composition range for 
alloying elements. 
This gives the interval of confidence at 95% for the ICP method 
when samples are taken from zircaloy and analyzed separately. 
This is the estimated percent relative precision. 
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Standards 
The standardsarenot necessarily traceable to certified standards; i.e., NBS 
JAERI, nor are the elements to be determined certified in the NBS standards; 
e.g. copper and titanium. 
The manufacturers use their own in-hand synthetic standards prepared by mixing 
high purity zirconium oxide or zirconium solutions with oxides or solutions of 
the elements of interest. These standards are the ones commonly (with 
exceptions of some elements and methods) used for calibration and 
standardization of their equipment. 
At given frequencies, a metal standard or synthetic standard is analyzed by 
the equipment. The composition limits for the element or elements are checked 
against standard curves and the values for the standard must be within 
limits. This overcheck assures proper calibration and Operation of the 
equipment for the samples being analyzed. 
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MEASUREMENT OF THE INNER PRESSURE 
OF A FUEL ROD AND DETERMINATION 
OF THE FILLING GAS PURITY 
H.-J. von Wachtendonk, W. Ebbinghaus 
Reaktor-Brennelement Union GmbH, 
Rodenbacher Chaussee 6, 6450 Hanau 11 
West Germany 
Fuel rods have to be controlled for their inner pressure and 
for the purity of the filled helium gas. This happens on the 
one hand during production, but on the other hand it las to 
be ensured that the specificd parameters are met at the final 
fuel rod. This can only be actieved by destructive means - re -
opening of the welded fuel rod and measuring the inner pressure 
and analysing the helium gas contained. In this paper a simple 




MEASUREMENT OF THE INNER PRESSURE 
OE' A FUEL ROD AND DEI'ERMINATION 
OF THE FILLING Gl\S PURITY 
H.-J. von Wachterrlonk, W. Ebbinghaus 
Reaktor-Brermelanent Union GnbH, 
Rodenbacher Chaussee 6, 6450 Hanau. 11 
West-Genna.ny 
The fuel rods in bundles of nuclear reactors are filled with heliurngas which is the 
heat oonveyer fran the 002 -pellet where the heat is generated to the zircalloy shell. 
Helium owns the best heat conductivity of all inert gases and doesn't react with or 
corrode any part of the fuel rod. Therefore, the heliurn has to be of excellent puri-
ty. The heliurn gas suppliers nonnally deliver, highly pure products, but it has to 
be ensured that the filling gas quality within the fuel rods equals the one of the 
deli vered gas. 
Because all other gasesdeminish the heat oonducitivity of He, the tolerable amount 
of impurities has to be very low. The task of the quality department or the chani-
cal laboratory is to ensure on the one side the excellent purity of the delivered 
gas and on the other side that this highly pure heliurn gas is encapsulated within 
the fuel rods. 
The fuel rods have to be re-opened to allow a deter.mination of the filling gas cam-
position. This is a destructive analysis for the fuel rod because the end plug or 
the tube has to be damaged to release the filling gas to be gas analyzer. This 
causes that only few fuel rods can be analyzed. Therefore, the harogenity of the 
manufacturing during production (oxigen and moisture content) at the welding machines. 
Additionally, the fuel rods of pressurised water reactor fuel bundles have to con-
tain a high pressure to withstand the force of the pressurized water circuit within 
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the reactor. During production the fuel rod pressure is oontrolled by autanatic wel-
ding machines which are locked if the minimum pressure isn't achieved. After fini-
shing a lot of fuel rods sane of the:n are taken for oontroll of the inner helium 
pressure. The sample size (sane per m.ille) depends on the lot size. In small lots 
(less than 1000 fuel rods) at least one rod is taken for analysis. 
Description of the development 
The gas. analyzer which was built and developed at RBU consists of tw:> parts, the 
lock syste:n, where the fuel X'Od is opened and the fue~ rod inner pressure can be 
determined, and .the gas analyzer, a cammercial available gas chranatograph (carlo 
Erba) which was rocx:lified for the special purp;Jses. 
Measure:nent of the fuel rod inner pressure 
For the pressure measureroent the plenum end of the fuel rod is gas tightly clamped 
into a lock of known volume. The tightness is oontrolled by evacuating it to low 
_3 
pressure (1 0 bar) and maintaining it for a short period (about 5 m.inl.ltes). If oo 
pressure increase or only a very §mall increase (sane millibar) is observed the 
system is considered to be gas thight. 
Now, the fuel rod is punctured by a mandrel bar and the gas · is released to the eva-
cuated lock. Before measuring the pressure after the equalization the mandrel bar 
has to be replaced to the identical fOSition it had before the puncturing. This is 
necessary to avoid a volume fault in the pressure determination. 
The volume of the lock alone and the cmbinded volumes of the lock and the fuel rod 
have to be detennined. In both cases the procedure is the same. The systeril is evacu-
_3 
ated to a very lo;v pressure (better than 1 0 bar) • It is connected to another cell 
with well known volume and pressure. The connectiong valve is opened and a pressure 
equalization is perfonned. The unknown volume is calculated acoording to the Boyle-
Mariotte law. 
p. V = oonstant 
Under the envirornnental oonditions helium behaves like an ideal gas. Consequently 
all necessary calculations are performed applying the ideal gas law. 
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FollCMing steps have to be perfonned successively: 
Clamp~. the fuel rod 
evacuating the lock 
pressure equalization with a cell.of known volume and pressure 
( 
reading the equlibrium pressure 
eyacuating the lock (without tne other cell) 
punchuring the fuel :rod 
reading the equlibrium pressure 
(taking a sample for gas analysis) 
evacuating the lock and the open fuel rod 
pressure equalization with the other cell 
reading the equalibrium pressure 
calculating the fuel rod pressure 
The measuranent accuracy of the fuel rod pressure is better than 1 % relative. 
Analysis of the filling gas purity 
The gas composition measurement - or better - the detennination of imp!,irities within 
the filling .helium gas is perfonned during the pressure measurement. As I have ex-
plained above enly a limited content of other gases within the helium can be tolera-
ted. The helium content has to be greater than 96 % of the total volume. The deli-
vered helium is highly pure: 99.998 % or better. This purity is checked with the 
same gas analyzer as the filling gas. But ön the way fran the ·. storage tank to the 
welding machine contaminations by other gases, especiall y air, are imaginable. 
These ·contaminations inay.:be.originated fran gasesal::)s-otbed at the inner surface 
of the pipe system or fran. small 1~ in the system wb.ere air may diffuse into. 
This is rot very probable because the pipe system contains the helium with a higher 
pressure than the environment has. An:>ther source of contaminations are repairs 
at the pipe system, through which air penetrates into it. When repair is finshed 
the systan is carefully purged with helium, but it is possible, that gas~s absor-
be at the inner pipe surface and deserbe slowly later on. We couldn't detect such 
a contamination source up to now, but we take care that it wan't happen. 
The best indicator for air contamination of the helium is the product - the fuel 
rod - itself. The second end plug is welded to the zircaloy tube under 22 bar helium 
at:m:>sphere. First, there are very sensitive oxygen Q.etectors in the helium .support 
tube near welding charnber which alleM to detect very small oxygen contartlinations and 
which blocks the electrical polller autqnatically at a pre-selectable value of oxygen 
content. Secorrl, the zirkaloy itself is a very sensitive indicator for oxgen conta-
mination. But ronnally ro annealing colors appear during the Welding pro,cess. 
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Nevertheless, in the gas analysis of the fueFrod. filling gas Sm:tll amounts of im,.., 
purities are found. Fran where are they originated? }t>st of them c:ome fran gases 
(air, hydrogen, argon aiil others) which are adsorbed. or included into the 002-
pellets and which diffuse slowly out of than. At RBU the
1 
U02 -~er is produced 
·via AUC (llmnonium uranly carbonate) • Fran this process a small am::mnt of carbon 
dioxide ranains in the 002 -:r;x>viler. During the sintering process which is perfo:rmed 
under hydrogen atrrosphere containing sane percent nitrogen rrost of the carbon dio-
. xide is raooved, but· iri the closed :r;x>res these gases (C02 , H2 , N2 )' are ehcapsulated. 
After sintering the pellets are ground and stored under air. The fuel column is 
laid and filled under air, too. Before welding aiil pressurising with helium the 
total fue1 rod and the welding chamber are evacuated to low pressure. But gases 
are adsorbed at the pellet surface and included into the :r;x>res fran which the pel-
let surface aiil included into the :r;x>res fran which the gases are released with the 
time to the filling helium. In case of PWR-fuel rods which contain a helium pressure 
of about 22 bars the impuritles range near the detection limits (some vpn for the 
highest), but in case of BWR-fuel rods which contain only 2 bars of heliun pressure 
' ' these trace gases can be detected easily. The sum of all impurities ranains far away 
fran the specifiqltion limit which allows an impuritiy level up to 4 percent. Nor-: 
mally, the impurities lie far beyond 1 percent-.-
Description of the gas analyzer 
The cx::mposition of the filling gas is analyzed by a gas chrctnci.tograph. The carrier 
gas is helium itself. The .principle of the analysis is as follows. The impurities 
eire sep3.rated fran helium aiil mutually by distribution between a stationary phase 
(solid or liquid phase within the separation column) and the noving phase (helium). 
Because of the slightly different physical behavior the impurities distribute dif-
ferent between the stationary and the rrobileq:hase. Gases of low rrolecular weight 
and unpolar gases are weaker adsorbed by the stationary phase than heavy aiil :r;x>lar 
gases. So a light gas like hydrogen IOOVes faster through the column than a heavy 
gas like carbon dioxide. 
The applied gas chranatografh is able to s;parate and to detect H2 , N2 , 02 , Ar, CH4, 
CO and 002 • It is mt :r;x>ssible to separate all these gases · with one column, so we 
use tw::> different stationary phases - a rrolecular sieve column and a Porapak-Q-column 
to separate the gases. Ar and 02 give a joint signal in both columns. For a sepa-
rate determination of than it is necessary to ranove the oxygen by reaction with 
zirconium s:r;x>nge which can be switched into the gas flow before entering the Se-
paration columns. 'lb.:ll'ea.Sure Ar and 02 tW) runs are necessary, first withöut the 
zirooniun s:r;x>nge solumn to give a canbined signal, than with it to result the Ar 
value only. The Ar-value is subtracted f:i:a:n the canbined signal. The resulting 
value represents the oxygen content. 
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Procedure 
The helium filled lock is connected to tw::> sample loops. Each of than is oonnec-
ted to one separation oolumn oontaining the molecular sieve or porapak - Q, re-
spectively. First the loops are purged with the helium to be analyzed. Then 
they are closed to give a sample of constant and well known volume. The loops 
are oonnected to the carriergas flow (He, N 6.0) of highly pure helium and 
transported to the separation oolumns. 
A He ionisation detector with a weak tritium source is used for detecting the 
impurities. The detector signal is reoorded on a platter and evaluated automa-
tically by an integrator. 
The sensitivity of the system lies between 0.1 Vpf1U and 1 Vpr:m depending on the 
gas to be analyzed. The reproducibility is better than 1 % relative and the 
overall accuracy is better than 5 % relative. 
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DISGUSSION 
K, BALARAMA MOORTHY: What methods do you adopt for assessing or 
determining the internal pressure in the scaled elements, Do you adopt 
or develop acoustic emission methods? 
H,J, VON WACHTENDONK: We do not apply such methods in final fuel 
assembly. 
M, ERNOTTE: a) What is the frequency of production tests for rod 
inner pressure? 
b) Do you correfate the rod experimental void volume with the theore-
tical one calculated from design requirements? 
H,J, VON WACHTENDONK: a) One rod per lot, at, least, or one per 1000 
if the lot size exceeds 1000 fuel rod, Additionally, there are some inter-
nal analyses as demanded by production people, 
b) No, we don't do this, 
G, PAUWELS: Do you also measure the maisture content during 
destructive testing of fuel rods, togehter with the gas content? 
H,J, VON WACHTENDONK: No, we measure the maisture content of the uo
2 
pellets prior to loading, and we continuousj:y,mnnitorl·the H
2
o content of the 
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Abstract: 
P. Vesely, J. Drexler, B. Fiala 
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Prague - Zbraslav 
J. Bardos"' 
Nuclear Research Institute 
Prague - Rez 
VZUP - Nuclear Fuel Institute, Prague-Zbraslav, in cooperation 
with the Nuclear Research Institute, Rez by Prague, have designed 
and manufactured VVER-440-LR 0 experimental fuel assemblies. During 
the production the necessary control system was applied. This paper 
gives basic information concerning the control system used as well 
as the results obtained. 
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lWHTPOJih TIPOY13BO,D,CTBA 8KCTIEPY1MEHTAJlbHOro TOTIJH1BA ,L{Jill 
·-------~------~~-------~----~-----------------------
YlCCJIE,l.lOBATEJihCKOrO PEAKTOP A JIP-ü 
------------------~---------~--
n.Bece~~. Ho,l.lpeKC~ep, Bo~~~a 








BPYD - YlHcTHTYT H~epHhiX Ton~~B {Tipara - 36pac~aa) B coTpy~­
HHlJ.eCTBe C Vl.HCTlliTYTOM H,n;epHblX lltCCJie,II,OBaH~H (Pll!.ell y ilpar~) CKOH-
CTpylltpOBaJI ~ li13I"OTOB~M 3KCnep~MeHT8JISH:ble TSOJIOB:bl~e~HJO~e C60pKH 
BB8P - 440 - JlP 0. B npoHaBo,n;cTBe 6:bl~a ~cnoJibaosaHa cooTBeTCTBJ-
Du;aa C~CTeJUl KOHTpOJIHo ß H8CTO.H~eM ,LJ;OKJI~e Opr,1:BO,II,.HTC.51 OCHOBH:ble 
~H~OpMa~~~ 06 ~COO~b30B8HHO~ C~CTSMe KOHTpO~H M 0 ,II,OCTlltrHyT:blX 
peayJibTaTax XOHTpOJigo 
1o Bae,II,eHHe 
~cc~e~oaaTe~bCKHti peaKTop JIP-0, Haxo~Hm~iic.H B IDIY! (P1!eJB:), 
npe,n;Ha3H8'4.9H ,II,~.H ~M3lltlJ.9CKlltX lltCCJie,II,OBBHMH 8KTMBHhiX SOH T~na 
BB8P o ,i.lJI.H aTOro peaKTopa BPYil - IDIT {36pacJiaB) 14: 11.5U1 (h:ex) 
COBYeCTHO COpOeKTMpOBaAH H ~SI"OTOB~~llt 3KCnepMMeHT~hH:ble TenJIO-
B:bl,II,e~HJO~e c6opKH BB8P - 440 - ~p 0 0 Ten~OBhl,II,SJI.HJO~Me sJieMeHT:bl 
npOHSBO~MJIMCb Ha Cne~MaJibHO np~CITOC06~eHHOH 3KCnepMMeHT8JibHOÄ 
JiaOopaTopHoM ~~HlltM npoHSBO,II,~Te~bHOCTbD 300 Kr uo2 /ro~o Kax.n;oe 
npo~SBO,II,CTBO TpeOyeT cne~~~1bH:ble KOHTpO~bH~e onepa~~Mo B Ha-
CTOH~eM ~OKJI~e 6y~yT OO~CBH~ onepa~M~ KOHTpO~Hp np~MeHeHH:ble 
Ha acex aTanax ,n;a&Horo npo~aBO,II,CTBBo 
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flapaMeTpN 3KCnepH~e-TB~bHOI'O TOIT~HBB B OCHOBHOM COOTBeT-
CTBOB~H ~HTepaTypHNM ~BHHNM ~~H 3HepreTH4eCKMX peaKTOpOB 
BB8P /1/. O~HaKo, Y4HTNBBH npe~HaaHa4eHHe Hcc~e~oBaTe~bCKoro 
peBKTOpa J1P-0p HeKOTOphie lil3 HHX (r~BBHblM oC5paaoM, CTPYKTypHbie) 
He Tpe00B&JH1Chp B peay~bTaTe qero .U:OJKHO 0hiJIO HeCKO~bKO ynpo-
CTHTb CHCTeMY KOHTpO~.Ro 
3aKaa4HK TpeC5os~ onpe~e~HTh H oC5ecne4HTh c~e~DmHe napa-
.u:eTphl: 
llopomOK U02- H30TOITHhl~ COCTaB - nO~TBep~HTb aTTeCTOM TIOCTBB-
mHKa H 10 KOHTpO~bH&üH H3Me-
peHHHMH H3 KOHTe~Hepa; 
XJH«H4e8KHM: COCTBB - nO~TBep~HTh BTTBCTOM noc-
TBBIID1KB H 2 aHaJIH3aMH Ha 
10 BhiC5paHHhiX S~eMBHTOB. 





OTHOilleHH8 0/U : 2,00 + 2,02; 
ITJIOTHOCTb f S ~ 10,1 I" o ~M-3 ; 
reOMeTpH48CKHe paaMepbi- ~HBM8Tp ,0HDp : 7,56.!,0,04MM, 
oceaoe oTaepcTHe 
d. 1 3 + 0,3 
JU = , -o,o MM, 
BhiCOTa h : 12 +O,O MM. 
-3,0 
reoMeTpH4eCKHe paayepN 
B~COTa CTOJIC5B TaC5~eTOK 
CM. pHC o 1; 
1250 ,! 5 MMo 
3o 0CHOBHhie onepa~HH KOHTpO~.R npOH3BO~CTBB SKCnepH.MBHTa.-'IbHOI'O 
TOIT~H.Ba 
~JI.R npH.H.RTOI"O TeXHO~OJ:'H.4eCKOI"O npo~ecca, H30C5paJKeHHOI'O 
CXBMBTH.4eCKH Ha pHCo 3, xapaKT8pHH yae~ rp~Hy~HpOBBHH~ C HC-
ITOJihBOBBHHeM BCITOMOI"&TeJibHHX Opi"BHH48CKMX BemeCTB (no~~EHHH= 
JIOBUM CnHpT H. CTeapHHOBB.R KMCJIOTa) H onepa~MH nepe~ cneKBHH.-
eM /2/o XOT.R STOT npo~ecc B HBCT01HI~ee BpBMH B npOMbllllJIBHHCCTH 
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yxe n~ymecTay He npHMeHHeTcß, o~Haxo,aaH~ ero a~coKOH YHK-
aepcaJibHOCTm, OH ~eJiecoo6paaeH ~JIJI axcnep.HMeHTBJibHOI'O npoma-. 
BO~CTB2 C HH8KO~ npOK8BO~HTeJibHOCTaDo »cnOJib3YH ero, MH HMe-
JIH B BH~ eme O~HO ero npeHMYWeCTBO - MeHbillY~ 88BKCHMOCTb OT 
napaueTpoa noporuxa. 
B ~HTepaType (HanpmMep, /3, 4, 5, 6/) npHBO~HTCH ~eJIHM 
pa:,z~; npo~eccoa m oprBHHaal\~IOHHhlX cxeM xax ocymecTBJieHHH co6-
CTBeHHO KOHTpOJ:UI' T8K .1.1 OÖpaÖOTKH noJiytreHHDIX ~8HHWX:o llpH 
paapaOOTKe npoeKT8 H peaJIK381.\KK CKCTeMN KOHTpOJIJI npOK3BOACTB8 
3KCnepKMeHT8JibHOI'O TOnJIKBS MN npK~epXKB8JIHCa OÖNtfHOI'O nOpJI~­
xa, To8o 00 3TanaM OT npoeKTHpOBSHHH H UO,II;I'OTOBKH 3KCnepvtMeH-
T8JibHOH JIHHHK ~0 COOCTBeHHO npOM8BO~CTBa 9 KSK nOK88aHO cxe-
MSTHtfeCKK B T&Öo 1o 
ÜÖ~ey K BKJIDtfeH.He npKHJITUX onep81.\H~ KOHTpOJIJI nOJIHOCTbD 
JICHN Ha CXeMU H8 pHCo 3o 
B qgcp a pg~e npe~npKJIT.H~ ÖbiJIK paapa6oT&Hhl aHaJIHTHtfeCKKe 
MeTO~hl ~JIJI Onpe,D;eJieHHJI p1l~8 np.HMeCe~ B MeTBJIJIHtfeCKOM ypane H 
ero COe~HHeHHHX JI~epHOH tflliCTOTblo Ü~HOBpeMeHHO ÖhiJI K8I'OTOBJieH 
H CT8H,I1;8pTHN~ OÖpaae~ ypaHa /7, 9/o 
)lJIH cpasHHTeJibHhiX onpe~eJieHHij: co.n;epxaHHH Fe, Cu, Mn, lli, 
er, Cd, Mo, Si ÖhiJIM MCnOJib80B8Hb!, I'JI&BHbTM o6pa:30M, cnex-
TpO~ToueTp.HtreCKKe MeTO~blo 
)lJIJI onpe.n;eJieHHH C ÖhiJI BHe.n;peH K KCnOJib30B8JICH KYJIOHOMeT-
pHtfeCKKij: MeTO,IJ; onpe~eJieHKH nOCJie CIHI'&HKH B nOTOKe KHCJIOpo.n;a 
npM O,IJ;HOBpeueHHOM npKYeHeHHK ~DCOBo 
ÜTHomeHHe 0/U onpe~eJIHJIOCb noJIJ~porpaip.HtfeCKHM weTo.n;oK 
,IJ;OÖ8BOK /8/ C ~BYMH paCTBOp&MK np.H OTHOC.HT€JibHO~ norpemHOCTH 
onpe.n;eJieHKH 5 %. 
YpaH onpe,neJIJIJICH THTposaHHeM oHxpoMaTOM KaJIHH o-
B K&tfeCTBe_ OCHOBHOI'O MeTO,IJ;& onpe.n;eJieHKH BeJIH.q.HHDl l1 :püpl.W 
tf8CTM~ HCXO,IJ;HOI'O nopomxa U0
2 
H8MH 6hiJI HCnOJib30B8H 8HaJIH8 
~OTOrpa~H~, noJiytfeHHNX H8 paCTpOBOM 3JieKTpOHHOM ~KpOCKone /9/. 
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KpoMe TOro, ~OnO~H~Te~bHNe ~8HHNe O~M no~yqeH~ CMTOBNM aHa-
JH180Mo 
I 
Be~~q~Ha aepHa ~ nopHCTOCT» cneY:eHHbiX Ta6~eTOK onpe,n;e~g-
~acb onTHY:eCKOH MeTa~~orpa~~eß npH nOMOmH 06N4HOM no~~pOBKH 
a~MaaHoä nacToß H npo~a~eHH~ cTpyKTYPN XHYHY:eCKBM Tpaa~eH~eu 
eepHOH K~C~OTO~ Jr1 nepeKHCbD SO,D;OpO,D;So 
3H84HTe~bHMM ,n;ono~HeHHeM ON~~ peay~hTBTN, no~yqeHH~e Tex-
Ho~or~qecK~M ~cnNTaHHeM cneKaH~jl no ASTM C 753 - 73. 
3KCnep~M9HT&nbHOrO TOn~HB8 
IJ 
BXO,Il;HOMY KUHTpO~ID no,n;aepr~c~ no C~eCTBY TO~bKO nopOIDOK 
o6or~eHHOI( uo2, nocTaBJI~eMNH Ha CCCPo PeayJibT8Thl KOHTpO~bHO­
ro onpe~eJieH~~ ooor~eHHjl Ha 12 o6paa~ax npt-~ae,n;eHM a r~cTorpaM­
ue Ha p1r1e o '4 o IlpoH:aae,n;eHHble x~MHY:eCK~e onpe,n;e.~1eH~~ ~s opaHHbiX 
3JieMeHTOB nOK838JIH B OCHOBHOM COOTBeTCTBHe C STTeCTOM; noJiyY:eH-
Hb!e peayJibT8Thl ,I1;8Hhl B T8Öo !Io 
Ha6~ro,n;eHM~ MOP~~or~H ~ ae~HY:~HN qacTH~ nopomKa np~ noMo-
ID;H pacTpoaoro fUeKTpOHHOrO M~KpOCKOna npO~BUJIH 049Hb IDHpOKHH 
~HanaaOH paaMepOB 48CT~~: OT e,n;~HH~ ,Il;O COTeH MKMo TMnMY:HbiH BH~ 
nopomKa noKasaH Ha p~co 5o 
Ilpoae~eHHNe TeXHO~Or~qeCK~e HCnhlTSH~~ cneKaHM~ (1850°0, 
4 4SCa) no,n;Taep,n;MJIH XOpOIDyiD SKT~BHOCTb cneKaH~jl; npH nJIOTHOCTH 
-3 .8HpNX T80JI9TOK OKOJIO 5 1 8 roCM ONJI8 no~yqeHa OKOH48Te~bH8$ 
-3 nJIOTHOCTb T8ÖJieTOK BNme 10 8 3 roCM o 
I1pOir13BO,Il;CTBeHHbiti MeJlonepa~~OHHhlH KOHTpO~b Ha CX9Me noKa-
38H M9XAY onep~H~MH 3 - 10o ÜH np0~3BO,Il;~TCH Henocpe,D;CTBeHHO 
OÖCJiy~HBSDmMM nepcOH8JIOM TeXHO~OrHY:eCKOrO o6opy~OBaH~H» B C~y­
qae 8H8JIHT~KH = B JI800p8TOp~H HHCTMTyTae 
B ya~e no~rOTOBKH rpaHyJI~Ta (onepa~HH 3 - a) npOir13BO~Jr1TCß 
KOHTpO~L BJI~HOCTH CMeCH Jr1 napaMeTpOB rpaHy~~T8o BJia&HOCTh 
KOJie6~eTcH B npe,n;e~ax 12 - 14 %. IlapaMeTpN rpaHyJI~Ta, TaKHe, 
KaK TeKyY:eCTb, H8ChlnHO~ BeC H HX BOCnpOH3BO,Il;~MOCTh, KOTOpNe 
T8K BaxHM ,Il;~H npecCOB8HMH, O~pe,n;e•~JI~Cb B npOCTOM npHCnOCOOJie-
HHH11 npHM9H~IOmeMCH 00bl4HO ,Il;~~ HCnhiT8HHM MeT~~H49CKHX nopOIDKOBe 
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TvtnvtqHa~ cKopocTb TeKyqecTK, onpe~eAReKaH Ha 100 r rpaHy~RTa, 
cocTaB~HeT 3,7 - 4,4 r/cek. ITo secy 25 cw3 c~erKa Hac~naHHoro 
KaTepvta~a paccqKTHBaeTCR Hac~nHoH sec, KoTopHH ~oCTKraeT 
aHaqeHKH 2,2 - 2,4 r/cw3 • 
XKKKqecKKe 8Ha~K8H ya~a rpaHy~R~KK HanpaB~eHH Ha onpe~e­
~eHHe rouoreHHOCTH co~epxaHKR yr~epo~a K ero no~Horo co~epxa­
HKH B IDKXTe. Ü~HOBpeMeHHO onpe~e~HeTCH fiOBHmeHHe CO~epXaHK~ 
Xe~eaa BC~e~CTBKe KCTKp8HKß MaTepvta~a B HeXeBOY CMeCKTe~e. 
Cpe~Hee co~epxaHHe yr~epo~a Ko~e6~eTCH oKo~o 9800 nnM, a no-
BNmeHKe co~ep~aHKR xe~eaa ~ocTKraeT aHaqeHKH 50 - 70 nnw. 
llpvt npeCCOBaHKH CHpHX Ta6~eTOK npOKSBO~KTCR pery~HpH~H 
KOHTpO~b ~BB~eHKH npeCCOB8HKH K pery~RpHHH KOHTpO~b npvt6~K8K­
Te~bHO 1 % npoHaao~KMHX Ta6~eToK. Ha pery~HpHo oT6vtpaeM~X Ta6-
~eTKax KOHTpO~KpyeTCH Henocpe~CTBeHHO KX reoMeTpKfl, reoueTpK-
qecKaR n~OTHOCTb, a T8Kie npoKSBO~KTCfl Bvtaya~bH~~ KOHTpO~b 
npvt 25-KpaTHOM yse~KqeHKK ~K~KH~pKqeCKOH fiOBepXHOCTK K TOp~oB, 
OC06eHHO B o6~aCTH ~eHTpa~bHOrO OTBepCTKß. 
lloc~e npe~BapvtTe~bHOro cneKaHKR KOHTpO~KpyiDTCfl, r~BBHNK 
o6p880M 1 BKSya~bHO nosepXHOCTb ra6~eTOK K 8HB~KTKqecKK CO~ep­
XBHKe yr~epo~a, KoTopoe CHKEaeTCfl no~ 100 nnu. 
lloc~e cneKaHKH aHaqeHKe n~oTHOCTK cneKaHKfl, onpe~e~fleMoe 
KeTO~OM ~BOAHoro 83BeiDKB8HKfl, KO~e6a~OCb B npe~e~ax 10,3 -
-3 10,65 r.CM • llpvt KSMepeHKHX BOSHKKBDT HeKOTOp~e SaTpy~HeHK~ 
B peay~hTBTe 3B~epXKB8HK~ nya~pbKB BO,AYXB B ~eHTpa~bHOM OT-
BepCTKK. Bcero KOH~po~KpyeTCH 1,2 - 1,5 % cneqeHHhlX Ta6~eTOK. 
lloc~e III~K<P088HKR KOHTpO~KpyeTCfl r~aBH~M 06J?880M ~KaMeTp 
K OCT8TOqHBfl B~8XHOCTbo 
BblXO~HOH KOHTpO~b 6~ HanpaB~eH HB onpe~e~eHKe OCHOBH~X 
CBOACTB Ta6~eToK, T.e. CO~epXaHKH ypaHa, KKC~OPOAHOrO Koa<_p<_pvt-
~KeHTa, yToq~~HKe CO~epXBHKH HeKOTOpblX npKKeceA, n~OTHOCTK, 
reoMeTpKK VI 100-npo~eHTHblH BKaya~bHbll KOHTpO~b TB6~eTOK. 
Co~epxaHKe ypaHa B Ta6~eTKaX MKHKMa~bHO 88,05 %, KKC~O­
po~H~~ xoa~<Pvt~KeHT ~o 2,01, co~epxaHKe yr~epo~a ~o 100 nnM, 
co~epxaHKe xe~eaa ~o 100 nnu. n~oTHOCTb K reoMeTpKfl cooTBeT-
CTBosa~K TeXHKqeCKKM yc~OBKHM. 06mafl CyMMB ~aHH~X ~OfiO~HR~BCb 
CBe~eHKHMK 0 CTPYKType. ,Il~R K~~IOCTpauKK HB pKc·. 6 noKaaaHa 
TKnKqHaH CTPYKTypa Ta6~eTox. 
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~~H xax~oro TBa~a ~~H o6ecneqeHMH rapaHTM~ onpe~e~HeTcH 
sec ueTan~a H HaoTona, a KpoMe Toro, onpe~e~HeTCH H cpeftHHH 
n~OTHOCT~ CTO~Öa TOn~MBS nepepacqeTOY Ha cpe~Hee aHaqeHHe TO-
JlepaHTHOI'O nOJUie 
4.4. CTaTHCTHqecKHH aHanHa ~aHHNX ----------------------------
HeoT~eJIHMOii COCTSBJIHIO~eti KOHTpOJIH C,epid1:HOI'O npOH3BO~CTBS 
HB~HeTCH npHMeHeHHe CTBTHCTHt{eCKHX MeTO~oaJ6, 9, 10, 11, 12/o 
llpM OÖpSÖOTKe ~8HHHX HCTIOJibSOBanHCb paa~Ht{Hble CTSTMCTHt{eCKHe 
ueTo~~ - OT HaHOo~ee npoCTMX, KaK onpe~eJieHMe ypoBHH napaueT-
pos BHÖOpKH ~ H ~' onpe~eJieHHe ~OBepHTeJibHOI'O KHTepBSJlS M 
nOCTpOeHHe I'KCTOI'p8MM, ~0 ÖO~ee C~OKH~ npo~eCCOB 8HanHaa, 
KSK COCT8B~eHHe perpeCCHOHHMX MO~e~e~ H HCnO~b30BSHMe ~aKTOpH­
~bHHX HCnHTSHMHo 
PerpeCCKOHHSH MO~e~b paapa6aTHBaß8Cbp HanpHMep, ~~H onpe-
~e~eHH.H 38BHCHMOCTH Me~y n~OTHOCTbl) npeCCOBSHHH I.i: ~aa~eHH:eu 
npeccosaHM5Io no aToi1 Mo~e~M 6hl~H onpe~e~eHH npe~e~:bl ~jiH ~as~e­
HHH npeccosaHHH, B KOTopbiX ~as~eHMe npecca peryJntpyeTcH. 
He~ocTaTKOM nepeqHc~eHHHX aHme ueTo~os .HB~HeTc.H To, t{TO 
OHK He OXBSThlBBJOT paa~Ht!Hhie 3B.BHCKJIOCTH Mell~ OT~eJibHH_UH napa-
UeTpaMHo ll03TOyY 6~a nposepeHa B03MOXHOCTb HCUO~b30B8Hßß ~aK­
TOpH~bHHX HCn~QHHH, a HMeHHO - ~Byx- HJIH Tpex~aKTOpHanbHHXe 
B KaqeCTBe npHuepa MOliHO npHBeCTH KCCJle~OBBHHe BJIHHHH.H "chipoti" 
nJIOTHOCTH, nnpaMeTPOB npe~B8pHTe~bHOI'O cneKaHH.H H paaMe~eHMK 
B neqH cneKaHMH Ha KOHetiHyiD nJIOTHOCTb cneKaHH.He B HaiiieM CJiyqae, 
npH HCnOJib80B8HHH Jia6opaTOpHOH WSXTHOH neqM C nepMO~HqeCKHM 
pa60t{ßM ~HKJIOMJ OK838JIOCbJ l.ITO Ol.leHb 3H8t{HTe~bHHM <f>aKTOpOM HB-
Jl.HeTCH paaMe~eHHe TSÖ~eTOK Ha 3Ta%8X nel.IHo ~~H 3TOI'O C~yqaß 
pacc t{HTBHHoe aHaqeHHe P>> P KPHT• 
4 o 5o !!!~d!!!!_ ~!M~!!!!!~!!22!!L!!E!!!!~!2!_2~~!~!~-~~~!E2~! 
llpM aHa~Hae HeOÖXO~HMO npHHHTb BO BHHMaHMe, t{TO ~SHHOe 
npOH3BO~CTBO He npeBhiCH~O 3KCnepMMeHTBJibHHM ~a6opaTOpH!.iH ypo-
BeHb H t{TO K8t{eCTBO npOM3BO~HMOI'O TOnJIHBS ÖbiJIO H3MeHeHO B CO-
OTBeTCTBHM C npe~H83HSt{eHHeM ero K 3KCnepMMeHT8JibHlliM ~eJIHMo 
UeJibD opraHHaa~MH cMcTeMH KOHTpo~H 6hlJIO TaKxe no~yqeHHe ~o­
cTynHoro M8KC11yYMS MH~pMa~H~ 0 TeXHO~OI'Ht{eCKHX onepa~HHX H 
BhiBO~ COOTBeTCTBYDmßX o6paTHhlX CB.HaeHo BO~billOe BJIHHHHe npM 
3TOM OK83biBanH, KOHeqHo, T8KHe BaliHhle 06beKTHBHNe ~8KTOpNp K8K 
COCTOHHMe o6opy~OBaHM5! ~a6op8TOpH~ COBpeMeHHOM TeXHHKOM H 
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npHo6peTeHHe aeo6xo~wMoro npoHaao~cTseHHOro on~Tao 
B peay~bTaTe 3TOI'O KOHTpO~b OT~MqaeTCH B~COKOH ~o~eä pa-
6oqeß ~e-TB~bHOCTH npH HCnO~b80BaHHH 06hlqHQ~ ~a6opaTOpHO~ 
TeXHHKHo Il03TOyY a6co~IDTHO H9~b3H Cp8BHHB8Tb ~aHHhlH c~yqaM C 
KOHTpO~bHOH TeXHHKOH B npOH3BO~CTBe TOfi~HBQ BhlCOKOH npOH3BO~H­
Te~bHOCTH H C BhlCOKOH CTeneHbiD 8BTOMSTH38~11He 
Tey He MeHee M~, COBMeCTHO C aaKaaqHKOM, yaep~Hhl, qTQ 
~aHHaH CHCTBMS KOHTpOJUI Öhl~S · BBCbM8 3(Ixl>BKT11BHa H BhlnO~HH.liS 
CBOS 3~aHMeo 
UeJibD ~aHHoro ~OK~~a 6~o npHaecT.H ocHOBHNe cae~eHHH o. 
npoae~eHHUX paÖOTax M ~OCTHI'HYThlX peay~bT8T8X B 06JI8CTt1 KOHT-
pOJIH npOH8BO~CTB8 3KCnepHMeHT~bHHX TBfiJIOBhl~e~HIDID~X c6opOK 
BB3P - 440 - ~ 0 ~~H HCCJie~oaaTeJibCKoro peaKTopa AP-O, ycTa-
HOBJieHHoro B VlHCTHTyTe H~epHhlX HCCJie~OB8H11H B PEe:atM y IlparH., 
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QUESTIONS/PROBLEMS OF QA/QC, 
PERSONNEL TRAINING AND QUAUFICA TION 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRJES .. 
K.BALARAMAMOORTHY 
BHA.BHi\ ATOMIC RESEARCH CENT"Rf 
TROMBAV. BOMBAV-400 085, INVM. 
ABSTRACT 
IAEA-SR/ 102/52 
In lndia, nuclear power stations are designed, constructed, commissioned, operated 
and owned by the Department of Atomic Energy. The Indian nuclear energy programme 
is based on utilization of indigenous resources for the economic generation of power. 
The need for self-sufficiency in nuclear fuel fabrication is imperative for a sustalned 
nuclear power programme. Since training of scientific and technical manpower is an 
important activity in a developing country, a manpower training programme was initiated 
in lndia several years before the introduction of nuclear power plants. 1t is essential 
to have a very broad based planning of manpower training in all · its aspects for the 
successful implementation of nucler power plants. The paper deals in detail with the 
practices of establishing the manpo.wer needs, "training of requisite personnel, problems 
faced and how they were resolved. lt also deals with the organizational philosophy 
and highlights the areas of concern for special training. 
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INTROOUCTION 
· Indian Nuclear Energy programme is based on utilization of indigenous resources 
for the economic generation of power, developing its own know-how. The introduction 
and development of nuclear power coupled with the policy for self-sufficiency in any 
country wiJI create unprecedented requirements. The technical complexities and unique 
safety and reliability requlrements make it essential that highly qualified and properly 
motivated manpower be available from the beginning of and throughout the nuclear 
power programme. Hence a comprehensive manpower development programme should 
always be the integral part of nuclear power programme and should be consistent with 
the national pr~ctices and polides. This programme is essentially the integrated activity 
of planning imd implementatlon of theoretical and practical multi-disciplinary education 
and training required to fulf111 the manpower requirement for a country's nuclear power 
programme. 
ln lndia, for example, nuclear power stations are d~signed, constructed, operated 
and also owned by Department of · Atomic Energy. Indian nuclear power programme has 
one of its main obiectives - maximulTI utilization of indigenous manufacturing capacity 
for nudear and conventional equipment (Table 1). 
The need for self-sufficiency in nuclear fuer fabrication is imperative for a sustained 
nuclear power programme. Considering the meagre infrastructure within the country, 
it has been realised that nui:lear fuel production in all aspects has to be arrange~ within 
the country. 
After the experience and confidence gained with the manufacture of metaJlic uranium 
fuel for the research reactors and about 40 T of fuel (fuel bundles with natural uo2 loaded 
in Zircaloy) for the intial loading of the first unft at RaJasthan; a aecision was taken 
to set up fuel manufacturing facilities to meet the entire. Initial and reload fuel require-
ments both · for BWR and PHWRs. At the · Nuclear, Fuel Complex set ·~p a~ Hyderabad 
on the above objectives, production plants are in operation for the · manufacture of reload 
fuel for the twin units at TAPS, natural uranium oxide fuel for PHWRs and ot~er asso-
ciated zircaloy components such as fuel sheaths, calandria tubes, pressure tubes, channels 
etc. All ttie plants are in. operation and the fuel that is fabricated and supplied , since 
mid. Seventies is loaded in the reactors and very successfuHy irradiated. Plans are 
now .on hand to expand the production facilities as the demand for Initial and reload 
fuel is increasing. 
II MANPOWER DEVELOPMENT - PLANNING 
The manpower requirements for a nuclear· power programme is substantial and varied 
and depends on many factors. lt should be emphasized that it is necessary to have 
competitive quality engineers who have a higher degree of exp~rtise in quality an~ relia-
bility than is demanded by non-nuclear organizations. The demand of 'QA personnel 
has changed significantly in the recent years. While executing a nuclear power pr~gramme · 
in a developing country, local industria! participation is not only desirable and feasible 
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but sometimes indispensible and essential. However, the extent to which participation tal<es 
place is a debatable point and will in fact depend, Jargely on local situation, facilities, 
resources etc. 
Manpower planning is usually linl<ed with the industrial base and socio-economic 
factors and the' infrastructure available in the educational sector. In developing countries, 
a nuclear power programme very often symbolises introduction of modern science and 
technology both in its fundamental and applied aspects. As such, it is essential to have 
a very broad based planning of manpower training in all its aspects for: a successful 
implementation of nuclear powet plant. 
Nuclear fuel technology can be considered as a closed loop process, starting with 
the design and development activities, followed by manufacturing and its specific quality 
control activities (in process as weH as for product), and finally closed by the feed back 
of the operational experience, both for design and development efforts. The devetopment 
of the fuel design corrimences with the initial conception of the reactor followed by 
activities such as proto-type fabrication, out-of-pile testing, inpile testing , and post-
irradiation examination. It is realised that the fuel design development requires extensive 
proto-type fuel testing before · !arge scale production work is undertaken for reactor 
ioading. All these activities are undertaken methodicaJly in the · Department of Atomic 
Energy. 
During the mam.ifactllre of nuclear fuel, a comprehensive system of quality controJ 
is normaHy established since this is the method of applying all the actions · necessary 
to control and measure the characteristics of an item or process •. This pra:ctice is universal 
but satisfactory fuet is not necessarily the outcome of 'this rrianagement function alone. 
ln additi'OA overaH QA is required that details and delegates authority for aJl those 
ptanned or systematic actions necessary to provide adequate. conf.idence that fuel produced 
wm perform satisfactorily in service. On the basis of the overall responsibiUties; schedules 
·envisaged and availability of the infrastructure, manpower planning and training assumes 
more importance for nuclear fuel needs. 
m OE TERMINI\ TION OF MANPOWER REQUIREMENT 
Manpower requireme'nts, that is, adequate numb~r of personnet with the necessary 
-quatificatJ..on and their availability at right ·time are influenced and dependent on the 
-quality objectives. In the nuclear field, this objective has been developed with an emphasis 
on 'Safety aspects and precision. The determinatiori of the total QA manpower is rather 
<lifficult as it is· not always easy to draw a ·line precisely between the QA work and 
other related engineering activities. The experience of a specific country cann()t ·directly 
be applied to another country's problern but it . c~uld certainiy provide some useful data 
if properly analysed and evaluated wit~ respect to (;;k) scope and schedule of nuclear 
power programme (b) scope and schedule of . national participation in the progrnmme 
(c) constraints and limitations· imposed by national manpower resourccs and. infrastructure . . . 
for development of manpower (d) Ievel of .industrial participation (e) · phase of the project 
(design, cönstruction or öperation) · imd . their contribution to manpower and resources. 
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ln assessing · manpower requirements, car~ should be taken to indude, · in addition 
to those people who actually will be needed to perform the task and functions, an adequate 
number of reserves/replacement personneJ. In developing countries, as !s experienced 
in lndia, there is usually a shortage of qualified manpower and consequentJy a high demand 
for qualified professionals, technicians and craftsmen. 
IV TRAINING OF MANPOWER 
Training of scientific and technical manpower is an important activity in a developing 
country. In lndia, for example manpower training in nuclear power programme Started 
even several years before the introduction of nuclear power projects. All efforts were 
concentrated in · developing manpower · in basic sciences related to nuclear power, · for . 
example, Nuclear Physics, Chemistry, Metallurgy of Nuclear materials, Chemical engi-
neering etc. The setting up of the research cegtre,: Atomic Energy Establishment Trombay, 
now named as Bhabha Atomic Research Centre was an important milestone in this direc-
tion. Training School at Bhabha A tornie Research Centre was established in the year 
19.57 in which fresh graduates In Science and engineering from the various universities 
are recruited every .·year. The aim of the training programme is pdmarily to strengthen 
the knowledge in the. basic subjects as weH as to induct the trainees into nudear science 
& technology in a broad way emphasizing the ii1terplay of various disciplines because 
these subjects are not covered in the generat curriculae of university graduates. Every 
year about- 200 outstanding young graduates in Science & Engineering are recruited for 
admission to the_ training school in disciplines such as physics, · chemistry, engineering 
<.chemieal, mechanical, electrical, electronics) and metallurgy. Table-2a shows BARC 
Training School statistics and Table-2b shows an · example of distribution of persons in 
var.ious disciplines who are presently undergoing training • 
. ln order to meet the specific needs for the reactor operations and mainteriance 
· purpose; a separate training programme is organised ."iince August '72 for training of 
.technidans and craftsmen. lt is realised .· that the availability of qualified technicaJ man~ 
power is a necessary condition. for. more viable nuclear power programme implementation 
and for the successful expansion of the. technology. This is successfully accomplishcd 
in ln.dia by special training given to technicians at nuclear power stations. 
Qualification · requirements for inspection, examination and test personnet are generat 
· in nature and applicable to all phases of nuclear- power plant, such as construction, manu-: 
facturing, fabrication, commissioning and operation. 
V SPECIFIC ORIENTA TION FOR QA/QC 
Experience of many years of successsful fuel technology au· over the world demons-
trates . that· there are two basic aspects how this could be achieved and maintained. 
·Quality has to be' planned, produced and also verifled. 1t should be realised that quality 
is just not a product of formalised actions and on the other hand it is . the consequence 
of Iogkai approaches on the basis of sdentific and technical understandlng of the products 
' . . . . . 
and. processes <and · also· operatlonal requirements~ The whole area of fuel technology 
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can and has to be understood as a system of many feed-backs from sub-systems that 
are quality related and relevant. 
Since past few years, Department is lmparting orlentation training by conducting 
familiarisation lectures on QA on the basis of ~AEA Code and Guides periodically to 
the regular trainees. In addition to bringing generat awareness, familiarisation lectures 
being given to middle and senior Ievel scientific/engineering personnel. 
1t is generally assumed that recruiting a sufficiently highly qualified number of 
people resolves the problem. lt could however, be said that for the daily routine work 
of QC in nuclear fuel manufacturing, it is not necessary and also not always possible 
to work mainly with very highly qualified people. lt is absolutely essential that these 
people are always highly motivated and dedicated to their tasks. Needless to mention 
that these people must be experienced with regard to the various pertinent process 
steps in which they are connected and in application of the requisite control methods~ 
With the industry placing an increasing emphasis on Non-destructive Testing. in the 
areas. of quality control, liability, production efficiency and economics, it is more irnpor-
tant than ever that NDT personnet have a thorough working knowledge of all types of 
NOT techniques. Participants. ar~ also required to know whi.ch type of testing should 
be · done. for· numerous applications, why and how to apply NOT procedures and also how 
to interpret the results. Apart· from some generat trainlng programme, specific training 
programmes both for technical and managerial staff, tailored to suit the particular job 
requirements of each and every person have been considered to be a must. 
Generally the people are qualified in three different Ievels. Level ., person should 
have capability · for performing, documenting the inspection and test in accordance with 
the procedures, . codes, standards and practices •. Level II person in addition to Level 
I capability, should have capability to perform inspectlon and test plannlng, supervision 
and also evaluation of results. Level 111 person should possess the capabilities of Level 
II person and is expected to evaluate the · adequacy of specific. programmes of training 
and. evaluation of the inspection and testing personnet and they should understand the 
responsibilities of the people they supervise. 
Normally the recognition of the qualifications combined with the experience and 
categorisation with respect to the Levels is done in a developed country by professional 
societies. However in the absence of such societies in a developing country, · the training 
and qualifying a. person for a particular job or Level· is. the responsibility of the employer. 
. . ' . . 
In ·lndia, the OAE and some public sector . undertakings who manufacture nuclear and 
ot'her . critical conventional equipment, a few recognized educational institutions and 
some technical professional societies organise frequently traini~g programmes in fields 
such as Non-destructive Testing to meet the manpower demand at different "Levels". 
The curriculum for ~hcoretical classes and practical training is c~refully dra\yn and the 
course programme, qualification procedures both by written test and viva-vocc tests 
are based generally on the· pattern of ASNT requirements. Indian Standards· Institution 
similar to BSI in U.K., is now formulating minimum requisites ·· for· certiflcation of NOT 
personnel and these are comparable to International Standards with respect to the Levels 
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of proficiency. The basls used for certification include factors such as, educadon, expe ... 
rienc~ and trai~ing, test results, capability demonstration etc. 
Personnel for nondestructive exaniination are certified for one or more of NDT 
mettlOds such as uJtrasonics, radiography, magnetic particle, eddy current, dye penetrant 
tests etc. In· order to qualify tl:!e 'professionals' for shouldering specific responsibility 
for executing QA/QC work, successful trainees are given spedalised on-job training 
· for a few years._ Major topics for Jectures in the training curricuJae for quality assurance 
personnet lnclude. (a) Introducdon to quality assurance (b) Quality assurance and Realiability 
- . . . . 
(c) NOT techniques (d) Destructive examination techniques (e) Document, design and 
mate~ial control (f) 'Auditing (g) Metallurgy and properdes of the metal and (h) Metrology.' 
VI ·oRCANIZATIONAL PHILOSOPHY 
The prindpal. philosophy beirig foJlowed in establishing quality control organization 
is. that. the · product mUst be of an acceptable quality. The quaHty control organization 
is made responsible · for ensüring that all materials and components procured for use 
. in the mimufacture of fuel meet aU requisite quality requirements and for certification 
. prior to despatch tbat aJl products meet the customers' stated requirernents. The quaJity 
9f materhtls and · componEmts purchased from. contractors is verified both at contractors1 . 
·. works by regular surveillance . visits . of .. QC ·group and·. by receipt · inspeetion when the 
inaterials or components are delivered to the· · stores. During production, various stage 
and fin'aJ inspections are carrie~ out to confirm the· product quallty in _ai::cordance with 
the detailed quaJity plan using a wide variety: of inspection equipment, from simple go/no:..go 
· gauges upto qu~te sophisticated . NOT · inspection facilities. · Final certification that the 
product meets.aÜ requirements is. not given until all the quality plan requirements have 
been fi.dly satisfied. The typ.ical organisational chart relevant to nuclear fuel is given 
:in TabJe.;.J~ Bearing the abovt! in rriind, the · fuel production group ·and in-house quality 
· control group are· made to report to Chief Executiv~, NFC independeritly. The production 
group is 'responsible for. production of required quantity · to the required level of acceptance. 
'QC Group, on . th~ · ~ther hand, is · resporisible to .assure that the _· products moving out 
.of the plant an~ acceptable .as per pertinent speci.fk:ations. 
Over · and · above in-house .· inspectlon, separate quätity surveillance · group exists for 
performlng audit f~nctions. This. group is _made~ res~onsibl~ to eyaluate and analys~ prima-
rily. va~ious oc 'n1~th0ds ~nd. pr~edures foJlow~d-. at fuel fabrication and other . p1ants . 
. to fully assure -c~nformiiy with contract_ requiJ:"em~nts~. The products leave the production 
· p1ants o.nly · on issuance of a certificate from · the· QS group. AU these act'ivities detailed 
·. above · ~eed adequa~e: number. of scientific · and · trai~ed manpower f~r effectiv_e func::tioning 
of ~the ~ystem. 
. . . 
.VD SPECII\L_ .. TRI\INING-
. The integrated · approach ·• is · ntit 'considered .to be complete till training is · given to 
··the per5onnel 'in .bOth . manageriaf .and technicaJ. aspects. 
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The technicians are trained persans who are broadly knowledgeable and these are 
more highly trained in specific areas of technology •. Therefore, they are expected to 
have better understanding in particular areas. The areas of concern which need specific 
attcntion in fucl fabrication and particularly for special training both from the view 
point of end product quality and to achieve higher yield are briefly detailed below: 
(a) Production aspects: 
0 raw material control. 
0 handling of green pellets. 
0 sintering conditions, including rate of heating, soaking · time· and rate of cooling. 
0 _grinding, including handling methods, dimensional control, surface 
finish requirement etc. 
0 drying conditions. 
0 cleanliness on fuel sheaths, other components and in generat 
particularly in the assembly area• 
0 weiding techniques empioyed for consistently achieveing requisite 
integrity of the weid~ 
0 pressure and percentage of helium in the fill gas. 
0 chemistry of the weid. 
0 post-wel~ machining/cleaning operations on seaied elements. 
0 handling methods, sequence etc. for assembly of elements into a fuel bundle. 
(b) lnspection aspects 
0 raw material clearance on scrutiny of test certificates and 
random inspection. 
0 appearance and density of green pellets. 
0 visual quatity of sintered and ground pellets, and dimensions. 
0 maisture Ievels. 
0 weid integrity checks by both destructive and non-destructive tests. 
0 conformity checks for percentage of helium and for the fill gas pressure •. 
0 dimensional control and internal soundness of the end· closure welds. 
0 statistical quality cantrot methods. 
0 fissile content and enrichment ch.ecks. 
0 Overall checks for the elements in the assembled ~undle, including 
dimensional control~ sequence of the elements etc. 
0 surface contamination checks. 
lnspectors should be knowledgeable to understand thoroughly the pr.ocess employed 
for fabrication, thereby enabling them · to "Iook" for the presence/absence of defects 
and or deviations. 
1t is believed that it is necessary to place emphasis on the reliance mostly on In-service 
and on-the-job training programme. 
When problems do arise during production of components which cannot be attended 
by QC crew of regular qualifications, these will no doubt .have to be attended to and 
resolved by a highiy qualified and experienced personnel. lt will be essential for these 
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expert personnet to keep in constant touch to fuel technology laboratory where part 
of the time is used for research _and deveJopment, and rest of the time for attending 
to specii:it quality problems. 
VIII CONCLUSION 
Determination of the total QA manpower is dependent on various aspects such 
. . . 
as type and range of activities handled, quaÜty objectives, practices . and 'conditions 
in the country, schedules etc. In most cases a high qualification Ievel competent engineers/ 
personnet with good professional background and specialized. training. are necessary for 
performing the requisite. functions. · A comprehensive staffing and training pr~~!_amm:_ 
for the professional/technicians/craftsmen is essential and has to be planned in. advance. 
Manpower planning in advance, for identification of skill~ available in the country recruiting 
and training in the desired specific areas of high technology - such as production of 
green pellets, grinding of sintered pellets, enclosure welds for fuel element, critical · 
NDT inspection and metrology steps, is found to be absolutely 'necessary. 
lt is ·also equally important to impart training in local environment in order to obtain 
the best results. In developing countries, manpqwer training is to be a continuous activity 
in order to minimize the effects of brain d~ain. Adequate renumeration to the employee 
~ommensurate with the importance in relation to the quaHty and final yield of the product, 
and intricacy of the task, is necessary. Like in any other organization, administrative. 
restrictions sametime do arise to minimize 'over-employ~ent' due to various reasons 
and in such · instances, through careful planning, deployment ·ot personnet fi•om one specific 
. . ~ ' . . 
activity to the other activity may have to be done. to: meet the demands of the work 
. . . . 
without in any way relaxing the 'quality' aspects either of the work or the employee. 
The fuel plants set up by· the Department of Atomic Energy designed and buHt 
in a time span dictated by the reactor programme have: made. the country self-reli~nt 
in meeting the fuel and component demands; Based on Irradiation performance of indi-
genously fabricated fuel; r.esearch as well as power reactors, it is realized that QA &: 
QC steps followed are adequate and in the proper direction in the nudear fuel industry. 
With proper attitude which recognizes the necessity of importance· of · QA, there 
will be commitment and with commitment quality will result. 
*** 
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BARC TRAINING SCHOOL STATISTICS 
1951 to 1983 
Course Year Applied for Admission Called for Interview Selected for ·Joining 
Ist 1957-58 6605 1897 255 
.5th 1961-62 3183 2310 260 
10th 1966-67 4542 3165 242 
.J5th 1971-72 89.52 6738 24.5 
20th 1976-77 8098 6805 266 
24th 1980-81 3200 2554 369 
25th 1981-82 6225 4579 381 
26tb .1982-83 4025 3055 272 
27th 1983-84 3871 3062 279 
TABLE- 2b 
TVPlCAL VlSTRIBUTlON OF PERSONS 
WHO ARE UNVERGOlNG TRAINING 21th BATCH (1983-B4J. 
Regular Trainees ln~lant Trainees 
NTC HWP DHRUVA TOTAL 
Physics 25 
Chemistry 23 
Mech. Engg. 22 ·9 4 3 16 
Elec. Engg. 10 .4 2 7 
Instrumentation 7 
Chemical Engg. 8 3 6 9 
Electronics Engg. 18 5 2 2 9 
Metallurgical Engg. 6 
119 21' 13 7 41 
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IAEA training course on QA for NPP - KAERl, Feb. 1983, 
/2/ IAEA, QA + QC. IAEA Technical Report Series No. 173, 1976. 
/3/ N. Kondal Rao et.al., lntegrated planning for a fuel industry 
with emphasis on minimum size to fabricate own fuel. 
IAEA-CN-36/386(11.4) 
/4/ K. Balaramamoorthy et.al., QA in developing countries with 
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IAEA symposium 'QA for NPP' Paris, May, 1981. 
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for Nuclear Power Programme. 
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SESSION VIII 
EVALUATION OF THE SEMINAR 
Chairman: M.H. Bairiot 
Belgonucleaire~ Dessel 





"PERFORMANCE-RELATED CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER REACTOR FUEL-
AN UPDATE" 
P. Deramaix - H. Bairiot 
BELGONUCLEAIRE - Brussels - Belgium 
Various manufacturing techniques are utilized to fabricate fuel rods, 
gi ving different characteristics to the fuel and a different respause 
to irradiation duties. Additional differences arise from design 
traditions specific to each fuel vendor. 
On the ground of an appropriate data base complemented by proper 
modelling, equivalent quality can be obtained from all these fuel 
types and fuel rod designs. 
The paper discusses the particular aspects linked to the fuel 
structure as obtained by various conversion processes and the 
utilization of various specifications of Zr cladding. 
The fuel assernblies vary not so much by the manufacturing technique as 
by the design itself. The various aspects related to the quality of 
the fuel assernblies are reviewed hereafter. 
Finally, considerations are given on quality-related aspects of fuel 
management at the site of the power plant, respectively from the point 
of view of handling, in-core fuel management and spent fuel storage. 
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1. INTRODUCTION. 
The presentation [ 1] at the previous Karlsruhe meeting in 1981 
was limited to the fuel pellet attributes, since the topic of that 
conference was restricted to the fuel itself. In this paper, two 
objectives will be pursued : 
- to discuss additional aspects relating to the data presented in the 
previous paper [1] 
- to extend the presentation to the fabrication steps not considered 
in the previous paper. 
Very little is to be added to the considerations outlined in the 
introduction and in the section on pellet manufacturing routes. Our 
viewpoints and beliefs had not to be altered from the experience 
accumulated over the three years elapsed since then. 
The IAEA Guidebook on Quality Control of Water Reactor Fuel [2], 
to which we had contributed, is now published. It is an important 
document, perhaps imperfect and certainly incomplete, as any first 
attempt; the aim was to present as soon as possible an overview of the 
state of art, as resulted from the regional seminar organized by the 
IAEA in November 1979. Improvements are possible and certainly 
desirable. The material contributed to the present seminar is 
certainly a good opportunity to launch a revised edition of the 
guidebo6k. 
The good behaviour of nuclear fuel is recognized [e.g.3], for the 
Operating conditions experienced up to now; the failure probability of 
commercial fuel is currently lower than 1o-4. The trend to increase 
discharge burnup and in-core residence time is being backed by a data 
base [ 4] which indicates that present fuel is adequate. Improved 
power manoeuvering capability is being investigated to add flexibility 
to BWR plant operation and to expand the load following capacity of 
PWR plants; the results of the experimental programmes addressing 
those aspects are likely to cast additional light on the 
performance-related characteristics of nuclear fuel. 
In this frame, one should not overlook that the learning cycle is 
very long in the field of nuclear fuel. Accelerated performance tests 
are often not representative and deceiving. Fig.1 presents the main 
feedback loops to be considered in accumulating enough experience for 
a commercial fuel or any improvement thereto. In this perspective, 
commercial fuel is likely to improve over the next decade and quality 
control will continue its trend to concentrate on the real performance 
related attributes. 
This factual improvement of nuclear fuel provides a real 
challenge to QA and QC. In ANSI N-45.2, QA is defined as "all those 
planned or systematic actions necessary to provide adequate confidence 
that an item or facility will perform satisfactorily in service" and 
QC as "those QA actions which provide a means to control and measure 
the characteristics of an item procese or facility in accordance with 
established requirements". If the requirement is to maintain a 
failure level lower than 1 rod out of 10 000 rods, does it still make 
sense to control to a 95/95 or even 99/99 confidence level, by 
satistical sampling of the product ? The only raisonable response is 
to put all the emphasis on a few 100 % controls of only key 
fabrication process parameters at product characteristics. 
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2. FUEL PELLETS. 
The pellet manuf acturing routes mentioned in the previous paper 
have not been modified over the last 4 years in commercial fabrication 
plants. The most noticeable alteration from previous practice is 
probably the adaptations in the MOX plants to assure a more uniform 
dispersion of the Pu in the fuel matrix, in order to improve the 
dissolubility in nitric acid [e.g. 5,6]. For U fuels, developments 
are being pursued to establish manufacturing routes for alternative 
fuel concepts such as duplex pellets or pellets coated with a burnable 
absorber. 
Most of the quality control techniques are well established and 
continue to be improved to assure a good reproducibility, eliminate 
biases and reduce error margino. The large impact of quality control 
and assurance on the manufacturing costs has fostered a general trend 
to reassess the validity of the specified limits and even the 
necessity of some of the specified attributes. Whatever the economic 
incentive may be to broaden the specifications, the economic 
consequences of a deterioration of fuel quality are so overwhelming 
that the trend to simplify specifications can only progress at a 
reduced pace [12]. The evolution is consequently slow. Only few 
remarks will therefore be made on what has been presented at the 
previous meeting. 
2.1. Plutonium. 
The local distribution of the Pu has been improved with the 
adoption of manufacturing techniques assuring the dissolubility of MOX 
fuel. As a result, the historical emphasis on detecting to an 
acceptable confidence level the presence of high Pu-content grains or 
agglomerates has lost most of its significance. When confidence in 
process qualification in this respect will have built-up, the 
analytical control of Pu-rich grains should be simplified or even no 
more applied in routine fabrication [11]. 
2.2. 0/M ratio 
The performance effects of stoechiometry were discussed in the 
previous paper. When a certain burnup level is established, the 
stoechiometry of water reactor fuel reaches an equilibrium stage 
mainly influenced by the presence of the cladding, the fission 
products and the additives to the fuel (e .g. Gd or Pu). For the 
fluctuations of as-fabricated 0/M ratios usually encountered in 
commercial manufacturing plants, the specified range should therefore 
depend on whether or not the fuel is likely to reach limiting 
conditions at low burnup (e.g. fuel for on-load fuelled reactors). 
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The 0/M ratio was however found to play an indirect role in fuel 
characteristics such as H content, density, etc... The desire to 
maintain quite tight stoechiometry limits may therefore result in the 
future not from performance considerations but from manufacturing 
constraints. 
2.3. Impurities. 
The accumulated experience with prepressurized fuel rods 
confirms, as was predicted by our COMETHE modelling code [7], that 
thermal feedback effects occur less frequently but still play an 
important role in some power histories. The considerations presented 
earlier [ 1] on the impact of gas content are still to be taken into 
account but are usually not limitative for prepressurized rods. 
The H content remains an important specification point. The 
emphasis should perhaps be placed not so much on a reconsideration of 
the specified limits, as on the coherence between the control process, 
the specification and the intrinsic resporlse of each fuel to the 
extraction process used to analyse the H content. 
2.4. Structure. 
Fuel rods differing by their pellet structure (densi ty, 
fabrication route, ••• ) have shown to behave differently during 
irradiation, in particular during power changes (ramp tests). 
COMETHE sensitivity analyses have identified significant 
contributors : porosity, grain size and shape, tendency to form 
chips, ••• [e.g 9]. Those attributes should be maintained within 
qualified ranges; and departure from previous experience should 
thoroughly be evaluated. 
3. FUEL CLADDING 
3.1. Thermal and mechanical process steps are differing slightly from 
one commercial cladding tube manufacturer to the other. 
T h e tube reducing process, and the annealing temperature and 
atmosphere history, in particular during the final process steps, are 
the most sensitive in controlling the mechanical properties and 
texture and the resulting behaviour of the cladding tubes under 
irradiation (irradiation growth, creep, maximum circumferential 
elongation). 
In qualifying a tube manufacturer, the variability within a tube 
lot and from lot to lot.should be scruttinized [13]. 
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3.2. A discharge burnup increase from the actual standard values 
(28,000 to 35,000 MWd/tM for BWR and PWR fuel assernblies respectively) 
to target values such as 40,000 to 50,000 MWd/tM for BWR and PWR fuel 
assernblies respectively is conditioned by a good corrosion resistance 
of cladding and by a reduced loss of ductility of the cladding due to 
hydrogen pickup. Corrosion resistance is primarily influenced by the 
coolant water chemistry, but can be, to some extent, improved by a 
fine dispersion of some metallic constituents, by limiting some 
impurity contents (i .e. N) and by the final process steps; a better 
understanding of the key parameters is likely to emerge from the 
various experimental programs presently going on • Hydrogen content is 
limited to less than 20 ppm by fabrication : combined to adequate 
texture, the additional hydrogen pickup will not result in loss of 
ductility margin. 
3. 3. Fuel performance under pellet-clad mechanical interaction and 
operational or accidental transients is affected by inner diameter 
tolerance (and the resulting pellet-clad gap variation), and by 
ovality and wall thickness variation. These Variations start at the 
stage of machining hollows and are directly affected by the successive 
tube" reducing process steps. Specified tolerances and acceptance of 
non-conforming material must be evaluated with regard to future rod 
duty requirements. 
3.4. Surface contamination (i.e. by F) has been the source of fuel rod 
failure : special inner and outer surface treatments applied 
commercially today have practically eliminated this cause of failure. 
3. 5. Surface defects and inclusions find their origin in the defects 
of the starting raw material and in the internal tearing or surface 
laps during the reducing process. Their effects depend on their 
length, depth, location and pellet-clad mechanical interaction but are 
limited by rejecting any defect exceeding standards proven acceptable 
by irradiation experience. 
3. 6. Cladding tubes consist in large fabrication lots and the best 
control is to insure that the process is run within the qualified 
range of parameters. 
The cladding tubes are therefore controlled destructively only on 
a very limited number of samples representative of the top, middle and 
end of the fabrication lots. 
They are however 100 % controlled for outer diameter, wall 
thickness and surface defects taking benefit of rather fast and 
accurate ultrasonic and eddy current equipments. 
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4. FUEL RODS. 
The main performance related requirements specified for the fuel 
rod are dealing with 
- the end plug welds quality 
- the filling gas pressurization and composition 
- the internal hydrogen content ; 
- the potential occurrence of chips between the pellets or between the 
pellets and the cladding 
the fissile material contained in the fuel rod 
- the overall length and plenum length. 
4.1. End plug weld quality. 
The TIG welding process has been used for the top and bottom end 
plugs and for the venting hole for prepressurization, for most fuel 
rods which have been manufactured for BN. 
The welding process is first subjected to a qualification 
programme to show that all welds produced with the established 
parameter tolerances are within the specified requirements through 
non-destructive and destructive testing. 
Afterwards, the welding operation relies on extensive weld 
process monitoring but periodic weld samples are produced during the 
course of fabrication to demonstrate the effectiveness of the process 
monitoring. 
All the welds are submitted to visual examinations, X-rays and 
leak testing. 
Among the other welding techniques, the electro magnetic 
resistance welding has also been applied for end plug welding. This 
technique is also submitted to an extensive process monitoring, 100 % 
visual examination and leak testing, but the very exhausting and 
questionable 100 % X-ray examination is replaced by simple go-no-go 
weld flash control. This efficient welding technique (even applied in 
case of cladding tube and end plug materials incompatible for TIG 
welding) has been used for test fuel rods, irradiated without 
problems. 
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4.2. Filling gas pressurization. 
Zircaloy clad LWR fuel rods are routinely prepressurized to 
reduce cladding creepdown rate and to improve pellet-clad gap 
conductivity. Initial pressurization is in the range of 3 to 7 bars 
for BWR fuel rods, and in the range 20 to 30 bars for PWR fuel rods. 
Dry helium is generally used as the internal initial gas. Only a 
limited dilution of air is allowed, depending on the initial 
prepressurization : max. 5 % dilution by air is generally acceptable. 
BN irradiation experience as well as COMETHE sensiti vity analyses 
has shown that a rather large tolerance is acceptable with regard to 
the initial pressure and the maximum allowed dilution of helium by 
air. 
Filling gas prepressurization is controlled by monitaring the 
filling process; puncture tests are carried out on a very limited 
amount of fuel rods, namely those which are rej ected for ot,her defects 
(i.e. welds). 
In the case of mixed oxide fuel rods, substoechiometric mixed 
oxide fuel pellets show a tendency to oxidize with the maisture 
contained in the pellets and in the internal gas, liberating hydrogen 
during the few days after sealing of the rod. That hydrogen is 
diluting the internal gas, but has not to be taken into account as a 
filling gas impurity. 
4.3. Potential occurrence of chips between pellets or between pellets 
and clad. 
Chips occurring at the outer surface of the pellets,either during 
loading the pellets in the fuel rods or as a result of fuel movements 
during handling of the assernblies may be the cause of fuel rod failure 
due to pellet-clad interaction. The probability of such occurrence is 
depending also on the fuel rod heat rating and power change rates. 
X-ray control of the complete length of the fuel rod enables to 
detect the presence of chips between pellets or between pellets and 
cladding. Such a control is not feasible on all the fuel rods of a 
fabrication campaign, but only periodically i.e. on the fuel rods of 
t h e qualification lot. If the welds are 100 % X-ray controlled du ring 
routine fabrication, the control of the absence of chips in the plenum 
volume can provide an inexpensive verification of any departure from 
the qualified fabrication process. 
The most effective way to avoid 




of chips is to rely 
a well-designed rod 
Furthermore, in case of mixed oxide plutonium fuel rods, this 
procedure has allowed BN to produce fuel rods with practically no 
outer alpha contamination. 
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4.4. Fissile material contained in fuel rods. 
The fissile material amount in each fuel rod and in the finished 
fuel assernblies is important from following points of view : 
relative rod to rod power distribution in fuel assernblies ; 
- reactivity lifetime of fuel assernblies ; 
- safeguards. 
Direct weight measurements are routinely carried out in the 
f abrication plants to guarantee the fissile material amount in each 
rod. Relative pellet to pellet fissile material content in each fuel 
rod is important to guarantee that the maximum authorized peak power 
is not exceeded. Administrative procedures and statistical control of 
the enrichment identification mark of each pellet in the dish should 
largely ensure that no pellet with an unspecified enrichment is loaded 
inadvertently in the rods. Additionally, an active or passive 
interrogation technique can be used not only for quality control of 
the fuel, but also as integral fissile material accountability of the 
plant (within the safeguard system); for performance considerations, 
i t is only justified to measure the rods c;ontaining pellets with a 
lower enrichment than the enrichment of pellets simultaneously 
processed in the plant. 
4.5. Overall and plenum lengths. 
A 100 % control of the overall length is specified to guarantee 
t h e clearance provided for in the fuel rod and fuel assembly design, 
to account for Zircaloy cladding growth under irradiation. 
The fuel rod thermomechanical design analyses (i.e. maximum 
internal pressure) are carried out assuming a minimum plenum volume, 
based on the worst combination of the tolerances, including possible 
cladding length reduction due to some end plug repairs. Fabrication 
procedure should ensure that the minimum plenum volume is met. A 
100 % control of the minimum plenum length gives an added assurance, 
not only for the plenum length, but also for possible pellet to pellet 
gaps. 
5. FUEL ASSEMBLY STRUCTURE. 
The recent years have confirmed, mainly in modern PWR 1 s, the 
trends towards the utilization of Zircaloy-4 as structure material for 
the spacer grids and guide thimbles and towards higher discharge 
burnup. The main performance-related characteristics involved in 
these progressive changes are discussed hereafter in terms of quality 
control methods and procedures (Fig. 2). 
5.1. The spacer grids consist of a square network of Zircaloy-4 blades 
which constitutes the frame in which the fuel rods are supported by 
rigid buttons and springs. In the same spacer grids, the springs 
which apply forces to the fuel rods to fix them accurately in position 
against rigid buttons are integral. In some other cases, they are 
made of Inconel and separately attached. 
Stiffness is given to the spacer grids by welding each crossing 
point and to the assembly structure by welding or mechanical 
deformation of spacer-guide thimble connections. 
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5.2. Corrosion resistance of spacer grids and guide thimble material 
is subject to the same corrosion problems as the fuel cladding. The 
quality assurance is based on specified corrosion tests on incoming 
materials and on process control monitoring to avoid contaminants. 
Similar procedures and methods are applied to ensure corrosion 
resistance of the weids. 
The quality is essentially dependent on a qualified manufacturing 
procedure. This qualification is established by metallographic 
examinal on corrosion tests and mechanical tests. 
5.3. Irradiation-induced growth of Zircaloy. 
The Zircaloy material structure and metallurgy state as well as 
its dimensions are selected during the design phase, such that spacer 
to spacer gap between fuel assernblies and total fuel assembly length 
remain within the limits taken into account in the design, in hot and 
cold reactor conditions. 
As for cladding tubes, rolling processes with regard to the 
longitudinal direction of the Zircaloy blades and annealing 
temperature, mainly during the final process steps are the most 
important in controlling the growth of the Zircaloy spacers during 
irradiation. 
5.4. Spring load. 
The spring is designed such that the spring load be within 
acceptable design limits, taking into account worst combination of 
tolerances and irradiation induced relaxation effects. 
Bimetallic spacer grid springs of BN design present a smooth 
load-deflection characteristic allowing for a large rod to rod 
distance tolerance, which guarantees the minimum spring load up to the 
highest anticipated fuel burnup. Careful process monitoring ensures 
that springs meet the design requirement. 
5.5. Finished assernblies 
The final control of the assembly consist in elaborate 
dimensional measurement performed on a control tower to check 
rod-to-rod spacing, .straightness, bow, twist, enveloppe, etc. The 
quality of as-fabricated fuel should be maintained at an adequate 
level during the full assembly lifetime. The control of the quality 
at this stage is usually called "fuel surveillance" and has been 
discribed more extensively elsewhere e.g. 8, 10 • It will only be 
discussed here to check coherence with fabrication controls. 
6. IN-REACTOR FUEL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT. 
Fuel surveillance at the power plant (Fig. 3) starts with the 
incoming inspection of the fuel at its arrival at the power plant, is 
pursued with in-core surveillance to detect the occurrence of the fuel 
defects and with pool-side examinations, in particular of lead 
assemblies, and includes quality control of reconstituted fuel 
assernblies after their repair, before their loading in the core for 
further irradiation. 
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6.1. Incoming inspection. 
The incoming inspection is performed to verify that the fuel 
assernblies were not damaged during the handling and transportation 
Operations. This incoming inspection includes therefore the 
followings steps (Fig.4) : 
- Visual inspection of the shipping containers and the checking of 
their accelerometers to verify that the containers were not 
submitted to abnormal chock during their handling and 
transportation ; 
- Identification of each assembly ; 
Visual inspection of the fuel assernblies to check overall 
conformance with the drawings and the absence of defects caused by 
handling or transportation 
assernblies ; 
- Functional controls such as the introduction of a plug assembly or a 
full length rod control cluster, in case of RCC type fuel 
assemblies; 
Health physics measurements, i.e. alpha surface contamination in 
case of mixed oxide fuel assemblies. 
6.2. Core surveillance. 
Coolant water is continuously monitared from water chemistry and 
radioactivity points of view. Water chemistry characteristics control 
is important to avoid extensive corrosion of fuel assernblies and other 
components of the primary circuit and the accumulation of radioactive 
cruds. The subject is discussed in other specialists meetings. 
Radioactivity increase indicates the occurrence of fuel failure. 
The main leakage indicators are I, Cs, Xe and Kr isotopes, from which 
it is possible to detect the nurober of failed fuel rods in a core, the 
burnup and the region of the failed fuel. 
6.3. Pool-side examinations 
The efforts to reduce uranium requirements and to allow for power 
plants operation in daily load-follow mode lead to the progressive 
increase of extended discharge burn~p, and more advanced design fuel. 
On-site fuel characterization programmes are therefore set up to 
verify the capacity of the fuel to meet performance requirements, to 
identify and isolate failed fuel components, and to demonstrate the 
benefits of the design changes under consideration. These on-site 
fuel characterization programmes are conducted at fuel supplier 's or 
plant operator's initiative. Sometimes they are imposed by the 
Regulatory Requirements. 
Many fuel performance characteristics are directly observable 
from on-site non-destructive examination techniques. The relationship 
among the examination techniques and performance characteristics are 
tabulated in Table 1 and have been reviewed recently in details [8], 
[ 10]. 
Fuel examination facilities have been designed and installed in spent 
fuel storage pool of all the Belgian power plants. As a minimum these 
facilities allow visual examination and sipping of the fuel 
assernblies. In particular, spent fuel sipping is always required 
before shipping the fuel to the reprocessing plant. 
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6.4. Fuel repair. 
6.4.1 There is an obvious economic incentive to repair fuel assernblies 
which have failed early in their life. The fuel examination 
facilities can generally be used to repair the defective assemblies. 
6.4.2 In case the examinations show that the defective assembly 
structure is in good condition and can be kept, the repair consists 
of : 
- removing the dismountable end nozzle ; 
- locating the defective rod(s), e.g. by removing each rod almost 
completely out of the structure, through an eddy current probe 
mounted at the extremity of the fuel rod extraction tool and to 
reintroduce the sound rods immediately ; 
- replacing the defective rods by either Zircaloy bars or water rods 
or by fuel rods (fresh with appropriate enrichment or irradiated at 
appropriate burnup) ; 
- replacing the dismountable end nozzle and securing it. 
Thi~ method has been proven practical : all the operations are 
carried out under visual controls (camera, endoscope ••• ) and the 
extraction forces, never exceeding predetermined values, prevent the 
assembly structure from deformation. It remains however that this 
repaired fuel assembly goes back to the reactor without any elaborate 
dimensional control similar to those mentionned in para 5.5. 
6.4.3 In case the defective assembly structure is damaged too,the most 
practical way to repair is to transfer all the sound fuel rods from 
the damaged structure to a new one and to replace defective fuel rods 
by Zircaloy bars or appropriate fuel rods (fresh or irradiated). 
This is generally the case at present with low burnup fuel as the 
failure cause is not in the fuel itself (i.e. baffle water jetting 
problems). 
The main quality control prqblems to be solved in such a 
reconstitution are : 
the correct location traceability of each identified sound rod. 
This can be guaranteed by an appropriate working procedure ; 
- the securization of the dismountable end nozzle to the assembly 
structure after reconstitution. Qualified procedures anä tools have 
proved to be able to guarantee reliable securisation. 
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7.CONCLUSION. 
Although quite complex, the relative influence of individual 
attributes becomes now reasonably understood. It enables to 
progressively shift from a specification and Q.C. plan based on a 
"repeat what has been clone earlier" to a more founded approach, which 
should enable to focuse Q.C. efforts on attributes directly related to 
fuel performance and to enlarge acceptance of non-conforming 
material. 
In this respect, we are operating and continuously 
updating a consistant package of deterministic codes in the various 
aspects of the design of fuel assernblies (thermomechanical design of 
fuel rods, pressure drop of spacer grids, thermohydraulic design of 
fuel assemblies and core, mechanical design of spacer grids and 
assembly structure, nuclear design of fuel pellet, fuel rod, fuel 
assembly, core) [9]. The calibration and the sensitivity of these 
codes have shown their capability in a quick and inexpensive 
assessment of non-conforming products to justify their acceptance or 
their definite reject. 
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Y. BARBIER: You presented a graph showing the ev~lution,9f 
fuel central temperature with helium internal pressure. There is 
a minimum temperature at about 1 MPa. Do you have a physical explana-
tion to this phenomenon? 
H.F. BAIRIOT: The graph represents the peak conditions, which 
do not occur in the same lifetime for the various prepressurization 
levels. At low He pressures, the clad collapses against the fuel quite 
early, before peak rating conditions are occurring (typically BOC 2 
in a PWR); in this range, the peak fuel temperature decreases with 
increasing He pressure as a result of reducing the effect of He dilution. 
At high He pressures, the gap remains open; the higher the pressure is, 
the langer the gap,remains open and the more it becomes contaminated 
with fission gases, resulting in an increased peak fuel temperature 
during design basis operational overpower transients (most affected 
during cycle 3). 
ST. CARLSON: a) Do you use cold or hat He - leak tests and if 
hat at what temperature? 
b) What type of rod scanner do you use? 
c) What's the detection limit on the individual pellet level in this 
machine? 
H.F. BAIRIOT: a) Based on previous experience only cold He leak 
testing is utilized. 
b) Our rod scanner is able to work in the active and passive modes, 
depending on the type of fuel and on the specifications. For LWR fuel, 
only passive y~scanning is utilized. 
c) For routine application, the sensitivity is typically set to detect 
a pellet varying by 10% from the nominal Pu content. If necessary, this 
sensitivity can be increased by increasing the counting time. 
R.S. RUSTAGI: On one of your slides you showed the prospect of 
improvement in fuel burnups during the next 6 years by as much as 25%. 
Could you please indicate the broad areas of design changes proposed 
for fuel in the comming years? 
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H.F. BAIRIOT: Based on the results of ongoing demonstration 
programs, no major fuel design changes are required to obtain the 
contemplated burnups. Minor adoptions (such as an increase of the 
plenum length) will be implemented. to meet the design criteria. 
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EVALUATION OF THE SEMINAR 
H. Bairiot 
BELGONUCLEAIRE 
Europalaan 20, B-2480 Dessel 
1. SUMMARY OF THE MEETING 
1.1. Session 1 : Official rules in practice for QA in different countries. 
Chairman : D. Vollath 
The first technical session was related to the IAEA activities in the 
fields of QA & QC [50] and the underlyning principles of the application 
of QA and QC in USA [51], Brazil [2] and USSR [59]. From those papers and 
other contributions to the meeting [e.g. 13, 5, 60], apears that most re-
gulations are based on the IAEA rules and recommendations for QA. It was 
realized that they coincide in many points with the regulations developed 
in the USA. 
In most countries, the organization of QA and QC and its implementa-
tion are audited by gouvernmental organizations and/or by independent 
official organizations. 
In all these cases QA is controlled by a regulatory body whos aim it 
is to 
- establish regulations, 
- license procedures appicable to the product and, 
- audit and verify the implementation of the QA-system. 
In one paper [59], examples of sophisticated equipment for QC were 
given, e.g. instruments for controlling canning, pellets, weld seam and 
for high temperature leak testing. 
Refering to economic considerations [51] : 
- nothing is more expensive than inadequate quality, 
- competition in improvement of fuel quality is the most effective fuel 
vendor motivation for proper QA, 
- to maintain competitive fabrication prices, unnecessary controls must be 
identified and cancelled. 
NB [*] refers to the paper in the official numbering system, i.e. 
IAEA-SR-102/* 
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1.2. Session 2 - Official rules in practice for QA in different coun-
tries (cont'd) 
- QA system implemented in different production plants 
Chairman V. Borsky 
The question of controlling and assuring the quality in the nuclear 
industry has been looked after for more than 10 years in many countries. 
The history of the establishment of the whole system of Quality Control 
shows a remarquable evolution from a rather general view of things to a 
more specific definition of the required documentation in quite a nurober 
of countries. 
Although Finland [3] does not produce the fuel, a very responsive 
system for controlling the fuel that they receive was developed, including 
destructive control of a full assembly if auditing was not possible at the 
manufacturing plant. 
The documents which establish the interaction between the designers 
and the fabricants of fuel in the Federal Republic of Germany [ 11] is 
based on a documentation system developed for the group and on the 10 CFR 
50 from the USA. 
The achievements made in France [13] are examplified by the central-
ized data bank in which is stored the entire history of the production of 
fuel elements and the connection or .link-up of all the plants; it helps in 
determining the causes of fuel failure at any power plant. 
A USSR paper [ 17] presented an inter es ting approach to quality rank~ 
ing, i.e. to divide up in three groups those parameters that relate to the 
fuel element attributres; in the fi.rst group no great deviation from spe-
cified values are tolerated; in the last group, more deviation is accepted 
All this is in fact based on the experiments carried out in respect of the 
various attributes (e.g. grain size of the fuel). 
Success has been achieved by Indian scientists [5] in developing 
their own national programme for the fabrication of fuel elements and or-
ganizing quality control. 
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1.3. Session 3 Quality Assurance System implemented in different produc-
tion plants 
Chairman R. Holzer 
The contributions to Session 3 can be summarized by the following 
statements 
There is an increased use of analytical processing of the QC data by 
basic statistical methods, e.g. many papers in this seminar [57, 9, 30] pre-
sented histograms, cumulative frequency diagrams, confidence intervals, 
etc... Statistical evaluation is not only applied to the assessment of 
product quality, but it is recognized to be a tool for product control, pro-
.cess control, and control of testing methods itself [21]. 
Quality control is integrated into the sequence of manufacturing steps. 
Statistical evaluation can directly be used to control process parameters, 
e.g. the annealing temperatures during the manufacturing of Zircaloy tubes 
[ 6] • 
Quality Control implies a common language for designer and producer. 
It helps to understand the technology of fuel manufacturing and to improve 
product properties [ 4, 14]. A classification of quality characteristics 
according to their relative importance to the end use could help to improve 
appropriate sampling plants [4]. The classification may be based upon the 
levels : critical - major - medium - minor. 
Quality Control should not only be applied for the standard production 
of fuel assernblies but also for the qualification of advanced products and 
processes, e.g. for the manufacturing of uo 2 pellets with additives and 
Zry-liner tubes [6]. 
Because of the large number of QC data, computerized evaluation and 
computerized data banks are necessary [57]. The computerized recording sys-
tems give the chance to trace back eventual fuel failures to respective 
batches of material and occurances during the production [57]. But during 
the discussion, cost objections have been raised with respect to a complete 
traceability. This aspect should further be discussed. 
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1.4. Session 4 Quality Assurance system implemented in different production 
plants (cont'd) 
Chairman K. Balaramamoorthy 
Papers were presented by France [12], Italy [22], Sweden [21], and Fed. 
Republic of Germany [20] detailing the QC practices and also QA Systems. All 
of them fulfill the well known 18 points criteria and/or the requirements and 
recommendations laid down in IAEA Code of Practice on QA and in Safety Guide 
QA-11. Procedures and Systems are tailored to meet the large scale production 
of high quality fuel assemblies. In this respect the tendency is to develop 
and to implement computer aided systems for systematically documenting the data 
and for eliminating possible human errors. The consequences of defects that 
might be missed in fuel rods (final stage of pellets, final sheath inspection, 
closure weld quality, maisture control, etc.) has justified implementation of 
improved methods and refinement of conventional production and inspection tech-
niques. 
1.5. Session 5 : Physical methods for analyses. 
Chairman : A.A. Strasser 
Four papers were presented on fuel powder and pellet inspection methods, 
and one paper on the development of an inspection and test plan. 
A comprehensive paper [54] discussed various methods of characterizing 
fuel powder and pellets currently used techniques, advanced methods of 
analyses for characteristics that have not been measured satisfactorily 
previously and work methods for current techniques. Most measurements are 
computerized and readily adaptable to a process plant. 
Paper [18] described a new non-destructive method of measureing the U-235 
enrichment directly in UF6 containers with a Ge detector. While the method 
does not have the accuracy of the main spectrometric analysis of a sample, it 
does have the advantage of providing a nominal reading rapidly. 
Paper [26] discussed a new test method and gave examples of the use of 
films sensitive to neutron irradiations. Measurements of the distribution of 
fissionable and absorber materials can be made by exposing the materials, 
covered by a polymer, to a neutron source. 
Paper [ 23] presented improved methods for processing and inspecting for 
plutonium homogeneity in mixed oxide pellets. Inspection techniques used were 
Pu potentiometry, gamma-spectroscopy, alpha-autoradiography and rod grunma-scan-
ning. Their relationship to economics was discussed. 
Paper [ 15] discussed the proper method for the development of an inspec-
tion and test plan for fuel assemblies. The most important points related to 
the determination of the acceptable quality level and the choice of AQL level 
and its effect on fuel quality evaluation. 
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1.6. Session 6 : Physical methods for analyses (cont'd) 
Chairman : G. Dressler 
The maj ority of the papers dealt with the production and subsequent in-
spection of Zircaloy products, specifically cladding tubes [53, 7]. The main 
efforts undertaken during the past years focussed on increasing the process re-
liability by well balanced and tailored process controls (with the useful 
application of statistical methods), and the automatization of process, inspec-
tion and subsequent documentation • No new developments, for example in the 
field of improving or optimizing material properties were reported. This seems 
to be a general trend in the fuel manufacturing area, due to a lack of severe 
performance problems because of quality deficiencies. Under this aspect, it 
might be useful to not only think about rationalizing, improving and moderniz-
ing the existing QC equipment and techniques, but also about reducing the QC 
efforts on the basis of our learning curve which is described by a constant de-
crease of quality related fuel failures in all countries and for all suppliers. 
It seems to be worth to carefully judge the applied QC techniques for com-
plex parts like spacers [10] and discuss the questions of substituting expensi-
ve techniques (which locate variables data and many kilograms of paper) by 
simple attributive measurements with functional gaging as outlined in one of 
the papers [56]. 
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1.7. Session 7 Methods of Chemical Analyses, Training of Personneland 
Update of fuel characteristics 
Chairman M. Ernotte 
From an interesting review of the various analytical techniques applied in 
the quality control of uo2 powder and pellets [58] ,a disturbing conclusion 
concerned the usefulness of the specification of the 27 trace elements. 
Paper [24] presented procedures for chemical analysis of Zry and paper 
[19] described a device enabling to measure the inner pressure of rods and to 
sample and analyze (by gas chromatography) the filling gas in fuel rods. 
Paper [52] exposed interesting considerations about QA/QC personnel train-
ing and qualification in India, linking the manpower requirements in these 
areas to the extent and the schedule of the intended nuclear power programme, 
with due consideration to the constraints imposed by the local possibilities. 
The training opportunities were addressing to personnel of all levels, rauging 
from post-university courses to familiarisation lectures and in-service or on-
the job training programmes related to operation production and inspections 
aspects. 
A Czechoslovakian paper [16] described the evaluations and verifications 
performed during and after the fabrication of uo2 pellets for experimental 
fuel assernblies for test reactors. 
A paper [60] summarized the Belgian situation which has the peculiarity to 
involve many of the world fuel manufacturers. Since the present trends in 
reactor performance concern the increased discharge burnup and fuel manoeuvera-
bility, nuclear fuel is a product which has a very lang feed back time and this 
requires reliable engineering tools to evaluate quality related parameters. 
International research programmes are efficient in improving our knowledge of 
the basic phenomenons influencing in reactor fuel behaviour. 
Same considerations were presented an the effects of MOX fabrication raute an 
fuel dissolution, pellet hydrogen content, fuel densification, rod pressuriza-
tion and the need for process controls an these important characteristics. Fuel 
surveillance after fabrication and during reactor operation was also stressed. 
The general conclusion presented was that simpler design and requirements could 
probably be achieved by a better knowledge of the relation between fuel assem-
bly quality and irradiation behaviour. 
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1.8. Panel discussion 
Chairman : H. Bairiot 
A quality confidence level determined by quality control is usually 
limited to 99/99 (or even 95/95 for many attributes). It is insufficient by 
itself to assure a ~uel quality characterized by the presently observed in 
service failure level of 10-5 rods per year. In this respect it is worth 
reconsidering the significance and the necessity of some tests like the 
helium leak check and gamma scanning of fuel rods, in the light of a con-
sistent product quality with zero rejects over many years. Everybody still 
performs ASTM corrosion tests on Zircaloy samples and knows very well that 
the test is useless because of the fact that the critical part of the sample 
is removed by etching prior to testing; a panel member cotild not remernher 
any rejected samples during its 15 years experience in this field. 
Despite the increase of manufacturing experience and product reliabili-
ty and quality, the associated audit activities show a drastic increase, 
mainly to satisfy requirements which were established many years ago under a 
quite different quality environment and maintained only for reasons of 
marketing strategies. Open discussion should be encouraged about the neces-
sity of some established tests and inspection in the light of reducing the 
overall fabrication costs 
The most sophisticated QC techniques have evolved from automated 
("hands-off") to completely computerized ("brain-off") systems. 
Many papers have referred to the IAEA guidelines and guidebooks on the 
quality of nuclear fuel. The Agency should be encouraged to update and com-
plete these documents. 
An inconclusive discussion took place on the difference of QC level 
observed at the fabrication plant site and the r.eactor site. 
In most fabrication plants, the implementation of a stringent QA pro-
gram has so much enhanced the quality of the final product that, at several 
inspection stages, the rejection rate has fallen to zero; QA procedures have 
evidently paid for themselves. The time might have come to review QC plans 
and replace those tests and analyses which never reveal negative results by 
a QA procedure ensuring that the work was performed in strict conformity 
with the quaiified flowsheet. 
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2. CONCLUSIONS 
2.1. The Seminar reviewed successively the three levels of QA/QC activities 
involved in the fuel fabrication 
- the establishement, development and implementation of a QA system and a QA 
program. 
- the planning and application of QC for product and process control, in-
cluding the statistical background and evaluation. 
- the development, introduction and assessment of the tes ting procedures 
(both physical and chemical). 
2.2. More than 80% of the presentations were useful. 
2. 3. General considerations on QC philosophy, regulations, principles and 
general production flow sheets with QC hold points have been covered 
adequately in this and past meetings, and need not to be repeated. It did 
not reveal new features. 
2.4. Specific descriptions of methodologies for process control, inspection 
techniques and associated experience were and should continue to be 
presented. Some statistical evaluation techniques were discussed; this as-
pect deserves more emphasis. 
2.5. The seminar was in line with the excellent meetings organized previous-
ly (1978 and 1981) by KfK on QC and characterization of fuel pellets; 
but the scope was extended to quality related features of as-fabricated 
assemblies, i.e. including cladding, fuel rods, assembly hardware, etc. No 
paper, but one, considered fuel quality thereafter (shipping, on-site hand-
ling, storage). 
3. RECOMMENDATIONS 
3.1. This Seminar was successful in presenting and confronting the practices 
adopted in the various countries. A future meeting (at a 3-year inter-
val) would be mutually beneficial in updating the specifications and prac-
tices. It should be devoted exclusively to QC techniques, associated exper-
ience and feedback to the fabrication processes. To avoid duplication, it 
could again be organized as a cooperative undertaking between the periodic 
Karlsruhe meetings on Characterizat'ion of Nuclear Fuels and an IAEA Special-
ists' Meeting. 
3.2. It should incorporate inspection of the fuel at the reactor site and 
discuss consistency with the fabrication plant practices, the transport 
operations and the storage methods. 
3.3. A critical review on the relevance of some quality requirements should 
be encouraged. Cost/benefit considerations should be part of the cri-
teria. 
3.4. Developing countries indicated a need for further technical education 
and training in the field of QC methods. 
3.5. The IAEA should pursue its activities in elaborating guidelines and 
guidebooks on QA and QC of nuclear fuel. A timely updating and revision of 
the Guidebook on QC of Water Reactor Fuel should be considered. 
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IAEA-SR-102/59 
SEMINAR ON PRACTIC.AL EXPERIENCE IN THE APPLICATION 
OF QUALITY CONTROL IN WATER-REACTOR FUEL FABRICATION 
12-16 March 1984 
Karlsruhe, Federal Republic of Ger.many 
Prinoiple·s Governing the Organization of Quality 
Control in the Fabrication of Water Reactor Fuel 
Elements 
v. Gorsky 
All-Uni.on Scientific Research Institute of 
Inorganic Materials, Moscow, USSR 
Abstract 
In the USSR nuclear power developments are based on water 
cooled and moderated (VVER) and boiling graphite/water (RJ3M::K) 
reactors. The ~odern oommercial fabrication of fuel elmnents and 
assernblies is impossible without the complex system of the product-
ion quality management, which oovers all problems of the quality 
manag·ement in the produotion of structural and fissile materials • 
semi-finished produots, and as-fabricated fuel elements and 
assemblies. The quality management of the fuel elements and 
.assemblies is oarried out beginning with the branch of indus.try 
and finishing with a shop, manufacturing struotural materials. 
The transition to more powerful reactors and the resultant 
substantional. growth of the fuel manu:(acture have required the 
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development of more elaborate and efficient means of control,. 
suitable for the application in the automated m~ss line product-
ion. More rigid requirements.on fuel elements and some of their 
parameters made it imperative to increase in some cases the 
measuring accuracy and to introduce a 100% control. 
· To control the quality of the structural- components and 
fuel elements several new installations have been designed: 
(1) complex tube inspection system for ultrasonic flaw 
detection and dimension determination 
(2) ultrasonic bench for flaw detection in zirconium alloy 
rods 
(3) high-efficiency radiometrio devices for pellet density 
determination 
(4) semi-automatic ultrasonic bench for the flaw detection 
in the welds of fuel elements 
( 5) highc•efficiency radiometric device for inter-pellet 
gaps detection in a fuel steck 
(6) leak testers with heated vacuum inspection chambers for 
the leak-testing of fuel elements. 
------ 0 -- 0 -- 0 ------
In the USSR nuclear povrer developments are based on \vater 
cooled and moderated (VVER) and boiling graphite/water (R13MK) 
reactors. The sucoessful Operation of the reactors of the first 
generation has shown 11ot only the high reliability of the fuel 
element and assembly designs but also the effectuality of the 
complex system of management of the production quality and applied 
methods and technioal means of control and evaluation. 
Started several years ago the transitich to the oonstruotion 
of reactors with inc.reased unit power (as, for example, unit 5 of 
the Novovoronezh nuclear power plant with the VVER-1000 reaotor) 
and the resultant fundamental growth in the production of fuel 
elements and assernblies required the development of more sophisti-
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cated and efficient means of control, suitable for automated mass 
lin'e production. 
Furthermore, requirements become more stringent for the 
measurement precision of some fuel element parameters [1}. The 
structure of the quali ty management in the fuel element and assemb·~ 
ly production as well as some control means developed during. the 
last decade are described below. 
1. Complex Quality Management System 
1.1. Organizational Structure 
The comple:x: quality management system (CQMS) ha.s been 
functioning in the manufacture of fuels for nuclear po·wer plants 
for many years. It covers all the problems of the quality mana-
gerneut in the production of structural and fissile materials, semi-
finished products and as-fabricated fuel elements and assembliesß 
The branch quality management of the fuel element and. assembly 
production is realized through the main administration, scientific· 
tecbnical administration of industry, leading scientific research 
· insti tut es, pilot design and project planning organizations. 
The plant quality management of the fuel element and assemblJ· 
production is implemented by chief engineers, technologists, de-
signers, instrumentalists and their subordinated services, 
The functions of the state control are fulfilled by the 
quality inspectors of the Stete Committee on Supervision for 
Security of Work Conduc·ted at Nuclear Power Plants of the USSR .. 
1 • 2.. CQ:M..S a t Plant 
The organizational and technical activities and means of ma-
nagement of quality of fuel element and assembly production are 
fulfilled within the scope of the CQMS, which is a whole complex 
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of engineering, technical, technological, control, inspection and 
other processes. The CQMS establishes and regulates the functions 
of the plant main services and their management influence on the 
assurance of the specified quality. It realizes the following 
functions: 
(1) prediction of the product technical level and quality 
(2) planning of the product quality upgrading, 
(3) working out and preparation of the product organization 
(a design assurance of the quality) 
(4) technological preparation of the production (a technolo-
gical assurance of the quality) 
(5) material and technical assurance of the quality 
(6) metrological assurance of the quality 
(7) seleotion, arrangement, provision and training of the 
personnel (a qualificational assurance of the quality) 
(8) provision of the stable high-quality production ateach 
step of the manufacturing process 
(9) technical quality control 
(10) state supevision of the introduction and observance of 
the standards, technical specifications and the condition of 
measuring means at the plant. 
The CQMS activity is regulated by the state, brauch and plant 
standards .. 
1o)o Subsystem of CQMS in Plant Shops 
The subsystem of the quality management of the fuel element 
and assembly structural components manufactured on automated. ~nd 
mechanized lines inshops incorporates the followingmanagement 
functions: 
(1) control of incoming raw materianls, structural :matorials, 
components, and semi-·products 
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(2) control of incorning measuring equipment and other 
teohnologioal devioes 
(3) adjustments and correotions of teolmological operations 
in aocordance with the specified oparational technical require-
ments and tolerances 
(4) operator's self-control and an application of the active 
control instruments during the product manufacture process 
(5) statistical adjustment of the technological process 
(6) operation control 
(7) internal inspection of the manufactured products 
(8) control before delivery 
(9) external inspection of manufactured products 
(10) metrological provision of production lines and the 
forced calibration of measuring equipment 
(11) periodic oheck-up of production equipment with respect 
to the technological precision 
(12) periodic check-up of the technological process main-
tenance and culture of serving equipment 
(13) systematio analysis of defect products (kind of a de-
fect, reasonsyof its appearance and who is to blame and discussion 
of the problern together with the plant administration to take ur-
gent measures to remove the causes of the reappearance of such 
defects) .. 
1.4 .. Provision of Produotion with Measuring Equipment 
Methods and ·bechnical means of the quali ty control of 
structural materials, semi-products, fuel elements, assemblies, 
and control instruments for technological processes and product-
ion equipment are developed by plant laboratoriss of the automat-
ion and nondestructive testinge The plant luboratory of the nuto-
mation and mechanization conducts a whole oycle of Operations f:t"om 
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the development or maatering the instruments and their testing 
under shop conditions to introduction of the measuring equipment 
and personnel. The measuring equipment in shops is attended by 
shop's services of the controlling and measuring instrun1ents and 
automation. 
1.5. Technical Control Departament 
The technical control departament (TCD) at the plant is most 
important in CQMS. Legally the TCD is independent on a production 
administration. The chief controller is subordinated to the plant 
manager. Using effective methods the TOD controls the quality of 
incoming structoral materials between operations end bcfore deli-
very of semi-finished products; withdraws from production the 
nonconforming materials, structural components, fuel elements and 
assemblies, carries out exam.inations and techn.ical analyses of the 
rejects and defects es to the types, causes and guilty persons, 
systematically holds conferences with the administration to consi~ 
der the nonconforming ma:terials and imperfect products and work 
out manageme~tal influences to remove the causes, leading to 
rejects end defects. 
The TCD has the exceptional right of deciding on the fitness 
or unfitness of the manufactured items. The TCD draws up a docu~ 
ment on accepted products end \v.rites a notification about rejected 
items (or an act on revealed spoilage). 
1.6. Quality Management Service 
It coordinates the plant's subdivisions activities in the 
realization of their ftmctions, carries out or organizes an engi-
neertng analysis of the acctunulated information on a product 
quali ty and the oauses o:t defect appearance, prepares for ·the 
plant manager the project management decisions ajmed e.t improv:Lng 
the product quality and removing defects and spoilages in as-fabri-
cated products, that cause claims and rcclamations from consumerse 
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1.7. State Quality Inspection 
Inspectors of the State Committee on Supervision for 
Security of Work Gonducted at Nuclear Power Plants of the USSR 
control semi-finished products, structural components, as-fabri-
cated fuel elements and assernblies and conduct periodic evaluat-
ions of technological operations at plants as to their confor.mity 
to the requirements of the standards and technical specifications. 
Control operations are carried out with the measuring instru-
ments that are used by the TCD of the plant. 
2. Technical Control E~uipment 
2.1. Controlled Parameters 
The list of controlled parameters, methods and extent of 
control are set by the technical specifications on fuel elements 
and assemblies. As far as the fuel elements and assernblies for 
VVER ·and.RB1lli nuclear reactors are concerned, the list of the 
controlled parameters of the incoming struc-'Gural and fissile ma-
terials, semi-finished products, as-fabricated fuel elements and 
assernblies coinsides with the recommendations and requirements of 
the I.AEA [2,3] • Some distinctions are only in the control methods. 
2.2. Metrological Provision 
The CQMS of the plant incorporates a whole complex of control 
Operations conducted by the destructive and nondestrl.tetive evaluat-
ions and tests. The metrological provision of the quality control 
is accomplished by the chief metrologist service. It takes part 
in the development and introduction of control methods and means 
and inspects the condition of the techni(}al control means a.pplied. 
The analytical control and tests of. ma.terials and items are 
carried out by plant laboratories in accordance with the ste.te, 
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branch and plant standards or approved instructions. 
The nondestructive evaiuation of structural IILSteri'als and 
finished items is conducted on equipment pennitted for use by the 
state check-up service. The equipment sensitivity is adjusted by 
means of the branch and plant standard specimens or approved test-
specimens or product control specimens. 
2.3. Quality Control of Cladding Tubes 
Zirc'onium alloy (Zr+1 wt.% Nb) tubes are controlled in lots. 
A tube lot consists of tubes of the same febrication process and 
final heat treatment. The approval of a tube lot is realized by 
the TCD based on the results of control of all the parameters in-
dicated in the specification~.The control end tests of tubes o.re 
carried out using generally adopted methods, as,for exa.mple,given 
in the standard ASTM B 353-77a. 
Recently to increase the con·i;rol speed much work has been 
done to develop a complex inspection system for the ultrasonic 
flaw inspection and geometric dimension measurements of thin-
walled tubes. The design of such a system for an ultrasonic in-
spection of tubes.5-20 mm dia. and 0.3-1.0 mm of wall thickness 
is described in L4] .. The.tube tobe controlled moves in the axial 
direction through two acoustic blocks \vith rotating ultrasonic 
transducers. The first one is intended for flaw inspection of 
tubes. The tube wall is sounded across and along its axis in 
opposite directions at a frequency of 5 MHz with two pairs of 
transducers in accord.ance with the "classic" scheme. The distin-
ctive peculiarity of this block as compared, e.g. with the simi-
lar block in the ultrasonic inspection system RO~A 40/6000, pro-
duced by the firm NtJKEM (FRG )(~is an application of plain bearings 
lubriceted with wuter scrvi:ng .s.s mi. auous·i;ic ooupling medium in 
the flaw inspection block. The rotation speed is 6000 rev./min. 
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The second acoustic block serves to measura the wall thickness on 
two diametrically-opposite sides of a tube and outer diameter of 
a tube. The outer diameter of a tube is meaaured with two rotating 
ultrasonic transducers from acoustic pulses transmitted normally 
to the tube surface. It is proportional to. the travelling time of 
t.he acoustic pulses from tranducers to both sides of the outer 
surface of the tube. 
The wall-thickness is measured by two ultrasonic thickness-
meters 11Metal-6M" on the diametrically-opposite sides of a tube. 
The Operation of this instrument is founded on the measurement of 
the resonsnce vibration cycle of the wall after an excitation by 
two acoustic pulses during t'he outer diamete:r measurement. 
The inner diameter is calculated as the difference between 
the outer diameter and the two wall thickness. The accuracy of the 
measurement of the outer diameter and wall thiclmess is < 5 f" m, 
that of the inner diameter calculation is < 10 r m. To decrease the 
influence. of water temperature che.nges on the accuracy of the outer 
diameter measurement there is an additional transducer in this block 
generating the base signal. 
The control results are recorded on a diagram paper. There 
are digital indicators of the tube geomentric sizes in the measur-
ing instrument. 
2.4. Quality Control of Rods 
Zirconium alloy (Zr+1 wt.% Nb) rods are controlled in lots. 
A rod lot. COl:\Sists of rods of the same fabrication process end 
final heat treatment. The approval of a rod lot is realized by the 
TCD based on the results of control of all the parameters indicated 
in the specifications. The control end tests of the rods are ca.rried 
out using universally adopted method.s~as, for cxample, gfven in 
the standerd ASTM B 351-79~_._The rod metal soundness. is controlled 
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by an ultrasonic method. Every rod is subjected to an Ultrasonic 
control 0 ... 1 a bench having two transducers •. The rod moves :rotating 
through a local bath filled with water. The first transducer (com-
bined, having separate transmitting and receiving orystals) serves 
to evaluate transverce defects and defects along the rod axis. The 
·second transduser is intended to reveal longitudinal surface and 
subsurface defects (frequency of 5 MHz). The sensitivity is adjust-
ed using the standerd calibration rod with artificial defects - the 
longitudinal and transvarse marks 0.2 mm in depth and 1.5 mm in 
length at the·outer surface and holes 1.5 mm in·diameter, drilled 
along the axis and radius of the rod and having a depth equal to 
the rod radius. 
2.5. Quality Control of Pellets 
uo2 pellets of different enrichment are controlled in lots 
me.nufactured from similar initial powder. The approval of a pellet 
lot is realized by the TOD based on the results of control of all 
the parameters indicated in the specifications. The quality control 
of powder and pellets is carried out by the universally adopted 
methods as, for example, given in the standards ASTM C 696-80 and 
C 776-79• To reduce the water content of pellets to below 3-4 ppm 
the lower density l:i.mit of 10.4 g/cm'J was set [1]. This required 
a more efficient equipment to be designed for the density control 
of green and sintered pellets. The well known Q -absorption 
method similar to that described in [6] is used in these controlling 
systems. The f-ray source is 137cs. There is a compensution de-
vice to exclude the influence of sintered pellet diameter variat-
ions on the measuring accuracy during the density control by means 
of a collimated beam of 'f-rays penetrating a pellet along its 
ch.o:r.o.~ :By app:I.ying the multiposition principle vf mea.su,rement (with 
the channels placed areund a ~ -ray source) and high-speed 
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electronics it was .possible to increaae t~e control speed to 
5000 pellets per hour. The root-meanaquare is ,.... o. 6% ( 26') .. The 
outer diameter of ground pellets is controlled on a rotating cross-
axial shaft device with a variable gap between shafts .. Thia permits 
the division of the controlled pellets into three groups: waste 
pellets, normal pelleta and pellets having an outer diameter above 
the upper limit. To decrease rejects during pellet grinding on 
centerlass grinding tools the outer diameter of pellets is measured 
on statistical samples. This permits the time regulation of the 
grinding instrument position. 
2.6. Quality Control of End-Plug Welds 
In accordance with the CQMS requirements the quality of fuel 
element end-plug welds is controlle.d by various methods at diffe-
rent stages of the fuel element·production. Tl1e primary attention 
is paid to a welding equipment because the stability of welds de-
pends on the welding equipment state .. The electron-beam welding is 
performed with welding machines equipped 
with automatic television systems for directing the electron beam 
to joints being welded. Machines of this kind made it possible not 
to weld. "production test· samples before manufacture" for destructi-
ve testing. At present the samples are welded only after the repla-
cement of a cathode in an electron- beam gun to control the stabi-
lity of welding parameters .. The quality of the welded samples is 
determined metallographically. The geometric sizes, outer surfa.ce 
condi tion, corrosion resistance and leak tightness of fuel element 
welds are subjected to control. 
However, the most important method of the weld quality control 
is radiography .. The radio~raphic technique of fuel element weld 
oontrol is·well known. The description of the equipment used and 
an appara tus for developing films is given in · [.1] • The welds must 
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be free from any internal defects and porea 0.2 mm in diameter. 
The disadvantagea of radiographic examination are its high cost, 
low capacity and the impossibility of automating the process of 
radiographic film interpretaton. In this respect an ultrasonic 
method is very attractive. SemilSutomatic equipment_ has been design-
ed for an ultrasonic examination of electron- beam welds of VVER 
and RMBK.fuel elementa. Ultrasonic Vibrationsare introduced di-
rectly poth into the weld seam and the fuel can side [s,~. The 
Operation experience has shown that compared to radiogra.phy this 
ultrasonic equipment permits a better detection of lack of fusion 
in the weld root more than 0.1 mm. But the reliability of pore 
detection is worse than in radiographic examinations. Durj~g ultra-
sonie examination less than So% of pores 0.25-0 • .3 nun in dia..are 
detected. Thi·s is explained by the .outer <1urface roughnass of weld 
seams, shape and location of pores in welds, surface roughnass of 
fit surfaces,irregular contacts between an inner surface of a can 
and an outer surface of an end-plug near the weld root due to the 
softening of ~~nning metal during welding and so on. All this pro-
duces a high level of noises and false signals. The results of our 
ivestigation correlate with the results, described in [9]. From 
our point of view the modern ·condition of the ultrasonic technique 
does not permit the radiographic examination to be fully rejected 
as a method of evaluation of. fuel element welds. 
2.7. Quality Control of Fuel Column Continu~ty 
An increase of the fuel element power density ru1d a coolant 
pressure in the core of high power reactors (e.g. VVER-1000) re.-
quired a more precise control of inter-pellet gaps in a fuel co-
lumn, which must not be more than 3-5 mm (1] • An automatic 6 -
absorption faoility hss 'been des:Lgned to control inter-pellet gapz, 
.a plenum le11gth, tbe position of a fuel column holders, the sum of 
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inter-pellet gaps in the fuel column and to detect fuel crumbs in 
a plenmn. The collimated (0.4:x:7.0 mm) beam of a r -radi.ation 
source of 57co (20 m Ci) and a detector are intended to determine 
the beginning and end -of a gap. The gap extent is measured from 
the number of pulses produced by the controlled frequency gene.rator, 
that is operated by that ~-relay. In the course of its pessage 
the. inspected fuel element rotates a measuring roller of the pulse 
generator, that generates 1 pulse per each 0.1 mm of the fuel ele-
ment passage. The facili·liy measures the plenum lengh, the gap bet-
ween the bottom end-plug and.the first pellet, the rnaximmn inter-
pellet gap in the fuel column, the sum of all inter-pellet gaps in 
a fuel column, the presence of fuel crumbs in a plenum and the po-
sition of the fuel column holders. Small end chips of pellets are 
registered as an equivalent increase of an inter-pellet gap. The 
control results are processed by a special programme and typedo 
The test results of the VVER-1000 fuel elernents showed that errors 
in measuring the in:ter-pellet gaps do not ex.ceed ±O·.l nnn (26'), 
those for the plenum length are ±2.0 mm and those for the total 
inter-pellet gap in a fuel column are ±1·5 ~n. The control speed 
is 400 m/hour. 
Fuel elements condemned as defective are radiographed or 
investigated on the screen of an X-ray-"television set to find out 
the reasons of the detected deviations from the tolerance in an 
as-fabricated fuel element. 
2.7. Leak-Testing of.Fuel Elements and Assernblies 
Fuel elements and ass~1blies are leak-tested by helium mass 
spectrometry using a ve.cuum che.mber methodot The leak-testing te.ch-
nique, the means of the static and dynamic sensitivity determj_nat-
ion of t esting facili ties, · the rules. of the prepara tion of fuel 
elements for leak-testing and so on do ·not differ from the gene-
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rally adopted practice. 
Fuel elements are leak-tested in lots for the presence of 
respectively ularge" and "small" leaks. Firia.l leak tests for the 
presence of small leaks are usually conducted by heating them in 
a vacuum chamber to 300-400°0 in a leak=testing facility or di-
rectly after vacuum heating in an oven with their subsequent trans-
fer to the vacuum chamber of the leak-testing facilit~. 
Fuel elements to be evaluated for the availability of compa-
ratively 11 large11 leaks are subjected to helium pressurizat.ion. The 
leak-testing is performed at room temperature .. In case of the 
evaluation of several fuel elements the rejection level is the very 
same as for a single fuel element. 
As-fabricated assernblies are subjected to vacuum heati11g 
prior to leak-testing at room temperature. 
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